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The Impact of Forward Swept
Rotors on Tip Clearance Flows in
Subsonic Axial Compressors
This paper presents an experimental and analytical study of the impact of forward swept
rotors on tip-limited, low-speed, multistage axial compressors. Two different configura-
tions were examined, one with strong tip-clearance flows and the other with more mod-
erate levels. Evaluations were done at multiple rotor tip clearances to assess differences
in clearance sensitivity. Compared to conventionally stacked radial rotors, the forward
swept blades demonstrated improvements in stall margin, efficiency and clearance sensi-
tivity. The benefits were more pronounced for the configuration with stronger tip-
clearance flows. Detailed flow measurements and three-dimensional viscous CFD analy-
ses were used to investigate the responsible flow mechanisms. Forward sweep causes a
spanwise redistribution of flow toward the blade tip and reduces the tip loading in terms
of static pressure coefficient. This results in reduced tip-clearance flow blockage, a shal-
lower (more axial) vortex trajectory and a smaller region of reversed flow in the clear-
ance gap.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1773852#

Introduction
One of the more significant design trends in recent years is the

use of aerodynamic sweep to improve the performance and stabil-
ity of transonic compressor blades. The experimental and analyti-
cal studies of single and multistage fans by Wadia et al.@1,2#
demonstrated significant improvements in stall margin and effi-
ciency associated with forward sweep. Reduced shock/boundary
layer interaction and less accumulation of centrifuged blade
boundary layer fluid at the tip for the forward swept blade were
identified as the primary responsible flow mechanisms. However,
it is less clear from the open literature what impact aerodynamic
sweep has on subsonic blades, such as those found in the middle
to rear stages of multistage axial compressors.

One notable difference between transonic fans and core com-
pressors is the relative impact rotor tip-clearance flows have on
performance and stall margin. Many military and commercial fans
operate with rotor tip clearances that are a small percentage of
annulus height~typically less than 1%!. Core compressor blades,
on the other hand, generally have larger clearances in relation to
their size, especially in the rear stages of high pressure ratio ma-
chines. This leads to the tip-clearance flow being a larger source
of loss and blockage. Add this to the fact that clearances can open
significantly above their design values during ‘‘real world’’ opera-
tion due to such factors as deterioration, casing ovalization and
thermal mismatching of rotating and stationary structures during
engine transients. Thus, how well the compressor tolerates open
clearances determines how robustly it operates in service. The
work presented in this paper addresses the question of how for-
ward sweep impacts the tip-clearance flow of subsonic core com-
pressor blades.

Most of the recently published work on aerodynamic sweep has
focused on transonic blades with much less information being
available on its use for subsonic flows. One notable attempt to
exploit sweep in a single-stage low-speed compressor was by
Yamaguchi et al.@3#. In this work forward sweep was introduced
by simply restacking the sections of a radial blade without re-
designing the sections to account for the spanwise redistribution
of flow due to sweep. An improvement in stage efficiency of 1.0%

was measured with the swept rotor, but with reduced stall margin.
Detailed hot-wire measurements showed that sweep improved the
flow near the rotor tip, but weakened the hub. No discussion of the
stall mechanism was given, leaving open the possibility of a hub
stall to explain the reduced stall margin.

Another attempt to utilize sweep in a low-speed compressor
was by Inoue et al.@4#, also using a single stage but with an
upstream stage simulated using an IGV and stator. Forward sweep
was introduced by extending the rotor leading-edge upstream near
the tip and hub, resulting in a local chord increase of 20% since
the trailing-edge was fixed. Although not purely a sweep effect, it
is interesting that the rotor with a forward swept leading-edge
yielded a 0.7% improvement in stage peak efficiency along with a
6.4% increase in stall margin. Detailed hot-wire surveys near stall
showed a reduction in blockage near the casing for the swept
blade. Test data and CFD analyses indicated that stall was initiated
near the rotor tip.

Based on its successful application in transonic fans, GE Air-
craft Engines began investigating the application of forward
sweep in core compressors. This paper presents the results of an
experimental and analytical evaluation of the impact of forward
swept rotors on tip-limited, low-speed, multistage axial compres-
sors. The configurations examined are representative of subsonic
rear stages in modern aircraft engine high pressure ratio compres-
sors. To the best of the authors’ knowledge this work is unique to
the open literature for the following reasons:

• Forward sweep was evaluated on two different compressor
configurations, one with strong rotor tip-leakage flows and
the other with more moderate levels.

• Forward sweep was evaluated at multiple rotor tip clearances
to assess changes in clearance sensitivity.

• Flow mechanisms are proposed for how forward sweep af-
fects the rotor tip-leakage flow based on interpretations of
detailed test data and CFD analyses.

Rotor Designs
This test program was conducted in the GE Low-Speed Re-

search Compressor~LSRC! facility to determine the impact of
forward swept rotors on stable operating range, performance and
tip-clearance sensitivity. Two different configurations were de-
signed and tested with each being a low-speed model of the rear
stages of a high-speed compressor.Table 1 summarizes the rel-

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute and presented at the Inter-
national Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Atlanta, GA, June
16–19, 2003. Manuscript received by the IGTI December 2002; final revision March
2003. Paper No. 2003-GT-38837. Review Chair: H. R. Simmons.
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evant design parameters for each configuration. The rotors for
configuration 1 have high tip stagger and solidity with relatively
high aero loading in terms of D-factor and static pressure coeffi-
cient, CP . It will be shown that the performance and stability of
configuration 1 are strongly influenced by the rotor tip-clearance
flow. The rotors for configuration 2 have lower tip stagger, solidity
and loading with more moderate tip-leakage flows.

All the airfoils used in this study were designed in the late
1990s with the same design and analysis techniques currently in
use at GE Aircraft Engines. Unlike the sweep and dihedral studies
of Gallimore et al.@5,6#, the baseline airfoils in this study are
modern three-dimensional designs with no known regions of sepa-
rated flow at their design points. The stators incorporate design
features such as bow and chord scalloping for reduced losses and
improved off-design behavior. The performance of the baseline
designs should be considered current state of the art for each
configuration’s respective duty. Thus, any performance improve-
ments due to the introduction of sweep are primarily the result of
changes in the rotor tip-clearance flow.

The airfoils were designed as isolated blade rows using a three-
dimensional viscous computational fluid dynamics~CFD! code,
@7#, with boundary conditions supplied by a sophisticated through-
flow analysis. The throughflow analysis includes models for sec-
ondary flow and spanwise mixing in addition to detailed semi-
empirical loss and blockage correlations. It has well represented
the axisymmetric-averaged flow of many multistage compressors
even near endwalls where viscous effects dominate. The CFD
analysis was heavily relied upon to guide detailed design deci-
sions, especially regarding their impact on the tip-leakage flow.
Both codes are proprietary to GE.

The baseline rotors are conventionally stacked and hereafter
referred to asradial because of their low sweep levels. Forward
sweep is implemented through a combination of axial and tangen-
tial stacking of the blade sections. For configuration 2, an addi-
tional constraint of limiting the axial position of the tip was im-
posed to satisfy axial clearance requirements with the upstream
vane, a restriction likely to be present when retrofitting forward
swept blades into legacy engines.Figure 1 shows the resulting
leading-edge aerodynamic sweep distributions calculated using
the method of Smith and Yeh@8#. Although not shown, the
trailing-edge sweep follows similar trends. For both configura-
tions approximately 20 deg of forward sweep was introduced into
the blade tip. A photograph of the forward swept and radial rotor
of configuration 1 is shown inFig. 2.

For each configuration the forward swept blade was designed to
pump the same design flow and pressure rise as the radial blade
and to match its exit total pressure profile. Differences in stator
inlet swirl angle and velocity profiles were minimized so that the
same stator could be used. The rotors for both configurations were
designed with front-loaded velocity distributions typical of mod-
ern controlled diffusion airfoils. The spanwise chord distributions
were held similar between the swept and radial blades.

One fundamental effect of forward sweep on subsonic rotors
~i.e. not at unique incidence! is that it tends to alter the spanwise
flow distribution by pulling more flow toward the tip. The mean-

lines of the swept rotors were altered in response to this flow shift
by opening the tip and closing the remaining sections to maintain
similar incidence along the span and to match the exit total pres-
sure profile of the radial rotor. This is the reason for the reduced
tip stagger of the forward swept rotors as shown inTable 1. The
meanlines of the swept rotors were further tuned to maintain simi-
lar surface pressure distributions as the radial blades. For ex-
ample, CFD analyses of preliminary swept rotor designs predicted
more rear-loaded surface pressure distributions locally near the tip
~consistent with the analytical predictions of Smith and Yeh@8#!.
The tip sections were redesigned with more camber in the front
and less in the rear to match the surface pressure distributions of
the radial rotors. This was done to maintain similar chordwise tip
leakage flow distributions to assess the effects of sweep in a more
aerodynamically equivalent manner.

Figure 3 illustrates another effect of forward sweep which is a
reduction in static pressure coefficient near the blade tip. These
values are calculated using the previously mentioned throughflow
analysis with detailed representations of each blade’s geometry,
including sweep and dihedral distributions. The reduced tip load-
ing is a result of the spanwise flow shift in conjunction with radial
equilibrium giving similar static pressure rise but with higher inlet
dynamic pressure. Since both configurations are predicted to be
tip limited, the reduced loading near the tip should have a benefi-
cial impact on stable flow range. Similar to the findings of Wadia
et al. @1#, the swept rotors have better balanced spanwise loading
distributions than the radial rotors which should allow them to use
more of the loading capability of the entire blade before being
limited by the tip. Subsequent CFD analyses will show the ben-
eficial effects that reduced tip loading has on tip-leakage flow
blockage. The hub loadings for configuration 1 were high enough

Fig. 1 Comparison of aerodynamic sweep distributions

Fig. 2 Configuration 1 radial and forward swept rotors

Table 1 Compressor design parameters

Config. 1
„radial Õswept…

Config. 2
„radial Õswept…

Rotor tip stagger~deg! 60.6/54.4 52.4/49.7
Rotor tip solidity 1.35 1.22
Rotor aspect ratio 0.99 1.04
Flow coef.,F 0.47 0.46
Pressure coef.,c8 0.78 0.59
Rotor D-factor~pitch! 0.47 0.41
Rotor CP ~pitch! 0.52 0.45
Tip clearance,«R /Ct 1.34% 1.48%
Radius ratio 0.85 0.85
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to be a concern at nominal tip clearance, so special attention was
focused on the hub design of the swept rotor to mitigate predicted
flow weaknesses.

For configuration 1, a preliminary high-speed rotor was de-
signed to anticipate any potential mechanical difficulties associ-
ated with forward sweep. These studies indicated that the max
thickness of the swept blade should be increased by 1.5% of chord
in the hub with no change to the tip, linearly distributed. The
low-speed swept rotor was thickened by this amount to factor in
this realism. It should be mentioned that the LSRC design of
configuration 1 was done before there was much forward swept
rotor design experience at GE Aircraft Engines for core compres-
sors. Current blade design techniques usually permit moderate
amounts of forward sweep to be introduced with few mechanical
penalties. For configuration 2, both blades were designed with the
same leading-edge, trailing-edge, and max thicknesses.

Test Facility
GE’s Low-Speed Research Compressor~LSRC! is a test facility

that duplicates the essential features of high-speed compressor
flows in a low speed machine. The LSRC is set up with four
identical stages with the objective of creating a repeating stage
environment. Its large size permits detailed flow measurements
not traditionally available in high-speed compressors. The LSRC
is also relatively inexpensive to operate. This allows an experi-
mental evaluation of various detailed blade design features, rotor
~or stator! clearance levels and casing treatments which may not
be practical in a high-speed test. This facility is described in more
detail in Wisler@9,10#.

Instrumentation and Measurement Accuracy. Standard
performance data consists of measurements of airflow, rotating
speed, power input to the compressor, and pressure rise across
each blade row. Airflow is measured using a calibrated inlet bell-
mouth. Rotating speed is controlled up to 1200 rpm to produce the
desired Reynolds number. Power input is determined by a cali-
brated strain-gage torque sensor that is mounted on the drive
shaft. Pressure rise is obtained from static taps on the casing and
hub. For some configurations more detailed flow measurements
are taken using airfoil surface static taps, single-element Kiel
probes, wool tuft probes, total pressure rakes, and hot-film an-
emometry probes. These detailed measurements are typically
taken on the third stage.

High resolution pressure transducers, accurate to1/20.010
percent of the full scale values of either 1 or 2 psi~0.068 or 0.136
bar!, are used to record steady-state static and total pressures for
determining both overall compressor performance and the static
pressures along the casing and airfoil surfaces. Frequent calibra-
tions are conducted. A strain-gauge torque meter, accurate to1/

20.07% of measured torque, is used to deduce shaft work input to
quantify compressor efficiency. Overall measurement accuracy is
as follows: flow coefficient and pressure coefficient are accurate
to within 1/20.15% and efficiency to within1/20.25%.

Standard performance data is presented in terms of normalized
pressures and stage characteristics that can be related to the high-
speed compressor. The stage characteristics are described by the
flow coefficient, pressure coefficient, work coefficient, and torque
efficiency.

Test Results
The overriding test objective was to determine the impact of

forward swept rotors on stable operating range, performance and
tip-clearance sensitivity in support of high-speed compressor de-
signs. In some situations this resulted in tests where only overall
performance data were taken, rather than the complete set of de-
tailed measurements, due to schedule and cost considerations.

Both configurations were tested at nominal~design intent! and
open clearance levels. The open clearance tests provide an impor-
tant evaluation of the compressor at clearances that will be en-
countered during ‘‘real world’’ operation due to such factors as
deterioration or engine transients. In fact, many aircraft engine
compressors must tolerate clearances even larger than those tested
here. For the swept rotor of configuration 1 the clearance was
increased using the traditional LSRC method of shimming the
casing above the rotors radially outward. This lead to steps in the
casing flowpath, which were corrected for in the performance re-
sults. The efficiency correction for this case was estimated to be
1.2%. For the remaining tests~configuration 1 radial rotor and
entire configuration 2! an improved method was developed in
which the rotor tips were nominally machined to achieve the open
clearances. The clearance was then reduced to the nominal level
by attaching plastic blade extensions~created using stereo lithog-
raphy! to the tip. No performance corrections were necessary for
this improved method.

During the testing of configuration 1 the design flow coefficient
of the high-speed compressor’s rear stages was changed. Because
of schedule considerations the low-speed airfoils were simply re-
staggered open from their original design settings, rather than re-
designing them, to achieve the new flow. This resulted in higher
rotor incidence and lower stator incidence than is normal design
practice. This reduced the efficiency potential of the restaggered
configuration somewhat and resulted in peak efficiency being
closer to the stall line than normally desired. Only the results for
the restaggered airfoils are presented for configuration 1.

Stage Characteristics. Figure 4presents the measured stage
characteristics for configuration 1 at both nominal and open rotor
tip clearances. Reference lines are drawn connecting operating
points obtained at a given exit throttle area. These lines approxi-
mate constant values of throttle coefficient which is a useful mea-
sure of stable operating range at low speeds, analogous to stall
margin for high-speed compressors. The lowest flow points on the
characteristics are not stabilized but rather are extrapolated using
the last stable throttle position during the transient closure to stall.

The pressure coefficient characteristics at nominal clearance in
Fig. 4 show the forward swept and radial rotors pumping similar
flow and pressure rise as intended. Both rotors achieve a similar
peak pressure rise but the swept rotor throttles 28% farther than
the radial rotor before stalling. The swept rotor achieves this
throttle range extension entirely through flow roll back with no
improvement in peak pressure rise. The rotor surface static pres-
sure data inFig. 5 indicate that between throttle setting 16 and 13
a flow weakness develops in the hub of the swept rotor that grows
into a large corner separation at throttles 10 and beyond. By
throttle 7 the separation has grown so large that signs of weakness
are evident at midspan. The positive slope of the pressure charac-
teristic is due to the increasing loss and blockage of this hub
separation as the rotor is throttled beyond peak pressure. This
behavior was not intended and confounds the nominal clearance

Fig. 3 Comparison of design point static pressure coefficient
distributions
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results because the resulting spanwise redistribution of flow
prevents the tip from initiating stall where it otherwise would
have. At open clearances the swept rotor does not exhibit this hub
weakness.

At open clearance the differences between the radial and swept
rotor characteristics are amplified. Along the design point throttle
line the flow pumping of the swept rotor is reduced by about half
as much as the radial rotor’s relative to their values at nominal
clearance. The swept rotor demonstrated 5% more throttle margin
than the radial with more flow range and higher peak pressure
rise. The fact that the swept rotor at open clearance stalls at almost

the same flow as the radial rotor at nominal clearance also attests
to the beneficial influence sweep is having on the flow near the
blade tip.

The efficiency characteristics at nominal clearance inFig. 4
show that the swept rotor achieved 0.4% higher peak efficiency
than the radial rotor. At open clearance the swept rotor has sig-
nificantly higher performance over the entire flow range with
2.1% higher peak efficiency. Thus the stage characteristics data
for configuration 1 demonstrate the significant benefits of forward
sweep on stable operating range and performance, especially at
open clearance levels.

Fig. 4 Characteristics data for configuration 1 at nominal and
open clearance levels: „a… static pressure coefficient and „b…
torque efficiency

Fig. 5 Configuration 1 forward swept rotor surface static pressure data at various throttle settings at nomi-
nal clearance

Fig. 6 Characteristics data for configuration 2 at nominal and
open clearance levels: „a… static pressure coefficient and „b…
torque efficiency
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Figure 6 presents the measured stage characteristics for con-
figuration 2. Although these results are less dramatic than those of
configuration 1, there are still meaningful differences. At nominal
clearance the swept rotor has only 0.5% more throttle margin than
the radial blade, but attains 3% higher peak pressure rise. At open
clearance the swept rotor demonstrated 4% more throttle range
with a corresponding 2.5% increase in stall pressure rise. At both
clearance levels, the pressure characteristics of the swept rotor are
steeper as throttled toward stall.

The efficiency characteristics do not show significant differ-
ences in design point performance at either clearance level. The
forward swept rotor has better performance~up to 1.0%! when
throttled above the design point and lower performance when un-
throttled. At first glance these differences appear similar to what
would be expected if the swept rotor was designed with lower
incidence than the radial blade. However, rotor surface pressures
verify that both rotors have similar incidence and loading distri-
butions as intended. A plausible explanation for this trend is re-
lated to the fact that as the rotor is throttled the increased loading
~especially near the leading-edge! significantly strengthens the tip-
leakage flow. At conditions with strong clearance flow the rotor
responds favorably to forward sweep, similar to configuration 1
which has strong clearance flow even at its design point. Con-
versely, at unthrottled conditions this data implies that forward
sweep may be detrimental to the performance of rotors with mild
tip-clearance flows.

Tip-Clearance Sensitivity. The standard performance data
are presented in a different format inFig. 7 to better quantify
differences in clearance sensitivity. Loading parameters are plot-
ted versus clearance/chord and efficiency versus clearance/
annulus height. This allows so-calledclearance derivativesto be
compared between the swept and radial blades as well as between
the two configurations. Differences between the two configura-
tions in absolute performance, or loading capability, are not rel-
evant to this discussion and can be explained by differences in
airfoil geometry and vector diagrams,@11,12#. This figure clearly
shows how much more sensitive configuration 1 is to tip clearance
than configuration 2.

Figure 7~a! presents the maximum rotor 3 tip static pressure
coefficient as a measure of tip loading capability. The max rotor
tip loading usually occurs near stall, but for the swept rotor of
configuration 1 at nominal clearance it occurs near throttle 10.
This data shows that the swept rotors for both configurations dem-
onstrate a higher tip loading capability at a given clearance level
with the exception being configuration 1 at nominal clearance
where the higher hub loss and blockage reduced the static pressure
rise over the entire span. The swept rotor for configuration 1
achieved 4.7% higher tip loading than the radial rotor at open
clearance, even with a slightly larger clearance. The swept rotor
for configuration 2 achieved approximately 2.0% higher tip load-
ing than the radial rotor at both clearance levels. The swept rotor
for configuration 1 demonstrated a 60% reduction in clearance

sensitivity, whereas for configuration 2 there was little effect on its
already low sensitivity. These results indicate that forward sweep
notably improved tip loading capability at a given clearance level
and significantly reduced its sensitivity to open clearances for the
configuration with strong clearance flows.

Figure 7~b! presents throttle margin as a measure of stable
operating range. Somewhat surprisingly, the data shows that the
throttle margin for the swept rotor of configuration 1 is more
sensitive to clearance than the radial rotor even though its absolute
level is much higher. This is caused by the swept rotor’s hub
weakness at tight clearances, which gives it significantly more
throttle margin via flow roll back, and thus should not be consid-
ered a true sweep effect. The large reduction in throttle margin at
open clearances is an important reason why hub weaknesses
should not be intentionally used to achieve the objective stall line
for tip-limited blades. This sometimes used design ‘‘crutch’’ in-
creases the compressor’s clearance sensitivity, leading to poor de-
terioration characteristics. For configuration 2, the swept rotor
demonstrated reduced clearance sensitivity with its throttle margin
almost constant for the two clearances tested.

The sensitivity of peak efficiency to clearance is shown inFig.
7~c!. For configuration 1, the clearance derivative of the swept
rotor is less than half that of the radial rotor. The magnitude of the
swept rotor’s derivative is somewhat uncertain due to the previ-
ously mentioned 1.2% efficiency correction at open clearance.
However, subsequent clearance derivative test results in the tip
region of the high-speed compressor rear stages were consistent
with the low-speed derivative. For configuration 2, the swept rotor
appears slightly less sensitive, but the differences are small
enough to be inconclusive considering measurement accuracy.
Thus, in terms of peak performance, forward sweep significantly
reduced the clearance sensitivity of the configuration with strong
tip-leakage flow and had a small effect on the configuration with
more moderate levels.

Rotor Surface Pressures. The following section presents
only a small fraction of the total rotor surface static pressure data
taken. Configuration 1 was chosen because it is more sensitive to
sweep and clearance changes. For configuration 1, surface pres-
sure measurements were taken for both rotors~and stators! at each
clearance with the exception of the radial rotor at nominal clear-
ance. Static pressures are nondimensionalized by the tip speed
dynamic pressure and plotted on an inverted scale to mimic the
isentropic surface velocity distribution.

Figure 8 compares the swept and radial rotors at open clear-
ance near the tip and hub at the design point and near stall. At the
design point the similarity of the surface velocity distributions is
confirmed, indicating the radial flow distribution is consistent with
pre-test predictions that guided the meanline modifications for the
swept blade. The data show the swept rotor doing more diffusion
which is presumably due to reduced tip-leakage flow blockage
which is sensed over the entire blade. The near stall data show the
higher incidence and loading achieved by the forward swept blade

Fig. 7 Measured rotor tip-clearance sensitivities: „a… maximum tip static pressure coefficient, „b… throttle margin, and
„c… peak efficiency
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consistent with the pressure characteristics data. It is interesting
that even near stall, the rotor~and stator! surface loadings do not
indicate any significant boundary layer weakness. This data is
consistent with pre-test CFD analyses predicting that stall is initi-
ated by the flow in the tip-clearance region with relatively healthy
boundary layers on the rest of the blade.

Figure 9 illustrates the effect of tip clearance level on the sur-
face pressure distributions of the forward swept rotor. At the de-
sign point, the blade diffuses more with tighter clearance, espe-
cially near the tip. The higher diffusion near the hub verifies that
the tip-leakage related blockage affects the static pressure rise of
the entire blade. At open clearance, the rotor has higher incidence
near the tip and lower near the hub, reflecting the spanwise flow
shift out of the tip due to the increased tip-leakage flow blockage.
The data at peak pressure coefficient~throttle 13 for the nominal
clearance! shows the much higher static pressure rise achieved
with the nominal clearance. Note the similarity of the incidence
near the tip even though the peak pressure for the nominal clear-
ance is at a much lower flow coefficient. The data near the hub
shows the higher incidence and loading at nominal clearance

which weakens the boundary layer, eventually causing it to sepa-
rate. At open clearance, the hub boundary-layer remains healthy
up to the point where the tip stalls.

CFD Analyses
Detailed CFD analyses were used to improve the understanding

and interpretation of the test results. A large body of pre and
post-test CFD analyses were performed on both configurations,
but only select results from configuration 1 are presented here.

Comparisons to Data. Due to the availability of detailed
flow measurements for the swept rotor of configuration 1 at nomi-
nal clearance, significant post-test analyses were performed on
this case at throttles 16~near peak efficiency! and 10~part way to
stall!. First, a throughflow analysis was performed using loss,
blockage and deviation adders to match the detailed flow mea-
surements~hot-film velocities and flow angles, casing pressures,
and total pressure traverses!. This so-called ‘‘data-match’’ pro-
vided accurate, empirically derived boundary conditions~i.e., pro-

Fig. 8 Comparison of forward swept and radial rotor surface static pres-
sure data for configuration 1 at open clearances

Fig. 9 Comparison of surface static pressure data at nominal and open
clearances for the forward swept rotor of configuration 1
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files of inlet PT , TT and absolute flow angles and exit static pres-
sure! for the isolated blade row CFD analyses of rotor 3 and stator
3.

Figure 10 compares the results of the swept rotor CFD analysis
to the rotor 3 surface static pressure data at throttle 16. The span-
wise incidence distribution compares well, indicating the analysis
was run to the correct overall flow and accurately predicts the
spanwise flow distribution. The excellent match of the entire sur-
face distribution indicates an accurate prediction of the overall
pressure rise and detailed diffusion gradients.Figure 11 compares
the CFD analysis to the measured rotor 3 inlet and exit radial
profiles of relative flow angle, axial velocity and total pressure at
throttle 16~the radial rotor analysis is shown for reference!. These
results also indicate the CFD analysis does an excellent job cap-
turing spanwise flow details. A similar quality agreement was ob-
tained at throttle 10, including the prediction of the hub corner
separation, using the same data-matching and CFD analysis tech-
niques. These comparisons verify the accuracy of the CFD analy-
sis in terms of both the boundary conditions and predicted flow
details. It is reassuring that the analysis and independent flow
measurements give such consistent results.

Swept and Radial Rotor Comparisons. A similar data-
match was not available for the radial rotor at nominal clearance
because detailed measurements were not taken. However, a CFD
analysis of the radial rotor was performed at throttle 16 using the
same boundary conditions as the forward swept blade. This should
be a good approximation considering both rotors pump approxi-

mately the same flow with similar radial profiles at nominal clear-
ance. This analysis provides a meaningful and consistent basis for
evaluating the impact of forward sweep on the flow details.

Radial profiles are compared at rotor 3 inlet and exit inFig. 11.
For the swept rotor the analysis shows a significant spanwise flow
redistribution toward the tip as expected from design analyses.
The higher flow near the tip gives a lower inlet relative flow angle
and requires a more open trailing edge metal angle to achieve the
same total pressure profile. This is the reason the swept blades
were designed with lower tip stagger. The predicted flow shift
toward the tip is also consistent with earlier interpretations of the
rotor surface pressure data.

Figure 12~a! compares axial velocity contours at the rotor
trailing-edge. The low velocity fluid near the casing extending
across the passage is associated with the tip-leakage flow. This
figure clearly shows the tip-leakage flow being a large source of
blockage even at design intent clearance levels. Qualitative com-
parisons of velocity contours show that the forward swept rotor
has lower tip-leakage flow blockage. It will be shown that this
reduction in tip-leakage blockage is believed to be due to the
lower tip static pressure coefficient of the swept rotor. Near the
hub, the swept rotor is predicted to have a weaker suction surface
boundary layer which is consistent with previously mentioned test
results.

Loss coefficient contours at the trailing-edge are presented in
Fig. 12~b!. The high loss fluid near the casing extending across the
passage is also associated with the tip-leakage flow. By comparing

Fig. 10 Comparison of surface static pressure data to CFD analysis for configu-
ration 1 forward swept rotor at throttle 16 with nominal clearance

Fig. 11 Comparison of flow measurements to CFD analysis for configuration 1
swept rotor at throttle 16 with nominal clearance: „a… inlet relative flow angle, „b… exit
relative flow angle, „c… inlet axial velocity, „d… exit axial velocity, „e… exit absolute
total pressure. „Radial rotor CFD shown for reference. …
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the 0.10 contour, the forward swept blade is seen to have lower
loss in the pressure surface corner near the casing. However, in
the suction surface corner the swept blade has a higher loss coef-
ficient, possibly due to the acute angle between blade suction

surface and the casing. Near the hub, the swept blade has higher
losses due to the weaker boundary layer caused by the higher hub
loading.

Blade-to-blade contours near the blade tip are compared in
Figs. 13and14. Axial velocity contours at mid-clearance gap are
shown inFig. 13with regions of reverse flow shaded and the rotor
tip section shown for reference. Relative velocity contours at the
rotor tip are shown inFig. 14 with a line drawn to highlight the
vortex leading-edge. Before discussing differences, some common
features of the tip-leakage flows are discussed. First, notice that
much of the leakage flow exits the clearance gap into the passage
with a negative axial velocity component. This is caused by the
combination of high tip stagger and high lift for these blades. This
upstream direction of leakage flow is detrimental to the rotor’s
aerodynamic stability, as it resists the incoming casing boundary
layer fluid. Another common feature is the significant amount of
low velocity tip-leakage fluid that intersects the pressure surface
of the adjacent blade. The leakage flow originating from this low
relative total pressure region has already leaked across the previ-
ous blade and will leak across again but with a lower streamwise
velocity component. This phenomena has been referred to as
‘‘double-leakage,’’@13#, and it leads to increased mixing loss be-
cause of the larger velocity difference between the leakage and
freestream flows. A proprietary GE semi-empirical tip-clearance
model estimates that the tip-leakage related loss for the radial
rotor of configuration 1 is doubled due to this phenomena. It is
also thought to increase the sensitivity of the rotor to increased
clearances. Unfortunately many rotors in modern aircraft com-
pressors suffer from double-leakage by varying amounts depend-
ing on tip stagger, solidity, clearance, and loading levels.

Significant differences in the tip-leakage flow are also apparent
in Figs. 13and14. The forward swept blade has a much smaller
reverse flow region with less penetration into the blade passage.
The increased flow into the tip, with corresponding higher relative
total pressure, increases the streamwise momentum of the leakage

Fig. 12 Comparison of rotor trailing-edge contours for con-
figuration 1 CFD analyses at throttle 16 with nominal clearance:
„a… axial velocity „ft Õs …, „b… loss coefficient.

Fig. 13 Comparison of blade-to-blade axial velocity contours
at mid-clearance gap for configuration 1 CFD analyses at
throttle 16 with nominal clearance

Fig. 14 Comparison of blade-to-blade relative velocity con-
tours at blade tip for configuration 1 CFD analyses at throttle 16
with nominal clearance
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flow, thereby reducing its negative axial component. Also notice
that downstream of the vortex leading-edge the swept rotor’s leak-
age flow has higher velocity levels. The tip-leakage blockage of
the swept rotor is concentrated more rearward in the passage and
farther away from the pressure surface of the adjacent blade.

Discussion of Flow Mechanisms
This section describes the relevant flow mechanisms associated

with forward sweep as interpreted from test data and CFD results.
Unless otherwise noted, these mechanisms are believed to be gen-
eral in nature, with the degree of effect increasing as the tip-
leakage flow strengthens.

Detailed flow measurements and CFD analyses show that for-
ward sweep pulls more flow toward the blade tip. One conse-
quence of this flow shift is a higher relative total pressure near the
casing which increases the streamwise momentum of the leakage
flow. For high stagger, highly loaded blades, this reduces the
negative axial component of the leakage flow and the size of the
reverse flow region in the clearance gap. This also leads to a
shallower~more axial! vortex trajectory.

Another important effect of forward sweep is the reduction in
tip-leakage flow blockage. This is believed to be a result of the
reduced tip loading, in terms of static pressure coefficient. The
work of Khalid et al.@14# clearly links the amount of tip-leakage
flow blockage to the streamwise static pressure rise through the
passage, as well as other parameters.Figure 15 presents the nor-
malized tip-leakage flow blockage versus a tip loading parameter
calculated from CFD analyses using the method of Khalid@15#.
For reference, the CFD results used to establish this correlation
are shown as well as the Whittle Laboratory Deverson compressor
data taken and reduced by Khalsa@16#. This correlation is not
believed to be universal, but rather a meaningful cause and effect
relationship for a particular type of blade.

The previously presented CFD analyses for configuration 1 at
throttle 16 are shown in this figure in addition to pre-test CFD
predictions of configuration 2 at the design point and near stall
conditions with nominal clearance. For configuration 1, the for-
ward swept blade shows a 20% reduction in tip blockage for a
relatively modest decrease in tip loading. This may be due to its
nominally high loadings in conjunction with its large amount of
double-leakage. For configuration 2, the swept rotor shows only a
slight reduction in tip blockage at the design point. At the higher
loadings near the stall line, the tip blockage increases dramatically
from its design point values. At this condition the unloading of the
tip provided by forward sweep is extremely beneficial because of
the nearly asymptotic behavior of tip blockage at high loadings.

The changes in tip-leakage flow associated with forward sweep
should be beneficial for aerodynamic stability. Similar to the find-
ings of Adamcyzk et al.@17# numerical stall occurred in the CFD
analyses when the tip-leakage flow spilled upstream of the
leading-edge of the adjacent blade. This was the predicted stall
mechanism for both configurations. As alluded to earlier, rotor
surface static pressure data and the open clearance test results are
consistent with this stall mechanism for both configurations. It is
straightforward to understand why the swept rotor’s shallower
vortex trajectory, reduced tip blockage and smaller region of re-
versed flow improves the stable operating range and tip loading
capability for blades that stall due to this tip-clearance flow related
mechanism.

It is impossible to generalize how forward sweep impacts per-
formance for all blade types, but this doesn’t prevent some dis-
cussion of this subject. For some rotors, such as configuration 1,
the large amount of double-leakage has a significant adverse affect
on tip-leakage related loss. The forward swept rotor’s shallower
vortex trajectory and higher velocity levels downstream of the
vortex leading-edge should reduce the amount of loss associated
with double-leakage. Another potential loss mechanism is the ex-
tra mixing loss that occurs as the low velocity vortex core fluid is
diffused by the streamwise pressure gradient. For highly loaded
blades, this loss source may be large enough such that the reduced
static pressure coefficient near the tip due to sweep is beneficial.
However, for lightly loaded blades with little or no double-
leakage, forward sweep may actually increase tip-leakage losses
by pulling more flow into a high loss region of the blade with little
benefit to the underlying loss mechanisms.

It is also important to consider that blockage developing in the
rotor can have implications for the downstream stator perfor-
mance. Rotor tip blockage affects the spanwise distribution of
flow and tangential velocity entering the stator. If the rotor tip
blockage is significantly higher than anticipated in the design,
then this may appreciably alter the stator incidence distribution.
Near the design point this is likely to have a detrimental effect on
performance since the stator will be operating at higher incidence
near the casing and lower incidence over the rest of the span. A
forward swept rotor should also be beneficial in this situation
because it reduces the magnitude of the spanwise flow redistribu-
tion. This interaction is particularly important to consider for
cases with strong clearance flows operating at large clearances,
such as configuration 1. Unfortunately, there were insufficient de-
tailed measurements to accurately split out the loss between the
rotor and stator. Inaccuracies in the CFD analyses at large clear-
ances for configuration 1 also prevented a reliable estimate of the
magnitude of this effect.

Summary and Conclusions
The results of a detailed experimental and analytical evaluation

of the impact of forward sweep on subsonic rotors representative
of those in the rear stages of modern aircraft engine high pressure
ratio compressors were presented. Evaluations were done on two
different configurations, one with strong tip-leakage flows and the
other with more moderate levels. Sweep was introduced in an
aerodynamically equivalent manner and tested at multiple rotor tip
clearances to assess changes in clearance sensitivity.

For the configuration with strong clearance flows, forward
sweep demonstrated both improved performance and loading ca-
pability at a given clearance and reduced the clearance sensitivity
of both these metrics by over 50%. For the configuration with
moderate clearance flows, forward sweep provided notable im-
provements in loading capability and throttle margin at a given
clearance and reduced the clearance sensitivity of throttle margin.
In terms of peak performance, sweep had a small favorable impact
on the baseline efficiency level and its clearance sensitivity. Thus
the test results for both configurations were promising.

The improved loading capability of the forward swept blades is
attributed to the spanwise shift of flow toward the tip and a re-

Fig. 15 Comparison of nondimensional tip-leakage flow block-
age versus tip loading parameter using the method of Khalid
†15,16‡
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duced tip static pressure coefficient. In terms of flow details, CFD
analyses show forward sweep providing reduced tip-leakage flow
blockage, a shallower vortex trajectory and a smaller region of
reversed flow in the clearance gap. These effects are thought to be
beneficial for tip-limited rotors with stall initiated by a tip-
clearance flow related mechanism.

The improved performance demonstrated by forward sweep for
rotors with strong clearance flows is also attributed to the afore-
mentioned changes in tip-leakage flow. The shallower vortex tra-
jectory and reduced blockage is believed to reduce the mixing
losses associated with so-called double-leakage. Also the lower tip
static pressure coefficient reduces the mixing loss of the vortex
core as it is diffused through the blade passage.
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Nomenclature

A 5 annulus area
Ab 5 blocked area due to tip-leakage flow
C 5 chord length

CP 5 static pressure
coefficient5DPS /(PT1,REL2PS1)

D-factor 5 diffusion
factor512W2 /W11D(RVu)/(2sMRMW1)

h 5 annulus height
Immersion 5 (Rt2R)/(Rt2Rh)

k 5 throttle coefficient5F/AC8
ṁ 5 air flow

PIN , TIN 5 compressor inlet pressure and temperature
PS 5 static pressure
PT 5 total pressure
q 5 tip speed dynamic pressure51/2r refUt

2

R 5 radius
S 5 blade spacing
T 5 stage torque

TM 5 % throttle margin5@(kDP /kSP)21#3100
U 5 rotor blade speed
V 5 absolute velocity
W 5 relative velocity
b 5 relative flow angle
« 5 tip clearance
h 5 torque efficiency5C8/C
r̄ 5 compressor average density

r ref 5 compressor bellmouth density
s 5 solidity5C/S
F 5 flow coefficient5ṁ/ r̄AUt
C 5 work coefficient5T/1/2 r̄Ut

2FRtA
C8 5 compressor pressure coefficient

CpTIN /1/2Ut
2 @(DP/PIN 11)Y21/Y21#

v 5 loss coefficient,DPT,REL /(PT1,REL2PS1)

Subscripts

Ab 5 averaged over tip-leakage blockage region
edge 5 edge of velocity defect region

h 5 hub
M 5 mean or average
R 5 rotor

REL 5 relative
t 5 rotor tip

DP 5 design point
SP 5 stall point

u 5 tangential component
1 5 blade row inlet
2 5 blade row trailing-edge
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Influence of Surface Roughness
on Three-Dimensional Separation
in Axial Compressors
Surface roughness on a stator blade was found to have a major effect on the three-
dimensional (3D) separation at the hub of a single-stage low-speed axial compressor. The
change in the separation with roughness worsened performance of the stage. A prelimi-
nary study was carried out to ascertain which part of the stator suction surface and at
what operating condition the flow is most sensitive to roughness. The results show that
stage performance is extremely sensitive to surface roughness around the leading edge
and peak-suction regions, particularly for flow rates corresponding to design and lower
values. Surface flow visualization and exit loss measurements show that the size of the
separation, in terms of spanwise and chordwise extent, is increased with roughness
present. Roughness produced the large 3D separation at design flow coefficient that is
found for smooth blades nearer to stall. A simple model to simulate the effect of roughness
was developed and, when included in a 3D Navier–Stokes calculation method, was shown
to give good qualitative agreement with measurements.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1791281#

Introduction
Almost all treatments of boundary layer effects, including the

effect of surface roughness, have been two-dimensional in their
approach. This is most obvious in the use of linear cascades but it
also applies to consideration of losses around mid-span, away
from the ‘‘complicating’’ effects of the endwalls. The emphasis in
this paper is on 3D effects, including 3D separation, found where
the suction surface meets the hub of a shrouded stator. Work re-
ported by Gbadebo, Cumpsty, and Hynes@1# shows how wide-
spread 3D separation is, and how much it affects performance.
The surprising aspect of the present paper is the importance of
surface roughness to the size of these 3D effects.

Most of the work carried out on the effect of rotor surface
roughness on performance has been concerned with profile loss,
an essentially two-dimensional view. An example is the work of
Suder et al.@2#, who carried out a detailed study on the effect of
adding roughness and thickness to a transonic compressor rotor.
They used different rough and smooth coating configurations,
which were tested for a range of chordwise coating extents. Mea-
surements were performed both at part and full speed. Their re-
sults showed that a rough coating over the front 10% of blade
chord resulted in about 70% of the performance degradation
caused by full-chord roughness coverage. About 9% loss in pres-
sure ratio across the rotor near design mass flow was also reported
for the rough coatings. Bammert and Woelk@3# also carried out
measurements on a 3-stage axial compressor with smooth and
emery-grain roughened blades. They observed that the overall ef-
ficiency reduced between 6% and 13% over the range of different
roughness grades considered and there was a maximum reduction
of 30% in the overall pressure ratio.

From a numerical approach, Boyle@4# used a quasi-3D Navier–
Stokes analysis to predict the change in turbine efficiency due to
change in blade surface roughness and incidence. The effect of
roughness was determined using a mixing length turbulence
model of Cebeci and Chang@5#, in which the original mixing
length ~for a smooth blade! was augmented to account for the

roughness height. A similar method was employed by Suder et al.
@2#. Although the numerical results yielded the correct trend of
performance deterioration, the impact of surface roughness on the
performance was underpredicted.

The issue of whether or not distributed surface roughness alters
three-dimensional~3D! separations, which contribute to perfor-
mance deterioration, has not previously been investigated. The
conventional two-dimensional view that surface roughness trig-
gers transition and promotes turbulence, which will suppress flow
reversal and hence two-dimensional separation, may not be appli-
cable to three-dimensional flows. Three-dimensional separation
does not need flow reversal as a condition for its occurrence
~Chang@6#!. However, boundary layer thickening, characteristic
of rough surfaces due to an increased skin-friction coefficient,
may also increase the size of separations in three-dimensional
flows under adverse pressure gradients. In this light, the influence
of surface roughness on 3D separation in a compressor stator and
the consequent effect on stage performance, have been studied
both experimentally and numerically. These were carried out in a
single-stage low-speed axial compressor. Tests performed include
oil-flow visualization to examine the pattern of 3D separation on
the suction surface and a 3-hole probe area traverse downstream
of the stator to measure losses and deviation. The effect of rough-
ness on loading redistribution~shown using measurements made
of surface static pressures! and on the measured stage character-
istic is also presented. A simple model to simulate the effect of
roughness was incorporated into a 3D Navier–Stokes calculation
and the results are compared with the experiments.

Experimental Faciltiy and Procedure
The experiments were performed on a large-scale single-stage

low-speed facility, the Deverson compressor, in the Whittle labo-
ratory of the University of Cambridge. A detailed description of
the rig arrangement can be found in Place@7# as well as in Bolger
@8#. The stage tested consists of radially stacked modern
controlled-diffusion airfoils~CDA! with a rotor tip clearance of
about 1.15% chord and a sealed stator hub. Preceding the stage is
a row of inlet guide vanes~IGV! which produce the required
amount of swirl into the rotor. Also incorporated are turbulence
generators in the freestream, upstream of the IGV, and devices on
the hub and casing to create endwall boundary layers similar to an
embedded stage in a multistage compressor. The rig is equipped
with an auxiliary fan that allows the mass flow rate to be varied
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independently of the rotor speed. A brief summary of the stage
geometric and design parameters at mid-height is given in Table 1.

The roughness height for the stators of the low-speed compres-
sor rig was chosen by scaling roughness measurements obtained
from Rolls-Royce on a modern turbofan engine after a long period
of airline operation. The center-line average roughness (kCLA) is
typically about 60–80 micro-inches~1.53–2.03mm!. A roughness
scaling factor for the rig was obtained by matching the engine
Reynolds number at take-off, based on the relative velocity and
roughness height, to that of the research rig. The corresponding
roughness value for the rig was calculated to be about 25mm,
which from the Koch and Smith’s@9# correlation corresponds to
an equivalent sand roughness of approximately 160mm. Artificial
roughness in the form of distributed patches of sand roughness
was achieved using strips of ASTM150 emery paper. The rough-
ness strip was cut into lengths covering 50% and 100% span and
of width about 20% chord. Although in real engines the surface
roughness is usually not uniform, it was thought that simple tests
with uniform roughness will be useful in exploring the signifi-
cance of surface roughness itself@10#.

A strip of emery paper secured on the stator blade using double
sided tape increased the blade thickness by 0.3 mm, which is
about 3.5% increase in blade thickness at the hub and 2.2% at the
casing. This also resulted in a step at the edges of the strip. In
order to separate any effect due to thickness from the effect due to
roughness, tests were performed by covering the leading edge/
peak-suction region with smooth strips of thin cardboard of simi-
lar thickness to that of the emery paper. This configuration is
referred to as a ‘‘stepped’’ blade row.

An area traverse was performed downstream of the stator with
a pneumatic probe to assess the influence of roughness on perfor-
mance. The uncertainty in the yaw angle measurement was esti-
mated to be60.6 deg. The uncertainty of total pressure was
61.0% of dynamic head and the measurement of the dynamic
head was correct within65 Pa. The area traverses were carried
out at four operating flow coefficients~f50.45, 0.51, 0.55, and
0.57!. The performance was evaluated by calculating the mass
averaged exit total pressure rise coefficient, made nondimensional
by dynamic pressure based on the mid-height blade speed
(1/2rUm

2 ).

Numerical Procedure
A numerical simulation of patch and full roughness on the blade

surfaces, similar to the experiment, is implemented with rough-
ness modeled mainly in terms of its effect on skin-friction as well
as on turbulent mixing. Rough surfaces are known to develop
considerably larger skin friction coefficients under turbulent flows
when compared to smooth surfaces. In addition, roughness usually
causes the velocity gradient near the wall to be less steep and the
boundary layer thicker compared with hydraulically smooth sur-
faces~Schlichting @10# and White@11#!. The roughness effect is
therefore modeled as a shift in the wall functions (u1 and y1).
With average roughness height denoted ask, the velocity distribu-
tion taking account of roughness can be written as

u15A ln y11B2DB~k1!, (1)

where

u15
u

u*
5 f ~y1,k1!,

y15
yu*

n
and k15

ku*

n

with

u* 5Atw /r5friction velocity

A is the well known Von Karman constant,B is the original wall
law intercept, andDB(k1) is the profile shift parameter due to
surface roughness~White @11#!. The second and the third term on
the right-hand side of Eq.~1! now constitute the new wall-law
intercept, with the third term causing a downward shift in the
intercept. Following a fit forDB(k1) for sand grain roughness
given by White@11# as

DBsandgrain
5A ln~110.3k1! (2)

and substituting for constantsA andB, (A50.4 andB55.24), Eq.
~1! can be expressed in terms of the wall skin friction
tw /(1/2ru2) and the average roughness heightk as

u15S tw

ru2D 2~1/2!

51.25 lnS tw

ru2D 12.5 ln~Re!15.24

22.5 lnF110.3 ReS k

yD S tw

ru2D 1/2G (3)

In Eq. ~3!, k15ku* /n has been replaced by Re(k/y)(tw /ru2)1/2

and Re5yu/n is the Reynolds number based on the perpendicular
distancey from the wall.

The average roughness height is assumed to be uniform and
also to cover both transitional and fully rough regimes. Equation
~3! is solved iteratively to obtain the wall skin friction explicitly in
terms of Re for various values of (k/y), similar to the approach of
Denton@12# for a smooth wall. The model was incorporated into
the original code, which is a fully three-dimensional multi-stage
turbomachinery Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes solver of Den-
ton @13#. The calculations are performed using a control volume
formulation on an ‘‘H’’ type mesh. Shear stress is modeled using
a thin shear approximation to the Navier–Stokes equation and an
eddy viscosity mixing length is used for turbulence modeling. The
turbulence model therefore enables the contribution of surface
roughness to turbulent mixing to be taken care of by augmenting
the originally specified mixing length for the smooth surface by
the average roughness height. Further detail of the modeling pro-
cedure can be found in Gbadebo@14#. The stage calculations were
carried out using a grid distribution of 413226363 in the pitch-
wise, streamwise and spanwise directions respectively with a total
of nine spanwise mesh points used in the rotor tip clearance space.

Results and Discussion

Performance of a Single Roughened Stator. Initial tests
were carried out on asingle roughened stator with the roughness
strip located at 3 different parts of the blade; leading edge to
peak-suction, around mid-chord and towards the trailing edge.
This was to establish on which part of the stator suction surface,
and under which operating condition, is the flow most sensitive to
roughness. A diagram showing the stator blade with the roughness
strip at different locations tested is presented in Fig. 1. It was
found that the performance at flow coefficients near the design
point ~f50.51!, is particularly sensitive to roughness over the
leading edge to peak-suction region. This corresponds to configu-
rationsa and c in Fig. 1, where the roughness strip covers both
full span and the first half of the blade from the hub.

Table 1 Deverson compressor stage parameters

f DH0 /U2 Re(chord)
0.51 0.45 2.73105

Rotor Stator

Profile CDA CDA
Chord ~m! 0.1215 0.1215
s/c 0.6954 0.7192
h/c 1.25 1.25
Camber~deg.! 31.0 31.0
Stagger~deg.! 35.4 34.4
No. of blades 51 49
Hub radius~m! 0.6096 0.6096
Casing radius~m! 0.762 0.762
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This effect can be seen in the contours of stage total pressure
rise coefficients, measured by traversing behind the smooth blade
and single roughened blade with full-span strip plotted in Fig. 2.
~The traverse result for the half strip of roughness near leading
edge is qualitatively the same as that of the full strip and is not
presented.! As can be seen from Fig. 2, the roughness results in
significant loss of total pressure rise notably in the hub corner
region with a marked increase in the size of the separated region.
The experiments with roughness patches near the mid-chord po-
sition and rearward~near the trailing edge! ~configurationsb andd
in Fig. 1! indicated conclusively that roughness in these regions
had negligible effect and, for brevity, the results are not shown.
The overall mass-averaged exit pressure rise coefficient was found

to drop by about 5% when the blade was operated at the design
flow rate, with the roughness element element located around the
leading edge/peak-suction.

The radial profile of the exit flow angles at design point for
different locations of the roughness element is shown in Fig. 3. It
is apparent from the figure that the deviation towards the hub
increases considerably when the blade is roughened around peak-
suction and is virtually insensitive to roughness at other locations.
Surface and hubwall flow visualization at the design operating
point of this test blade show separation on the suction surface/hub
corner for the smooth blade and for the roughened blade, Fig. 4.
With roughness over the leading edge to peak-suction region, a
larger 3D separation on the suction surface and hubwall is appar-

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of stator blade with roughness „a…
full strip „leading edge to peak-suction …; „b… full strip „mid-
chord …; „c… 50% span from hub „leading edge to peak-suction …;
„d… full strip „near trailing edge …

Fig. 2 Contours of total pressure rise coefficient at the exit of
a smooth and single stator roughened around leading edge Õ
peak-suction at design point, fÄ0.51 „contour interval Ä0.03…

Fig. 3 Influence of location of roughness strip on stator exit
flow angles at design point, fÄ0.51

Fig. 4 Suction surface flow visualization on smooth and
roughened stator around leading edge Õpeak-suction at design
point, fÄ0.51
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ent and the increased size of the separated region is clearly the
cause of the extra loss and deviation when compared with a
smooth blade.

The roughness element near the leading edge is at the most
sensitive location in the blade passage because the boundary layer
in this region is very thin. The ratio of average roughness height to
the boundary layer thickness~k/d! may be significant enough to
induce earlier transition, while at the same time introducing con-
siderable frictional drag into the flow. In the presence of the pas-
sage adverse pressure gradient this can lead to premature thicken-
ing of the boundary layer. The compressor stage is of 51%
reaction at mid-height and the requirement of the stator to remove
much of the swirl out of the upstream rotor implies that the static
pressure rise across the stator is highest at the hub~Cumpsty@15#!.
The combination of these factors is believed to provoke the large
3D separation observed and consequent loss of performance. With
roughness downstream of the suction peak it is presumed that the
roughness~chosen to model that measured on blades which has
been in airline service! is too small to penetrate beyond the vis-
cous sublayer, so the surface appears to be hydraulically smooth.

The single roughened blade gave a quick means to assess ef-
fects but the additional blockage caused by separations increased
in size by surface roughness was able to influence the behavior in
neighboring passages, as presented in Gbadebo@14#. The in-
creased blockage caused by increased separation on the suction
surface of the roughened blade causes the upstream flow to be
diverted away from this blocked passage. This increases the inci-
dence onto the blades on one side and decreases it for those on the
other side. As a result, four or five succeeding passages on one
side of the single roughened blade also exhibited increased sepa-
ration due to these incidence changes.

Smooth, Stepped, and Roughened Blade-Row Performance
Following the above observations, tests were carried out at the
design flow coefficient with all the stator blades in the row rough-
ened with full-span strip around the leading edge~covering from
about 5% chord on the pressure surface over to the peak-suction,
which is about 20% chord from the leading edge on the suction-
surface!. The emery strip was carried around onto the pressure
surface to avoid blade-to-blade irregularities in the most sensitive
region of the flow. The pattern of flow visualization on the suction
surface of roughened and stepped~thickness but no roughness!
blade-rows showed a larger separation region for the roughened
case. The suction surface separation line for the roughened blade-
row started at a distance of about 20% chord from the leading
edge, extended diagonally from the hub towards the mid-span to
wind into a focus near the trailing edge like that on the single
roughened blade. A discussion of this type of pattern can be found
in Gbadebo, Cumpsty, and Hynes@1#. The separation line for the
stepped stator started at a distance of about 35% chord from the
leading edge at the hub and terminated at the trailing edge at about
25% span from the endwall, which closely resembles the pattern
on the smooth blade.

Figure 5 compares contours of stage total pressure rise coeffi-
cient for smooth and roughened blade rows at different operating
flow coefficients. Similar to the observation for a single rough-
ened stator, it is evident from the figure that the performance is
very sensitive to roughness around the design point,f50.51, and
virtually insensitive to roughness at much higher flow coefficients.
This may be because of the reduced overall static pressure rise at
high flow coefficients. In addition, at high flow coefficient the
flow approaches the blade at negative incidence so the stagnation
point is moved to the suction side of the leading edge and the flow
may be less affected by the roughness because of the reduced
suction-peak. For the smooth blade-row, the wake around mid-
span at design point and at higher flow coefficients can be seen to
be comparatively thin and nearly two dimensional. The mid-
height wake momentum thickness for the roughened blade-row, at
the design point, is about 40% higher than that of the smooth
blade-row.

The roughness has a marked effect for all flow coefficients with
small or positive incidence. However the biggest difference be-
tween smooth and rough was close to the design incidence be-
cause for this the roughness was sufficient to alter the flow pattern
to have the large 3D separation that only occurred for the smooth
blade at lower flow rates.

Figure 6 shows the contours of stage pressure rise coefficient
for the stepped blade-row at design point~f50.51!. By compar-
ing this figure with the corresponding ones for smooth and rough-
ened blade-rows, Fig. 5, it is clear that the thickness/step has a
negligible contribution to wake thickening and virtually no effect
on three-dimensional hub corner blockage. Consequently the loss
of performance within the blade-row can be attributed to the sur-
face roughness itself.

The radial distribution of pitchwise mass-averaged stage exit
total pressure rise coefficient, axial velocity and swirl angle are
plotted for the smooth, stepped and roughened blade rows in Figs.
7, 8, and 9. Also presented in each case is the profile for the
preliminary single-roughened blade, which can be seen to be in-
dicative of the trend but not quite correct in magnitude. Again the
thickness/step formation seems to have negligible influence on the
distributions of loss and axial velocity. From the pitchwise-
averaged exit axial velocities, it is apparent that surface roughness
over the leading edge and peak-suction significantly increases the
loss, reduces the axial velocity and increases deviation from the
hub to about 30% span.

Figure 10 compares the surface static pressure distributions for
the blades roughened between the leading edge/peak-suction with
that of the smooth blades.~The stepped blades showed the same
distribution as smooth blades almost within experimental scatter.!
The comparison is at design operating point at 20%, 50%, and
80% span, respectively, for which stator incidence was about 0.0
deg,22.0 deg, and22.5 deg, respectively. There is evidence of
loading redistribution caused by surface roughness in these distri-
butions; at all three spanwise locations, the influence of the rough-
ness causes an overall lowering of static pressure on the pressure
and suction surfaces of the entire blade-row with a net reduction
in the average static pressure rise. This is mainly because of the
extra blockage at the hub, which increases the axial velocity in the
mid-span and the upper half of the passage, as depicted in Fig. 8.
Near the hub~20% span! of the roughened blade row, the pressure
distribution around the leading edge suggests an increase in the
effective incidence onto the airfoil and an increased loading~i.e.,
larger difference between the suction and pressure surfaces!. Al-
though at 20% span the flow is separated, there is still static pres-
sure rise over the rear of the blade.

The total-to-total and total-to-static stage characteristics plotted
in Fig. 11 clearly show the degradation of stage performance
caused by surface roughness, which is most apparent between the
design operating point,f50.51, and stall. The characteristic for
the stepped blade-row are virtually identical to that of the smooth
stage at all operating points except very close to the design point
and are omitted for clarity. At high flow coefficients, correspond-
ing to a negative incidence and reduced loading, the effect of
roughness seems to be insignificant, and the curves collapse.

Numerical Results. The numerical ‘‘roughness’’ is applied to
cover the leading edge to the peak suction of the airfoil, as for the
experiments. Figure 12 shows the predicted streamlines on the
suction surface for the smooth and roughened blades at design
flow coefficient,f50.51. The smooth blade displays a small sepa-
rated region with a pattern very similar to the oil-flow pattern
observed experimentally. However, a closer look at the computed
streamlines in the trailing edge/casing region shows that the
streamlines turn more perpendicular to the casing but not in the
oil-flow pattern in Fig. 4. It is not clear which aspect of the flow
physics, not captured by the CFD, is responsible for this.

For the roughened airfoil, the comparatively large separated
region agrees reasonably well with experiment. The separation
line can be seen to emanate from a saddle point on the suction
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surface/endwall corner at a similar location to that in the oil flow
visualization and winds into a focus near the trailing edge.

The predicted stator exit contours of total pressure rise are
shown in Fig. 13 for smooth and rough blades at design flow

coefficient, f50.51. This shows a large increase in hub losses
associated with growth in the 3D separations induced by surface
roughness. The calculation also shows a significant wake thicken-
ing due to roughness when compared with the smooth blade.

Fig. 5 Contours of stage total pressure rise coefficients for smooth and roughened blade-rows at
different flow coefficients. „Roughness from LE to peak-suction. …
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However the predicted change in loss is not as high as measured:
the measured overall mass-averaged total pressure rise coefficient
reduced by about 5.4% with roughness while the calculated value
reduced by about 2.4%. Table 2 compares the measured and cal-
culated values of the overall mass-averaged total pressure rise
coefficient at the design point.

Fig. 6 Contours of stage exit total pressure rise coefficient for
stepped blade-row at design point, fÄ0.51. „Roughness from
LE to peak-suction. …

Fig. 7 Radial profiles of pitchwise mass-averaged stage total
pressure rise coefficients for smooth, stepped and roughened
blade-rows and single roughened blade at design point,
fÄ0.51. „Roughness from LE to peak-suction. …

Fig. 8 Radial profiles of pitchwise area-averaged axial veloci-
ties for smooth, stepped and roughened blade-rows together
with single roughened blade at design point, fÄ0.51. „Rough-
ness from LE to peak-suction. …

Fig. 9 Radial profiles of pitchwise mass-averaged exit flow
angles for smooth, stepped and roughened blade-rows and
single roughened blade at design point, fÄ0.51. „Roughness
from LE to peak-suction. …

Fig. 10 Comparison of surface static pressure distribution at
different spanwise locations of smooth and roughened blade-
rows at design point, fÄ0.51. „Roughness from LE to peak-
suction. …
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The measured and predicted variation of the mass-averaged to-
tal pressure rise coefficient as a function of flow coefficient is
plotted in Fig. 14 for smooth and roughened blades. The measure-
ments are for single roughened blade as well as for the entire
roughened blade-row. The calculation with roughness can be seen
to capture the trend of measurements although the effect is under-

estimated, especially below the design point~f50.51!. As can be
seen in Fig. 14, the experimental value of the average total pres-
sure rise coefficient for the single roughened blade atf50.45, is
higher than that of the smooth blade. At this flow coefficient, the
flow for the smooth blade has a large separated region and the
roughness in the single passage may have other effects on the flow
in this near-stall condition such that it is possible it makes the
separation smaller. The discrepancy between calculated and mea-
sured pressure rise as stall is approached is perhaps to be expected
because of the increased difficulty of modeling the flow in this
regime.

Fig. 11 Comparison of total-to-total and total-to-static stage
pressure rise characteristics for smooth and roughened blade-
rows. „Roughness from LE to peak-suction. …

Fig. 12 Numerical suction surface streamlines for smooth and
roughened stator at design point, fÄ0.51

Table 2 Comparison of measured and calculated overall
mass-averaged total pressure rise coefficient for smooth and
roughened blade-rows at design point, fÄ0.51

Smooth Rough

Measured 0.842 0.796
Calculated 0.841 0.821

Fig. 13 Predicted contours of exit total pressure rise coeffi-
cients for smooth and roughened stator blade at design point,
fÄ0.51. „Roughness from LE to peak suction. …
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Conclusions
The following conclusions can be drawn from this study:

~1! The experiments described in this paper have shown that sur-
face roughness, typical of that which is likely to form during
engine operating lifetime, can lead to a significant reduction
in performance due to its effect on 3D separation.

~2! For the stator used in these experiments, roughness induced a
large hub corner separation at the design flow coefficient, giv-
ing high loss, increased blockage and deviation. The portion
of the blade affected extended from the hub to about 30%
span.

~3! When tested as part of a stage, the 3D separation induced by
roughness caused a significant loss in stage stagnation pres-
sure rise over a wide range of flow.

~4! The blockage induced by the separation is responsible for a
significant radial movement of flow, with a consequent radial
redistribution of loading and change of effective incidence.

~5! In contrast to the strong effect on performance when applied
between the leading edge and suction peak, roughness applied
downstream of suction peak had negligible effect.

~6! A simple model for the effect of roughness on wall shear
stress has been developed, suitable for use with RANS calcu-
lation methods. Calculations performed with this roughness
model show that the effects of patch roughness on blade sur-
faces are reasonably well modelled.

~7! The predicted streamline pattern on the suction surface and on
the hub wall show that the increase in the size of the 3D
separation induced by roughness is reasonably well captured,
as are the overall results for pressure rise. The extra losses and
the increase in thickness of the boundary layer and separated
region are underpredicted.

~8! Although only the stator blades were roughened in this study,
it is also appropriate to carry out experiments on roughened
rotor blades as well as on both stators and endwalls. This
perhaps can be considered as a future work.
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Nomenclature

c 5 chord
Cp 5 pressure coefficient (P2P% 02)/(1/2rV2

2)
h 5 blade height~span!, height from surface
k 5 roughness height
i 5 incidence

LE 5 leading edge
P 5 pressure

PS 5 pressure surface/side
r 5 radius

Re 5 Reynolds number
s 5 blade pitch

SS 5 suction surface/side
t 5 blade thickness
u 5 local velocity
U 5 blade speed
V 5 absolute velocity
x 5 axial distance
y 5 perpendicular distance

Greek Symbols

a 5 absolute flow angle
b 5 blade~metal! angle
d 5 boundary layer thickness
D 5 change across the stage
f 5 flow coefficient (Vx/U)
n 5 kinematic viscosity
r 5 density

tw 5 wall shear stress

Subscripts

0 5 stagnation
1 5 rotor inlet
2 5 stator inlet
3 5 stator exit

abs 5 absolute
calc 5 calculated values

CLA 5 center-line average
exp 5 experiment

mid,
m 5 mid-height
h 5 hub
s 5 static
x 5 axial

Superscript

% 5 passage averaged
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Potential and Viscous Interactions
for a Multi-Blade-Row
Compressor
A computationally efficient time-accurate vortex method for unsteady incompressible
flows through multiple blade row systems is presented. The method represents the bound-
ary surfaces using vortex systems. A local coordinate system is assigned to each indepen-
dently moving blade row. Blade shed vorticity is determined from two generating mecha-
nisms and convected using the Euler equation. The first mechanism of vorticity generation
is a potential mechanism from a nonlinear unsteady pressure-type Kutta condition applied
at the blade trailing edges. The second mechanism is a viscous mechanism from a viscous
wake vorticity (VWV) model implemented to simulate the viscous shear layers on the
blade pressure and suction sides. Two different two-blade-row compressor systems, a
rotor/stator (R/S) system and a stator/rotor (S/R) system, were used to investigate the
interaction forces on each blade row. Computational results of the potential and viscous
interaction forces are presented and compared to measurements. The comparison suggests
that the viscous wake interaction accounts for 25–30% of the peak loading for an axial
spacing of 10% chord length between the blade rows. The efficient computational method
is particularly attractive for blade indexing study. Therefore a three-blade-row rotor/
stator/rotor (R1/S/R2) compressor system is used to demonstrate the indexing calculations
between the two rotor positions. Resultant forces on each blade row are presented for ten
rotor indexing positions and three axial gap sizes for the gaps between R1 and S and
between S and R2. The unsteady peak-to-peak force can reach 10–15% of inflow dynamic
head for the gap spacing investigated. The minimum-to-maximum variation of the un-
steady force can account for 40–50% of averaged unsteady
force. @DOI: 10.1115/1.1740778#

Introduction
Blade-row interaction in turbomachinery is important because it

generates unsteady forces on the blades and causes blade fatigue
and interaction noise. In order to reduce these drawbacks it is
desirable to investigate the blade-row interaction at an early stage
of the design phase.

Many researchers in the past have undertaken experimental
and/or computational investigations on rotor/stator interaction.
Among the computational approaches,@1–5#, Navier-Stokes and
Euler solution methods with and without turbulence closures have
been used to describe the unsteady flow phenomena between the
blade rows. In addition, forced response due to blade/wake inter-
action has been investigated theoretically by Goldstein and Atassi
@6# and Goldstein@7#. Experimental studies,@8–12#, of the forced
response provide wake/blade interaction contributed from poten-
tial effect and shed vortical wake. More recent studies,@13–14#,
use more advanced analysis tools and experimental data for ana-
lyzing wake and foil interaction. Valkov and Tan@15# use compu-
tational method to study the control of the shed viscous wake on
the downstream stator. Blade-row clocking was investigated by
indexing either the stator rows including IGV and nozzle,@13,16#,
or the rotor rows,@17#.

Although recent advances in CFD methodologies for turboma-
chinery applications have been extraordinary, usage of these ad-
vanced tools for fully unsteady multiple blade-row calculations at
an early design stage is still uncommon due to the time and effort
required for correctly setting up the calculations. Certainly, a
quick and efficient but still reasonably accurate approach for in-

vestigating the unsteady nature of the blade design is very desir-
able if unsteady loading is to be incorporated at the design stage.

This paper presents a computationally efficient method for ana-
lyzing unsteady forces in a multiple blade-row turbomachinery
system. The current work adapts previous developments,@18,19#,
which account for the unsteady potential interactions in multiple
blade-row turbomachinery. A viscous wake vorticity~VWV !
model is developed and implemented along with the previously
developed inviscid shed vorticity model to account for strong un-
steady viscous blade-row interaction. The advantages of the cur-
rent approach are~1! it does not require the generation of compu-
tational volume grids as required by Navier-Stokes/Euler solvers;
~2! no numerical diffusion exists in the shed vorticity wake sys-
tem; ~3! no interpolation error exists in the blade-row grid inter-
faces; and~4! the numerical matrix system of unknowns is an
order of magnitude smaller than that required by Navier-Stokes
solvers.

Hsu and Wo’s measurements,@17#, on a low-speed compressor
are used to validate the current VWV model on two-blade-row
configurations including a rotor/stator~R/S! and a stator/rotor
~S/R! system. A three-blade-row configuration is further investi-
gated to demonstrate the potential of the current prediction
scheme for blade-row indexing on a rotor/stator/rotor~R1/S/R2!
system.

The Vortex Computational Method
The vortex method includes the determination of blade surface

vortices, the shed vorticity from the blade trailing edges, and the
shed vorticity from shear layers on both sides of the blades. The
blade surface vortices and trailing-edge shed vorticity are of an
inviscid nature and the shed vorticity from the shear layers is of a
viscous nature.

Blade Surface Vortex System. The blade surfaces are repre-

1Currently with United Technologies–Pratt & Whitney, East Hardford, CT.
Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute and presented at the Inter-

national Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Atlanta, GA, June
16–19, 2003. Manuscript received by the IGTI December 2002; final revision March
2003. Paper No. 2003-GT-38560. Review Chair: H. R. Simmons.
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sented by vortex elements. The strengthsjWb of these vortex ele-
ments are represented by the following integral equation.

uW ~p,t !5¹E
dV

unGds2¹3F E
dV

jWbGds1E
V

jWGdvG (1)

whereuW is the velocity at a field pointp and timet, andG is the
Green’s function. The surface integrals are performed on the
boundary surfacedV for the surface normal velocityun andjWb .
The volume integral over the flow domainV is for the shed vor-
ticity jW which, after its generation at the blade trailing edges,
convects downstream according to the Euler equation:

]jW

]t
1uW •¹jW50. (2)

Equation ~1! has a flow tangency boundary condition on the
blade surfacesdV given by

un5uW b•nW . (3)

uW b is the velocity on the blade surface andnW is the unit surface
normal vector ondV. For the present work, the blade surface
vortex strength is represented by a linear function for each dis-
cretized surface element. Equations~1! and~3! can be solved with
a Kutta condition for the surface vorticityjWb . The number of
unknowns to be solved corresponds only to the number of surface
elements.

Blade Shed Vorticity System-Potential Effect. The shed
vorticity strengthsjW from the blade trailing edges can be deter-
mined from Kelvin’s theorem which requires that the total circu-
lation of the fluid at any instant be conserved. This condition is
transformed to

E
dV

jWbds1E
V

jWdv5constant. (4)

The shed vorticityjW in Eq. ~4! contains the vorticity from the
potential effect and the viscous effect. The numerical implemen-
tation of Eq.~4! with the system of equations forjWb as described

in Eqs. ~1! and ~3! is presented in Lee et al.@19# along with a
cascade extension, where the shed vorticity from the potential
effect, jWpot , is calculated.

Blade Shed Vorticity System-Viscous Effect. The viscous
shear layers on both sides of the blades are also modeled in the
present analysis. The additional vorticity generated from the vis-
cous layers is related to the viscous boundary layers at the blade
trailing edges.

jW vis5¹3VW (5)

For a two-dimensional blade cross-section, Eq.~5! can be simpli-
fied asg52 ]U(x,y)/]y , whereU(x,y) is the blade wake de-
fect velocity or the combined velocity profile from the two bound-
ary layers on the blade pressure and suction sides. This viscous
vorticity is only generated in a wake location close to the blade

Fig. 1 Schematics of the compressor tested by Hsu and Wo
„1997…

Fig. 2 Definition for Gap 1, Gap 2, and indexing d ÕS

Fig. 3 Configurations of R ÕS and S ÕR with the definition of the
stator force

Fig. 4 Comparison of blade wake velocities with the viscous
wake vorticity „VWV… model
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trailing edge and convected downstream with the blade wake
while maintaining its strength. The wake defect velocity is formu-
lated as

U~x,y!5UeF12
Ue2Uc

Ue
e26(y/d)2G (6)

whereUe is the boundary layer edge velocity,Uc the wake cen-
terline velocity, andd the wake shear layer thickness measured
from the wake centerline.d can be different for the upper and
lower surfaces if the shear layers are asymmetric. The viscous
shed vorticity is therefore represented as

g52
12y

d
D~Ue2Uc!e

26(y/d)2
. (7)

The damping factorD in Eq. ~7! is defined based on Raj and
Lakshminarayana@20# as

D51.25A Cd

~x/c10.02!12m (8)

wherec is the blade chord,m relates to the pressure gradient at
the trailing edge, andCd is the blade drag coefficient.

The viscous wake vorticity~VWV ! obtained from Eqs.~5!
through~8! is added to the shed vorticity obtained from the po-
tential effect as

jW5jWpot1jW vis . (9)

This total vorticity is applied in Eq.~4! to produce the total shed
vorticity from the trailing edges.

Fig. 5 Normal forces on „a… the rotor; and „b… the stator for the
RÕS configuration with Gap1 Ä0.1c

Fig. 6 Comparison of unsteady forces on the stator under R ÕS
configuration with Gap 1 of „a… 0.1c; and „b… 0.3c
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Description of the Compressor and Test Data

The large-scale low-speed modern compressor used in this
study was designed and tested by Hsu and Wo@17#. The compres-
sor, as shown inFig. 1, consists of three blade rows and an IGV
far upstream for inflow conditioning. The compressor was de-
signed to allow variable axial gaps, as shown inFig. 2, between
the first rotor and the stator~named Gap1! and between the stator
and the second rotor~names Gap2!. All blades have the same
chord lengthc of 6 cm. The blade counts for rotors and stators are
58 and 60, respectively. The blade hub-to-tip ratio is 0.8 and the
solidity ranges from 1.37 to 1.42. The comparisons between the

predictions and the measurements are made at a near-design load-
ing with a flow coefficient of 0.6 and a reduced frequency of 7.16.
The test Mach number is 0.078 and the Reynolds number is
1.923105 based on the rotor relative velocity and chord length.

The test data include unsteady pressures and forces acting on
the stator for the rotor/stator~R/S!, stator/rotor~S/R!, and rotor/
stator/rotor~R/S/R! test configurations as shown inFigs. 2and3.
For the R/S configuration, the second rotor was removed. For the
S/R configuration, the first rotor was installed two chord-length
upstream of the stator. The forces presented in this paper are
forces normal to the blade chord and normalized by the inflow
dynamic pressure head.

Fig. 7 Patterns of vortex field for t ÕT at „a… 0.04; „b… 0.16; „c… 0.44; and „d… 0.90
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Compressor Predictions
This paper includes studies of blade interactions for two and

three blade rows with the intention of understanding the physics
of blade-row interaction and investigating the robustness of the
present prediction scheme. First, the viscous wake vorticity
~VWV ! model is validated using a calculation on the stator alone.
Then, blade interaction in the two-blade-row configurations, i.e.,
R/S and S/R, are examined. Finally, the three-blade-row configu-
ration, i.e., R/S/R, is used to explore the indexing of two rotor
blade rows, which produces the unsteady effect on all three blade
rows. Since the blade count between the rotor and the stator is
58/60, all the calculations presented in this paper assume the ro-
tors have the same pitch as the stator. All calculations were per-
formed at midspan, where the experimental data were taken.

Validation of the Viscous Wake Vorticity „VWV … Model
The implementation of the VWV model starts aroundx/c50.03
in the blade near wake, where (Ue2Uc)/Ue'0.85. For the con-
trolled diffusion blades used by Hsu and Wo@17#, it is estimated
that m'0.12,Cd50.02 andd/c'0.07 at a condition near to the
experimental condition. Computed stator wake velocities based on
the current VWV model at three axial locations are shown inFig.
4. These velocity distributions are compared to measurements by
Raj and Lakshminarayana@20# for a cascade similar to the present
compressor. The wake velocity characteristics between the present
compressor and the cascade used by Raj and Lakshminarayana
@20# seem to be similar.

Rotor-Stator „RÕS… Calculation. For the two-blade-row R/S
configuration, two different sizes of Gap 1~10% and 30% chord!
were examined. The calculations converge in seven periods, i.e.,
about 350 time steps, to approach to a periodic condition.Figure
5 demonstrates the normal forces acting on the rotor and the stator
from the last 200 time steps for Gap150.1c. The results shown
are based on the calculations with and without shedding the vis-
cous wake vorticity~VWV !. The VWV model has no impact on
the upstream rotor, but it has a profound effect on the downstream
stator. The peak force on the stator with the VWV model is about
30% larger than that without the VWV model.

Figure 6 shows the unsteady forces on the stator for one com-
plete period at both gap sizes. The unsteady force shown is the
difference between the instantaneous force and the mean force.
The present predictions with and without the VWV model are
compared to the measurements for both gaps and also to the
Navier Stokes solution obtained by Hsu and Wo@17#. The current
calculations with the VWV model, when compared to the mea-
sured force, predict the magnitude of the peak force well, but the
phase of the peak force is lagged. Note that the periodT for the
present compressor covers 6° of tangential angle. However, the
predicted phase of the peak force for Gap150.3c agrees well with
Hsu and Wo’s solution. The near peak force from the measure-
ments persists for a longer time than that predicted by both the
current method and by Hsu and Wo@17#. However, the differences
between the peak phases inFigs. 6~a! and6~b! for the predictions
and the measurments correspond to the times for the vorticity
traveling an extra distance (0.2c) for the larger spacing. This dif-
ference is 0.18T for the prediction and 0.1T for the experiment
from Fig. 6 as compared to 0.17T estimated from the measured
rotor exit flow angle when the stator blades cutting through the
rotor mean wake. From the sparseness of the measured points for
a completeT in Fig. 6 and the above comparison, the uncertainity
of the measured peaks could reach to60.1T.

Figure 7 shows the rotor shed vorticity interacting with the
stator blades and their shed vorticity for the Gap150.1c case at
the instants oft/T50.04, 0.16, 0.44, and 0.90. Note thatFig. 7
shows only the locations of all the generated and convected vor-
ticity at four instants. The predicted instantaneous pressure distri-
butions on the downstream stator blade associated with these four
instants are plotted inFig. 8. The integrated forces from these
pressure profiles was given previously inFig. 6~a!. The rotor

blade trailing edges shown inFig. 7 move in the positive y direc-
tion. Each blade of the rotor and stator rows sheds both the po-
tential (jWpot) and the viscous (jW vis) vorticity. These vorticity are
convected based on Eq.~2!. The maximum stator force occurring
at t/T50.16 ~Fig. 6~a!! corresponds to the core of the rotor shed
vorticity impinging on the leading edges of the stator blades as
shown inFig. 7~b!. This rotor wake/stator leading edge interaction
causes the effective flow incidence angle on the stator blade to
change drastically and produces the leading-edge pressure peaks
seen inFig. 8. The minimum stator force occurring att/T50.44
~Fig. 6~a!! when the instantaneous pressure on the pressure side
reaches a minimum shown inFig. 8. This happens as the pressure-
side vorticity moves off of the trailing edge and produces lower
pressure on the pressure side than on the suction side. This nega-
tive effect on the stator normal force generation is gradually re-
leased after the pressure-side vorticity travels into the stator wake.
The stator force reaches its second peak att/T50.9 ~Fig. 6„a!!
when the convected rotor wake sweeps past the stator trailing
edge shown inFig. 7~d!.

Stator-Rotor „SÕR… Calculation. The S/R configuration re-
quired a more elaborate analysis than the R/S configuration. As
indicated earlier, the stator force was measured with the first rotor
installed two chord lengths upstream of the stator. Hsu and Wo
@17# assumed the rotor was far enough upstream to have a mini-
mum effect on the stator. In order to test the validity of this as-
sumption, two simulations of the S/R configuration were per-
formed: one using only the stator and the second rotor~here,
called the S/R case!, and another using the experimental configu-
ration with the first rotor located two chord lengths upstream of
the stator~called the R/S/R-G152c case!. In both cases, Gap2
50.1c and predictions were made both with and without the
VWV model.

Figure 9 shows the predicted normal forces acting on the stator
and the rotor for the S/R case~no upstream rotor!. The prediction
results are similar to the prediction for the R/S configuration. The
predicted force on the first blade row~stator! is not affected by the
VWV model. The VWV model, however, has significant impact
on the second blade row~rotor!. The minimum rotor force is 25%
lower than the average force obtained without the VWV model.
Figure 10 compares predicted forces of the unsteady component

Fig. 8 Instantaneous pressure distributions around the stator
blade at four instants shown in Fig. 7
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on the stator from the S/R case, the R/S/R-G152c case, and the
measurements. Results from the R/S/R-G152c case agree much
better with the measurements than those from the S/R case, par-
ticularly the peak-to-peak value. This suggests that the unsteady
influence of the upstream rotor, although it is two chord lengths
away, still exists.

Rotor-Stator-Rotor „R1ÕSÕR2… Calculation. Calculations for
the three-blade-row~R1/S/R2! configuration with various values
for Gap1 and Gap2 were used to investigate the indexing between
two rotors. The rotor indexing is represented by the parameter
d/Ss shown inFig. 2.

First, a calculation was performed with Gap15Gap250.1c and
d/Ss50. Figure 11 compares the measured time-averaged pres-
sure distributions on the stator with the predicted distributions
with and without the VWV model. Although the current predic-
tions overpredict the trailing-edge pressure, the loading curve
from the measurement is similar to the predicted loading curves.
The negligible difference between the two predicted curves dem-
onstrates that the wake interaction with both potential and viscous
effects has a minimum effect on the predicted mean pressures.

Figures 12 and 13 show the impact of rotor indexing on the
forces acting on the first rotor~R1!, the stator~S! and the second
rotor ~R2!. Figure 12 shows the average force acting on each
blade ~average over one rotor period! as a function of indexing.
Note that forces acting on R1 and R2 are opposite to those acting
on S.Figure 13 shows the difference between the minimum and
maximum forces acting on each blade during the rotor period in
response to the rotor indexing conditions shown inFig. 12. Fig-
ures 12~a! and13~a! demonstrate the predicted forces for a con-

Fig. 9 Normal forces on „a… the stator; and „b… the rotor for the
SÕR configuration with Gap2 Ä0.1c

Fig. 10 Comparison of unsteady forces on the stator under
SÕR configuration with Gap1 Ä0.1c

Fig. 11 Averaged pressure distributions on the stator under
R1ÕSÕR2 with Gap1 ÄGap2Ä0.1c and d ÕSsÄ0
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Fig. 12 Averaged normal forces on R1, S, and R2 for the rotor
indexing with „a… Gap1Ä0.1c; and „b… Gap2Ä0.1c

Fig. 13 Instantaneous minimum-to-maximum normal forces
on R1, S, and R2 for rotor indexing with „a… Gap1Ä0.1c; „b…
Gap2Ä0.1c
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stant Gap1 size of 0.1c and a varying Gap2 size of 0.1c, 0.3c or
0.5c. Figures 12~b! and13~b! show the similar results for a con-
stant Gap2 size of 0.1c and a varying Gap1 size of 0.1c, 0.3c or
0.5c. All calculations use the VWV model. These solutions were
obtained using computational CPUs of two orders of magnitude
less than those obtained from solving the unsteady Reynolds-
averaged Navier-Stokes equations.

The unsteady force on R1 is affected by the changes of Gap1
~Figs. 12~b! and 13~b!!, but the changes in Gap2 and the rotor
indexing have no effect on R1~Figs. 12~a! and 13~a!. Both the
unsteady peak-to-peak~Fig. 13~b!! and average~Fig. 12~b!!
forces on S vary with Gap1. As Gap1 increases from 0.1c to 0.5c,
the peak-to-peak variation of the average stator force in response
to the rotor indexing decreases from 0.05 to nearly zero~Fig.
12~b!!. With Gap1 constant, the variation of Gap2 has a minimum
effect on the stator average force~Fig. 12~a!! although the peak-
to-peak unsteady force still varies with the change of Gap2~Fig.
13~a!!. Overall, the unsteady peak-to-peak force on R1 and S
amounts to 10–15% of inflow dynamic head for Gap150.1c. For
the larger values of Gap1 and all values of Gap2 investigated, the
unsteady forces on all three blade rows are below 5% of the in-
flow dynamic head. However, the variation of unsteady peak-to-
peak forces acting on S at G150.1c between the minimum and
the maximum due to the rotor indexing accounts for 42% of the
averaged unsteady peak-to-peak force~Fig. 13!. Both Figs. 12~a!
and 12~b! indicate the average stator force is minimum atd/SS
50.2 and maximum atd/SS50.8. This phenomenon agrees with
the stator unsteady peak-to-peak forces shown inFigs. 13~a! and
13~b! and is similar to the experimental finding of Hsu and Wo
@17#. The average force on R2 varies with changes in Gap2~Fig.
12~a!!, but not with changes in Gap1~Fig. 12~b!!. Although the
variation of unsteady peak-to-peak force on R2 due to rotor in-
dexing is less than 5%~Fig. 13!, the variation of unsteady force
acting on R2 at G250.1c accounts for 50% of the averaged
unsteady force. Also the force on R2 is similar to that on S and
has a minimum force atd/SS50.2 and a maximum force at
d/SS50.8.

Conclusions
An efficient time-accurate vortex calculation method for

multiple-blade-row turbomachinery is developed and validated for
predictions of flow-induced unsteady forces on blades due to
blade-row interaction. The blade shed vorticity is convected based
on a Lagrangian tracking method. The current viscous wake vor-
ticity ~VWV ! model is validated for flow fields near design opera-
tion. The computational method developed does not need complex
volume grids, which many other CFD approaches depend on. The
current solution does not have problems associated with numerical
wake diffusion and blade-row interface interpolation. The compu-
tations presented for the current low-speed compressor suggest the
following conclusions:

• The current VWV model accounts for 30% of the stator
maximum force for the rotor/stator~R/S! configuration and
25% of the rotor minimum force for the stator/rotor~S/R!
configuration.

• Vorticity impinging on the blade leading edges produces
leading-edge suction and pressure peaks and a maximum in-
stantaneous loading on the blades. On the other hand, vortic-
ity leaving the pressure-surface trailing edges produces an
opposite effect and therefore a minimum loading.

• The present method predicts the magnitude of the instanta-
neous forces well. However, for the two Gap1 sizes in the
R/S configuration, the phases of both the current predictions
and Hsu and Wo’s Navier Stokes solution are off by 10% to
15% of the blade pitch. This difference may be attributed to
the measurement uncertainty of the peak unsteady force.

• The S/R calculations show that unsteady blade-row interac-
tions exist even for axial blade row spacing of up to two
chord lengths.

• Changes in Gap1 of the R1/S/R2 configuration have a large
effect on the instantaneous forces on both R1 and S, but on
the average force on S only. Similarly changes in Gap2 have
a big influence on the instantaneous forces on both S and R2,
but the average force on R2 only.

• The unsteady peak-to-peak force accounts for 10–15% of
inflow dynamic head for R1 and S with Gap150.1c of the
R1/S/R2 configuration. This unsteady force reduces to a
maximum of only 5% on all blades for larger values of Gap1
and all values of Gap2 studied.

• The rotor indexing on the rotor/stator/rotor~R1/S/R2! con-
figuration has no effect on R1. Both S and R2 have a mini-
mum unsteady and average force at a rotor indexing of
d/SS50.2, and a maximum atd/SS50.8. The minmum-to-
maximum variation of unsteady peak-to-peak forces on S or
R2 at either G150.1c or G250.1c can account for 40–50%
of the averaged unsteady peak-to-peak force. This feature is
confirmed through Hsu and Wo’s measurement. In addition,
the unsteady viscous effect has a little effect on the blade
mean pressure distribution.
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Nomenclature

AOA 5 angle of attack
b 5 blade
c 5 blade chord

Cd 5 blade drag coefficient used in Eq.~8!, @20#
Cp 5 static pressure coefficient,

(pressure-reference pressure)/0.5rVb
2

D 5 damping factor, defined in Eq.~8!
Fn 5 force normal to blade chord, defined in Fig. 3

G1,G2 5 gap1 and gap2, defined in Fig. 3
G 5 Green’s function used in Eq.~1!
m 5 parameter related to trailing-edge pressure gradi-

ent, used in Eq.~8!, @20#
nW 5 unit surface normal vector
s 5 surface integration, used in Eq.~1!

SS 5 blade pitch
t 5 time

T 5 period
uW 5 velocity vector

uW b ,Vb 5 blade moving velocity
un 5 velocity normal to surface
U 5 wake velocity

Uc 5 wake centerline velocity
Ue 5 boundary layer edge velocity

v 5 volume integration, defined in Eq.~1!
VWV 5 viscous wake vorticity

VW 5 velocity associated with VWV
x 5 axial coordinate
y 5 local coordinate normal to streamline direction
d 5 wake thickness

dV 5 blade boundary surface
V 5 volumetric flow domain
g 5 third component ofjW , defined in Eq.~7!
r 5 density
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jW 5 shed vorticity
jWb 5 blade surface vorticity

jWpot 5 shed vorticity due to potential effect
jW vis 5 shed vorticity due to viscous effect
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Detailed Flow Study of Mach
Number 1.6 High Transonic Flow
With a Shock Wave in a Pressure
Ratio 11 Centrifugal Compressor
Impeller
Requirements for aeronautical gas turbine engines for helicopters include small size, low
weight, high output, and low fuel consumption. In order to achieve these requirements,
development work has been carried out on high efficiency and high pressure ratio com-
pressors. As a result, we have developed a single stage centrifugal compressor with a
pressure ratio of 11 for a 1000 shp class gas turbine. The centrifugal compressor is a high
transonic compressor with an inlet Mach number of about 1.6. In high inlet Mach number
compressors, the flow distortion due to the shock wave and the shock boundary layer
interaction must have a large effect on the flow in the inducer. In order to ensure the
reliability of aerodynamic design technology, the actual supersonic flow phenomena with
a shock wave must be ascertained using measurement and Computational Fluid Dynamics
(CFD). This report presents the measured results of the high transonic flow at the impeller
inlet using Laser Doppler Velocimeter (LDV) and verification of CFD, with respect to the
high transonic flow velocity distribution, pressure distribution, and shock boundary layer
interaction at the inducer. The impeller inlet tangential velocity is about 460 m/s and the
relative Mach number reaches about 1.6. Using a LDV, about 500 m/s relative velocity
was measured preceding a steep deceleration of velocity. The following steep deceleration
of velocity at the middle of blade pitch clarified the cause as being the pressure rise of a
shock wave, through comparison with CFD as well as comparison with the pressure
distribution measured using a high frequency pressure transducer. Furthermore, a reverse
flow is measured in the vicinity of casing surface. It was clarified by comparison with
CFD that the reverse flow is caused by the shock-boundary layer interaction. Generally
CFD shows good agreement with the measured velocity distribution at the inducer and
splitter inlet, except in the vicinity of the casing surface.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1791645#

Introduction
Extensive research has been carried out regarding the internal

flow of high pressure ratio centrifugal compressors applied to
small gas turbines and industrial compressors. In particular, the
actual flow measurement using laser velocimeters and the Com-
putational Fluid Dynamics~CFD! verification have been carried
out with respect to the shock wave in the impeller inlet portion, as
well as the low energy region in the vicinity of the shroud casing,
wake, and jet at the impeller outlet.

Regarding the impeller outlet flow pattern, the jet and wake of
a radial impeller with a pressure ratio of 2.1 were measured using
Laser 2 Focus Velocimeter~L2F! by D. Eckardt@1#. Smoothing of
the jet and wake in a backswept impeller with a pressure ratio of
4 was measured using L2F by H. Krain@2#, and estimation using
a three-dimensional~3D! viscous code was carried out by C. Hah
@3#. Regarding the impeller inlet transonic flow, the pressure dis-
tribution of the shock wave in the inducer of a radial impeller with
a pressure ratio of 10 was measured by Y. Senoo et al.@4#, and
flow patterns were measured using L2F by H. Hayami et al.@5#.
Furthermore, the transonic flow of a backswept impeller with a
pressure ratio 6.1 having a Mach number 1.3 with a shock wave

was measured by H. Krain et al.@6,7#, and estimation using a 3D
viscous code was carried out by C. Hah and H. Krain@8#.

The present authors also investigated the internal flow of cen-
trifugal compressors, measuring the actual flow in certain impel-
lers and verifying CFD in order to improve centrifugal compres-
sor performance for small gas turbines and turbochargers.~LDV !
measurement and CFD verification have been conducted for ‘‘a
subsonic impeller’’@9,10#, and LDV measurement, pressure dis-
tribution measurement, and CFD verifications were carried out for
‘‘a low transonic impeller’’@11#.

Here, we report on ‘‘the high transonic flow of a Mach number
of about 1.6 at the inducer’’ of a centrifugal compressor having a
pressure ratio of 11, for practical application in an aeronautical
gas turbine.

Test Facility
Figure 1 shows the test impeller. A double splitter type back-

swept impeller design was adopted to decrease blade loading and
to increase the impeller choke flow rate. Figures 2, 3 and Table 1
show the high pressure ratio centrifugal compressor test facility,
compressor characteristics, and compressor and impeller specifi-
cations respectively. The tangential velocity of the impeller outlet
is about 680 m/s, the inlet tangential velocity is about 460 m/s,
and the machine Mach number reaches about 1.35. The blade tip
clearance is about 0.2 mm. The impeller outlet absolute velocity is
supersonic, and the Mach number is about 1.2. A radial channel
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diffuser is attached. A passage downstream of the diffuser is con-
figured in the axial direction, with an axial vane diffuser and a
corrector as shown in Fig. 2.

Regarding the compressor characteristics, the pressure ratio is
11 at a mass flow rate of 3.3 kg/s. The point just below the choke
flow rate is the point of maximum efficiency. Both impeller effi-
ciency and diffuser pressure recovery reach their maximum at this
point, and LDV measurement was conducted at this operating
point.

Table 2 shows specifications of the LDV system. The two com-
ponent velocities are measured using a two color system. All of
the effective data detected by LDV can be processed using a sys-
tem that records LDV measurement data and the phase of revolu-
tion. The LDV measurement results shown in Figs. 5 and 8–10
are the average values of data detected in each section, corre-
sponding to 1/80 of the blade pitch. The detected data number for
each point is about 1000.

Table 3 shows the specifications of the pressure transducer. The
sampling rate is 1 MHz, and 106 data points per pitch can be
obtained. The pressure wave shown in Fig. 10 is the instantaneous
data of two pitches, and the wave pattern is nearly the same for
every pitch at the operating point. As the measured pressure data
with 1 MHz sampling oscillate alternately, the mean values of the
next 2 points are expressed. Considering that the natural fre-
quency of the pressure transducer is 600 kHz, the resolution of

pressure data is finer than 1/10 of the blade pitch. The absolute
value of the pressure wave shown in the figure is composed of the
fluctuation component detected by the pressure transducer and
data from the static pressure tap.

Figure 4 shows the arrangement of the LDV and pressure trans-
ducer measuring sections. LDV measurement was conducted for
three Sections II, III, and IV. Section II is positioned so that the
center of the throat can be measured, so as to determine the exis-
tence of the shock wave. Section III is positioned where the re-
sults of the shock-boundary layer interaction on the suction sur-
face can be measured. Section IV is placed downstream from the
first splitter leading edge so as to ascertain the low energy region

Fig. 1 High transonic impeller

Fig. 2 High pressure ratio compressor test facility

Fig. 3 Compressor characteristics: „a… pressure ratio, „b… effi-
ciency ratio maximum efficiency
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extending on the shroud casing. The pitch of the pressure trans-
ducer is set to 4 mm in order to display the throat pressure distri-
bution with five sections.

Results of LDV Measurement
Figure 5 shows a three-dimensional image of the relative veloc-

ity on the three sections. A value of about 500 m/s was measured
on the suction side near casing in Sec. II. At 6 mm from the casing
surface, deceleration considered to be due to the shock wave is
observed at the middle of the blade pitch. The measurement loca-
tion 6 mm from casing is about 90% of the span. The relative
velocity distortion expands at the position of the shock wave at 3
mm from the casing. In contrast to the fact that the slight influence
of the shock wave remains even at 10 mm from casing, the rela-
tive velocity shows a potential type distribution in which decel-
eration occurs continuously from the suction surface toward the
pressure surface.

In Sec. III, 3 mm from the casing, distortion of the velocity
distribution estimated by the influence of the upstream distortion

is seen. Figure 6~b! shows the Mach number contour in the vicin-
ity of the casing in the inducer. The boundary layer on the suction
surface tends to thicken because of shock boundary layer interac-
tion on the suction surface, but this tendency cannot be seen in the
measured velocity distribution. Regarding Sec. IV, the obvious
distortion known as the ‘‘low energy region’’ at the corner of the
casing and suction surface is also not detected. A detailed com-
parison between the LDV and CFD results is shown below.

Results of CFD
Figure 6 shows a computational grid and the relative Mach

number contours of the two-stream surface about 3 and 1.5 mm
from the casing. The numerical method is a modified Dawes’s
BtoB3D code for a double splitter impeller. The grid size is 60
3133335 with 279 300 nodes. The clearance is about 0.3% of the
blade height at the leading edge, and is expressed using four
meshes. The upstream Mach number of the impeller leading edge
is about 1.6. The oblique shock appears from the leading edge
toward the suction side, and the passage shock appears across the
throat.

Figure 7 shows the Mach number contour on each of the LDV
measuring sections. In Sec. II, a high Mach number of about 1.5
appears at the corner of the suction side and casing. The Mach
number decreases steeply toward the pitch of about 0.4, increases
slightly and then decreases toward the pressure surface. The Mach
number following the steep decrease appears to be about 1. Thus,
the steep decrease of the Mach number seems to be an oblique
shock wave. In Secs. III and IV, the boundary layer thickness
increases at the suction side and casing corner, developing into the
low energy region in Sec. IV.

Comparison Between LDV and CFD

A Section II. Figure 8 shows a comparison between the
LDV measurement results and the CFD results for Sec. II. The
relative velocity is composed of the meridional velocity and the
tangential velocity. The solid line corresponds to CFD, while the
dotted line indicates the LDV results.

Regarding the velocity distribution at 6 mm from the casing,
the relative velocity measured by LDV between 0.08 to 0.35 of
the abscissa shows good agreement with the CFD results. Even in
the vicinity of the suction surface, the deceleration of the relative
velocity also shows good agreement. Steep deceleration of the
relative velocity is seen at around 0.4 of the abscissa. Figure 6~c!
shows the Mach number contour of CFD at about 1.5 mm from
the casing Referring to Fig. 6~c!, because Sec. II crosses with the
shock wave in the position of 0.4 pitch, this deceleration is due to
the shock wave. As for the CFD result referred to in Fig. 6~a!, the
velocity slope of the shock wave is not steep because the calcu-
lation mesh interval is coarse over part of the shock wave.

Regarding the velocity distribution at 3 mm from the casing, a
large reverse flow region occurs at about 0.4 on the abscissa.
Although the absolute value of this reverse flow velocity is about
2270 m/s, the accuracy of this value is doubtful considering the
measurement capability of the system. Considering both sides of
the reverse flow, the velocity decelerates from 0.2 toward 0.4 and
reaches a negative value on one side, while the velocity also de-
celerates from 0.7 toward 0.4 and reaches a negative value on the
other side as well. As the velocity range of both sides of the
reverse flow is within the measurement capability, the occurrence
of the reverse flow is definite.

Regarding the meridional velocity at 6 mm from the casing, the
velocity difference between LDV and CFD seems to be the effect
of the reverse flow in the vicinity of the casing.

Referring to Fig. 6~c!, the location where the reverse flow oc-
curs is the intersection between the blade tip leakage flow and the
shock wave, and it is considered that the reverse flow is caused by
the interaction of these two factors.

However, CFD was incapable of estimating the large reverse
flow in the vicinity of the casing measured by LDV. It is under-

Fig. 4 Cross section of compressor and location of LDV and
pressure transducer: „a… LDV measuring section, „b… Pressure
transducer and LDV window arrangement
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stood, however, that CFD is able to estimate flow distribution with
good accuracy in most of the flow range, except just after the
shock wave. The reason why CFD fails to estimate the reverse
flow was not clarified in the work reported here. The turbulence
modeling, mesh arrangement, and clearance treatment are issues
to be considered.

Regarding LDV measurement capability in the vicinity of the
blade surface, and referring to Fig. 8~a!, although the distance of
the absolute measurement point from the suction surface is not
clear, the relative velocity deceleration toward the suction surface
can be observed at every location from the casing. These data
shown in Figs. 8–10 are worth discussing in terms of the suction
surface boundary layer. The boundary layer thickness in Sec. II
estimated using CFD is about the same as that corresponding to
LDV measurement.

Fig. 5 Relative velocity distribution

Fig. 6 Computational grid and Mach number contour: „a… com-
putational grid, „b… Mach number on a stream surface about 3
mm from casing, and „c… Mach number on a stream surface
about 1.5 mm from casing

Fig. 7 Mach number contour on each LDV measuring sec-
tions: „a… Section II, „b… Section III, „c… Section IV
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B Section III. Figure 9 shows a comparison between the
LDV measurement results and the CFD results for Sec. III. The
velocity distribution at 3 mm from the casing shows substantial
distortion in the middle of the pitch. This is considered to repre-
sent the influence of the upstream reverse flow.

Referring to Fig. 6~b! showing the Mach number contour about
3 mm from casing, the shock wave across the throat reaches the
suction surface, and the suction surface boundary layer thickness
increases due to interaction with the shock boundary layer. The
effect appears on the relative velocity distributions at both 3 and 6
mm from the casing in Fig. 9~a!. Despite the CFD estimation, the
measured data in the vicinity of the suction surface at both 3 and
6 mm from the casing do not indicate boundary layer thickening.
This shows that the shock boundary layer interaction does not
affect the suction surface boundary layer in comparison to the
casing boundary layer.

C Section IV. Figure 10 shows a comparison between the
LDV measurement results and the CFD results for Section IV.
According to CFD, the velocity at 3 mm from the casing shows a
large low energy region, especially in the suction side passage and
on the splitter blade suction surface. Even at 6 mm from the
casing, CFD shows a low energy region in the suction side pas-
sage. On the other hand, although the measuring results indicate a
small low velocity region at about 0.3 pitch of the suction side

passage, an obvious low energy region was not measured. It was
therefore understood that CFD tends to overestimate the low en-
ergy region.

Results of Pressure Measurement
Figure 11 shows the instantaneous pressure oscillation of two

pitches. The blade pressure surface and the suction surface are
shown as a red line and a blue line respectively. Each figure in-
cludes the pressure data of the relevant section~red line with blue
dots!, preceding section~blue line!, and interpolated two sections
~green line; 1/3 from preceding section, red line; 2/3 from preced-
ing section!.

In segment No. 1, it is found that there is a peak just in front of
the leading edge, and it must be the detached shock. This shock
wave propagates to segments Nos. 2 and 3, and the highest pres-
sure is obtained in segment No. 3. The pressure decreases at
downstream of this shock wave in segments Nos. 3 and 4, with the
pressure rising rapidly once again in the vicinity of the pressure
surface in segment No. 4. This pressure decrease downstream
from the shock wave corresponds to the slight increase in the
Mach number in Fig. 7~a! and the relative velocity increase in Fig.
8~a! 6 mm from the casing. The pressure increase in the vicinity
of the pressure surface of segment No. 4 overlaps with the pres-
sure increase toward the pressure side from the suction side in

Fig. 8 Comparison between LDV and CFD: „a… relative velocity, „b… meridional velocity, „c… tangential velocity
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Fig. 9 Comparison between LDV and CFD: „a… relative velocity, „b… meridional velocity, „c… tangential velocity

Fig. 10 Comparison between LDV and CFD: „a… relative velocity, „b… meridional velocity, „c… tangential velocity
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segment No. 5. Thus, the mechanism of pressure increase in the
vicinity of the pressure surface of segment No. 4 differs from the
shock wave.

It is found that the pressure increase from about 1/3 pitch to the
pressure surface of segment No. 5 is caused by the blade loading
in the subsonic flow region. Referring the pressure distribution of
segment No. 6, nearly the same pressure slope as segment No. 5
appears from about 1/5 pitch to the pressure surface. The follow-
ing two segments, Nos. 7 and 8, also show the same slope. In
segment No. 9, the pressure slope from the middle to the pressure

surface becomes flat. This is why the first splitter leading edge
extends to segment No. 10. The lower pressure on the suction
surface of the first splitter affects the pressure slope of segment
No. 9.

Figure 12 shows a three-dimensional image of the pressure dis-
tribution. The detached shock occurs just in front of the leading
edge and this progresses to an oblique shock wave reaching the
suction surface. The peak pressure shown as the yellow value in
the oblique shock wave on the pressure side then appears. Down-
stream of the peak pressure, after the pressure decrease region

Fig. 11 Instantanius pressure distribution between main blades

Fig. 12 Pressure contour in the inducer Fig. 13 Static pressure increase in the inducer
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appears, the pressure increase is connected to the pressure in-
crease caused by the blade loading in segment No. 5. The single
slope between the blades in segment No. 5 is divided into two
slopes downstream from the first splitter leading edge in segment
No. 10.

Figure 13 shows the static pressure increase along the inducer
casing. Although it seems as if the pressure increase from seg-
ments Nos. 2 to 8 due to the shock wave from segments Nos. 2 to
8, it is found that the shock wave causes the pressure increase
from segments Nos. 2 through 5 through oblique shock and that
the blade loading is responsible for the pressure increase from
segments Nos. 5 to 8.

Conclusions
The authors of the study reported here conducted detailed in-

vestigation of a high transonic impeller having Mach number
about 1.6, using LDV and pressure transducers with respect to a
centrifugal compressor with a high pressure ratio of 11. CFD veri-
fication was conducted using the measured results.

1. In the inducer portion, deceleration caused by the oblique
shock wave was found in the middle of the throat. Reverse
flow occurred in the vicinity of the casing caused by the
interaction of the blade tip leakage flow and the shock wave.

2. Referring to CFD, although the shock wave measured in
Sec. II should have reached the suction surface, thickening
of the boundary layer was not found in Sec. III located
downstream from the intersection.

3. In the splitter portion, a small low-velocity region in the
vicinity of the shroud casing at about 0.3 pitches of the
suction side passage was observed, but an obvious low ve-
locity region estimated using CFD was not measured.

4. Although the CFD applied was unable to estimate the large
reverse flow in the vicinity of the casing in the inducer por-
tion, it is nevertheless understood that CFD is capable of
estimating flow distribution with good accuracy in most of
the flow range.

5. The static pressure increase in the inducer is caused by the
oblique shock in the leading half, and by blade loading in
the latter half.
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Nomenclature

C 5 Absolute velocity, m/s
Cm 5 Meridional velocity, m/s
Cu 5 Tangential velocity, m/s
G 5 Mass flow rate, kg/s

Mrel 5 Relative Mach number
PR 5 Pressure ratio
Ps 5 Static pressure
U 5 Peripheral velocity, m/s
W 5 Relative velocity, m/s

PS 5 Pressure surface
SP 5 Splitter blade
SS 5 Suction surface

Hub 5 Hub surface
Shroud5 Shroud surface
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Advanced High-Turning
Compressor Airfoils for Low
Reynolds Number Condition—
Part II: Experimental and
Numerical Analysis
Part I of this paper describes the design and optimization of two high turning subsonic
compressor cascades operating as an outlet guide vane (OGV) behind a single stage low
pressure turbine at low Reynolds number condition~Re51.33105!. In the numerical
optimization algorithm, the design point and off-design performance has been considered
in an objective function to achieve a wide low loss incidence range. The objective of the
present paper is to examine some of the characteristics describing the new airfoils as well
as to prove the reliability of the design process and the applied flow solver. Some aero-
dynamic characteristics for the two new airfoils and a conventional controlled diffusion
airfoil (CDA), have been extensively investigated in the cascade wind tunnel of DLR
Cologne. For an inlet Mach number of 0.6 the effect of Reynolds number and incidence
angle on each airfoil performance is discussed, based on experimental and numerical
results. For an interpretation of the airfoil boundary layer behavior, results of some
boundary layer calculations are compared to oil flow visualization pictures. The design
goal of an increased low loss incidence range at low Reynolds number condition could be
confirmed without having a negative effect on the high Reynolds number region.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1737781#

Introduction
This paper contributes to modern design techniques and design

considerations for improved turbomachinery blade elements. The
present design is aimed at highly loaded, high turning cascades
that operate as an exit guide vane in a wide Reynolds number
range and especially at very low Reynolds number conditions.

Several publications on cascade investigations at low Reynolds
numbers can be found in the literature (Re,53105, e.g.,@1–3#!
but little has been reported on how to design blade sections which
operate at relatively low Reynolds numbers, for example in aero
engine compressors at very high altitude cruise or in exit guide
vanes behind turbine rotors. At Reynolds numbers below 23105

profile aerodynamics become very critical and losses can increase
considerably due to extended laminar and turbulent boundary
layer separations. There exists a lot of experience on low Rey-
nolds number wing section designs, e.g.,@4,5#, but this is of lim-
ited value for turbomachinery applications.

Therefore, a project was initiated to develop a modern numeri-
cal tool that allows automatic designs for turbomachinery blading
suitable for a wide range of applications including the design of
low Reynolds number airfoils. In Part I of this paper,@6#, the
design procedures for high turning exit guide vane cascades are
described. Starting from a conventional controlled diffusion air-
foil, two new highly loaded airfoils have been designed by em-
ploying two different optimization strategies. In the design pro-
cess itself parametric profile generators, a Navier-Stokes flow
solver, an Evolution Strategy~ES!, @7#, as well as a multi–
objective genetic algorithm~MOGA!, @8#, are coupled to find cas-
cades with superior performance, not only for the design inci-
dence but also for off design flow angles.

The profiles and cascade geometry obtained after the numerical
optimization process achieved considerably lower losses and a
wider operating range compared to the baseline design.

Although the optimization tools do not have any understanding
of the fluid-dynamical processes like the experienced aerodynami-
cist, they can be a valuable additional tool, since they operate
unbiasedly on the design space.

The outcome of the two numerical optimizations employing ES
and MOGA proved that these modern strategies can be quite suc-
cessful and even applicable to very complex fluid-mechanical
problems—like low Reynolds profile aerodynamics.

The aim of this second part of the paper is to validate the design
process that was described in the first part, to assess the Honda
Navier-Stokes blade to blade solver HSTAR,@9#, that was em-
ployed, and to interpret why the optimized airfoils have a superior
performance compared to the baseline airfoil. For flow analysis
the HSTAR solver employes ak-v turbulence model together
with a newly implemented modified transition model according to
Wilcox @10# and Drela@11#.

Interpretation of the experimental results is additionally sup-
ported by comparing some typical blade Mach number distribu-
tions to the results of the viscous/inviscid blade to blade flow
solver MISES of Drela and Youngren@11,12#. In particular, the
blade surface boundary layer behavior of the three investigated
blades is discussed with the help of simulated integral boundary
layer distributions and some oil flow visualization pictures of the
blade suction sides. Although all three cascades have been de-
signed for the same flow turning, their geometry, profile Mach
number distributions, and boundary layer development look quite
different. Therefore, the detailed interpretation of the obtained re-
sults becomes rather difficult.

Baseline and Optimized Cascades
The cascades were designed to operate as a midsection in an

outlet guide vane~OGV! behind the last turbine rotor of a small

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute and presented at the Inter-
national Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Atlanta, GA, June
16–19, 2003. Manuscript received by the IGTI December 2002; final revision March
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aero engine. The exit guide vane had to be designed for two-
dimensional flow conditions with an inlet Mach number of 0.6
and a flow turning of about 43 deg. Especially due to the two-
dimensional conditions (AVDR51.0), the cascade is aerodynami-
cally highly loaded and has to perform a strong diffusion down to
an exit Mach number of 0.39. For the design incidence angle the
diffusion factor is calculated to be approximately 0.53. Depending
on flight conditions the blade chord Reynolds number varies from
13106 for ground conditions to about 100,000 at high altitude
cruise. In a first step a baseline cascade was designed by ‘‘hand’’
following the so-called controlled diffusion concept~CDA!. Its
suction-side Mach number distribution has a maximum at around
20% of the chord length followed by a fairly steep pressure gra-
dient which progressively is reduced toward the trailing edge to
prevent turbulent separation. This cascade, designated OGV-
BASE, was designed for the high Reynolds number condition and
tested in the entire relevant Reynolds number range. The calcu-
lated and measured design Mach number distribution and corre-
sponding aerodynamic data are shown inFig. 1 ~left!. The perfor-
mance was acceptable for the high Reynolds numbers but losses
increased dramatically below Re5200,000~seeFig. 2!.

In order to improve the performance also in the low Reynolds
number regime, two different optimization techniques~ES and
MOGA! were applied; the principle of both methods is described
in Part I. Again, the two-dimensional flow condition was assumed,
the same velocity triangles as well as identical blade solidity. Be-
cause of the planned experimental validation, the freestream tur-
bulence level during the numerical optimization was set to a value
similar to the one present in the cascade windtunnel. After opti-
mization the numerical results showed considerably lower losses
in the whole Reynolds number range for both cascades although
their geometry and thus the design blade Mach number distribu-
tions look quite different.Figures 3 and 4 provide the cascade
geometry andTable 1 the design parameters.

The blade thickness in the ES optimization was prescribed;
probably because of this, the OGV-ES blade looks like a ‘‘Fla-
mingo’’ wing section, with maximum blade thickness concen-
trated at midchord location. The design blade Mach number dis-
tribution, shown inFigs. 5~center! and6 ~right!, has its maximum
at the leading edge close toM51.0 followed by a steep pressure
increase that successively is relaxed toward the rear. Previously
Rhoden@1# found in his early low-speed experiments, that this
triangular velocity distribution seems to be advantageous for the

low Reynolds number conditions, because this front loaded type
of distribution tends to promote early transition without too strong
laminar separations. Furthermore, the gradient of the pressure in-
crease and the loading of the turbulent boundary layer on the rear
suction side can be kept low.

The MOGA optimization produced a blade with a different
blade pressure distribution, an obviously interesting alternative to
the extreme front loaded design of the OGV-ES blade. MOGA
came out with a slightly lower velocity peak at the leading edge,
a very weak re-acceleration between 10% and 22% of chord and a
moderate deceleration around midchord, forming a thin laminar
separation bubble. Further along the chord an increased pressure
gradient on the turbulent boundary layer is finally necessary to
meet the flow turning requirement. In order to achieve low losses
also at off-design incidences, the maximum blade thickness was
reduced to 5.1%. The leading edge was designed elliptically to
avoid the detrimental effects of the blunt circular leading edge of
the OGV-BASE profile.

Fig. 1 Geometry of cascades

Fig. 2 Comparison of leading edge geometry

Fig. 3 Test section of DLR facility

Fig. 4 Test model of OGV-ES cascade

Table 1 Cascade design parameters and results

OGV-BASE OGV-ES OGV-MOGA

M1 0.6 0.6 0.6
b1 133 deg 133 deg 133 deg
Db 43 deg 44 deg 44 deg

AVDR 1.0 1.0 1.0
D f 0.53 0.537 0.537
LE circular arbitrary elliptic
s/c 0.577 0.577 0.577
t/c 0.067 0.068 0.051
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Test Facility and Experimental Approach
The experiments were performed in the transonic cascade tun-

nel of the DLR Cologne. This tunnel is a closed loop, continu-
ously running facility with a variable nozzle, an upper transonic
wall, and a variable test section height. The air supply system
enables an inlet Mach number range from 0.2 to 1.4 and a Mach
number independent variation of the Reynolds number from about
13105 to 33106. Tunnel sidewall boundary layers ahead of the
cascade are removed through protruding slots. Within the blade
pack aft of the minimum pressure region endwall boundary layers
were controlled by suction through chordwise slots@13# to obtain
practically two-dimensional flow condition around midspan re-
gion (AVDR51.0). Tailboards combined with throttles are used
to control inlet and exit boundary conditions. For the present tests
seven blades with 65 mm chord and 168 mm blade span were
installed in the test section, with the center blades instrumented on
the pressure and suction side. A cross-sectional view of the test
section and a photograph of the cascade model are shown inFigs.
3 and4.

In order to obtain tests at low Reynolds numbers, the closed
loop system of the facility must be evacuated by additional sets of
radial compressors. By adjusting the total pressure between 1.1
and 0.1 bar blade chord Reynolds numbers were achieved be-
tween about 900,000 and 100,000. The cascades were tested at
inlet Mach numbers of 0.5, 0.6, and 0.7 in the entire possible
incidence range. In this paper, results for the inlet Mach number
of 0.6 are discussed. The inlet flow angle is measured with probes
at the same gap-wise locations for three consecutive blade chan-
nels. Inlet total temperature is about 305 K and the freestream
turbulence level around 0.6%.

Prior to the tests each individual test point has been pre-
calculated using the blade to blade code MISES 2.4. The theoret-
ical profile Mach number distribution, displayed real time with the
test data served as a goal for the experimental distribution. By
doing so, the measurement accuracy, especially for the inlet flow
angle could be improved considerably.

Validation of Design and Discussion
The tests on the baseline cascade were performed in a first step

and the results used to assess the blade to blade solver employed.
Some results, especially the validation of the newly implemented
transition model, are presented in Part I of this paper. This transi-

tion model enabled the Navier-Stokes solver to readily simulate
the extension of the midchord laminar separation bubble which is
particularly important for the low Reynolds number conditions.

The experimental results, especially those of the optimized
blades, confirmed the design goals, in particular the design point
profile Mach number distributions shown inFigs. 5, 6, and7. The
off design Mach number distributions, not shown here, were met
reasonably well too. Additionally, the main experimental perfor-
mance data for all three cascades are summarized inTable 2.
Here, the total pressure losses at the design incidence and the
minimum losses are provided for the high and low Reynolds num-
ber conditions. For the high Reynolds numbers, losses at design
incidence could be reduced from roughly 3.4% down to 2.6 or
3.2% for the ES and MOGA blade, respectively. The minimum
losses are 2.2% and 2.0%, however, at negative incidences. A
dramatic loss reduction was achieved for the low Reynolds num-
ber at which both new cascades showed only 3.7% and 3.3%
losses compared to 8.4–10% of the OGV-BASE cascade~seeFig.
8 ~right!!. In addition, the working range could be increased con-
siderably toward the negative as well as the positive incidence.

In the following, some aerodynamic features of all three blades,
the profile Mach number distributions, the incidence characteris-
tics and the Reynolds number dependencies are discussed. In ad-
dition to the Navier-Stokes results some simulations of the profile
Mach number distributions and the boundary layer parameters,
using the viscous/inviscid flow solver MISES,@11,12# help to in-
terpret the results obtained.

High Reynolds Number. The baseline cascade near its de-
sign incidence operated with a highly loaded suction side bound-
ary layer, although it was designed following the controlled diffu-
sion concept. Marginal increase in incidence caused rear unstable
separation with a sudden loss rise; seeFig. 8 ~left! and the blade
Mach number distribution of a corresponding test point inFig. 9
~left!. Therefore, minimum losses were not obtained near design
but nearb15130 deg (i 523 deg). The optimized blades over-
came the problem of too strong suction side loading by reducing
the gradient of the pressure increase along the whole surface. All
three profile Mach number distributions are shown inFig. 9 and a
direct comparison of the relevant suction side Mach numbers is
given in Fig. 10 ~top-left!. To discuss blade and boundary layer
loading, plots inFig. 10 also provide a comparison of the simu-
lated boundary layer displacement—and momentum thickness—

Fig. 5 Profile Mach number distributions at design incidence and Re É120,000, experiment „symbol … and MISES simulation
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the form factorH12i , and the skin friction coefficientCf . In the
plot that shows the boundary layer thickness, it is clearly visible
that the ES as well as the MOGA blade both have thinner dis-
placement and momentum thickness and therefore lower losses
compared to the baseline cascade. The development of the OGV-
BASE form factorH12i ~solid line! clearly indicates that the suc-
tion side boundary layer tends toward the separation criterion of
approximatelyH12sep52.5 relatively early, a value above which
separation of a turbulent boundary layer could be expected. The
ES cascade clearly stays away from separation and the MOGA
blade slightly tends toward separation at the very end. Effectively,
in the experiments the MOGA blade boundary layer separates
from the rear suction side, clearly visible in the experimental dis-
tribution of Fig. 9 ~right!, but the losses still remain relatively low.

At this high Reynolds number, boundary layer transition is ob-
served for all three blades just after the velocity peak at the lead-
ing edge and the rest of the suction side remains turbulent. The
transition process occurs within a short laminar separation bubble
that forms right behind the LE and turbulent re-attachment occurs
due to an intensive entrainment process along the rear part of the
bubble. This local separation considerably alters the LE pressure
distribution in relation to pure inviscid or turbulent flows—as it is
illustrated inFig. 11—and alters the state of the boundary layer
from the beginning.

The LE geometry of the three blades are very different~seeFig.
2!, the base line LE is circular and the two optimized blades have
an arbitrary and elliptic geometry. Therefore, the extension of the
LE bubble and the status of the boundary layer after re-attachment

Fig. 6 Effects of Reynolds number on profile Mach number distribution and suction side boundary layer development. Experi-
ment and HSTAR simulation, optimized cascade OGV-ES, M 1Ä0.6, iÄ0 deg.
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are quite different too. A zoom of the local skinfriction coeffi-

cients, shown inFig. 10 ~bottom right!, clearly indicates the dif-
ferent extensions of the LE bubbles. The most pronounced and
concentrated velocity peak with an intensive LE separation is
found on the BASE blade, even if the LE Mach number levels of
the ES and MOGA blade are slightly higher. Not the absolute
height of the pressure or Mach number peak is relevant, rather its
local pressure gradient. Therefore, the baseline blade starts with
the most critical boundary layer being disturbed from the begin-
ning resulting in a higher risk of a rear turbulent separation with
additional losses. The ES blade with the arbitrary LE geometry
obviously is doing the best job; MISES~Fig. 10! as well as the
HSTAR simulations inFig. 6 ~left! both indicate no LE separa-

Fig. 7 Effect of Reynolds number on profile Mach number distribution and suction side boundary layer development. Experi-
mental and HSTAR simulation, optimized cascade OGV-MOGA, M 1Ä0.6, iÄ0 deg.

Table 2 Experimental losses, flow turning and incidence
range at high and low Reynolds number

OGV-BASE OGV-ES OGV-MOGA

Re 0.873106 0.853106 0.853106

v% (i50°) 3.4 (AVDR51.035) 2.6 3.2
vmin % 2.26 (i523 deg) 2.2 (i524 deg) 2.0 (i524 deg)

Db ( i 50°) 43 deg 44 deg 44 deg
D i (v52vmin) 7–8 deg 13 deg 12 deg

Re 0.103106 0.133106 0.123106

v % 8.4–10 3.7 3.3
vmin % 8.4 (i 50 deg) 3.7 (i 50 deg) 3.1 (i 522 deg)
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tion, just transition, although oil flow pictures of a high Reynolds
number test suggest a short bubble downstream of about 3% of
chord.

In the present MISES as well as HSTAR simulations this LE
peak is reasonably well simulated, but still some discrepancies
between experimental losses and simulated losses are observed
~seeFig. 9!. However, Sanz and Platzer@14# found that none of
their investigated transition models predicted the leading edge
bubble very well, although their computational grid allowedy1

values of the order of 1. In this context, it is suspected that with
uncertainties coming from the simulation of the leading edge
bubble, the boundary layer immediately behind the leading edge
and further downstream may not be simulated correctly. This is
more problematic especially if the rear part of the suction-side
boundary layer is highly loaded and close to separation. The situ-
ation is worse if blades have circular leading edges at which the
velocity peak is more pronounced with even more intensive local
separations~Walraevens and Cumpsty,@15#!.

The LE separation extends considerably if the Reynolds num-
ber is reduced, and it is more likely that the blade-to-blade solvers
fail in simulating those local LE and severe rear separations. An
example is given in test 73,Fig. 5 ~left!, for which the agreement
between MISES simulation and experiment is rather poor. The
HSTAR simulation shows better performance both with respect to
the resolution of the front peak as well as to the overall total
pressure losses for the design incidence condition as shown in Fig.
14 ~right! of Part I of the paper and inFigs. 6and7 of the present
paper. At off-design, nevertheless, some discrepancies still remain.

Low Reynolds Number. In spite of the more extended LE
bubbles at the low Reynolds number, the suction side boundary
layer along the front of the BASE and MOGA blade becomes
laminar again and a midchord separation bubble develops. At this
low Reynolds number. the BASE blade boundary layer fully sepa-
rates from the suction side and losses increase to about 8–10%

Fig. 8 Experimental loss-incidence characteristics at three different Reynolds numbers, m 1Ä0.6, b1design Ä133 deg „iÄ0
deg …

Fig. 9 Profile Mach number distributions at design incidence and Re Ä860,000, experiment „symbol …, and MISES
simulation
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~Fig. 5 ~left!!. In contrast, both optimized blades show losses of
only 3.3 to 3.7% at Reynolds numbers around 120,000.

Due to the reduced adverse pressure gradient on the MOGA
blade its midchord bubble is less pronounced and produces lower
losses. Furthermore, the flow entrainment process during re-
attachment at the rear part of this bubble introduces new turbulent
energy into the rear suction side boundary layer so that trailing
edge separation is suppressed, which is visible inFig. 5 ~right!.
From Fig. 5 we realize that MISES, which was run with a free
stream turbulence level of 0.5%, slightly underpredicts the exten-
sion of the midchord bubbles whereas HSTAR with the newly
implemented transition model meets the bubble extensions rea-
sonably well, as can be seen inFigs. 6and7 as well as in Fig. 15
of Part I of the paper.

The front loaded ES blade design shows a more extended but
thin bubble downstream at approximately 6% of chord with tran-
sition completed near 22%. The experimental and the simulated
form factors, both do not indicate any rear turbulent separation,
seeFigs. 5 ~center! and6.

Incidence Characteristics. Figure 8provides the experimen-
tal total pressure losses for the entire investigated incidence range
for Reynolds numbers around 8.6, 2.0, and 1 – 1.23105. All three
figures clearly show the essential advantage of the optimized
blades: lower design point losses as well as a more wide incidence
range. It is clearly visible inFigs. 8 and 12 that the location of
minimum losses is shifted from negative incidences (i
523 – 4 deg) toward the design incidence (b15133 deg) if the
Reynolds number is reduced~see alsoTable 2!. At Re5200,000
the baseline cascade still has reasonably low losses, but for Re
<130,000 the blade separates and losses increase considerably.

Both optimized blades achieved their design goal and losses
remain low in the entire Reynolds number range. It is difficult to
decide, which of the two cascades is superior: At the high Rey-
nolds number and at the design incidence (b15133 deg) the
MOGA blade separates slightly, but it seems to be marginally
better over the entire incidence range at low Reynolds numbers.

Navier-Stokes Analysis. The experimentally observed loss-
incidence characteristics are reproduced by the HSTAR solver
reasonably well at least for the low Reynolds number conditions,

as can be seen inFig. 13. Also the high Reynolds number tests
~Fig. 14! at i 50 deg were met, but the losses in the negative and
positive incidence range differ considerably. This is true espe-
cially for the baseline cascade that showed an unstable suction
side separation beyondb15133 deg in the experiments. How-
ever, the numerically simulated losses seem to be too high, not
because of boundary layer separation, but rather due to high ‘‘nu-
merical losses’’ within the entire flow field. There are probably

Fig. 10 Discussion of suction side boundary layer parameters at Re Ä860,000 „MISES simulation …

Fig. 11 Principle of LE separation „Mueller †5‡…
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several reasons for the discrepancy between the experimental
losses and the numerical ones, and it is beyond the scope of this
paper to investigate all of these. However, according to the assess-
ment of different turbulence models~Chien’s low Rek-« and low
Re k-v) with the same numerical platform~computational grid
and flow solver!, there seems to be a general tendency that the
losses from the k-v turbulence model without the viscous modi-
fications near the wall are high for the attached flow~not shown
here!. This may be caused by the overestimation of the turbulent
energy due to the absence of a damping function in thek-v model
and/or due to the overproduction of turbulence, as pointed out by
Michelassi et al.@16# for their calculations near the leading edge
of turbine blades. Regardless of this disadvantage, the reason why
we adopted thek-v model without the viscous modifications,
@10#, for all calculations in this work is because this model is
suitable for the introduction of the intermittency-based transition
model and shows relatively better results than the others for the
entire low Reynolds number condition.

Reynolds Number Characteristics. FromFig. 12 that shows
the experimental loss incidence characteristics of all three cas-
cades, plots were derived to display the loss; Reynolds number

dependency at three characteristic incidences. For all incidence
angles it is clearly visible that the optimized blades ES and
MOGA are superior to the baseline cascade in the entire Reynolds
number range, whereby most improvements were achieved for
Reynolds numbers below 200,000. As can be seen fromFig. 12,
minimum losses are measured aroundi 523 – 4 deg for all cas-
cades in the high Reynolds number regime. The corresponding
plot of the Reynolds number characteristics at this minimum loss
incidence (i 523 deg inFig. 15 ~left!! clearly reveals the clas-
sical tendency with a marginal loss rise between 9 to 53105, but
an intensive loss increase below a certain ‘‘critical’’ Reynolds
number, pronounced especially for the baseline cascade. For all
three incidence angles shown inFig. 15, a distinct ‘‘critical’’ Rey-
nolds number for the optimized blades could not be recognized, at
least not until the Reynolds numbers approach values of 1.0– 1.2
3105.

It is worth mentioning that the MOGA blade losses seem to be
more or less independent of the Reynolds number, a slightly
strange behavior. But this can be explained by the observation that
the MOGA blade starts to separate at the high Reynolds number
condition and not at the low Reynolds numbers, as was explained

Fig. 12 Influence of the Reynolds number on the loss-incidence characteristics, M 1Ä0.6

Fig. 13 Incidence characteristic at the low Reynolds number,
HSTAR simulation and experiment, Re É1.0– 1.2Ã105

Fig. 14 Incidence characteristic at high Reynolds number,
HSTAR simulation and experiment, Re É8.6Ã105
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already in the previous section. A similar effect, i.e., that losses
are relatively reduced when the Reynolds number decreases, can
be observed with the baseline cascade fori 50 and 12.5 deg.
Around the Reynolds number of 200,000, there seems to be a loss
minimum. It is presumed that for these conditions the turbulent
flow entrainment process at the rear part of the laminar separation
bubble has a positive effect on the turbulent boundary layer; as a
result the rear~turbulent! boundary layer separation is suppressed
or reduced.

Oil Flow Visualization
Oil flow visualization tests have been performed for conditions

at high and low Reynolds numbers to study the blade surface
boundary layer development. Our focus is the blade suction side
at the low Reynolds number condition, the results of which are
discussed below. The interpretation of the oil flow pictures is sup-
ported by the results of corresponding boundary layer calculations
from the viscous/inviscid solver MISES. The calculations were
performed at the experimental Reynolds number, but the
freestream turbulence level was adjusted in such a way that the

extension of the simulated laminar separation bubble is approxi-
mately in accordance with the extension observed in the experi-
ment.

Particularly delicate was the interpretation of the tests for the
baseline cascade~BASE! because it showed an unstable midchord
laminar separation bubble.Figure 16 provides results for the
BASE cascade at design incidence and at a Reynolds number of
190,000, conditions under which the losses of this blade are still
on a relatively low level of 3.7–4%. The oil streak lines indicate
laminar flow until 29–30% and an unstable midchord separation
bubble or rather a bubble that disappeared intermittently with an
onset of intermittent rear turbulent separation. It is assumed that in
the experiment, the local separation bubble behind the circular LE
partly induces a destabilization of the shear layer and triggers the
suction-side boundary layer to become turbulent. In this situation,
the bubble disappeared but the rear suction side boundary layer
separated. With the help of MISES these two observed situations,
a laminar midchord bubble and a rear turbulent separation, could
be simulated either by assuming a very low turbulence level of
0.05%, by which the experimental bubble length was met, or with
a turbulence level of 0.5%, to obtain rear turbulent separation. The

Fig. 15 Effect of the Reynolds number on experimental losses at three incidence angles, M 1Ä0.6

Fig. 16 MISES suction side boundary layer parameters of OGV-BASE for TuÄ0.05 and 0.5% and oil flow picture at iÄ0 deg and
ReÉ190,000
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simulated form factorsH12i and theCf distributions clearly reflect
these two intermittently appearing situations, which seem to exist
in parallel.

Oil streak lines and corresponding MISES boundary layer pa-
rameters for the two optimized blades are provided inFigs. 17and
18 for a Reynolds number around 120,000. The extremely front-
loaded profile OGV-ES with its arbitrary leading edge starts with
a flat laminar separation not immediately behind the LE but at
approximately 6% of chord. From the oil picture it is difficult to
decide whether there really is separation or just a transitional
boundary layer with very low skin frictionCf . Downstream of
about 22% the suction side is turbulent and there is no indication
of a rear turbulent separation. The total pressure losses of this test
achieve 3.8%. The corresponding MISES simulation required a
turbulence level of 0.2% to approximate the low skin-friction re-
gion that is found on the front portion.

Behind the velocity peak of the MOGA blade, there is a short
bubble~see the negativeCf values inFig. 18!, but the suction-side
boundary layer remains laminar until it separates in a bubble at
31% and re-attaches at 53%. As the blade surface curvature un-
derneath the bubble and the amount of adverse pressure gradient
behind the separation point is relatively low, the bubble height and

the resulting losses remain low too,@17#. However, toward the
trailing edge the skin friction coefficient tends to zero, as a result
of which the rear part of the oil is not movedq. Overall total
pressure losses at this low Reynolds number test are measured to
be around 3.4%.

Conclusions
Two numerically optimized exit guide vane cascades designed

for low Reynolds number conditions were tested and the results
compared to a baseline cascade with controlled diffusion blades.
Both the experimental and numerical results confirmed that the
two different optimization methods were able to reduce the total
pressure losses at design incidence and to increase the low loss
incidence range in the positive direction by about 2–3 deg. Al-
though the two optimized cascades show a considerably different
geometry and loading distribution, losses at Re51.0– 1.23105

could be reduced by about 60%. The superior performance in
relation to the baseline CDA cascade was achieved because

a. the airfoils were designed with a more front-loaded pressure
distribution and a reduced adverse pressure gradient along
the suction side,

Fig. 17 MISES suction-side boundary layer parameters of OGV-ES blade and oil flow picture at iÄ0 deg and Re É120,000

Fig. 18 MISES suction side boundary layer parameters of OGV-MOGA blade and oil flow picture at iÄ0 deg and Re É120,000
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b. the LE geometry was modified to avoid a concentrated LE
peak with an intensive local separation,

c. in the region of a laminar separation bubble the surface cur-
vature was reduced.

For blade chord Reynolds numbers well below 200,000 it
seems to be advantageous to design the airfoils with a fairly steep
adverse pressure gradient immediately at the front part in order to
promote early transition to prevent the tendency for large laminar
separations and the risk of bubble burst. The second obtained
alternative, that has a slightly reduced front peak, still operates
with laminar flow and a midchord separation bubble, but due to a
reduced surface curvature underneath the bubble, its thickness and
drag could be reduced considerably.

The Navier-Stokes solver embedded in the optimization process
and employed for flow analysis allowed an excellent resolution of
the low Reynolds number airfoil aerodynamics with LE bubble
and midchord separation. Due to the implemented transition
model, the low Reynolds number incidence characteristic was
simulated reasonably well. At the same time, some improvements
are still necessary to obtain better off-design characteristics espe-
cially at higher Reynolds numbers.

The authors are aware that in real turbomachinery environments
the high turbulence level can alter the laminar separation behavior
considerably, but some blade-to-blade calculations with a turbu-
lence level of 5% revealed that even under the low Reynolds
number conditions (Re51.23105) the present optimized blades
both showed about 50% lower design point losses in relation to
the baseline CDA blade.

This work demonstrated the intrinsic advantage of using auto-
mated blade optimizations even for complex low Reynolds num-
ber aerodynamics. The ability of the present design tools may still
be limited, but they offer an essential advantage for the future.
After further slight improvements, for example implementation of
more problem oriented objective functions, these tools can be em-
bedded in modern automated design processes for turbomachines
and it will be possible to achieve new innovative configurations
that could not be found by even very experienced design engi-
neers.

Nomenclature

AVDR 5 axial velocity density
ratio5(r2w2 sinb2)/(r1w1 sinb1)

D f 5 diffusion
factor512w2 /w11(w2 /w1* cosb2-cosb1)s/2c

c 5 chord length
Cf 5 friction coefficient52tw /(rw2)

H12 5 shape factor5d1 /d2 ~index i when incompressible!
i 5 incidence angle5b12b1design

M 5 Mach number
p 5 pressure

Re 5 Reynolds number based on chord length
s 5 blade spacing

w 5 velocity
x 5 chordwise coordinate
b 5 flow angle with respect to cascade front

d1 5 boundary layer displacement thickness
d2 5 boundary layer momentum thickness
r 5 density
v 5 total pressure loss coefficient:v5(pt12pt)/(pt1

2p1)

Subscripts

1 5 inlet plane, far upstream
2 5 exit plane, far downstream

is 5 is isentropic entity
LE 5 leading edge
TE 5 trailing edge
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Cascade
The effects of wake passing on boundary layer development on a highly loaded linear
compressor cascade were investigated in detail on the suction side of a compressor blade.
The experiments were performed in the High Speed Cascade Wind Tunnel of the Institut
fuer Strahlantriebe at Mach and Reynolds numbers representative for real turbomachin-
ery conditions. The experimental data were acquired using different measurement tech-
niques, such as fast-response Kulite sensors, hot-film array and hot-wire measurements.
The incoming wakes clearly influence the unsteady boundary layer development. Early
forced transition in the boundary layer is followed in time by calmed regions. Large
pressure fluctuations detectable in the ensemble averaged Kulite data reveal the existence
of coherent structures in the boundary layer. Distinct velocity variations inside the bound-
ary layer are amplified when approaching the blade surface. The time–mean momentum
thickness values are reduced compared to the steady ones and therefore clarify the po-
tential for a loss reduction due to wake passing effects.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1791290#

Introduction

The periodic disturbances caused by wake shedding of up-
stream blade rows and their downstream migration are a major
source of unsteadiness in turbomachines. This inherently unsteady
flow plays a significant role in the loss generation process of axial
turbomachinery blades. The boundary layer transition on the pro-
file from laminar to turbulent and the subsequent growth of the
boundary layer thickness are the main source of loss generation
and significantly affected by the unsteadiness of the flow.

Over the past years many experimental investigations on the
influence of wake passing on the boundary layer development are
reported in the literature. Fundamental studies along flat plates
were performed, e.g., by Pfeil and Herbst@1#, Pfeil et al.@2# and
Orth @3#. Mayle @4# gives an excellent overview of the fundamen-
tal transition modes relevant in turbomachines. The transition
process is influenced by several factors like the freestream turbu-
lence, the pressure gradient and the strength of the incoming
wakes. An increase in wake passing frequency has the same effect
as a higher free stream turbulence level~Schobeiri et al.@5#!.
Due to the periodic wake passing, a combination of several tran-
sition modes can occur resulting in a multimode transition pro-
cess. The maybe most comprehensive basic research work on the
boundary layer development on compressor and turbine blades
due to wake passing effects were carried out by Halstead et al.@6#.
They clarify the fundamental effects regarding to wake passing
like the early onset of transition in the wake-induced path, the
suppression of a laminar separation bubble and the existence of a
calmed region. The calmed region partially suppress laminar sepa-
ration due to its higher shear stress level and delays the onset of

transition in regions where under steady inflow conditions the
flow is fully turbulent. Thus the profile losses can be reduced.

Measurements of the blade row interactions in axial compres-
sors were carried out, e.g., by Walker et al.@7# and Mailach and
Vogeler @8#. Recent hot-wire measurements within the boundary
layer on the blade surface of a multi-stage axial compressor were
performed by Shin et al.@9#. However, most of the boundary layer
investigations were conducted in low speed wind tunnel flows or
low speed research compressors. Only few investigations are
available for compressible, high-speed compressor flow, see, for
example, Teusch et al.@11,10#.

Considering these effects in current aerodynamic design meth-
ods, reliable transition and turbulence models in unsteady CFD
codes, which consider the effects of wake passing, are necessary.
Nevertheless numerical code validation has still to be performed
based on experimental test cases. Hence, one objective of the
present investigation is to provide a detailed unsteady database for
numerical code validation. The present work contributes to this
objective as part of a joint research effort on unsteady flows in
turbomachines. An overview of the complete project and its scope
is given by Hourmouziadis@12#. For this reason experimental in-
vestigations focusing on unsteady boundary layer development
due to wake passing have been performed on a highly loaded
linear compressor cascade at Mach and Reynolds numbers repre-
sentative for real turbomachinery conditions.

Experimental Setup

Compressor Cascade. The measurements were performed on
a large scale compressor cascade called V103-220 consisting of
three NACA 65 blades which represent the mid-span of the hub
section of a stator blade in a highly loaded axial compressor. Only
the center blade is used for the measurements. To achieve a higher
resolution of the boundary layer effects, a blade chord length of
l 5220 mm was chosen. The design conditions with an inlet Mach
number of Ma150.67 and a Reynolds number based on the blade
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chord length of Re15450,000 lead to a fully subsonic cascade
flow. The geometrical data of the cascade, the definitions of angles
and distances and the design conditions are displayed in Fig. 1.
The measurements have been performed at Reynolds numbers of
450,000 and 700,000.

The Wake Generator. The periodically unsteady flow caused
by the relative motion of rotor and stator rows and its influence on
the compressor cascade is simulated by a moving bar type wake
generator with a bar diameter ofdbar52 mm. Acton and Fottner
@13# explain this so-called EIZ~Erzeuger Instationaerer Zustro-
emung; see Fig. 2! and its constructional principles in more detail.
The cylindrical steel bars create a far wake very similar to the one
produced by an actual airfoil~Pfeil and Eifler@14#!. Preliminary
tests showed that the wakes shed by bars of 2 mm diameter are
representative for the wakes of the V103 profile geometry regard-
ing the wake width. The distance ratio between the bars and the
cascade inlet plane is aboutxax/ l ax50.38. Two different bar
pitches of 40 mm and 120 mm were used, resulting in a bar
spacing to blade pitch ratiotbar/t of 1/3 and 1, respectively. The
belt mechanism drives the bars with speeds of up to 40 m/s. For
the present investigation Strouhal numbers based on the chord
length and the axial inlet velocity between 0.22 and 1.32 are gen-
erated for the investigated test cases.

It should be noted that the maximum bar speed together with
the axial velocities is still too slow to produce a Strouhal number
and inlet velocity triangle representative for modern compressors.
The wakes in the rig enter the cascade passage almost parallel to
the blades, whereas the data acquired with this setup cannot be
transferred directly to real turbomachines. The measurements

should be considered as basic investigations of the unsteady mul-
timode transition process. Since the main purpose of the experi-
mental investigations is to provide a database for numerical flow
solvers, the angle of the incoming wakes is not essential for the
validation of transition modeling in unsteady Navier–Stokes
codes.

Test Facility. The experiments were carried out in the High
Speed Cascade Wind Tunnel of the Institut fuer Strahlantriebe of
the Universitaet der Bundeswehr Muenchen. The wind tunnel is
an open-loop test facility located inside an evacuable pressure
tank ~Fig. 3!. Mach and Reynolds number in the test section can
be varied independently by lowering the pressure level inside the
tank and keeping the total temperature constant by means of an
extensive cooling set-up, therefore allowing to simulate real tur-
bomachinery conditions~Sturm and Fottner@15#!. All tests were
performed with a constant total temperature of 303 K. The turbu-
lence intensity in the test section is adjusted by fitting a turbulence
grid upstream of the nozzle.

Measuring Techniques. The experimental data acquired pro-
vide time-averaged as well as time-resolved information regarding
the boundary layer development on the suction side of a compres-
sor blade.

The time-averaged loading of the compressor blade was mea-
sured by means of static pressure tappings on both the suction and
the pressure side at the mid-span connected to a Scanivalve sys-
tem. These pneumatic data were recorded via computer control
and represent mean values. The time-resolved compressor profile
loading was determined from a total of 10 Kulite fast-response
pressure sensors embedded into the suction side of the center
blade. Prior the measurement, each Kulite sensor is calibrated
inside the pressure tank.

To document the unsteady inflow conditions, triple hot-wire
measurements were taken upstream of the cascade inlet at a mid-
span at aboutxax/ l ax520.16. The probe employed in the present
investigation consists of three sensing tungsten wires of 5mm
diameter with a measuring volume of approximately 1 mm in
diameter. A single hot-wire anemometer system was used to ana-
lyze the boundary layer in the turbulent part of the compressor
blade suction side. After passing an anti-aliasing filter, the an-
emometer output signals are digitized with a sampling frequency
of 60 kHz and stored together with other peripheral data. A de-
tailed description of the measuring system and the evaluation pro-
cedure of the velocity vector is given in Wolff@16#. The relative
error of the hot-wire velocity is estimated to be less than 5%; the
absolute angle deviation of the 3D system is less than 1 deg.

Surface mounted hot-film sensors are used to measure the
qualitative distribution of unsteadiness and the quasi wall shear
stress on the suction side. The entire length of the suction surface

Fig. 1 Compressor cascade V103-220

Fig. 2 Wake generator „EIZ… with installed compressor cas-
cade

Fig. 3 High speed cascade wind tunnel
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is covered with a total of 56 gauges1 at the midspan with their
spacing varying between 2.5 and 5 mm. The sensors consist of a
0.4 mm thin nickel film applied by vapor deposition process onto
a polyamide substrate. They were operated by a constant-
temperature anemometer system in sets of 12 sensors and logged
simultaneously at a sampling frequency of 50 kHz.

As shown, e.g., by Hodson@17#, the boundary layer character-
istics can be derived directly from the anemometer output and do
not necessarily require an extensive calibration procedure. The
quasi-wall shear stress QWSS is determined by the output voltage
E and the output voltage under zero flow conditionsE0 according
to Eq. ~1!

QWSS5constant•tw
1/35

E22E0
2

E0
2

. (1)

A once-per-revolution trigger mechanism ensured that the wake
passing effects were studied for wakes produced by identical bars.
Processing of the raw data was done using the well-established
PLEAT technique~Phase Locked EnsembleAveraging Tech-
nique, Lakshminarayana et al.@18#! in order to separate random
and periodic signals. The time-dependent signal b is composed of
a periodic componentb̃ and the turbulent componentb8 according
to Eq. ~2!
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A total of 300 ensembles was logged with each run and evalu-
ated for quasi-wall shear stress, random unsteadiness RMS, Eq.
~3!, and skewness, Eq.~4!, where the variableb represents the
anemometer output voltage. To be able to compare the hot-film
sensors, the resulting RMS values were normalized with the an-
emometer voltage at zero flow, thereby eliminating the influence
of manufacturing differences between the gauges.

Results

Inflow Conditions. To provide a comprehensive unsteady
data set for numerical modeling of wake passing, the inflow con-
ditions for the cascade have to be investigated in detail. The en-
semble averaged results at design inlet flow conditions, a bar pitch
of 40 mm (tbar/t51/3) and a bar speed of 20 m/s (Sr150.66) are
shown as an example in Fig. 4, where the normalized inflow ve-
locity, the turbulence level Tu based on the local flow velocity and
the inflow angleb1 are plotted for four bar passing periodst/T.

The velocity deficit in the wake reaches about 12% of the in-
flow velocity. The turbulence level rises from about 6% back-
ground level to 9.5% in the bar wake and correlates with the
velocity during the wake passing period. Compared to steady in-
flow conditions with a freestream turbulence intensity of 3.5%,
the overall turbulence intensity in the unsteady case is substantial
larger. The reduction in flow velocity also affects the velocity
triangle and results in a periodic increase of the inflow angle of
aboutDb52 deg during every wake passing. Note that the abso-
lute value of the inlet flow angle diverges from the geometric flow
angle that should result from the installation. This is due to the
loss of mass flow through the gaps at the upper and lower end of

the cascade, which are required to be able to move the bars up-
stream of the cascade inlet plane. The wake width can be easily
extracted from the figure.

Unsteady Pressure Measurements.The measurements were
performed at different inlet Mach and Reynolds numbers in con-
junction with two bar pitches and velocities. To get an impression
of the cascade flow at design conditions with an inlet Mach num-
ber of Ma150.67 and an inlet Reynolds number of Re1
5450.000, the mean blade loading in terms of the isentropic pro-
file Mach number distribution is plotted in Fig. 5. Both steady and
unsteady inflow conditions, measured with conventional static
pressure tappings technique and fast-response Kulite sensors, are
shown. The unsteady runs are performed attbar/t51/3 (tbar
540 mm) and tbar/t51 (tbar5120 mm) at bar speeds ofubar
520 m/s, resulting in Strouhal numbers of Sr150.66 and Sr1
50.22, respectively, based on axial inlet velocity.

The differences compared to the steady inflow case are due to a
change of the inlet flow angle due to the moving bars. The mean
Kulite data~filled symbols! show an excellent agreement with the
values obtained from the static pressure tappings. At unsteady
inlet flow conditions, the separation bubble on the suction side
starting at aboutxax/ l ax50.40, is somewhat reduced compared to
the steady case due to the time averaging of the periodically at-
tached flow.

1Only 33 gauges are used during the present investigation.

Fig. 4 Unsteady inflow conditions; design inlet conditions

Fig. 5 Isentropic profile Mach number distribution at design
inlet conditions
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As an example of the ensemble averaged unsteady surface pres-
sures measured on the suction side, the isentropic profile Mach
number distribution obtained from the Kulite data is given in Fig.
6 for a bar pitch of 120 mm (tbar/t51) and a bar speed of 40 m/s
(Sr150.44). In this space–time contour plot, nondimensionalized
wake passing timet/T along the ordinate is plotted over the non-
dimensionalized axial chord length along the abscissa. The de-
tailed view shows the profile Mach number at four different time
steps during one wake passing period. Near the leading edge there
are only small differences from the mean value, but the passing
wake leads to a periodical reduction of the separation bubble.
Starting in the region of the separated flow at aboutxax/ l ax
50.40, large amplitude pressure oscillations with high frequency
occurs. To get more information about these pressure oscillations,
a detailed look at the time traces is needed. A selection of typical
raw Kulite signals together with the ensemble averaged ones are
shown in Fig. 7 for one sensor atxax/ l ax50.65.

The large pressure fluctuations are visible in the raw signal.
Although the ensemble averaging process reduces random fluc-
tuations, the large amplitude and high frequency fluctuations are
sustained in the average traces. This is an indication that these
fluctuations are generated by deterministic coherent structures in
the flow. The period is approximately 35% of the bar passing
period. The entire ensemble averaged pressure traces measured on
the suction side are shown in Fig. 8, which represent the same
data as in Fig. 6. The magnitude of the pressure fluctuations, here

indicated as solid lines, are arbitrary but congruent along the sur-
face location, which is indicated as dash–dotted lines.

Also drawn in Fig. 8 are two lines representing the trajectory of
the freestream velocityU` and the speed of sound. The origin of
the high fluctuations is located in the region of the separated lami-
nar flow at about 42% axial chord length. The onset of the fol-
lowing downstream fluctuations are concordant with the
freestream trajectory, thus they are controlled by the passing
wake. On the other side, the fluctuations prior to the laminar sepa-
ration bubble propagate upstream with the speed of sound and are
therefore triggered by an acoustic mechanism.

Large amplitude pressure fluctuations due to coherent structures
are observed by Stieger@19# performing unsteady pressure mea-
surements on the suction surface of a turbine blade. He showed,
that the coherent structures are rollup vortices formed in the
boundary layer as the wake passes and occur by an inviscid
Kelvin–Helmholtz mechanism, therefore the fluctuations do not
evolve purely from the periodic turbulent disturbances linked with
the wake.

Figure 9 displays the pressure fluctuations obtained for the
same inflow conditions but with half the bar speed ofubar
520 m/s and bar pitches of 120 mm (tbar/t51) and 40 mm

Fig. 6 Contour of unsteady isentropic profile Mach number

Fig. 7 Unsteady pressure signals at x ax Õ l axÄ0.65

Fig. 8 Ensemble averaged pressure traces, bar pitch Ä120
mm, bar speed Ä40 mÕs „t bar ÕtÄ1, Sr1Ä0.44…

Fig. 9 Ensemble averaged pressure traces, bar speed Ä20 mÕs
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(tbar/t51/3). The pattern of the pressure fluctuations in the sepa-
rated flow region in case of the bar pitch 120 mm is comparable to
the latter case but the amplitudes are increased. Different oscilla-
tion patterns arise in the front part of the suction side, where no
characteristic high frequency fluctuations as seen, e.g., in Fig. 7
are detectable. The oscillations are nearly sinusoidal with similar
negative and positive amplitudes. The period corresponds to the
bar passing period. The appearance of these oscillations in the
ensemble averaged values points again at the existence of coher-
ent structures in the boundary layer. In case of the lower bar pitch
40 mm, large sinusoidal oscillations with nearly same amplitude
start at aboutxax/ l ax50.42 up to the last Kulite sensor position.
The pattern of the pressure oscillations in the separated flow re-
gion strongly depends on the frequency of the bars in terms of the
bar pitch and bar speed.

Changing the inlet Mach or Reynolds number results in a simi-
lar oscillation pattern as could be seen in Fig. 10 for an increased
Reynolds number of Re15700,000~left side, constant inlet Mach
number Ma150.67) and for a decreased Mach number of Ma1
50.40 ~right side, constant inlet Reynolds number Re1
5450,000). However, the amplitudes of the fluctuations are re-
duced in case of the lower Mach number and only small pressure
variations are observable prior to the separation.

Surface-Mounted Hot-Film Measurements. The effects of
the wake passing on the boundary layer transition on the suction
side will be considered in the following section. The state of the
boundary layer will be identified using the parameters quasi wall
shear stress~QWSS! and the root mean square~RMS!. The results
of the hot-film measurements in terms of space–time diagrams of
ensemble averaged normalized RMS values and ensemble aver-
aged QWSS are shown in the following figures. The data are
mapped only qualitatively; dark regions indicate maximum and
light areas minimum values. To identify the movement of the
transition point, the dash–dotted white lines within the RMS dia-
grams, representing zero skewness, are used. The transition point
under steady inflow conditions is shown as a dotted vertical line.
To illustrate the wake-induced transition process, different regions
representative for various boundary layer states are marked in the
figures similar to Halstead et al.@6#.

The flow development takes place along a wake-induced path
and a path between two wakes. Following the wake path in Fig.
11, a wake-induced transitional flow regime~B! emerges, where
early transition is forced as can be seen in the RMS values and the
white zero skewness line. The migration of the transition point
covers about 27% of the surface length. The path between two
wakes remains still laminar~A!. The transitional region~B! is
followed in time by a stable calmed region~D! with decreasing
RMS values. The calmed region is able to delay the onset of
transition in the path between two wakes~E!. The transition point

moves periodically downstream in the region influenced by calm-
ing effects~D! as compared with steady inflow conditions. The
regions~C! and ~F! are turbulent up to the trailing edge, but the
boundary layer properties change in time as could be seen in the
next chapter.

The wake-induced transitional region~B! exhibits a double
peak of high RMS values. Mailach and Vogeler@8# pointed out
that this double peak is a response of the boundary layer due to
the increased turbulence of the incoming wake. The wake gener-
ated by the bars can generally be described as a von Karman
vortex street with shedded vortices. Due to the short axial gap
between the bar plane and the cascade inlet plane, the vortices are
not mixed out as they enter the cascade inlet plane as shown in the
single hot-wire measurements of Teusch et al.@10#. As a possible
consequence of the larger measuring volume of the current used
triple hot-wire probe, the present measurements~Fig. 4! do not
show any double peaks in the turbulence distribution upstream the
cascade inlet. However, the wake width in the RMS diagrams
corresponds to the results of the triple hot-wire measurements
displayed in Fig. 4.

Closer insight can be obtained by looking at one single sensor
during wake passing, as shown, for example, in Fig. 12 for
the axial locationxax/ l ax50.40. Note that the origin of the
nondimensional time on the abscissa represents the start of the
measurement and do not necessarily coincide with the wake im-
pact on the boundary layer at this specific sensor location. Due to
the high reduced frequency in case of the bar pitch of 40 mm

Fig. 10 Ensemble averaged pressure traces, bar pitch Ä120
mm „t bar ÕtÄ1…, bar speed Ä20 mÕs

Fig. 11 Ensemble averaged RMS values, Ma 1Ä0.67, Re1
Ä450,000, t barÄ40 mm, u barÄ20 mÕs „t bar ÕtÄ1Õ3, Sr1Ä0.66…

Fig. 12 Ensemble averaged values at single sensor location
x ax Õ l axÄ0.40, Ma1Ä0.67, Re1Ä450,000, t barÄ40 mm, u bar
Ä20 mÕs „t bar ÕtÄ1Õ3, Sr1Ä0.66…
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(Sr150.66), no distinct regions of undisturbed laminar boundary
layer flow exist. The wall shear stress increases after the impact of
the wake due to the increased turbulence inside the wake. The
maximum fluctuations marked as M1 and M2 occur at temporally
uniformly distributed parts of the laminar and turbulent boundary
layer with an intermittency ofg50.5. Between the points M1 and
M2, the turbulent part in the boundary layer outweighs with an
intermittency of 0.5,g,1, indicated by the minimum RMS value
and the maximum of the QWSS value at the center of the wake.
Then the wall shear stress decreases. Subsequent to the wake in-
fluence, the wall shear stress is still decreasing for a short time
while the fluctuations remain at a low level. This is according to
Halstead et al.@6# the indication of the calmed region. The calmed
region is interrupted by the appearance of the next wake.

The space–time diagram of quasi wall shear stress on the suc-
tion side surface~Fig. 13! allows identifying the location and
extent of the laminar separation bubble characterized by minimum
values in the QWSS distribution. Every wake passing, the transi-
tional flow regime ~B! prevents the formation of a separation
bubble and transition takes place via bypass mode. The calmed
region also suppresses the laminar separation.

In case of the high bar pitch 120 mm (tbar/t51) shown in Fig.
14, a region of undisturbed transition similar to the steady case
exists, where a laminar separation bubble develops between two
wakes. The migration of the transition point covers about 27% of
the surface length. There is only a small delay of the transition
onset downstream due to the calming effects of the calmed region.
The influence of the Reynolds number to the transition process is

displayed in Fig. 15 for an inlet Reynolds number Re1
5700,000. The bar pitch is still 120 mm. Following the wake-
induced path, the downstream migration of the transition point is
more obvious. The periodical migration process covers about 35%
of the surface length. With increasing Reynolds number, the effect
of the calmed region is therefore amplified.

Boundary Layer Traverses. To get detailed information on
the change of characteristic boundary layer parameters during the
wake passing, single hot-wire traverses have been performed in
the turbulent part of the boundary layer. All the traverses have
been performed at a bar speed of 20 m/s. Figure 16 shows the
ensemble averaged normalized velocities across the boundary
layer at design inlet conditions and a bar pitch of 40 mm for one
axial positionxax/ l ax50.65. The wall–normal distanceh/ l along
the ordinate is plotted over a nondimensionalized bar passing pe-
riod t/T. The wake path can be identified in the freestream due to
its velocity deficit.

The large velocity oscillations inside the boundary layer exhibit
a pattern similar to the pressure traces in Fig. 9~right side!. The
oscillations are amplified across the boundary layer, but slightly
damped when approaching the blade surface. Similar results for
the velocity distribution can be found in Chakka and Schobeiri
@20#. In case of the higher bar pitch 120 mm (tbar/t51). which is
shown in Fig. 17, the typical pattern of the large amplitude and

Fig. 13 Ensemble averaged QWSS values, Ma 1Ä0.67, Re1
Ä450,000, t barÄ40 mm, u barÄ20 mÕs „t bar ÕtÄ1Õ3, Sr1Ä0.66…

Fig. 14 Ensemble averaged RMS values, Ma 1Ä0.67, Re1
Ä450,000, t barÄ120 mm, u barÄ20 mÕs „t bar ÕtÄ1, Sr1Ä0.22…

Fig. 15 Ensemble averaged RMS values, Ma 1Ä0.67, Re1
Ä700,000, t barÄ120 mm, u barÄ20 mÕs „t bar ÕtÄ1, Sr1Ä0.22…

Fig. 16 Ensemble averaged velocity, Ma 1Ä0.67, Re1Ä450,000,
t barÄ40 mm, u barÄ20 mÕs „t bar ÕtÄ1Õ3, Sr1Ä0.66…
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high frequency oscillations already identified in the Kulite signals
~see, e.g., Fig. 7! are obvious. The period of this fluctuation is
about 40% of the bar passing period. These patterns, and therefore
the underlying coherent structures, emerge within the boundary
layer, whereas in the freestream and near the wall only the wake-
typical velocity deficit appears.

Figures 18 and 19 display the corresponding integral boundary
layer parameters momentum thicknessd2 and shape factor H12
obtained near the trailing edge atxax/ l ax50.97 and xax/ l ax
50.75,2 respectively, both normalized with their values from
steady inflow conditions. In case of the low bar pitch 40 mm, the
oscillations about the mean values are again sinusoidal. During
one wake passing, the momentum thickness varies between plus
5% and minus 45% compared to the steady case, while the time–
mean momentum thickness shows a decrease of about 20%. As
the momentum thickness at the trailing edge is regarded as a mea-
sure for the profile losses, a substantial loss reduction compared to
the steady case is estimated. The time–mean shape factor value
shows an increase of about 11%.

There is only a moderate increase of the time-mean shape factor
of about 3% in case of the bar pitch 120 mm (tbar/t51). The
time–mean momentum thickness is reduced at about 11% com-
pared to the steady inflow case. In contrast to the case at low bar
pitch, the momentum thickness temporarily increases up to 25%
during the high peak fluctuations.

The space–time diagram of the ensemble averaged shape fac-
tors is given in Fig. 20 for the low bar pitch of 40 mm (tbar/t
51/3). The alternation of high shape factors in the region of
about xax/ l ax50.50 representing separated flow and low values
representing attached flow is clearly visible.

Conclusions
Detailed experimental investigations were performed on a

highly loaded linear compressor cascade focusing on unsteady
boundary layer development due to wake passing effects. Cylin-
drical bars moving parallel to the cascade inlet plane simulate the
periodically unsteady flow caused by the relative motion of rotor
and stator rows. The experimental data were acquired using dif-
ferent measurement techniques, such as fast-response Kulite sen-
sors, hot-film array and hot-wire measurements. The experiments
were carried out using two different bar pitches of the wake gen-
erator. In case of the high bar pitch of 120 mm (tbar/t51), the
passing wakes lead to a periodical change of the blade loading.
Large amplitude pressure oscillations with high frequency due to
deterministic coherent structures in the boundary layer start in the
region of the separated flow. They trigger the upstream pressure
fluctuations by an acoustic mechanism as they propagate upstream
with the local speed of sound. The reduction in flow velocity also
affects the velocity triangle and results in a periodic increase of

2At the present, no data are available for the high bar pitch of 120 mm beyond
xax / l ax50.75.

Fig. 17 Ensemble averaged velocity, Ma 1Ä0.67, Re1Ä450,000,
t barÄ120 mm, u barÄ20 mÕs „t bar ÕtÄ1, Sr1Ä0.22…

Fig. 18 Momentum thickness and shape factor at x ax Õ l ax
Ä0.97, Ma1Ä0.67, Re1Ä450,000, t barÄ40 mm, u barÄ20 mÕs
„t bar ÕtÄ1Õ3, Sr1Ä0.66…

Fig. 19 Momentum thickness and shape factor at x ax Õ l ax
Ä0.75, Ma1Ä0.67, Re1Ä450,000, t barÄ120 mm, u barÄ20 mÕs
„t bar ÕtÄ1, Sr1Ä0.22…

Fig. 20 Ensemble averaged shape factors, Ma 1Ä0.67, Re1
Ä450,000, t barÄ40 mm, u barÄ20 mÕs „t bar ÕtÄ1Õ3, Sr1Ä0.44…
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the inflow angle of aboutDb52 deg during every wake passing.
The overall background turbulence level is significant larger com-
pared to steady inflow conditions. Surface mounted hot-film sen-
sors are used to measure the qualitative distribution of unsteadi-
ness and the quasi wall shear stress along the suction side over
time. For both bar pitches, the separation bubble is periodically
reduced, but still existent. The migration of the transition point
covers up to one third of the surface length. The RMS values in
the wake-induced transitional region exhibit a double peak as a
response of the boundary layer to the structure of the incoming
wakes. To get detailed information on the change of characteristic
boundary layer parameters during wake passing, single hot-wire
traverses have been performed in the turbulent part of the bound-
ary layer. Large velocity oscillations inside the boundary layer
occur, which are amplified across the boundary layer. The time-
mean momentum thickness values at unsteady inflow conditions
are significantly reduced compared to the steady ones and there-
fore clarify the potential for a loss reduction due to wake passing
effects.

The measurements are also intended as a contribution to the
validation process of unsteady Navier–Stokes codes.
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Nomenclature

E @V# 5 anemometer output voltage
M1, M2 @-# 5 RMS maxima within the wake-induced path

Ma @-# 5 Mach number
N @-# 5 number of ensembles

QWSS@-# 5 quasi wall shear stress
Re @-# 5 Reynolds number

RMS @-# 5 root mean square
Sr @-# 5 Strouhal number
T @s# 5 bar passing period

Tu @%# 5 turbulence intensity
b @V# 5 general time-dependent signal
b8 @-# 5 turbulent component of signal
b̃ @-# 5 period component of signal

dbar@m] 5 bar diameter
l @m# 5 blade chord length
t @s# 5 time

t @m# 5 blade pitch
tbar@m] 5 bar spacing
u @m/s# 5 velocity

x @m# 5 chordwise position
b @°# 5 flow angle
g @-# 5 intermittency

tw @N/m2# 5 wall shear stress

Subscripts

0 5 zero flow conditions
1 5 cascade inlet plane
2 5 cascade exit plane

ax 5 axial distance
i 5 time index
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Surge Avoidance in Gas
Compression Systems
The phenomenon of compressor surge and its prevention have drawn significant attention
in the literature. An important aspect of surge avoidance lies in the design of the com-
pressor station and, in particular, the piping upstream and downstream of the compressor.
Most anti-surge systems are perfectly capable of avoiding surge during normal operating
conditions. However, unplanned emergency shutdowns present a significant challenge,
and surge avoidance in these cases depends to a large degree on the station layout. In this
paper, data from a compressor that surged during an emergency shutdown are presented.
The data are analyzed to determine the effects of surge and the rate of deceleration. A
model to simulate shutdown events is developed and used to develop simpler rules that
help with proper sizing of upstream and downstream piping systems, as well as the
necessary control elements. The compression system is analyzed, thus verifying the model
and the simplifications.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1777577#

Introduction
In light of recent attempts to increase the stability margin of a

compressor by active~Epstein et al.@1# and Blanchini et al.@2#!
or passive means~Arnulfi et al. @3#!, or by increasing the accuracy
of determining the surge margin~McKee and Deffenbaugh@4#!, it
is often overlooked that meaningful gains can be made by better
understanding the interaction between the compressor, the anti-
surge devices~control system, valves! and the station piping lay-
out ~coolers, scrubbers, check valves!. This study focuses on cen-
trifugal compressors driven by two-shaft gas turbines~Fig. 1….

The possible operating points of a centrifugal gas compressor
are limited by maximum and minimum operating speed, maxi-
mum available power, choke flow, and stability~surge! limit ~Fig.
2!. Surge, which is the flow reversal within the compressor, ac-
companied by high fluctuating load on the compressor bearings,
has to be avoided to protect the compressor. The usual method for
surge avoidance~‘‘anti-surge-control’’! consists of a recycle loop
that can be activated by a fast acting valve~‘‘anti-surge valve’’!
when the control system detects that the compressor approaches
its surge limit. Typical control systems use suction and discharge
pressure and temperature, together with the inlet flow into the
compressor as input to calculate the relative distance~‘‘surge mar-
gin’’ ! of the present operating point to the predicted or measured
surge line of the compressor~Fig. 2!. The surge margin is defined
by

SM5
Qop2Qsurge

Qop
U

N5const

. (1)

If the surge margin reaches a preset value~often 10%!, the
anti-surge valve starts to open, thereby reducing the pressure ratio
of the compressor and increasing the flow through the compressor.
The situation is complicated by the fact that the surge valve also
has to be capable of precisely controlling low. Additionally, some
manufacturers place limits on how far into choke~or overload!
they allow their compressors to operate.

A very critical situation arises upon emergency shutdown
~ESD!. Here, the fuel supply to the gas turbine driver is cut off
instantly, thus letting the power turbine and the driven compressor
coast down on their own inertia1. Because the head-making capa-

bility of the compressor is reduced by the square of its running
speed, while the pressure ratio across the machine is imposed by
the upstream and downstream piping system, the compressor
would surge if the surge valve cannot provide fast relief of the
pressure. The deceleration of the compressor as a result of inertia
and dissipation are decisive factors. The speed at which the pres-
sure can be relieved of the pressure not only depends on the re-
action time of the valve, but also on the time constants imposed
by the piping system. The transient behavior of the piping system
depends largely on the volumes of gas enclosed by the various
components of the piping system, which may include, besides the
piping itself, various scrubbers, knockout drums, and coolers. The
system boundaries for this study are the first downstream check
valve, while the upstream boundary may be either a check valve
or an infinite plenum~at constant pressure,Fig. 3!.

The requirements of the anti-surge system for such situations as
ESD or other massive system disturbances are distinctly different
from the usual process control case. The former is a massive, fast

Contributed by the Turbomachinery Division of THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF
MECHANICAL ENGINEERSfor publication in the JOURNAL OF TURBOMACHINERY.
Manuscript received by the Turbomachinery Division, May 21, 2004; revised manu-
script received, May 27, 2004. Editor: D. Wisler.

1Some installations maintain fuel flow to the turbine for 1 to 2 seconds while the
recycle valve opens. However, this can generate a safety hazard.

Fig. 1 Compressor station and rotor system consisting of
power turbine, coupling, and compressor rotor
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change in conditions that first and foremost requires fast system
reaction. This requires, among others, extremely fast opening
valves with sufficiently large flow areas. The latter requires the
capability to precisely control slow changes in the process, such
that no oscillations occur, which can be accomplished with pre-
cisely positioned valves.

Surge Phenomenon
Figure 4, @5#, shows the head versus flow characteristic of a

typical centrifugal compressor, including the areas of unstable op-
eration. At flows lower than the stability point, the compressor
initially shows a reduced capability to generate head with reduced
flow, until it experiences reverse flow, that is, the gas now flows
from the discharge to the suction side. Once flow reversal occurs,
the amount of flow depends on the pressure ratio across the com-
pressor, since in this situation the compressors acts more or less
like an orifice. The flow reversal means that the pressure down-
stream of the compressor is gradually reduced. The speed of pres-
sure reduction depends largely on the size of the volume down-
stream of the compressor. Once the pressure is reduced
sufficiently, the compressor will recover and flow gas again from
the suction to the discharge side. Unless action is taken, the events
repeat again. Ongoing surge can damage thrust bearings~due to
the massive change of thrust loads!, seals, and eventually overheat
the compressor. Details of the energy transfer from the compres-
sor into the gas are described in@6#.

Modeling the Piping Surge Control Interaction
Design of the piping and valves, together with the selection and

the placement of instruments will significantly affect the perfor-
mance of an anti-surge control system. This is a major issue dur-
ing the planning stage because the correction of design flaws can
be very costly once the equipment is in operation. Typical con-
figurations for recycle systems are outlined inFig. 3. In its sim-
plest form, the system includes a flow-measuring element in the
compressor suction, instruments to measure pressures and tem-
peratures at suction and discharge, the compressor, an after-cooler
and a discharge check valve, as well as a recycle line with a
control valve, connected upstream of the discharge check valve
and compressor flow-measuring device.

The control system monitors the compressor operating param-
eters, compares them to the surge limit, and opens the recycle
valve as necessary to maintain the flow through the compressor at
a desired margin from surge. In the event of an ESD, where the
fuel to the gas turbine is shut off instantly, the surge valve opens
immediately, essentially at the same time the fuel valve is closing.

In a simple system, the boundaries for the gas volume (V) on
the discharge side are established by the discharge check valve,
compressor, and recycle valve. The volume on the suction side is
usually orders of magnitude larger than the discharge volume and,

Fig. 2 Typical compressor map

Fig. 3 Anti-surge and recycle system; „a… cooled recycle, „b…
hot recycle Fig. 4 Simplified surge cycles, †5‡
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therefore, can be considered infinite. Thus, for the following con-
siderations, the suction pressure remains constant. In a surge
avoidance system, a certain amount of the valve’s flow capacity
will be consumed to recycle the flow through the compressor.
Only the remaining capacity is available for de-pressurizing the
discharge volume.

The worst-case scenario for a surge control system is an ESD,
particularly if the compressor is already operating close to surge
when the engine shutdown occurs2. With the initiation of shut-
down, the compressor will decelerate rapidly under the influence
of the fluid forces counteracted by the inertia of the rotor system.
A 30% loss in speed equates to approximately a loss in head of
50%. The valve must, therefore, reduce the pressure across the
compressor by about half in the same time as the compressor loses
30% of its speed. This speed loss is very rapid.

The larger the volumes are in the system, the longer it will take
to equalize the pressures. Obviously, the larger the valve, the bet-
ter its potential to avoid surge. However, the larger the valve, the
poorer its controllability at partial recycle. The faster the valve can
be opened, the more flow can pass through it. There are, however,
limits to the valve opening speed, dictated by the need to control
intermediate positions of the valve, as well as by practical limits
to the power of the actuator. The situation may be improved by
using a valve that is only boosted to open, thus combining high
opening speed for surge avoidance with the capability to avoid
oscillations by slow closing.

If the discharge volume is too large and the recycle valve can-
not be designed to avoid surge, a short recycle loop~hot recycle
valve! may be considered, where the recycle loop does not include
the aftercooler.

While the behavior of the piping system can thus be predicted
quite accurately, the question about the rate of deceleration for the
compressor remains. It is possible to calculate the power con-
sumption for a number of potential steady-state operating points.
The operating points are imposed by the pressure in the discharge
volume, which dictates the head of the compressor. For a given
speed, this determines the flow that the compressor feeds into the
discharge.

In a simple system as described above, mass and momentum
balance have to be maintained~Sentz@7# and Wachter and Rohne
@5#!. The valve can be described by its flow as a function of the
pressure differential, withpv the pressure just upstream of the
valve

Qv5A 1

Kv
~pv2p1! (2)

unless the flow across the valve is choked, thus

Qv5CApv

rv
(3)

while mass and energy balance yield

dpv

dt
5

k

V Fp2Q2pvQv2
k21

k
HcoolerG (4)

and the momentum balance

d~p2Q!

dt
5

p22pv

L FART22
p2Q2

Apv
G (5)

where p2 is a function of the compressor operating point, ex-
pressed by

p2

p1
5F11

k21

k
•

h~Q,N!•SG

287•ZT1
Gk/k21 h

N2 5aS Q

ND 2

1b
Q

N
1g.

(6)

The above relationship can be used for any positive flow. If the
compressor exhibits reverse flow, it can be modeled as an orifice
with

Q52A 1

Kv,compr
~p22p1! (7)

where Kv,compr describes the flow resistance of the compressor
against the reverse flow. It should be noted that this somewhat
crude formulation suffices for the present study because we want
to determine whether the compressor will go into surge at ESD or
not. The post-surge behavior is, thus, not important and is only
introduced to keep the numerical model stable.

The behavior of the compressor during ESD is governed by two
effects. The inertia of the system consisting of the compressor,
coupling and power turbine~and gearbox where applicable! is
counteracted by the torque (T) transferred into the fluid by the
compressor~mechanical losses are neglected!. The balance of
forces thus yields

T522p•J•
dN

dt
. (8)

Knowing the inertia (J) of the system and measuring the speed
variation with time during rundown yields the torque and, thus,
the power transferred to the gas

P5T•N•2p52~2p!2
•J•N•

dN

dt
. (9)

If the rundown would follow through similar operating points,
thenP;N3, which would lead to a rundown behavior of

dN

dt
5

k

J

N2

~2p!2 →E N22dN5
k

J~2p!2 E dt1c→

N~ t !52
1

2
k

J~2p!2 t2
1

Nt50

. (10)

Regarding the proportionality factor (k) for power and speed,
this factor is fairly constant, no matter where on the operating map
the rundown event starts. Thus, the rate of deceleration, which is
approximately determined by the inertia and the proportionality
factor, is fairly independent of the operating point of the compres-
sor when the shutdown occurred; i.e., the time constant
(dN/dt(t50)) for the rundown event is proportional tok/J.
However, the higher the surge margin is at the moment of the trip,
the more head increase can be achieved by the compressor at
constant speed.

From this complete model, some simplifications can be derived,
based on the type of questions that need to be answered. Obvi-
ously, for relatively short pipes, with limited volume~such as the
systems desired for recycle lines!, the pressure at the valve and the
pressure at compressor discharge will not be considerably differ-
ent. For situations like this, the heat transfer can also be neglected.
The set of equations then is reduced to

dp2

dt
5

k•p2

V
@Q2Qv#. (11)

This means that the discharge pressure change depends on the
capability of the valve to release flow at a higher rate than the
flow coming from the compressor. It also shows that the pressure
reduction for a given valve will be slower for larger pipe volumes
(V).

The model described above, which contains and accounts for all
physical features of the discharge system, can be simplified even
further to determine whether the combination of discharge volume
and valve size can prevent the compressor from surge during an
ESD. Thus, it allows the two important design parameters to be
easily varied to avoid surge during ESD. The surge valve size and

2Similar considerations are to be made for the trip of an electric motor driver. The
main difference is the different inertia of the motor~and the gearbox!.
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opening speed can be increased for a given discharge volume or
the maximum allowable discharge volume for a given configura-
tion of valves and compressor characteristic can be limited. The
second method, which has the advantage of being more transpar-
ent for the station design, is used here.

The simplified model calculates the maximum discharge vol-
ume where the head across the compressor can be reduced by half
in one second, based on the assumption that this reflects the speed
decay during an ESD as outlined above. Therefore, the lengthy
calculation of the instant compressor speed is replaced by a fixed,
presumed to be known, deceleration rate. The assumption is made
that the power turbine and compressor will lose about 25% speed
in the first second of deceleration. This is, for example, confirmed
by data from Bakken et al.@8#, where the gas turbine driven con-
figurations lost about 20 to 25% speed in the first second, while
the electric motor driven configuration lost 30% speed in the first
second. As a result of the loss of 25% speed, the head the com-
pressor can produce at the surge line is about 56% lower than at
the initial speed, if the fan law is applied. A further assumption is
made about the operating point to be the design point at the instant
of the ESD.

Any ESD is initiated by the control system. As a result of
various delays in the system~fuel valve to shut completely, hot
pressurized gas supply to the power turbine seizes, opening time
of the recycle valve!, ESD data show that the surge control valve
reaches full open and the beginning of deceleration of the power
turbine/compressor are considered to happen simultaneously. This
is the starting time (T0) for the model.

Usually, the suction volume~no check valve! is more than three
orders of magnitude greater than the discharge volume and is
therefore considered at a constant pressure. The general idea is
now to consider only the mass flow into the piping volume~from
the compressor! and the mass flow leaving this volume through
the recycle valve. Since the gas mass in the piping volume deter-
mines the density and, thus, the pressure in the gas, we can for any
instant see whether the head required to deliver gas at the pressure
in the pipe volume exceeds the maximum head that the compres-
sor can produce at this instant. Only if the compressor is always
capable of making more head than required can surge be avoided.

A further conceptual simplification can be made by splitting the
flow coefficient of the recycle valve (cv) into a part that is nec-
essary to release the flow at the steady-state operating point of the
compressor (cv,ss) and the part that is actually available to reduce
the pressure in the piping volume (cv,avail).

The first stream and, thus,cv,ss of the valve necessary to cover
it are known. Also known is thecv rating of the valve. Thus, the
flow portion that can effectively reduce the backpressure is the
determined by the difference:

cv,avail5cv2cv,ss. (12)

The model is run at constant temperature. Most of the compres-
sor systems modeled contain aftercoolers. The thermal capacity of
the cooler and the piping are much larger than the thermal capac-
ity of the gas; thus, the gas temperature changes are negligible
within the first second.

The rate of flow through the valve is calculated with the stan-
dard ISA method,@9#3:

Qstd51360•Fp•cv•Y•Fdp

p2
•

1

SG•T2•Z2
G0.5

(13)

The compressibility is calculated with the Redlich-Kwong
equation of state. The flow calculated above in each step of the
iteration is then subtracted from the gas contained in the discharge
and a new pressure in the pipe volume is calculated. Depending
on whether the system has achieved a reduction of head of at least

50% in the first second, the volume of the system is either in-
creased or reduced by a small margin. Thus, the calculation yields
the maximum allowable piping volume for the set parameters that
will not cause surge at ESD.

Validation
The system used to validate the complete model is outlined in

Fig. 3 andTable 1. Reduced compressor characteristics are given
in Fig. 5.

Data were available for a situation where the recycle valve
failed to open at a shutdown situation. The complete model was
run against the data and the results are shown inFig. 6. The model
predicts initially a faster deceleration than indicated by the test
data. This is likely due to some residual power provided by the
power turbine even after the fuel supply is shut off. Since the
purpose of the calculations will be to determine the capability of a
recycle system to avoid surge, this deviation is acceptable. The
onset of surge is predicted quite accurately. Interestingly enough,

3Qstd is the standard flow.Fp is the piping geometry factor. It is usually not
known and can be assumed to be 1. The pressure is assumed to be constant in the
entire pipe volume. It is thus the same just upstream of the valve and at the discharge
pressure of the compressor.

Table 1 Problem definition „full model …

P1 4938 kPa
P2 6100 kPa
V 21 m3

L 42 m
SG 0.59
T1 305 K
J 34.593 kg m2

Recycle valveKv N/A

Fig. 5 Compressor characteristics

Fig. 6 Emergency shutdown against closed recycle valve.
Test data versus simulation with complete model. Time spans
in surge based on vibration data from test flow and reverse
flow.
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even the post-surge behavior is captured quite well, despite the
fact that no particular effort was made to optimize the compressor
characteristics for operating points at lower than surge.

Both data and model show the characteristic flattening of the
speed line in surge, largely due to the fact that the impeller ab-
sorbs less power in these situations. The presence of surge in the
data was determined by the analysis of vibration data taken at the
compressor bearings.

Next, the complete model is used to simulate the recycle system
defined inTable 2, using the same compressor as before, with the
compressor characteristics as shown inFig. 5. The results are shown inFig. 7. With the parameters selected,

the compressor barely avoids surge at 0.1 second and coasts down
with a comfortable surge margin thereafter. A high surge margin is
seen by some compressor designers as undesirable. Besides the
realistic reduction in speed of about 30% in the first second, the
data also show that the pressure at the compressor discharge (p2)
and the pressure upstream of the valve (pv) are almost identical,
thus confirming the assumptions for the simpler models~Fig. 8!.

The simplified system is used for the same conditions, first with
a prescribed speed reduction and second with the calculated speed
reduction as in the full model, and shows very similar results
compared to the complete model~Fig. 9!. The method described
can easily be expanded to situations where a relatively small suc-
tion volume leads to a fast increase in suction pressure. In the
system simulated, test data did not indicate this pressure increase;
i.e., the assumption of a large suction volume was valid.

Conclusions
A model to simulate shutdown events was developed and used

to define simpler rules that help with proper sizing of upstream
and downstream piping systems, as well as the necessary control
elements. The compression system is analyzed, thus verifying the
model and the simplifications. The model coincides well with the
data, particularly with regards to proper prediction of surge
events. The inaccuracies and limitations inherent in the current
model are only problematic if the entire rundown process needs to
be described. The goal in this paper, to determine whether a sys-
tem will surge during ESD situations, can be achieved with either
version of the simulation.

Fig. 7 Emergency shutdown with recycle valve opening; „a…
speed and pressures versus time, „b… flow versus time

Fig. 8 Relative difference between discharge pressure and
valve pressure

Table 2 Problem definition „reduced model …

P1 5900 kPa
P2 8900 kPa
V 21 m3

L 42 m
SG 0.59
T1 305 K
J 34.593 kg m2

Recycle valveKv 30000

Fig. 9 Comparison between full and reduced model
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Nomenclature

A 5 flow area
cv 5 flow coefficient
C 5 compressible valve coefficient

Fp 5 piping geometry factor
h 5 head

Hcooler 5 gas cooler heat transfer~W!
J 5 inertia
k 5 isentropic exponent
k 5 constant

Kv 5 valve coefficient
L 5 pipe length
N 5 speed~1/s!
p 5 pressure
Q 5 volumetric flow

SG 5 specific gravity
SM 5 surge margin~%!

T 5 temperature
t 5 time

V 5 volume
Y 5 coefficient
Z 5 compressibility factor

a,b,g 5 constants
r 5 density

Subscripts

avail 5 available
compr 5 compressor

op 5 operating point
surge 5 at surge

std 5 at standard conditions
ss 5 steady state
v 5 valve
1 5 compressor inlet
2 5 compressor discharge
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Rotor-Stator Interactions in a
Four-Stage Low-Speed Axial
Compressor—Part I: Unsteady
Profile Pressures and the Effect of
Clocking
This two-part paper presents detailed experimental investigations of unsteady aerody-
namic blade row interactions in the four-stage Low-Speed Research Compressor of Dres-
den. In part I of the paper the unsteady profile pressure distributions for the nominal setup
of the compressor are discussed. Furthermore, the effect of blade row clocking on the
unsteady profile pressures is investigated. Part II deals with the unsteady aerodynamic
blade forces, which are calculated from the measured profile pressure distributions. The
unsteady pressure distributions were analyzed in the first, a middle and the last compres-
sor stage both on the rotor and stator blades. The measurements were carried out on
pressure side and suction side at midspan. Several operating points were investigated. A
complex behavior of the unsteady profile pressures can be observed, resulting from the
superimposed influences of the wakes and the potential effects of several up- and down-
stream blade rows of the four-stage compressor. The profile pressure changes nearly
simultaneously along the blade chord if a disturbance arrives at the leading edge or the
trailing edge of the blade. Thus the unsteady profile pressure distribution is nearly inde-
pendent of the convective wake propagation within the blade passage. A phase shift of the
reaction of the blade to the disturbance on the pressure and suction side is observed. In
addition, clocking investigations were carried out to distinguish between the different
periodic influences from the surrounding blade rows. For this reason the unsteady profile
pressure distribution on rotor 3 was measured, while stators 1–4 were separately tra-
versed stepwise in the circumferential direction. Thus the wake and potential effects of the
up- and downstream blade rows on the unsteady profile pressure could clearly be distin-
guished and quantified.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1791641#

1 Introduction
The flow in turbomachines is highly unsteady and turbulent.

The rotor and stator blades, moving relative to each other, aero-
dynamically interact because of the viscous wakes and the poten-
tial effects of the blades. Due to these aerodynamic interactions
the pressure distribution on the blades changes considerably in
time. For this reason unsteady aerodynamic blade forces and mo-
ments are generated. Other sources stimulating unsteady blade
forces are struts and inlet distortions, for instance. Critical blade
vibrations are excited if the frequency of the aerodynamic stimu-
lation matches the natural frequencies of the blades. This can lead
to a reduction of fatigue life or even a destruction of the blading.
This is the reason why unsteady effects due to periodic blade row
interactions should be considered during the design process. For
this purpose it is necessary to improve the knowledge of the aero-
dynamic response of the unsteady profile pressure distributions as
well as the excitation mechanism and the expected magnitude of
the blade forces.

Early analytical studies into the propagation of wakes through
blade rows, the unsteady pressure response and the excitation of
unsteady blade forces were performed by Kemp and Sears@1#,
Meyer @2# and Lefcort@3#.

Within recent years a number of experimental and numerical
investigations associated with the blade row interaction in turbo-
machines have been carried out. Experimental data on unsteady
blade row interactions and aerodynamic forces in cascades are
available from Grollius@4#. Hodson@5# reported about the wake
motion and the wake-generated unsteadiness in a large-scale low-
speed turbine.

The time-resolved pressure field on the rotor blades in high
pressure turbine stages was investigated by Denos et al.@6#,
Laumert et al.@7#, Valenti et al.@8# and Miller et al.@9#.

Pieper@10# investigated the unsteady pressures on the blades of
a single stage compressor with inlet guide vane~IGV!. Sanders
and Fleeter@11# considered the unsteady response of the stator
blades in a single stage compressor to incoming wakes. Durali and
Kerrebrock@12# performed experiments on the unsteady pressure
distribution in a single stage transonic compressor and provided
results on the unsteady blade forces due to the incoming wakes.

Much computational effort has been done in recent years to
improve the understanding of blade row interactions in turboma-
chines. A detailed insight into this problem is provided by the
numerical investigations of Korakianitis@13#, Manwaring and
Wisler @14#, Valkov and Tan@15#, Arnone and Pacciani@16#, Fan
and Lakshminarayana@17# as well as by Lee and Feng@18#.

In previous publications of the authors several aspects of the
rotor-stator interactions were discussed for the first stage of the
Dresden Low-Speed Research Compressor~LSRC!. Some results
on the unsteady profile pressures and the unsteady aerodynamic
blade forces are already provided for the first stage rotor and
stator blades~Mailach et al.@19#!. First results for the unsteady
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aerodynamic blade forces during rotating stall are also discussed
there. Furthermore the unsteady boundary layer development on
stator 1 is discussed and compared to the unsteady profile pres-
sures~Mailach and Vogeler@20,21#!.

The experiments described in these papers have been continued
for several blade rows throughout the four-stage compressor. In
the present two-part paper results for the unsteady profile pres-
sures and the unsteady aerodynamic forces on the blades of the
first stage~rotor 1, stator 1!, a middle stage~rotor 3, stator 3! as
well as for the last blade row~stator 4! of the Dresden LSRC are
provided. In part I of the paper the unsteady response of the pro-
file pressures on wakes and potential effects is discussed for these
blade rows. Results are shown for design point and an operating
point near the stability limit. In part II of the paper the algorithm
to calculate the unsteady aerodynamic blade forces on the basis of
the experimental data is presented@22#. Results for the time traces
and frequency contents of the unsteady blade forces are provided
for several blade rows and operating conditions. The aim of this
two-part paper is to deliver a detailed insight into the complex
physics of blade row interactions in multistage turbomachinery.

2 Experimental Setup
The experiments were performed in the low-speed research

compressor of Dresden University of Technology~Dresden
LSRC!. The compressor consists of four identical stages, which
are preceded by an inlet guide vane row. Figure 1 shows a sec-
tional drawing of the compressor, a cut-out of the blading section
and the instrumented blades.

The blading of the compressor was developed on the basis of
the profiles of a middle stage of a high-pressure compressor of a
gas turbine. Detailed descriptions of the compressor are given by
Sauer et al.@23#, Müller et al. @24# and Boos et al.@25#. Table 1
gives a summary of the main design parameters.

The rotor blade rows of all stages are identical. The stator blade
rows are identical as well. For this reason a single rotor blade and
a single stator blade were equipped with piezoresistive pressure
transducers and mounted step by step in all compressor stages to

be investigated~Fig. 1!. In addition, the time-averaged profile
pressures are measured using pneumatic pressure taps.

The unsteady pressures on the stator blade were acquired using
time-resolving piezoresistive miniature pressure transducers~Ku-
lite LQ47!. The sensors are equally distributed along the midspan
~MS! as well on the pressure side~PS! and the suction side~SS! of
a single rotor blade and a single stator blade, respectively~Fig. 1!.
On both blades the sensors are positioned from 10% to 90% chord
with steps of 10% chord. To minimize the influence on the flow
the sensors and the wires were fitted into the blade surfaces. The
positions near the leading edge and the trailing edge could not be
equipped with pressure transducers without noticeably disturbing
the flow.

The signals from the transducers were amplified 125 times.
This was done using a separate miniature amplifier for each sen-

Fig. 1 Sectional drawing of Dresden LSRC, rotor and stator blades with piezoresistive pressure transducers on PS and SS

Table 1 Design parameters of Dresden LSRC
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sor. For the measurements on the rotor blades the amplifier card
was mounted within the rotor. The amplified signals are transmit-
ted via slip rings into the stationary system.

The signals were recorded using a VXI data acquisition system
of Hewlett-Packard. The sampling rate for the measurements was
51.2 kHz while the blade passing frequency~BPF! is 1.05 kHz
for the rotor blades and 1.38 kHz for the stator blades at design
conditions.

The steady pressure distributions on the stator and rotor blades
were determined using pneumatic pressure taps. They are posi-
tioned at midspan between 2.5% and 95.0% of chord both on PS
and SS of the rotor and stator blades. Pressure measurement sys-
tems fromScanivalvewere applied to transform the pneumatic
pressures to electrical voltages in the fixed and rotating frames of
reference.

Furthermore, the flow field in the axial gaps up- and down-
stream the considered blade rows was investigated with a pneu-
matic five-hole probe and a single hot wire.

Different operating points were investigated for design speed
including the design point and an operating point near the stability
limit. The two main points of interest are the design point (j
51.00) and an operating point near stability limit with 85% of
reduced mass flow (j50.85) at design speed (z51.0). These
points are highlighted in the compressor map~Fig. 2!.

The rotor blade numbers~63! and the stator blade numbers~83!
are identical for all stages. For the investigations with the nominal
setup of the compressor~without clocking! the rotor blades and
the stator blades are at the same circumferential positions in each
stage, respectively. Results with clocking of the blade rows are
presented in Sec. 7 in this part of the paper only. The clocking
setup is described there.

3 Data Postprocessing
The zero point drift of the piezoresistive pressure sensors dur-

ing the experiments is not negligible. To improve the precision of
the results the pressurep(t) was determined by adding the time-
averaged pressure from the pressure tapsp̄ and the unsteady part
of the pressurep̃(t), measured with the piezoresistive pressure
transducers for each time step

p~ t !5 p̄1 p̃~ t ! (1)

The time-averaged root mean square~rms! value includes in-
formation about both periodic and stochastic pressure fluctuations

rms5A1

N (
i 50

N21

~pi~ t !2 p̄!2 (2)

For averaging the pressure with respect to the moving blades
~rotor or stator blade, depending on frame of reference! the data

were ensemble averaged using a 1/revolution signal. Using this
method, periodic and stochastic fluctuations can be separated.
This was done with the equation

^p~ t !&5
1

M (
j 50

M21

pj~ t ! (3)

The parameterpj (t) is the instantaneous pressure at a given rela-
tive position to a point of reference, which is a moving blade in
this case. The valuêp(t)& is the resulting ensemble-averaged
value at this position. In our case the number of time traces per
ensemble wasM5250. By averaging with a 1/revolution signal
the results are referred to individual, identical blades. Thus infor-
mation about small differences of the influence of the different
blades on the flow field can be obtained.

The ensemble-averaged rms value reveals information about
the stochastic pressure fluctuations. It is calculated as follows:

^rms~ t !&5A 1

M (
j 50

M21

~pj~ t !2^p~ t !&!2 (4)

4 Time-Averaged Pressure Distribution on Rotor and
Stator Blades

As a first result Fig. 3 exemplarily shows the steady pressure
distribution at midspan of the rotor and stator blades of the first
stage for the design point (j51.00,z51.0). In addition, the sta-

Fig. 2 Compressor map of Dresden LSRC, design speed

Fig. 3 Pressure distribution on the rotor and stator blades of
the first stage, MS, design speed, design point „jÄ1.00,
zÄ1.0…
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tistical fluctuations around the steady distribution are represented
as dashed lines. In this case the pressure coefficient is calculated
from the time-averaged valuesp̄6rms.

On the SS of the rotor blades an acceleration of the flow can be
observed between leading edge and 10% of chord length, where
the minimum pressure is reached@Fig. 3~a!#. Behind this point the
flow is decelerating. On the PS the flow decelerates between 7%
and 70% of chord. Downstream that position the flow slightly
accelerates.

The aerodynamic loading of stator 1 is higher than that of rotor
1 @Fig. 3~b!#. On the SS of the stator blades an acceleration of the
flow can be observed between leading edge and 25% of chord
length, where the minimum pressure is reached. Behind this point
the flow is decelerating. The strongest adverse pressure gradient
occurs between 40% and 50% of chord length; after that point it
decreases. On the PS of the stator blades the flow decelerates
between the leading edge and 60% chord and slightly accelerates
between 60% chord and trailing edge.

The fluctuations around the mean pressure distribution are rela-
tively small for rotor 1. For stator 1 clearly stronger fluctuations
can be observed. In both cases maximum pressure fluctuations on
PS and SS can be found in regions with stronger deceleration of
the flow. This is near the leading edge on PS and around 50%
chord on SS. However, the fluctuations on the PS are somewhat
larger than on SS.

For operating points towards the stability limit the mean load-
ing increases. The fluctuations around this mean value increase as
well due to the stronger periodic influence of the wakes and the
potential effects~no figure!.

5 Unsteady Pressure Distribution on the Stator Blades
In this section results of the unsteady profile pressure distribu-

tion will be discussed for all blade rows investigated. The results
for the design point of the compressor (j51.00,z51.0) will be
discussed in detail. Additional results for an operating point near
the stability limit (j50.85, z51.0) will be shown for stator 1
only. The presented results are in ensemble-averaged form~ex-
cepting the frequency spectra and results derived from them, Figs.
6, 14, 20!. In all cases the fluctuating part of the pressurep̃ is
shown. It is ensured by comparisons of the time-resolved and
ensemble-averaged data, that due to the averaging no information
concerning the periodic blade passing signals is lost.

5.1 Stator 1

Design Point. The stator blade row of the first stage is located
between the upstream rotor 1 and the downstream rotor 2 with
identical blade numbers. This is why the unsteady pressure distri-
bution is affected by both the viscous wakes and the potential
effect of the upstream blade row and the potential effect of the
downstream blade rows. Following results on the unsteady pres-
sure distributions on PS and SS of the blades of stator 1 will be
discussed for the design point.

Figures 4~a! and 4~b! show the unsteady pressure distributions
at midspan on PS and SS in space-time (s-t) diagrams. The ab-
scissa shows the dimensionless chord length. The time, which is
shown as ordinate, is related to the blade passing period of the
rotor bladest rotor . The ensemble-averaged unsteady part of the
pressure is shown as grayscale.

Figure 4 shows the unsteady response of the stator pressure
distribution to the influences of the up- and downstream rotor
blade rows. The maximum profile pressure fluctuations are about
612% of the dynamic head of the incoming flow. The highest
pressure fluctuations on PS and SS along the blade surface can be
observed in the regions with decelerated flow. This is in the front
part of the blade on the PS and behind 30% chord on the SS.

Generally, two different forms of wake influences on the un-
steady profile pressures can be distinguished: this is on the one
hand the wake effect, propagating with the speed of sound, and on
the other hand the wake effect propagating with the convective

speed. In some cases in the literature the first effect is observed to
be the dominant one~Durali and Kerrebrock@12#, Sanders and
Fleeter@11#!. However, in other cases the convective propagating
wake effect is predominant, as described by Hodson@5#.

Durali and Kerrebrock@12# conclude that the chordwise pres-
sure distribution is substantially determined by the change of the
blade circulation due to the passing blades. Generally the circula-
tion of a blade changes if the inlet or outlet flow conditions of the
blade vary. Thus the circulation as well as the profile pressure
distribution of the considered stator blade changes for every pass-
ing rotor blade of the up- and downstream blade rows. If a rotor
wake impinges the leading edge of the considered stator blade the
circulation of this blade varies due to the changing incidence
angle and velocity. Because of this the wake influence propagates
along the blade surface towards the trailing edge as a pressure
wave with the velocity of sound.

In our case on stator 1~as well as on the other blade rows
discussed later! the periodic pressure signals due to the wakes of
the rotor blades propagate along the blade surface with a velocity
well above the convective speed~Fig. 4!. As a result a nearly
instantaneous change of the pressure along the PS and SS blade
surface appears. Thus the surface pressure is independent of the
wake propagation within the stator passages. This corresponds to
the results of Durali and Kerrebrock@12# in a transonic compres-
sor, for instance. Therefore no fundamental differences of the re-
sponse of the unsteady profile pressure on incoming wakes in low-
and high-speed machines are expected.~The path of the wake
propagation would appear as an inclined line in thes-t-diagrams,
e.g. Fig. 4. Within the stator blade passages the rotor wakes need
a time period of aboutt/t rotor'1.5 on the SS and 1.9 on the PS to
propagate from the leading edge to the trailing edge.!

Fig. 4 Unsteady pressure distribution on PS and SS of stator
1, MS, design point „jÄ1.00, zÄ1.0…
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Since the potential effects of the downstream rotor blades
propagate upstream with the velocity of sound the pressure along
the surface responds to this rotor-periodic influence again nearly
instantaneously in time~Fig. 4!. Because of the identical blade
numbers of the up- and downstream rotor blade rows and the fast
propagation of the pressure fluctuations along the blade surface,
the influence of the wakes and the potential effect of the down-
stream blade row cannot clearly be distinguished. It will be shown
later for other blade rows and by means of the clocking investi-
gations, that both the wakes of upstream blades and the potential
flow field of downstream blades have a considerable effect on the
unsteady pressure distribution.

In the data published by Sanders and Fleeter@11# and Durali
and Kerrebrock@12# it can be seen that more than one peak can
appear due to the passing of a wake only. In contrast to that
Stadtmu¨ller and Fottner@26# observed a single wave-like pressure
variation on the blade surface as a result of a passing wake.

Also in our data several pressure peaks can be observed during
one passing period at a given position of the blade~Fig. 4!. This
becomes more obvious in Fig. 5, which explicitly shows the re-
sults for the midchord position on PS and SS. The appearance of
several peaks within one blade passing period is mainly caused by
the interaction of periodic influences from up- and downstream
for this embedded blade row. The time difference of the arrival of
the incoming wakes at the leading edge and the potential flow
field of downstream blade rows at the trailing edge of the consid-
ered stator blade determine the amplitude and shape of the result-
ing unsteady pressure. This is verified by the clocking investiga-
tions, discussed in Sec. 7.

The shape of the pressure development in time is comparable
on both sides of the blade. The variation of the pressure signal for
the subsequent passing rotor blades is negligible. A phase shift of
the unsteady pressure off'90– 120 deg can be observed be-
tween PS and SS of the blade~Figs. 4 and 5!. ~The exact value of
the phase shift depends on which typical point is considered, e.g.,
pressure maximum/minimum or zero passing.! Figure 5 clearly
shows for the midchord positions, that this phase shift is constant
in time. This is because of the same blade numbers of the up- and
downstream moving blade rows. The pressure on the SS reacts
earlier on the periodic influences due to the wakes and the poten-
tial effect of the surrounding rotor blade rows.

In contrast to our results, Sanders and Fleeter@11# observed a
phase shift of 180 deg between PS and SS as a response to the
incoming wakes. Also in the data published by Durali and Kerre-
brock @12# a clear phase shift between PS and SS on incoming
wakes can be seen, but the amount of it is not specified. To the
knowledge of the authors, up to now no detailed data on the
unsteady profile pressure response on both the blade PS and SS of
multistage compressors were available in literature.

The different peaks, which are superimposed on a fundamen-
tally wave-like variation of the pressure, are reflected as higher
harmonics in the frequency spectrum, Fig. 6. In the frequency
spectrum the 1. BPF dominates, which is due to the wave-like
pressure variation for one rotor blade passing. Within the group of
higher harmonics the third BPF has the highest amplitudes, be-
cause three more or less distinct peaks are superimposed on the
wave-like pressure traces for one rotor blade passing, visible in
Fig. 5.

Operating Point Near the Stability Limit.The unsteady part
of the pressure distribution at midspan of the considered blade
rows does not change significantly when approaching the stability
limit of the compressor. As an example, the behavior on stator 1
will be discussed for an operating point near the stability limit of
the compressor~Fig. 7!.

As for the design point, the pressure reacts nearly instanta-
neously in time along the blade surface due to the influence of
wakes and potential effects of the rotor blades. The amplitudes are
somewhat higher than for the design point~compare Fig. 4!.
Again several peaks are superimposed on a basically wave-like
pressure variation during blade passing. These several pressure
maxima are less significant compared to the design point. This
seems to be an effect which appears due to the broadening of the
wakes when approaching the stability limit of the compressor.

Again comparable pressure traces with a phase shift can be seen
for the same chordwise position on PS and SS~Fig. 8!. This phase
shift is somewhat reduced compared to the design point, but in the
same order of magnitude (f'60– 90 deg!. As discussed for rotor
1 ~Sec. 6.1!, the time distance of the arrival of the disturbances
from up- and downstream at the considered blade is responsible
for the amount of this phase shift.

On the other blade rows, considered following, the same fun-
damental changes like for stator 1 can be observed when throttling
the compressor. These are the slightly increasing amplitudes of the
unsteady pressure, a somewhat changing phase shift of pressure
traces between PS and SS and smoothed, more wave-like pressure
traces. For this reason the unsteady profile pressure distributions
for operating points near the stability limit will not be discussed
separately for these blade rows.

5.2 Stator 3. Figure 9 shows the unsteady profile pressure
distribution on stator 3 for design point~sensor at 10% chord on
PS was defect!. The main features of these time-resolved distri-
butions are comparable to those of stator 1. As discussed, the
unsteady pressure distributions depend on the superposition of the
influences of up- and downstream blade rows. Also for stator 3 the
number of the up- and downstream rotor blades is identical.

Fig. 5 Unsteady pressure on PS and SS of stator 1, MS, 50%
chord, design point „jÄ1.00, zÄ1.0…

Fig. 6 Frequency spectrum of pressure on stator 1, SS, MS,
50% chord, design point „jÄ1.00, zÄ1.0…
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The unsteady pressure amplitudes of stator 3 are somewhat
lower than for stator 1, but in the same order of magnitude. These
changes are due to the comparatively small differences of the flow
angle and velocity between the first and third stage. As a result of
it the time difference between the arrival of the wake at the stator
leading edge and the potential effect of the downstream rotor
blades at the stator trailing edge changes. Hence, due to the su-
perposition of these influences, the amplitude and shape of the
final unsteady pressure traces change as well.

For stator 3 a distinction between the wake effect of the up-
stream rotor 3~which is strongest near the leading edge of the

considered blade! and the potential effect of the downstream rotor
4 ~with higher amplitudes near the trailing edge of the considered
blade! seems to be possible, especially on the PS of the blade
~Fig. 9!.

5.3 Stator 4. The investigations on stator 4, which is the
last blade row of the compressor, were performed to obtain infor-
mation of the behavior on a blade, which is influenced by up-
stream blade rows only. For the other blade rows investigated, a
superimposed influence of the wakes and the potential effects of
downstream blades appears. These periodic influences cannot
clearly be distinguished in most cases because of the nearly in-
stantaneous response of the unsteady pressures along the blade
surface.

From Fig. 10 it clearly follows that there is a strong wake effect
on the unsteady profile pressure distribution. Also in the case of
the wake influence only, a nearly instantaneous change of the
pressure along the blade surface appears. In the results a very fast
downstream propagation of the wake influences can be observed
~Fig. 10!. As for other blade rows, several peaks appear for a
single blade passing~clearly visible on SS, rear part of blade!.
Certainly the strongest influence is due to the wakes of the up-
stream rotor 4. However, it will be shown with the clocking in-
vestigations in Sec. 7 that the influence of previous blade rows is
not negligible. The influences of the wakes and the potential field
propagate through several compressor stages. Probably one of the
pressure peaks of the unsteady pressure distribution in Fig. 10 is
attributed to the wake influence of the previous rotor 3.

The ensemble-averaged rms values of the stator 4 pressure dis-
tribution show that the convective wake propagation in the pas-
sage can be tracked along a path of increased stochastic pressure

Fig. 7 Unsteady pressure distribution on PS and SS of stator
1, MS, operating point near stability limit „jÄ0.85, zÄ1.0…

Fig. 8 Unsteady pressure on PS and SS of stator 1, MS, 50%
chord, operating point near stability limit „jÄ0.85, jÄ1.0…

Fig. 9 Unsteady pressure distribution on PS and SS of stator
3, MS, design point „jÄ1.00, zÄ1.0…
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fluctuations in several cases~Fig. 11, see also Ref.@21#!. For
stator 4 this is visible at the SS for the design point. For operating
points near the stability limit of the compressor the basic fluctua-
tion level on the SS increases and masks the path of the convec-
tive wake propagation. On the PS no signs for the convective
propagating wakes could be detected, although the mean rms val-
ues are somewhat lower than on the SS. For both the PS and SS,
higher pressure fluctuations appear in regions of decelerated flow,
Fig. 11.

These results show that the unsteady pressure distribution on
the blades is not completely independent from the convective
wake propagation in the passage. However, the ensemble-
averaged pressure does not indicate it.

6 Unsteady Pressure Distribution on the Rotor Blades

6.1 Rotor 1. The rotor blade row of the first stage is pre-
ceded by the inlet guide vane row~IGV! with 51 blades and
followed by a stator blade row with 83 blades. These blade rows
move relative to the considered rotor blades.

The pressure on PS and SS reacts both on the incoming wakes
of the IGV and the upstream propagating potential effect of the
downstream stator blade row~Fig. 12, design point!. Because of
the different blade numbers their effects on the pressure distribu-
tion on the rotor blades can be distinguished. The time scalet in
the s-t diagrams in Fig. 12 is related to the passing time of two
subsequent blades of the downstream stator blade rowtstator.

The maximum profile pressure fluctuations are about66% of
the dynamic head of the incoming flow for design point~Fig. 12!.
The unsteady pressure distribution is dominated by the potential
effect of the stator blades. This is the case on PS and SS of the

rotor blades independent from the operating point. It can be seen
that the pressure wave due to the potential flow field of the down-
stream stator blades propagates very fast upstream along the rotor
blade surface. So the pressure along the whole blade chord
changes nearly instantaneously.

The wakes of the IGV play only a secondary role. This is due to
the fact that the IGV in fact consists of turbine blades used for
adjusting the inlet flow angle of the first stage rotor blades. While
the velocity deficit of the rotor and stator wakes is typically in the
range of 40% of the free-stream velocity in the Dresden LSRC
~Mailach and Vogeler@20#!, it is relatively small at 20% for the
IGV wakes. Consequently, the influence on the unsteady pressure
distribution of the following rotor 1 blades is small as well. The
IGV influence is only visible if it coincides with that of the stator
blades. This is, for instance, if on the considered rotor blade the
pressure maximum due to an IGV wake coincides with that due to
a stator blade. In this case the resulting unsteady pressure ampli-
tude increases. Otherwise, if the pressure field of the IGV and
stator are out of phase, the resulting amplitudes decrease. In Fig.
12 one can see both on the PS and SS the different amplitudes due
to passing of the first and second stator blade. This is due to the
modulation of the stator potential effect with the IGV wake effect
which appears due to the different blade numbers of these blade
rows.

Figure 13 shows the pressure traces on PS and SS of rotor 1 for
a longer period of time. The time scales are referred to the passing
time of the downstream stator blades and the IGV, respectively.
One can clearly see the dominating influence of the stator poten-
tial effect as well as the changing amplitude and shape of the
pressure fluctuations versus time. This is clearly different to the
behavior on stator 1~Fig. 5!, which is embedded into up- and
downstream moving blade rows with equal blade numbers.

Fig. 10 Unsteady pressure distribution on PS and SS of stator
4, MS, design point „jÄ1.00, zÄ1.0…

Fig. 11 Unsteady pressure distribution „rms values … on PS
and SS of stator 4, MS, design point „jÄ1.00, zÄ1.0…
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Between the signals on PS and SS of the rotor blades a phase
shift can be observed. This phase shift is changing in time be-
tween about 90– 180 deg. This is caused by the superimposed
influence the IGV and the stator blades. Due to the different blade
numbers of IGV and stator 1 the time difference between the
arrival of the IGV wakes at the leading edge and the potential
effect of the downstream stator blades at the trailing edge of the
rotor blades changes in time. This is the reason why the phase
difference of the pressure on PS and SS of the rotor blade varies in
time.

A variety of different peaks appears in the frequency spectrum
of rotor 1, Fig. 14. As identified in the previous results, the largest

influence on the unsteady pressure distribution is due to the po-
tential effect of the downstream stator 1~1. BPF stator!. The am-
plitude due to the weak IGV wake~1. BPF IGV! is only 50% than
that of the stator potential effect. Some higher BPFs of the stator
and IGV appear with small influence only. The natural frequencies
of the blade are clearly below the BPFs of IGV and stator. The
first bending mode~1B! appears at 200 Hz while the first torsion
mode~1T! is visible at 440 Hz.

For operating points towards the stability limit the periodic in-
fluence of the potential flow field on the pressure fluctuations
increases~no picture shown!. This is due to the increasing pres-
sure difference over the blade rows of the compressor. Indepen-
dent from the operating point, smaller pressure fluctuations appear
due to the IGV wakes.

6.2 Rotor 3. Clear differences, however, can be seen be-
tween rotor 1 and rotor 3~Fig. 15, design point!. One reason for
this is the increased wake effect of stator 2 compared to the IGV.
In fact, rotor 3 has equal stator blade numbers up- and down-
stream, which is not the case for rotor 1.

The fundamental characteristics of the unsteady pressure distri-
bution on rotor 3 are comparable to that of other blade rows. Also
in this case the wake and potential effects of the surrounding blade
rows are responsible for the periodic changes of the pressure. The
different influences propagate as pressure waves along the blade
surface. The fluctuation amplitudes on rotor 3 are comparable to
the other blade rows.

A variation of the amplitudes for subsequent passing stator
blades appears because of the IGV wake influence, which is still
existent in the third stage~Fig. 15!.

7 Influence of Clocking on the Unsteady Profile Pres-
sure Distribution

As shown above, the influences of wakes and upstream propa-
gating potential effects on the unsteady profile pressure distribu-
tion of a considered blade cannot clearly be separated in most
cases for the nominal setup of the compressor~excepting on rotor
1!. To distinguish between the different periodic influences the
stator blade rows were individually shifted stepwise in circumfer-
ential direction. This method is known as clocking or indexing. In
our case we did not investigate the possible advantages concern-
ing the efficiency of the compressor, which are known from lit-
erature~Reinmöller et al. @27#, Arnone et al.@28#!. However, we
used this method to distinguish the influences of the individual
blade rows on the profile pressure distribution of a selected blade
row. For this reason rotor 3 was chosen.

Fig. 12 Unsteady pressure distribution on PS and SS of rotor
1, MS, design point „jÄ1.00, zÄ1.0…

Fig. 13 Unsteady pressure on PS and SS of rotor 1, MS, 50%
chord, design point „jÄ1.0, zÄ1.0…

Fig. 14 Frequency spectrum of pressure on rotor 1, SS, MS,
50% chord, design point „jÄ1.00, zÄ1.0…
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The effect of clocking on the unsteady profile pressures and
blade forces was experimentally investigated by Hsu and Wo@29#
and numerically by Cizmas and Dorney@30#. They observed a
remarkable influence due to blade row clocking on the unsteady
pressure amplitudes.

In our four-stage compressor each single stator blade row was
shifted separately. The selected stator blade row was traversed one
blade pitch in circumferential direction in steps of 10% of the
stator blade pitch. As an example a schematic of one clocking
configuration is given in Fig. 16. In this case stator 2 is traversed
stepwise while the other stator blade rows and the IGV remain at
fixed positions. Thus the changes of the unsteady pressure distri-
butions on the investigated rotor 3 are caused by the stepwise
shifted wakes of stator 2 for this clocking configuration.

Typical results are shown for the individual clocking of stator 2
~Fig. 17! and stator 3~Fig. 18!. The influence of the stepwise
traversed blade row is highlighted by a dashed line. The impact of
the fixed blade rows appears at constant points of time for all
clocking positions. This is marked with arrows in the figures.

If the influences of different blade rows appear at the same time
at the considered position on the blade~rotor 3, SS, 50% chord!
they superimpose each other and the unsteady pressure amplitude
increases. This can be observed for the stator 2 clocking configu-
ration at the points A and B, Fig. 17. At point A the wake of the
shifted stator 2 and the potential effect of stator 4 superimpose
each other~Fig. 17, clocking position: 0.8, 1.8 . . . !. At point B
the wake of stator 2 is responsible for a pressure maximum, which
appears at nearly the same time as the potential effect of stator 3
and the wake effect of stator 1~Fig. 17, clocking position: 0.7,
1.7 . . .!. For these clocking constellations the unsteady pressure
fluctuations at the considered rotor 3 are clearly higher than for

the nominal setup of the compressor. If the pressure maxima of
the fixed blade rows and the pressure minimum of the clocked
blade row coincides, the pressure fluctuations amplitude decreases
~point C, Fig. 17, clocking position 0.3, 1.3 . . . !.

From Fig. 17 also follows, that the influence of the stator 2
appears att/tstator50.55 ~1.55! for the nominal setup of the com-
pressor without clocking~intersection of dashed line and
abscissa!.

The second exemplary result is for the clocking of stator 3,
which influences the rotor 3 pressure distribution by its potential
effect ~Fig. 18!. Also in this case an increase of the overall ampli-
tudes can be observed, if the influences of the different blade rows
coincide and superimpose~Fig. 18, points A and B!. The ampli-
tude increase at point B is comparatively small, because stator 1

Fig. 15 Unsteady pressure distribution on PS and SS of rotor
3, MS, design point „jÄ1.00, zÄ1.0…

Fig. 16 Blade section with clocking positions of stator 2; IGV,
stator 1, 3 and 4 at fixed positions

Fig. 17 Ensemble-averaged pressure on rotor 3 depending on
clocking position of the upstream stator 2 „stator 1, 3 and 4 at
fixed positions …, SS, MS, 50% chord, design point „jÄ1.00, z
Ä1.0…
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has only a slight influence on the pressure distribution on rotor 3.
The influence of stator 3 for the zero-clocking configuration can
be identified att/tstator50.85 ~1.85!.

Further on the clocking of stator 1 and 4 was analyzed the same
way. The results are summarized in Figs. 19 and 20. Figure 19
shows for comparison a time trace without clocking, e.g., for the
nominal setup of the compressor~as shown in Fig. 15, midchord
position on SS!. This is also identical to the time traces for the
zero-clocking position in Figs. 17 and 18. The different influences
of the four stator blade rows, which could be identified with the
clocking investigations, are marked with arrows. The wake of
stator 2 is mainly responsible for the first peak, which is superim-
posed on the basically wave-like pressure pattern. At about the
same time the potential effect of stator 4 could be identified with
lower amplitudes. The second peak is due to the strong potential
effect of stator 3 and the comparatively small wake influence of
stator 1.

It has been shown by means of Figs. 17 and 18 that the un-
steady pressure amplitudes depend on the relative positions of the
stator blade rows to each other. The following Fig. 20 summarizes
the dependency of the unsteady pressure amplitudes on the clock-
ing position of the individual blade rows. It shows the pressure

fluctuations for the first harmonic of the passing stator blades~1.
BPF from the pressure spectra!. These values are related to the
amplitude for the zero-clocking positionp0 .

As expected, the relative positions of stator 2 and stator 3,
which are up- and downstream of the considered rotor 3, are of
most relevance on its unsteady pressure distribution. For the
clocking of the downstream stator 3 the maximum pressure fluc-
tuation is nearly 2.5 times the value for the zero clocking~Fig. 20,
S3!. It appears at the clocking position of 0.3, where the superpo-
sition with the wakes of stator 2 and the potential effect of stator
4 takes place~compare Fig. 18, point A!. This results in the enor-
mous increase of the pressure fluctuations. A strong effect on the
excited blade vibrations is expected for this constellation. The
minimum unsteady pressure of rotor 3 appears at the stator 3
clocking position of 0.9, where the pressure fluctuation amplitudes
are only 25% of that for the zero-clocking position.

For the clocking of the upstream stator 2 the maximum pressure
fluctuations are comparatively strong as for stator 3~Fig. 20, S2!.
The maximum magnification is about 2.0 times the value for the
zero clocking. It appears if the wake effect of stator 2 coincides
with the influence of the fixed blade rows, especially stator 3
~clocking position: 0.7, compare Fig. 17, B!.

The clocking of the stator 1 and stator 4, which are further up-
and downstream, respectively, also causes remarkable, but less
drastic changes of the unsteady pressure distribution of rotor 3 if
they are traversed in circumferential direction~Fig. 20, S1, S4!.

It should not be forgotten, however, that the variation of the
amplitudes at a considered clocking position is not due to the
shifted stator blade row alone, but always because of the super-
position with the wake and potential effects of the other stator
blade rows.

The clocking of stator 1–4 also has a strong influence on the
pressure distributions of the other rotor blade rows. This effect
cannot be considered here. To find an optimum clocking configu-
ration concerning the unsteady pressure distributions for the
whole compressor, the other rotor blade rows have to be included
in the investigations.

8 Conclusions
In this two-part paper experimental investigations of unsteady

aerodynamic blade row interactions throughout the four-stage
Low-Speed Research Compressor of Dresden are presented. In
part I of the paper the unsteady profile pressure distributions for
nominal setup of the compressor are discussed in detail. Results
are shown for the first, a middle and the last compressor stage
both on the rotor and stator blades. The design point and an op-
erating point near stability limit are considered.

A very complex behavior of the unsteady profile pressures can
be observed in this multistage machine. Both the wakes from

Fig. 18 Ensemble-averaged pressure on rotor 3 depending on
clocking position of the downstream stator 3 „stator 1, 2 and 4
at fixed positions …, SS, MS, 50% chord, design point „jÄ1.00,
zÄ1.0…

Fig. 19 Classification of the influences of stator 1–4 on un-
steady pressure on rotor 3, SS, MS, 50% chord, design point
„jÄ1.00, zÄ1.0…

Fig. 20 Variation of first harmonic of pressure on rotor 3, SS,
MS, 50% chord, depending on clocking position of individually
clocked stator 1–4, design point „jÄ1.00, zÄ1.0…
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upstream and the potential flow field of downstream blade rows
affect the unsteady profile pressure distribution. The amplitude
and shape of the time traces of the unsteady profile pressures
strongly depend on the aerodynamic interaction of several up-
stream and downstream blade rows. Hence the unsteady blade
pressures are a function of several geometrical parameters~blad-
ing, axial gap, blade numbers, clocking of blade rows, etc.! and
aerodynamic parameters~flow angles, loading, etc.! of the ma-
chine. The different periodic wake and potential influences super-
impose to a resulting time-dependent pressure pattern.

The profile pressure changes nearly simultaneously along the
blade chord if a wake or potential effect arrive at the leading edge
or the trailing edge of the blade, respectively. This can be ex-
plained by a change of the circulation of the considered blade for
every passing blade of up- and downstream blade rows. Another
point is that the pressure waves associated with the wakes and
potential effects propagate with the speed of sound. Thus the un-
steady profile pressure distribution is nearly independent of the
convective wake propagation within the blade passage.

Between pressure side and suction side of the blade a phase
shift of the response to the disturbances can be observed. For the
different blade rows this phase shift is between 60 and 180 deg.
This parameter is dependent on several geometric and aerody-
namic parameters and changes with the operating point of the
compressor.

For embedded blade rows with equal counts of up- and down-
stream moving blades, the wakes and the potential effect from up-
and downstream cannot be separated for the nominal experimental
setup because of the fast pressure changes along the chord. To
distinguish between the different periodic influences from the sur-
rounding blade rows clocking investigations were carried out in
addition. For this reason the unsteady profile pressure distribution
on rotor 3 was measured, while stator 1–4 were separately tra-
versed stepwise in circumferential direction. As a result the influ-
ences of the up- and downstream blade rows on the unsteady
profile pressure could clearly be separated. Furthermore, it is
shown hereby that the superposition of wakes of upstream blade
rows and the potential effect of downstream blade rows domi-
nantly affects the amplitudes of the unsteady pressure on a con-
sidered blade. The incoming wakes and the potential effects of the
downstream blades have a comparatively strong effect. Another
result, important under the aspect of blade vibration in multistage
compressors, is that blade rows located several stages up- or
downstream also have an ascertainable effect on the unsteady
pressure distributions of a considered blade.

In part II the unsteady aerodynamic forces acting on the rotor
and stator blades of the compressor are calculated from the ex-
perimental data discussed in this part of the paper.
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Nomenclature

^ & 5 ensemble-averaged value
– 5 mean value
f 5 frequency@Hz#
h 5 enthalpy@J/kg#
l 5 chord length@m#

M ,N 5 number of time steps
p 5 pressure@Pa#
p̃ 5 fluctuating part of pressure@Pa#

rms 5 root mean square of pressure@Pa#

t 5 time @s#
u 5 rotor speed@m/s#
x 5 chordwise position@m#
z 5 reduced speed/reduced design speed
j 5 reduced mass flow/reduced design mass flow
p 5 total pressure ratio of compressor
f 5 phase shift@deg#

C is 5 enthalpy coefficient,C is5Dhis /uMS
2

Subscripts

0 5 zero-clocking position
1 5 measurement plane in the middle of axial gap up-

stream of the considered blade row
dyn 5 dynamic
i , j 5 indices for time traces

Abbreviations

BPF 5 blade passing frequency
DP 5 design point

LSRC 5 low-speed research compressor
IGV 5 inlet guide vane
MS 5 midspan
PS 5 pressure side
SS 5 suction side

S1-S4 5 stator 1-4
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Rotor-Stator Interactions in a
Four-Stage Low-Speed Axial
Compressor—Part II: Unsteady
Aerodynamic Forces of Rotor and
Stator Blades
This two-part paper presents detailed experimental investigations of unsteady aerody-
namic blade row interactions in the four-stage low-speed research compressor of Dres-
den. In Part I of the paper the unsteady profile pressure distributions for the nominal
setup of the compressor are discussed. Furthermore the effect of blade row clocking on
the unsteady profile pressures is investigated. Part II deals with the unsteady aerodynamic
blade forces, which are determined from the measured profile pressure distributions. A
method to calculate the aerodynamic blade forces on the basis of the experimental data is
presented. The resulting aerodynamic blade forces are discussed for the rotor and stator
blade rows of the first stage and the third stage of the compressor. Different operating
points between design point and stability limit of the compressor were chosen to investi-
gate the influence of loading on the aerodynamic force excitation. The time traces and the
frequency contents of the unsteady aerodynamic blade force are discussed. Strong peri-
odic influences of the incoming wakes and of potential effects of downstream blade rows
can be observed. The amplitude and shape of the unsteady aerodynamic blade force
depend on the interaction of the superimposed influences of the blade rows.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1791642#

1 Introduction

The flow in turbomachines is highly unsteady and turbulent.
The rotor and stator blades, moving relative to each other, aero-
dynamically interact because of the viscous wakes and the poten-
tial effects of the blades. Due to these aerodynamic interactions
the pressure distributions on the blades changes considerably in
time. For this reason unsteady aerodynamic blade forces and mo-
ments are generated. Critical blade vibrations are excited if the
frequency of the aerodynamic stimulation matches the natural fre-
quencies of the blades. This can lead to a reduction of fatigue life
or even a destruction of the blading. This is the reason why un-
steady effects due to periodic blade row interactions should be
considered during the design process. For this purpose it is nec-
essary to improve the knowledge of the aerodynamic response of
the unsteady profile pressure distributions as well as the excitation
mechanism and the expected magnitude of the blade forces.

A literature survey on the research about blade row interaction
is given in Part I of the paper@1#. Early analytical studies into the
excitation of unsteady blade forces were performed by Kemp and
Sears@2#, Meyer @3#, and Lefcort@4#.

Only limited experimental data about the unsteady aerodynamic
blade forces in turbomachinery are available. Experiments on the
aerodynamic blade forces in cascades were performed by Grollius
@5#. Manwaring and Fleeter@6# analyzed the aerodynamic re-
sponse of the rotor blades to inlet distortions in an axial research
compressor. Durali and Kerrebrock@7# investigated the unsteady
pressure distribution in a single stage transonic compressor and

provided results on the unsteady aerodynamic blade force due to
the incoming wakes. The force on the rotor blades of a transonic
turbine stage, which is determined by the shock sweeping, was
analyzed by Denos et al.@8#.

Numerical investigations concerning the effect of wakes and
the potential flow field on the excitation of unsteady blade forces
of a turbine cascade were conducted by Korakianitis@9#.

Hsu and Wo@10# investigated rotor-stator interactions in a 1 1/2
stage large-scale low-speed compressor. In a recent publication
Lee and Feng@11# presented numerical results for the same com-
pressor. The authors considered the effect of wakes and potential
effects on the unsteady blade loading and the excited aerodynamic
blade forces. Moreover they discussed the influence of rotor
clocking on the unsteady force excitation. Numerical results of the
clocking influence on unsteady turbine blade forces are presented
by Cizmas and Dorney@12#.

In previous publications of the authors’ results on the unsteady
aerodynamic blade forces of the rotor and stator blades of the first
stage of the Dresden low-speed research compressor~LSRC! for
several operating points as well as for rotating stall are discussed
~Mailach et al. @13#, Mailach and Vogeler@14#!. The unsteady
blade forces are influenced by the wakes as well as by potential
effects of the surrounding blade rows.

The aim of this two-part paper is to provide a detailed insight
into the complex physics of blade row interactions in multistage
turbomachinery. In Part I of this paper experimental investigations
of the steady and unsteady profile pressure distributions in the
four-stage Dresden LSRC are presented@1#. Based on these data
the aerodynamically excited forces on several blade rows of the
four-stage compressor are determined. Results for different oper-
ating points will be discussed. So a comprehensive data base on
aerodynamic blade forces in a multistage compressor is provided.

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute~IGTI! of THE AMERICAN
SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERSfor publication in the ASME JOURNAL OF
TURBOMACHINERY. Paper presented at the International Gas Turbine and
Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Vienna, Austria, June 13–17, 2004, Paper No.
2004-GT-53099. Manuscript received by IGTI, October 1, 2003; final revision,
March 1, 2004. IGTI Review Chair: A. J. Strazisar.
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2 Experimental Setup and Calculation of Unsteady
Aerodynamic Blade Forces

The experimental investigations were performed in the four-
stage low-speed research compressor of Dresden University of
Technology, Dresden, Germany~Dresden LSRC!. Information
about the compressor, the experimental setup and the data post-
processing are given in part I of the paper@1#. The unsteady aero-
dynamic blade forces, discussed in Part II, were calculated from
the unsteady rotor and stator pressure distributions, which are
available for the midspan positions on pressure side~PS! and suc-
tion side ~SS!. Results of the unsteady forces for the first stage
~rotor 1/stator 1! and a middle stage~rotor 3/stator 3! of the com-
pressor will be presented. Five operating points were investigated
in each case. The results discussed in this part of the paper are for
the nominal setup of the compressor. The investigation of the
unsteady pressures on stator 4 and for clocked blade rows in part
I was of particular interest for improving the physical understand-
ing of the blade row interactions and will not be discussed in this
part of the paper. The algorithm for calculating the pressure
forces, which will be described following, was implemented into a
computer program by Mu¨ller @15#.

Since the piezoresistive pressure transducers were arranged at
the pressure side~PS! and suction side~SS! of a single rotor and
stator blade, respectively, it is possible to consider the pressure
distribution and hence the aerodynamic blade forces in a time-
resolved manner as well as in ensemble-averaged form. Excepting
the results in Sec. 3, which show time-averaged results, all results
are calculated from the ensemble-averaged pressures. There is no
loss of information due to the ensemble-averaging concerning the
periodic part of the signals due to the passing blades. This has
been tested by comparing the ensemble-averaged and time-
resolved results for the blade forces.

As in Grollius @5# the force components are referred to the
blade coordinate system~Fig. 1!. The components of the forceF
are those acting along the blade chord direction (Fx) and perpen-
dicular to that (Fy). The momentM cg is referred to the center of
gravity ~cg! of the blade.

Using our experimental configuration the aerodynamic blade
force acting at midspan of the blade is calculated. The components
of the aerodynamic blade force as well as the moment are deter-
mined by integrating the pressure along PS and SS of the blade
surface with respect to the blade contour@Eqs.~1!–~3!#. The con-
tribution of shear forces cannot be taken into account. The pres-
sure force calculation is done for each individual time step of the
measuring data. The blade height has to be taken into consider-
ation to get a force which is linked to the whole blade surface.
However, a spanwise variation of the unsteady aerodynamic force
cannot be realized with the current experimental setup.

^Fx~ t !&5h R ^p~ t,x!&
dy

dx
dx (1)

^Fy~ t !&52h R ^p~ t,x!&dx (2)

^M cg~ t !&52h R ^p~ t,x!&S ~ycg2y!
dy

dx
1~xcg2x! Ddx (3)

The resulting forceF and the angleg betweenF and the direc-
tion normal to the chord were determined using trigonometric
functions~Fig. 1!.

The pressure taps, delivering time-averaged data, are arranged
from 2.5% to 95.0% of chord on both sides of the blades. Time-
resolved data are available from 10% to 90% chord. The pressure
in the leading edge and the trailing edge region, where no mea-
surements were possible, was extrapolated. The stagnation points
are assumed to be at the leading and the trailing edge, respec-
tively. This extrapolation toward the leading and trailing edge is
particularly necessary for the calculation ofFx , acting in tangen-
tial direction of the blade. This is because of the fact that the
largest portions of this force component in this direction are in-
duced near the leading edge and the trailing edge.

As shown in Part I the amplitude variation of the unsteady part
of the pressure along the blade surface is comparatively small.
Moreover the pressure distribution changes nearly instantaneously
along the blade surface due to wakes and potential effects. Hence
the extrapolation of the steady and unsteady part of the pressure at
the leading and trailing edge is a useful way to improve the accu-
racy of the results.

Because the excited aerodynamic forces are associated with the
flow field up- and downstream the considered blade the force
coefficientcF is a relevant parameter. The force coefficients of the
rotor and stator blades are determined with the equation

^cF~ t !&5
^F~ t !&

r/23 v̄`
2 3A

(4)

while v̄` is the vectorial average of the mean velocities of the
incoming and outgoing flow of a considered blade row~absolute
velocity for stator and relative velocity for rotor blades! andA is
the blade surface. The force coefficients of the force components
Fx and Fy are calculated accordingly. The nondimensional mo-
ment in ensemble-averaged form is calculated with

^cM,cg~ t !&5
^M cg~ t !&

r/23 v̄`
2 3A31

(5)

whereas 1 is the blade chord length.
Furthermore time-averaged results of these parameters are de-

termined, which are discussed in Sec. 3.

3 Time-Averaged Aerodynamic Blade Forces
As a first result the time-averaged force coefficients of the rotor

and stator blades of the first and third stage are shown in Fig. 2.
The dimensional mean force values show only relatively small
changes depending on the operating point. The aerodynamic force
coefficients clearly change with the operating point because they
are linked with the dynamic head of the flow and the flow turning
~loading! of the blades. An increase of the force coefficient is
observed for all blade rows if the operating point is shifted toward
the stability limit of the compressor. For rotor 1 the aerodynamic
force coefficient remains on a nearly constant level between
j51.00–0.90, for rotor 3 this is the case betweenj50.95–0.90.
The highest force coefficient within the whole operating range
appears for the first stage stator blades due to the higher loading of
this blade row~compare profile pressure distribution in Part I@1#,
Fig. 3!. Somewhat lower values are observed for the rotor blades.

The mean values of the aerodynamic force coefficient, its com-
ponents in thex- andy-directions, the moment around the center

Fig. 1 Forces in blade coordinate system
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of gravity and the angleg betweenF andFy are given in Table 1
~definitions in Fig. 1!. The results are for the design point~j
51.00! and an operating point near stability limit with 85% mass
flow ~j50.85! at design speed~z51.0!.

The following tendencies are observed: As discussed with Fig.
2 the aerodynamic force coefficient increases towards the stability
limit of the compressor~Table 1!. For all operating points the
amount of the force component normal to the blade chord~y-
direction! is much larger than that into blade chord direction~x-
direction!. Therefore the amount ofc̄F,y is nearly identical toc̄F ,
while c̄F,x is small. For this reason the mean angleḡ for all
operating points is comparatively small with about210 deg
,ḡ,24 deg. For all blade rows the absolute value increases by
2.5–3.0 deg if the operating point is shifted from design point
towards the stability limit. The momentc̄M ,cg strongly depends on
the blade curvature~location of center of gravity! as well as on the
loading distribution of the blade. For the stator blades the center
of lift is closer to the trailing edge of the blade than the center of
gravity at design point. Therefore the momentM̄ cg as well as the
moment coefficientc̄M ,cg are negative, using the definition in Fig.
1. Near the stability limit the maximum pressure difference be-
tween PS and SS of the blades and consequently the position of

the center of lift are shifted toward the leading edge of the blade.
This is why the moment becomes positive for stator 1 and 3 at
j50.85. For the rotor blades of stage 1 and 3 the moment is
positive already for design point~c1 is upstream of cg!. Toward
the stability limit it increases due to the decreasing dynamic head
and a larger distance between the centres of lift and gravity~Table
1, j50.85!.

4 Unsteady Aerodynamic Blade Forces on the Stator
Blades

Following the ensemble-averaged time traces of the aerody-
namic force and moment coefficient for several blade rows are
represented. Generally the amplitudes of the force componentFy
acting normal to the blade chord are clearly larger than for those
of Fx which is directed in blade chord direction. Depending on the
blade row and the operating point the amount of the mean value of
Fy is 5–15 times thanFx .

A Stator 1

1 Design Point. Figure 3 shows the results for the aerody-
namic force of stator 1 at design point~j51.00,z51.0!. These are
the aerodynamic force coefficient of the resulting force and its
components, the moment around the center of gravity and the
angle of the force to the normal direction of the blade. The time
base is related to the passing period of the rotor blades.

Fig. 2 Time-averaged aerodynamic force coefficients of the
rotor and stator blades of stage 1 and 3, design speed „zÄ1.0…

Fig. 3 Unsteady aerodynamic force parameters of stator 1, design point „jÄ1.00, zÄ1.0…

Table 1 Time-averaged aerodynamic forces of the rotor and
stator blades of stage 1 and 3, design speed „zÄ1.0…
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As discussed in Part I@1# the unsteady pressures and conse-
quently the force of the first stage stator blades are periodically
influenced by the up- and downstream passing rotor blades. The
rotor passing period is clearly visible for all depicted parameters
of the blade force~Fig. 3!. Several peaks appear during one blade
passing period. These peaks are due to the superimposed influ-
ences of the upstream and the three downstream located rotor
blade rows, affecting the unsteady pressure distribution of the
considered stator blade@1#. The shapes of the time traces of the
aerodynamic forceF and its dominating componentFy are com-
parable to that of the pressure fluctuations~Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!,
compare to Figs. 4 and 5 in Ref.@1#!. This is mainly due to the
fact that the pressure changes nearly instantaneously along the
blade chord due to the aerodynamic interaction of the blade rows.
Certainly the phase shift of the pressure between PS and SS in-
fluences the shape of the resulting time-dependent force traces as
well.

The amplitudes and shapes ofcF andcF,y ~as well asF andFy)
are nearly identical. This is because of the small amplitudes of the
force componentFx (cF,x), which is directed along the blade
chord direction@Fig. 3~c!#. The mean value ofcF,y is 15-times of
cF,x for the design point~j51.00! and nine-times ofcF,x for the
operating point near stability limit~j50.85!, respectively.

For the design point the maximum fluctuation amplitudes of the
resulting aerodynamic force coefficientcF ~and cF,y) are about
630% of its mean value. Those ofcF,x are somewhat lower but
not relevant for the blade excitation because of its low absolute
mean values.

High fluctuation amplitudes can be observed for the moment
around the center of gravity of the blade because of its small mean
value@Fig. 3~d!#. As discussed in Sec. 2 this parameter depends on
the blade profile~relative position of center of lift and center of
gravity to each other! and the loading. Due to the passing wakes
and the potential effect of downstream moving blades the chord-
wise loading changes in time. For this reason the center of lift is
shifted up- and downstream of the center of gravity of the blade.
This strongly influences the amount of the moment acting on the
blade. If the center of lift is located upstream the center of gravity
the moment becomes positive. This can be observed only for short
periods of time for stator 1 at design point@Fig. 3~d!#.

The last considered parameter, depicted in Fig. 3~e!, is the angle
g between the directions of the forceF and they-coordinate~de-
fined in Fig. 1!. For the design point the mean value is only24°
because of the small contribution of theFx component. So the
force F is nearly directed normal to the blade chord. The fluctua-
tions of g are about62 deg.

Hsu and Wo@10# observed fluctuations of the blade force of up
to 620% depending on their experimental setup. This value is
confirmed by Lee and Feng@11#. The experiments of Grollius@5#
showed fluctuations up to the same order of magnitude. Denos
et al. @8# found force fluctuations of 29% in a transonic turbine
stage for design point. However, the strongest fluctuations are
induced by the shocks in this case.

To compare our results to further experiments in addition the
force components in the axial-circumferential directions are cal-
culated~not depicted!. Comparable patterns and amplitudes as for
the forceF can be observed for these components@Fig. 3~a!#. The
maximum fluctuations, related to the mean value, are about620%
for the axial force component and630% for the circumferential
force component for design point. Hence they are in the same
order of magnitude as observed for the values in the blade coor-
dinate system, which is used throughout this paper. Comparable
amplitudes for the axial and circumferential unsteady force fluc-
tuations of 25% are reported by Durali and Kerrebrock@7# for a
transonic compressor stage.

In the following for stator 1~j50.85!, stator 3, rotor 1, and
rotor 3 only figures of the time-resolved aerodynamic force coef-
ficients will be shown~Secs. 4 and 5!. The reason for this is that
the y component of the force coefficient is nearly identical to the

force coefficient itself. Thex component of the force coefficient is
nearly negligible for the blade excitation. Results will only be
shown for the design point for the other blade rows. The tenden-
tial changes of the considered parameters when approaching the
stability limit are comparable to those of stator 1, discussed below.
The time-mean values for all blade rows are summarized in Table
1. More results on periodic changes for all blade rows and two
operating points are discussed by means of the frequency contents
in Sec. 4.

2 Operating Point Near the Stability Limit.The force coef-
ficient for an operating point near the stability limit~j50.85,
z51.0! is shown in Fig. 4. The mean unsteady force coefficient is
increased by 16% compared to the design point~Table 1!. As for
the design point the maximum fluctuations are about630% ~Fig.
4!. The shape of the unsteady force and its components is deter-
mined by the time-resolved pressure and the phase shift of the
pressure between PS and SS. As discussed in Part I@1# the time
traces of the pressure are more wavelike for the operating point
near stability limit. The superimposed peaks are weaker than for
design point. This is reflected in the shape of the unsteady force
pattern.

Due to the increasing blade incidence near the stability limit the
mean position of the center of the lift is shifted upstream the
center of gravity of the blades. Hence the moment acting around
the center of gravity of the blade is positive most of the time~no
Fig., compare Table 1!.

Because of the increased amplitudes of theFx component the
mean absolute value of the angleg as well as its fluctuations
increase. Compared to the design point the mean absoluteg is
increased by 3 deg~Table 1!. The maximum fluctuations for
j50.85 are63 deg~no Fig.! and somewhat larger than for design
point @Fig. 3~e!#.

B Stator 3. Figures 5~a! and 5~f! show the unsteady aero-
dynamic force coefficients of stator 3, rotor 1, and rotor 3 for
design point and an operating point near stability limit. First of all
the results for stator 3 will be discussed.

The mean aerodynamic force coefficient for stator 3 at design
point is in the same order of magnitude as for stator 1@Fig. 5~a!#,
compare Fig. 3~a!. Certainly the shape of the time-resolved force
coefficient on stator 3 differs from that of stator 1. This is because
of the differences in the unsteady profile pressure distributions,
caused by the unsteady interactions of up- and downstream blade
rows ~discussed in Part I!.

The maximum force fluctuations for stator 3 are625% for
design point@Fig. 5~a!#. These values are somewhat lower than
for stator 1. This corresponds to lower fluctuation amplitudes of
the unsteady profile pressure on stator 3~Part I, Figs. 4 and 9!.

Fig. 4 Unsteady aerodynamic force coefficient of stator 1, op-
erating point near stability limit „jÄ0.85, zÄ1.0…
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As for stator 1 the moment for stator 3 is comparatively low
~Table 1!. This is because the centers of gravity and lift are located
at nearly the same position. This is the case for stator 1 as well as
for stator 3 since they have the same blade profiles and a compa-
rable loading distribution.

While the mean absolute value ofg is increased to 5.5 deg
~Table 1!, the fluctuations are comparable to those of stator 1
~62.5 deg, no Fig.!.

For the considered operating point near stability limit the mean
force coefficient slightly increases~Fig. 5~b!, Table 1!. The maxi-
mum deviations from this mean value increase to635%. The
shape of the time-dependent force coefficients for the two consid-
ered operating points differs somewhat from each other due to the
changing flow conditions.

5 Unsteady Aerodynamic Blade Forces on the Rotor
Blades

A Rotor 1. The timescale in Fig. 5~c! is related to the pass-
ing time of the stator blades. The figure shows the passing of five
stator blades, which nearly corresponds to the passing of 3IGV’s
~83 stator blades, 51 IGV!. The unsteady aerodynamic force on
the rotor blades of the first stage is clearly dominated by the
passing of the downstream stator blades~Fig. 5~c!!. As discussed
in Sec. VI A of Part I, the influence of the IGV wakes on the
unsteady pressure distribution is only about 50% compared to that
of the upstream propagating potential effect of the stator blades
for design point~depending on the position on the blade!.

In the same manner as forcF the force componentcF,y shows
the dominant influence of the stator blade passing~no Fig.!. The
time traces of the chordwise componentcF,x (Fx) as well as the
momentcM ,cg (M cg) are less periodic~Mailach et al.@13#!. This
may be an effect due to the nonexisting pressure transducers in the
leading edge and trailing edge region of the rotor blade, necessi-
tating an extrapolation of the pressure there~Sec. 2!. However, the
stator passing dominates also these time traces.

For the design point the maximum fluctuation amplitudes of the
calculated force coefficient are615% of its mean values~Fig.
5~c!!. For the operating point near stability limit the maximum
differences to the mean values increase to622% ~Fig. 5~d!!. This

is clearly below the values of the stator blades. Forj50.85 the
mean force coefficient increases due to the higher loading~Table
1!.

For both operating points the amplitudes at given points of time
depend on the relative position of the incoming IGV wakes and
the potential flow field of the stator blades to each other. As al-
ready visible in the time traces of the unsteady pressure the aero-
dynamic effects of these blade rows superimpose upon each other
~Part I, Figs. 12–13!. This results in a modification of the un-
steady pressure and force amplitudes in time. The peak amplitudes
of the aerodynamic force coefficient increase betweent/tstator
50.5– 1.5 andt/tstator53.5– 4.5, for instance@Figs. 5~c! and 5~d!#.
The time between corresponds to three stator blade passings and
nearly to the passing of 2 IGV’s. This means that the increase of
the resulting amplitudes of the aerodynamic blade force is due to
the adding influence of the IGV wakes and the stator potential
effects at the considered two periods of time.

B Rotor 3. The unsteady pressures and consequently the
force on the rotor blades of the third stage are dominated by the
passing of the up- and downstream stator blades with identical
blade numbers@Figs. 5~e! and 5~f!#. Nevertheless also for this
blade row of a middle compressor stage a modulation of the am-
plitudes and shape for the subsequent passing stator blades ap-
pears. This is caused by the influence of the IGV wakes. The IGV
influence was observed to be comparatively small in the first
stage. However, the IGV wakes travel through the first and second
stage of the compressor without reducing their amplitudes signifi-
cantly. This is best visible in the frequency spectra of the force
coefficients, discussed in Sec. 6.

The time-mean value of the force coefficient of rotor 3 is com-
parable to that of rotor 1 for both considered operating points
~Table 1!. The maximum fluctuations of the aerodynamic force
coefficient of rotor 3 are in the same order of magnitude than for
rotor 1 ~j51.00: 615%, j50.85: 625%!.

6 Frequency Contents of the Aerodynamic Blade
Forces

A Design Point. In the following the frequency contents of
the aerodynamic blade forces will be discussed. A consideration of

Fig. 5 Unsteady aerodynamic force coefficients of different blade rows for design point „jÄ1.00… and an operating point near
stability limit „jÄ0.85…, design speed „zÄ1.0…
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the periodic portions of the force is reasonable for an estimation
of the excited blade vibrations and a comparison to the natural
frequencies of the blades. In the frequency spectrum different pe-
riodic influences can clearly be separated from each other. The
frequency spectra of the force coefficient for the different blade
rows are shown in Figs. 6~a!–6~d! for the design point. The force
coefficient is related to its mean value in each case.

In accordance to the previous findings the rotor blade passing
frequency ~BPF! and its higher harmonics dominates the fre-
quency distribution of stator 1@Fig. 6~a!#. ~The 1. BPF is the
product of the rotor speed and the number of the moving blades of
a blade row.! The highest amplitude occurs for the 1. BPF~12%!.
The periodic parts for the 3. BPF are of stronger influence than
that at the 2. BPF. This is due to the fact that three more or less
distinct peaks appear during the passing period of the rotor blades
@Fig. 3~a!#. Higher frequency components up to the 6. BPF can be
observed with small amplitudes. The higher harmonics of the
BPF, observed in the frequency spectrum, mainly appear due to
the superimposed influence of the wake and potential effects of
several rotor blade rows on the unsteady profile pressure of stator
1. Other discrete frequency components, which are not related to
the rotor blade passing, do not appear.

The distribution of the amplitudes in thecF-spectrum of stator 1
is comparable to that in the spectra of the unsteady pressure~Part
I @1#, Fig. 6!. This is also the case for the other blade rows and
operating points.

For stator 3 a comparable distribution of the different blade
passing frequencies can be observed as for stator 1, whereby the
amplitudes of the periodic influences are lower@Fig. 6~b!#.

In the frequency spectrum of rotor 1 the blade passing frequen-
cies of the IGV and the stator blade row, which move relative to
the considered rotor blade row, can be observed@Fig. 6~c!#. The 1.
BPF of the downstream stator blades, which appears due to the
potential effect of these blades, dominates clearly. The fluctuation
amplitudes due to the IGV wakes are only 25% of that of the
stator blades potential effect. The influence of higher harmonics of
the IGV and stator BPF’s is negligible. The amplitudes of the
natural frequencies of the blades, realized with the pressure trans-
ducers, are clearly below those of the BPF’s of IGV and stator.
The first bending mode~1B! appears at 200 Hz and the first tor-

sion mode~1T! at 440 Hz. This behavior, observed for the force
coefficient, is according to the results obtained for the unsteady
pressure distributions@1#. The fluctuation amplitudes for the 1.
BPF are clearly lower than those on the stator blades. This corre-
sponds to the ensemble-averaged results discussed above.

The frequency spectrum of the force coefficient of rotor 3 is
shown in Fig. 6~d!. The amplitudes of the 1. BPF are clearly
higher than for rotor 1. This can not be concluded from the
ensemble-averaged results in Fig. 5. The differences in the peri-
odic parts in the signals may appear due to the fact that for rotor
1 the noise level in the frequency range below 1.5 kHz is higher
than for the other blade rows. In contrast to rotor 1 higher BPF’s
have a noticeable influence for rotor 3.

The IGV influence is clearly visible in the frequency spectrum
of rotor 3. This clearly shows that the wake patterns travel through
several blade rows in a multistage machine. The fluctuation am-
plitude for the 1. BPF of the IGV is about 15% of that for the 1.
BPF of the stator blades. However, the periodic influence due to
the IGV is nearly the same on rotor 1 and 3 for the design point.
In both cases the fluctuations of the force coefficient caused by the
IGV wakes is about 1.5% of the mean force.

B Operating Point Near the Stability Limit. Figures
7~a!–7~d! shows the frequency spectra of the force coefficients for
an operating point near stability limit~j50.85!.

For stator 1 and stator 3 a clear increase of the amplitudes of
the 1. BPF compared to the design point can be seen@Figs. 7~a!
and 7~b!#. This is also visible in the ensemble-averaged results in
Figs. 3–5. For both blade rows an increase of the amplitudes for
j50.85 was observed there, while the shape of the time-resolved
force coefficient becomes more wavelike. Higher BPF’s are of
low influence forj50.85 @Figs. 7~a! and 7~b!#.

For rotors 1 and 3 the differences to the design point are com-
paratively small@Figs. 7~c! and 7~d!#. For rotor 1 only a slight
increase is observed for the 1. BPF of the stator, while the influ-
ence of the IGV is clearly stronger than for design point. Now the
IGV wake influence is 55% of the stator potential effect. The
time-resolved interaction of these superimposed influences deter-

Fig. 6 Frequency spectra of force coefficient, design point „jÄ1.00, zÄ1.0…
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mines the amplitudes of the aerodynamic force coefficient. For the
ensemble-averaged results an increase of the amplitudes ofcF is
observed@Figs. 5~c! and 5~d!#.

An additional effect influencing the excited blade forces are
modal waves, which appear for stable operating points near the
stability limit of the compressor@Fig. 7~c!, f 522 Hz]. Modal
waves are a long-scale wavelike variation of the flow properties
which can be directly responsible for rotating stall inception
~Mailach @16#!. The fluctuations ofcF due to the modal waves are
in the same order of magnitude as for the wake and potential
effects. Due to the modal waves the fluctuations ofcF due to the
wakes and potential effects are increased or decreased in time.
This depends on the fact, if the considered blade is located in a
velocity minimum or maximum of the rotating modal waves at a
given point of time. In the ensemble-averaged results the influence
of the modal waves is averaged, since this disturbance is not syn-
chronous with the rotor turning.

The spectrum of rotor 3 shows a comparatively small increase
of both the 1. and 3. BPF’s of the stator, while the influence of the
IGV is about the same as for the design point@Fig. 7~d!#. This is
in accordance to the ensemble-averaged results@Figs. 5~e! and
5~f!#, which show an increase of the amplitudes for each blade
passing, while the stator blade to blade amplitude are modulated
due to the influence of the IGV wakes.

7 Conclusions
This two-part paper provides a detailed insight into the complex

physics of blade row interactions in multistage turbomachinery. In
Part I of the paper the unsteady profile pressure distributions of
the blades of the four-stage low-speed research compressor of
Dresden are presented. In Part II the unsteady aerodynamic blade
forces are determined from the experimental data.

The unsteady aerodynamic blade forces are calculated for the
rotor and stator blade rows of the first and third stages of the
compressor. The design point and an operating point near the sta-
bility limit are discussed in detail. Time traces and frequency con-
tents of the aerodynamic blade force are considered.

The wakes and potential effects of the surrounding blade rows
are responsible for fluctuations of the unsteady profile pressures
and consequently for unsteady changes of the aerodynamic blade

forces. The amplitude and the time-resolved development of the
blade force are determined by the superposition of wake and po-
tential influences from up- and downstream. Depending on the
blade row and the operating point the amplitudes of the unsteady
forces are between 15% and 35% of the mean values.

In all cases the first blade passing frequencies of the up- and
downstream blade rows dominate the spectra of the unsteady
force of the considered blades. It is observed that wake and po-
tential influences travel through several blade rows of the multi-
stage machine and consequently influences the unsteady blade ex-
citation. Higher harmonics of the first blade passing frequency
mainly appear due to the superimposed influences of several up-
stream and downstream blade rows with identical blade numbers.
The amplitudes of the harmonics of the blade passing frequencies,
appearing due to the wake and potential influences, do not only
depend on the intensity of the wake and potential influence itself,
but on the interaction of them.
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Nomenclature

^ & 5 ensemble-averaged value
¯ 5 mean value
A 5 blade surface@m2#

cF 5 aerodynamic force coefficient
cM ,cg 5 moment coefficient, related to center of gravity

f 5 frequency@Hz#
F 5 aerodynamic force@N#
h 5 blade height@m#
l 5 chord length@m#

M 5 moment@Nm#
p 5 pressure@Pa#

Fig. 7 Frequency spectra of force coefficient, operating point near stability limit „jÄ0.85, zÄ1.0…
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s 5 position along profile contour@m#
t 5 time @s#

v 5 velocity in absolute or relative frame of reference
@m/s#

v` 5 vectorial average of the velocity of incoming and
outgoing flow of a blade row@m/s#

x 5 chordwise position@m#
y 5 position perpendicular to chord@m#
a 5 angle between y-direction and the tangent at the pro-

file contour@deg#
g 5 angle between resulting force and normal direction

~Fig. 1! @deg#
z 5 reduced speed/reduced design speed
j 5 reduced mass flow/reduced design mass flow
r 5 density@kg/m3#

Subscripts

x 5 component in blade chord direction
y 5 component perpendicular to the blade chord

Abbreviations

BPF 5 blade passing frequency
cg 5 center of gravity
cl 5 center of lift

LSRC 5 low-speed research compressor
IGV 5 inlet guide vane

PS 5 pressure side
SS 5 suction side
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Parametric Study of Tip
Clearance—Casing Treatment on
Performance and Stability of a
Transonic Axial Compressor
The control of tip leakage flow through the clearance gap between the moving and sta-
tionary components of rotating machines is still a high-leverage area for improvement of
stability and performance of aircraft engines. Losses in the form of flow separation, stall,
and reduced rotor work efficiency are results of the tip leakage vortex (TLV) generated by
interaction of the main flow and the tip leakage jet induced by the blade pressure differ-
ence. The effects are more detrimental in transonic compressors due to the interaction of
shock TLV. It has been previously shown that the use of slots and grooves in the casing
over tip of the compressor blades, known as casing treatment, can substantially increase
the stable flow range and therefore the safety of the system but generally with some
efficiency penalties. This paper presents a numerical parametric study of tip clearance
coupled with casing treatment for a transonic axial-flow compressor NASA Rotor 37.
Compressor characteristics have been compared to the experimental results for smooth
casing with a 0.356 mm tip clearance and show fairly good agreement. Casing treatments
were found to be an effective means of reducing the negative effects of tip gap flow and
vortex, resulting in improved performance and stability. The present work provides guide-
lines for improvement of steady-state performance of the transonic axial-flow compressors
and improvement of the stable operating range of the system.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1791643#

Introduction
Rotating machines operate with a tip clearance often larger than

aerodynamically desirable. This is basically due to changes of tip
clearance gap with altering operating conditions as well as the
manufacturing limitations. Tip clearance is known to be detrimen-
tal to the pressure rise, flow range, efficiency, and stability of axial
compressors. Two features of tip clearance flow are the blockage,
a fluid dynamic aspect and the loss which is a thermodynamic
effect. For a low-speed compressor, Smith and Cumpsty@1# have
shown a 23% drop in pressure rise and a 15% increase in flow
coefficient at stall condition with an increase of the tip clearance
from 1% to 6% of the blade chord. Wisler@2# reported a 1.5 point
drop in peak efficiency when the tip clearance gap was doubled in
a low-speed compressor.

Suder and Celestina@3# showed that the interaction of shock
and the tip leakage vortex creates a large region of low-speed fluid
immediately downstream of the interaction. The blockage can dis-
place the flow throughout the endwall region which causes greater
adverse pressure gradients. This can lead to flow separation and
stall. Adamczyk et al.@4# studied the effects of tip clearance varia-
tion on stability of high speed fans. Results indicated that the fan
flow range is strongly controlled by the shock-vortex interaction.

The use of slots and grooves in the shroud over the tip of the
blade, known as casing treatment, is reported to substantially in-
crease the stable flow range by improving the flow conditions near
the tip and weakening the tip leakage vortex. Various forms of
casing treatment have been successfully employed since 1970
@5–9#.

In fans and compressors, casing treatments usually comprise
circumferentially extending grooves which receive fluid at a fluid
extraction site and discharge it into the flowpath where the mi-
grated fluid is better able to advance against an adverse pressure
gradient@7,8#.

Another type of casing treatment, known as recirculating vaned
passage casing treatment, incorporates a passageway to remove
flow from the main flow stream at a judicious location down-
stream of the rotor blade leading edge~downstream of the trailing
edge in some designs! and inject it at an appropriate location
upstream of the point of removal. In order to return the flow at an
increased axial velocity, a set of anti swirl vanes is sited through
the passage. Recirculating casing treatments increase the tempera-
ture of the flow and degrade efficiency since they recirculate flow
several times through the rotor endwall region. Furthermore, they
are geometrically complex featuring an annular intake over the
rear of the blade and an annular exhaust upstream of the rotor
@9,10#.

Although previous researches have uncovered many features of
casing treatment design, the exact mechanisms are still not fully
understood. Regarding the experimental and numerical studies in
the literature, the parametric studies of casing treatment are few in
number. Crook et al.@11# used a grooved endwall to numerically
model NASA rotor 67. The suction of the low total pressure fluid
at the rear of the blade and the suppression of the blockage in the
core of the leakage vortex were identified as the main effects of
the treatments.

Thompson et al.@12,13# investigated the effects of stepped tip
gaps and clearance size on the performance of a transonic axial-
flow compressor. Stepped tip gaps were found to be an effective
means of reducing the effects of tip region blockage, resulting in
improved pressure ratio, efficiency, and mass flow. Results indi-
cated that an optimum paired combination of clearance level and
stepped tip gap may exist but more research will be required to
confirm the supposition.

Yang @14# studied numerically the effects of a self-recirculating
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casing treatment on the stall margin and performance of a tran-
sonic axial compressor. Due to a noncontiguous contact with the
blade passage in the circumferential direction, an unsteady time-
accurate coupling procedure was used to simulate the interaction
between the casing treatment and the blade passage. The self-
recirculating casing treatment was found to effectively extend the
stall margin by weakening tip leakage flow but with a slight de-
crease of the overall efficiency near the design point. The un-
steady simulations showed that the self-recirculating casing treat-
ment can be beneficial to the overall efficiency near the stall
operating condition.

This paper presents a numerical study of tip clearance size ef-
fects on the overall performance and stability of NASA Rotor 37,
a well studied axial transonic compressor. The three-dimensional
finite element based finite volume method solverCFX-TASCFLOW

~VERSION 2.12! has been employed to numerically solve the steady
state compressible Navier-Stokes equations. To validate the simu-
lations, the compressor and efficiency maps, as well as some flow
parameters at various locations~Fig. 1!, have been compared to
the experimental data for a 0.356 mm tip clearance~0.5% span!.
The validations indicate that the same model can be used for
further studies including effects of tip clearance variation coupled
with casing treatment.

For a better understanding of tip gap size effects on the flow
features, the NASA Rotor 37 blade has also been studied for
1% and 1.5% span clearance heights with and without casing
treatment.

The main objectives of this research can be summarized as
follows:

1. To determine the effects of tip clearance size on the perfor-
mance of transonic axial-flow compressors.

2. To identify the effectiveness of casing treatment at different
tip gaps.

3. Expand the numerical data available in the open literature
for a transonic axial-flow compressor including tip clearance
coupled with casing treatment.

1 Numerical Details
NASA rotor 37 is an isolated axial flow compressor rotor which

has been designed and initially tested at NASA Lewis Research
Center. Representative values for this blade are given in Table 1
@15#.

In order to deal with the different gap sizes as well as to easily
cope with the variation in the axial and radial location of the
casing treatment, as done in the previous work by the authors,
regarding the effects of small scale casing treatment in axial tran-
sonic compressors@16#, a structured two block grid is employed.
The main block includes the whole blade and 0.156 mm of the tip
clearance. The second block placed on the top of the first, includes
the rest of the tip clearance and whole of the casing treatment. For

the second segment, the mesh is designed so that the pitchwise
grid lines have an axisymmetric orientation. The computational
grid employed in the simulations is illustrated in Fig. 2. The
H-type mesh topology is applied to the entire rotor blade passage.
The main grid consists of 121 nodes in the streamwise, 43 nodes
in spanwise, and 45 nodes in the blade-to-blade direction. Further-
more, 16 nodes with an approximately constant radial distance of
0.04 mm in the spanwise direction are used to describe the 1%
span tip clearance gap. The overall mesh size used in the compu-
tation is 234,135 cells for the main passage and 87,120 cells for
the casing treatment. The grid clustering was specified so as to
ensure that it satisfies they1 wall coordinate while providing
adequate description of local gradients of the flow.

The three-dimensional finite element based finite volume
method solverCFX-TASCFLOW ~V2.12! has been employed to nu-
merically solve the steady state compressible Navier-Stokes equa-
tions. For turbulent compressible flows, where the density fluctua-
tions are important, the direct application of Reynolds averaged
Navier Stokes equations leads to the appearance of third-order
moments including temperature and density fluctuations as well as
velocity fluctuations. Therefore, the Favre-averaged Navier Stokes
~FANS! procedure is used resulting in equations very similar to
the Reynolds-averaged incompressible case. The mass weighted
Favre splitting is applied to all variables except density and pres-
sure which are split conventionally. The detailed FANS proce-
dures are described by Anderson et al.@17# and Cebeci and Smith
@18#. Averaged equations are then discretized by evaluating them
at the center of each side known as integration point.

All the velocity and surface vector components are Cartesian
and fluxes are determined at the integration points. The mass
flows at the integration points are linearized using Newton-
Raphson linearization.

To speed up the convergence to the correct nonlinear solution a
continuity loop is used which is an iterative procedure that up-
dates the mass flow coefficients. To terminate the continuity loop,
a 3.0E-5 maximum error has been applied to all the variables. To
achieve the near stall condition, a variable solution relaxation pa-
rameter is used to provide adequate convergence. All the numeri-
cal simulations are started at choked conditions and then marched
toward the near stall point with gradual increase of the back pres-
sure ~average outlet pressure!. The predicted near stall point is
judged to be the last stable condition prior to the oscillation in
flow parameters and divergence. In the present work a two-
equationk-« turbulence model is utilized. A scaleable wall func-
tion formulation enabling the employment of a lower value fory1

is applied.
At solid boundaries, i.e., hub, blade, and casing surfaces, no

slip and no heat transfer~adiabatic walls! conditions are imposed.
Wall pressure is extrapolated from the pressure values of the in-
terior cells. The hub is divided into rotating and stationary regions
to more accurately model an actual compressor. At the inflow
boundary, the total pressure ratio, and the flow angle are pre-

Fig. 1 NASA Rotor 37 experimental and numerical reporting
locations †3‡.

Table 1 Design values for NASA Rotor 37 †15‡

Number of rotor blades 36
Tip solidity 1.288

Rotor inlet hub-to-tip diameter ratio 0.7
Rotor blade aspect ratio 1.19

Rotor tip relative inlet Mach number 1.48
Rotor hub relative inlet Mach number 1.13

Design tip clearance~mm! 0.356
Choking mass flow rate~Kg/s! 20.93

Design wheel speed~rad/s! 1800
Tip speed~m/s! 454.136

Reference temperature~k! 288.15
Reference pressure (kN/m2) 101.33

Rotor total pressure ratio 2.106
Rotor polytropic efficiency 0.889
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scribed according to experimental data@3#. Total temperature is
fixed ~288 K! and turbulence intensity and energy-containing eddy
length scale are specified as 3% and 0.03 m, respectively. At the
outlet, average static pressure integrated over the entire outflow
boundary surface is specified. For the periodic boundaries from
blade passage to adjacent blade passage, periodic flow conditions
are imposed.

2 Numerical Results

2.1 Choked Mass Flow Validation. To validate the simula-
tions, a number of flow characteristics have been compared to the
experimental data for NASA Rotor 37 with smooth casing and a
small (0.356 mm'0.5% span! tip clearance. The measuring loca-
tions are shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 3 shows a comparison of computed compressor and ef-
ficiency maps with experimental data. The computed and experi-

mental mass flow rates have been normalized using the corre-
sponding choked mass flow. The simulation overestimates the
pressure ratio~about 2%! but the predicted efficiency is in good
agreement with the experimental data. This discrepancy can be
seen in many reports@19,20#. As indicated by Arnone et al.@21#,
the improvement in the prediction of the rotor total pressure is
partially possible by doubling the number of grid points but was
found not to be substantial for a mean overestimation of about
3%.

The spanwise distribution of total pressure at the passage exit,
station 4, is displayed in Fig. 4 for the near stall condition which
corresponds to the near stall conditions. It can be noticed that near
the hub the simulation fails to predict the low-pressure region
suggested by the measurements. This problem which has also
been observed in nearly all of the predictions supplied to ASME,
led NASA to make an important find known as hub corner stall
which can be discussed as follows: The section of the hub wall
upstream of the blade leading edge does not rotate and therefore
the presence of a 0.75 mm axial gap in the hub annulus line before
the rotor blade, can strongly affect the hub region flow@15#.

Figure 5 presents a comparison of the spanwise distribution of
total temperature ratio at the exit for 98% of choked mass flow
~CMF!. Results agree fairly well with the probe data measure-
ments reported by Suder and Celestina@3#.

The pitchwise averaged absolute flow angle distribution in
spanwise direction for 98% of CMF is illustrated at station
4, in Fig. 6 and predictions are almost within the measuring
uncertainties.

In Fig. 7, the relative Mach number for 98% CMF is plotted at

Fig. 2 Computational grid for NASA Rotor 37. „a… Meridional
view, „b… main block „top view …, and „c… second block.

Fig. 3 Pressure ratio and efficiency maps

Fig. 4 Spanwise distribution of total pressure at the passage
exit „near stall condition …
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20% chordwise and 90% spanwise locations~station 2 and span
3!. Computations show an excellent prediction of the shock
location.

The blade to blade computation of the wake Mach number at
station 3 and 90% span is shown in Fig. 8 for 98% CMF. Although
the position of the wake is well predicted and is in agreement with
the experiments, its profile is slightly deeper in the computational
results. This inaccuracy as suggested by Chima@20# can be ex-
plained as follows: The rapid mixing of the wake may be a result
of unsteady vortex shedding after the blade trailing edge which
can not be accurately modeled with the steady simulations and
also a highly stretched grid could be used downstream of
the blade trailing edge as a possible strategy to improve the
predictions.

Finally, the interblade relative Mach number at 95% span and
peak efficiency is compared with measured contours in Fig. 9.
Agreement between calculation and experiments is good and the
simulation can capture the details of shock wave precisely.

On the whole, the simulations for NASA Rotor 37 with a
smooth casing and design tip clearance, shows very good agree-
ment with the measurements and can predict the overall shape and
quantity of flow characteristics reasonably well. This indicates
that the same model can be used for further studies including
effects of tip clearance with and without casing treatment. More
validation results will be reported in the authors’ future paper.

2.2 Effects of Tip Clearance Size. To predict the effects of
clearance height on rotor performance and endwall flow structure,
the same series of simulations are executed for a medium clear-
ance of 0.775 mm~1% span! and a large clearance of 1.1 mm

~1.5% span!. To keep the NASA Rotor 37 blade design parameters
unchanged, the compressor tip clearance is enlarged by increasing
the shroud inner radius.

As shown in Fig. 10, the model with the small gap size leads to
the highest pressure ratio. Efficiency also tends to decrease with
increased clearance. The effect of tip clearance on operating range
can be observed and the increased gap has detrimental effects on
the operating margin.

The negative effects of tip clearance on pressure rise capability,
stability, and efficiency are the results of two aspects of the tip
clearance flow; blockage, which is a fluid dynamic effect, and
loss, which is a thermodynamic effect.

In Fig. 11, the compressor peak efficiency and maximum pres-
sure ratio are plotted versus relative tip clearance. The influence of
different clearances is evident.

To study the compressor stability the stall margin~SM! is de-
fined as follows@22#:

SM5S p t2t,s3md8

p t2t,d3ms8
21D 3100

As shown in Fig. 12 when the clearance decreases the stall margin
expands steeply.

To clarify the influence of tip gap size on the compressor oper-
ating range, Fig. 13 presents the flow range at different clearances.
Increasing the clearance raises the choked mass flow despite the
increased flow blockage. This is due to the enlarged shroud inner
radius used to present the tip clearance increase. Whereas the
choking line shows only slight changes, the influence at stall con-
ditions is more remarkable.

Fig. 6 Spanwise distribution of exit angle

Fig. 7 Pitchwise distribution of relative Mach number at 20%
chord and 90% span

Fig. 8 Pitchwise distribution of relative Mach number after
blade trailing edge and 90% span

Fig. 5 Spanwise distribution of total temperature at the pas-
sage exit
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In order to understand the physics that underpin the perfor-
mance variations shown in Figs. 10–13, the results should be
compared under the same reference state. In this paper, this is
ensured by comparing the flows at the respective peak efficiency.

For the case of large tip gap as shown in Fig. 14~c!, an exten-
sive low-speed region is observed immediately downstream of
where the shock and tip leakage vortex~TLV ! interact. The pock-
ets of low-speed fluid create blockage of flowfield area and dete-
rioration of compressor performance. The low-speed region dis-

places the main flow and creates higher adverse pressure gradients
which can lead to separation and stall. For the case with medium
tip gap, Fig. 14~b!, the flowfield in the rotor appears to be more
stable and as seen in Fig. 14~a! for small tip gap no recirculation
area associated with a reduction in speed occurs in the blade pas-
sage.

In addition, the strong interaction of shock-vortex at larger
clearances creates curvature in the shock and therefore raises
shock-induced growth of TLV.

The structure of TLV is influenced by the gap height. Figure
15~a! through Fig. 15~c! show the contour plots of the total pres-
sure loss coefficient~v! at 25% chord. The maximum values cor-

Fig. 9 Blade relative Mach number at 95% span and peak effi-
ciency. „a… Computations and „b… experiments †23‡.

Fig. 10 Effects of tip clearance size on compressor total pres-
sure ratio and efficiency

Fig. 11 Effects of tip clearance size on compressor peak effi-
ciency and total pressure ratio

Fig. 12 Effects of tip clearance size on compressor stall
margin
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respond to effects of the leakage vortex and as seen for small gap
the vortex is less powerful, and less expanded and therefore in-
duces less detrimental effects.

2.3 Effects of Casing Treatment. Circumferentially ex-
tended casing treatments, comprising groove~s! substantially per-

Fig. 16 Casing treatment configuration. „a… Location of verti-
cal walls and „b… meridional view.

Fig. 13 Effects of tip clearance size on compressor flow range

Fig. 14 Relative Mach number at 95% span and peak effi-
ciency. „a… Small clearance, „b… medium clearance, and „c… large
clearance.

Fig. 15 Contours of total pressure loss coefficient „v… at 25%
chord and peak efficiency. „a… Small clearance, „b… medium
clearance, and „c… large clearance.
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pendicular to the main stream flow, are a well-known way to help
designers enhance the compressor stability. The grooves can pro-
vide a means for fluid to exit the flowpath where the blade loading
is severe and the local pressure is high, migrate circumferentially,
and re-enter the flowpath at a location where the pressure is more
moderate. The flow relocation is better able to contend with the
adverse pressure gradient. This leads to stability improvement
since the flow relocation helps to relieve the locally severe blade
loading @7#.

In addition to the effects mentioned, casing treatments degrade
the compressor efficiency. Recirculating grooves recirculate flow
several times through the tip region. This can raise the fluid tem-
perature and degrade the efficiency. In circumferentially extended
grooves, although no flow recirculation exists, the presence of
sharp edges in the cavity region induces corner separation and

generates increased losses@10#. To investigate case dependency,
an identical groove configuration has been applied to a medium
~1% span! and a large tip gap~1.5% span!.

The findings are then compared to the corresponding cases
without treatment. Figure 16~a! shows the configuration of the
groove in the compressor passage and Fig. 16~b! depicts the po-
sition of the casing treatment with respect to one of the compres-
sor blade rotors. Table 2 gives the geometric values for the
grooves.

The effects of casing treatment on rotor performance and effi-
ciency are shown in Fig. 17 for both clearance sizes. The pre-
dicted characteristics are also provided for both cases with casing
treatment and with untreated smooth wall. As seen in Fig. 17~a!,
the addition of casing treatment does not degrade significantly the
total pressure ratio of the compressor.

Figure 17~b! shows the overall effects of casing treatment on
the efficiency map. It can be observed that the application of the
casing treatment is beneficial to the efficiency of the compressor.
Increasing the casing diameter for the area surrounding the rotor
blade while the clearance size is constant, can potentially reduce
tip leakage flow through the endwall zone and improve the com-
pressor efficiency. This can be due to a more complex path for the
rotor upstream flow to navigate its way inside the gap region. The
extension of the stall margin is also noteworthy.

To explore the influence of tip gap size on the effectiveness of
the casing treatment, the efficiency and stall margin are shown in
Figs. 18~a! and, 18~b!. It is seen that for large tip gap the effi-
ciency is improved more effectively. The stall margin extension
appears similar for both gap sizes but a more careful comparison
indicates that for the large gap the improvement ratio is 2.2
against 1.5 for the medium one. Thus, results imply that for the
large gap the casing treatment can play a more significant role in
compressor performance and stability improvement. This is basi-

Fig. 17 Effects of casing treatment on compressor efficiency
map. „a… Compressor pressure ratio and „b… compressor effi-
ciency.

Table 2 Geometric values for casing treatment

X1 ~mm! X2 ~mm! H ~mm!
Tip clearance

Size ~mm!

Medium gap 7.98 9.1 0.5 0.775
~1% span!

Large gap 7.98 9.1 0.88 1.1
~1.5% span!

Fig. 18 Effects of casing treatment on compressor perfor-
mance and stability. „a… Compressor efficiency and „b… com-
pressor stability.
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cally due to the better capability of circumferential grooves in
controlling TLV which is more substantial for a large clearance.

In a similar way to what has been done for the untreated smooth
casing with different clearances, the flow features are compared
under the same reference state~design point!. In Fig. 19~a!, for the
large clearance height, a low-speed region is observed for the case
with smooth wall and this is thought to cause blockage of flow-
field area and deterioration of compressor performance. For the
case with casing treatment, Fig. 19~b!, the flowfield in the rotor
passage appears to be more stable and a much weaker recircula-
tion area associated with a reduction in normalized axial velocity
~normalized by the inlet mean axial velocity! occurs in the blade
passage. Hence, Fig. 19 can help to illustrate the compressor sta-
bility and performance improvement. With the casing treatment,
most of the low-energy fluid from the tip leakage flow is sucked
into the treated region and thereby energizing the tip low-energy
fluid at the aft part of the shock-vortex interaction.

Finally, in order to investigate the effects of casing treatment on
TLV, the normal vorticity (jn) in four positions~40, 50, 60, and
75% chord! which are nearly perpendicular to the blade surface
are shown in Fig. 20 for both with and without treatment at the
large tip gap. The normal vorticity of TLV decays in the axial
direction for both cases. The plots of normal vorticity are useful in

identifying the strength and location of the TLV in both cases. For
smooth endwall, the core of TLV is detected as the region with the
concentrated normal vorticity. For the treated endwall at 60 and
75% chord planes, strong changes can be observed in the TLV
structure and the vortex core corresponds to lower values of vor-
ticity. This implies the reduction of TLV intensity due to effects of
the casing treatment. It can be seen that the casing treatment
shows more evident degrading effects on TLV strength at the aft
part of the passage.

3 Concluding Remarks
To understand the physical process associated with tip clear-

ance and casing treatment, a numerical parametric study has been
done for a transonic axial-flow compressor. A NASA Rotor 37 is
investigated for both treated and untreated endwalls at different tip
gap heights~0.5%; small, 1%; medium, and 1.5% span; large!.
The main conclusions are as follows:

Fig. 19 Meridional view of normalized axial velocity at peak
efficiency for large tip gap. „a… Smooth casing and „b… with cas-
ing treatment. Fig. 20 Tip leakage vortex normalized vorticity „jn… at 34, 45,

60, and 75% chord for large tip gap. „a… Smooth casing and „b…
with casing treatments.
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1. Numerical calculations agree fairly well with experimental
data.

2. Increasing the tip gap size has detrimental effects on the
compressor performance and stability. This is basically due
to the generation of an extensive low-speed region immedi-
ately downstream of shock-vortex interaction which is more
evident for larger tip gap configurations because of forma-
tion of a stronger tip leakage vortex.

3. Circumferential casing treatment can be a successful means
for reducing the effects of tip region blockage, resulting in
noticeable improvement in efficiency and extended stall
margin.

4. Endwall treatments are more efficient at large size of tip gap
simply due to the better capability of circumferential
grooves in controlling TLV which is more significant at a
large clearance.

In closing, since the effectiveness of casing grooves is likely
case dependent, further research efforts by the authors to deter-
mine more efficient configurations are in progress.
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Nomenclature Symbols

H 5 casing treatment depth
X1 ,X2 5 casing treatment axial locations

m8 5 mass flow rate
s 5 blade span

x,y,z 5 Cartesian coordinates
u,v,w 5 Cartesian velocity components

y1 5 nondimensional wall distance5DyArtw/m
Dy 5 distance from the wall

m 5 dynamic viscosity
j 5 total vorticity magnitude5ujW u5(jx

21jy
21jz

2)1/2

jW 5 vorticity vector5(jx ,jy ,jz)
jn 5 normalized vorticity5ujW u/4V
jx 5 vorticity x-component5(]w/]y 2 ]v/]z)
jy 5 vorticity y-component5(]u/]z 2 ]w/]x)
jz 5 vorticity z-component5(]v/]x 2 ]u/]y)
p 5 pressure ratio
r 5 density
t 5 tip clearance size

tw 5 wall shear stress
v 5 total pressure loss coefficient5p t,`2p t /p t
V 5 blade rotational speed~rad/s!

Subscripts

d 5 design computation
s 5 stall computation
t 5 total value

t-t 5 total to total
` 5 far upstream

Acronyms

CMF 5 choked mass flow
SM 5 stall margin in percentage

STN 5 station
TLF 5 tip leakage flow
TLV 5 tip leakage vortex
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The Transition Mechanism of
Highly Loaded Low-Pressure
Turbine Blades
A detailed experimental investigation was conducted into the interaction of a convected
wake and a separation bubble on the rear suction surface of a highly loaded low-pressure
(LP) turbine blade. Boundary layer measurements, made with 2D LDA, revealed a new
transition mechanism resulting from this interaction. Prior to the arrival of the wake, the
boundary layer profiles in the separation region are inflexional. The perturbation of the
separated shear layer caused by the convecting wake causes an inviscid Kelvin-Helmholtz
rollup of the shear layer. This results in the breakdown of the laminar shear layer and a
rapid wake-induced transition in the separated shear layer.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1773850#

Introduction
Historically, turbomachinery blading has been designed using a

combination of steady cascade measurements and steady compu-
tational tools. These design procedures lead to design rules that
limited boundary layer deceleration to avoid laminar separation
and the associated loss penalties. Schulte and Hodson@1# showed
that the periodic passing of turbulent wakes affected the separa-
tion bubble on a modern LP turbine blade and reported a reduction
in profile loss due to wake passing for some flow conditions.
Schulte and Hodson@2# subsequently explained this by presenting
hot film measurements showing that turbulent spots induced by
the wake upstream of the separation point prevented the boundary
layer from separating. The calmed regions that follow the turbu-
lent spots were also shown to be responsible for suppressing sepa-
ration due to their full velocity profiles.

Loss reductions are intimately linked to the relative portions of
the blade surface covered by laminar, turbulent, calmed, and sepa-
rated flow. This is true for steady and unsteady flows. As the
Reynolds number decreases, the steady flow losses rise due to the
increased extent of separation. In the wake passing case, the sepa-
ration is periodically suppressed by the turbulent and calmed flow.
The flows associated with the turbulent and calmed periods pro-
duce less entropy than the steady separation and this leads to a
reduction of loss in the time-mean. The loss reduction is thus also
dependant on the reduced frequency and it is fortuitous that the
reduced frequency in LP turbines is typically in the correct range
for loss reductions.

Armed with this improved understanding of unsteady transition,
the traditional steady flow design rules that limited boundary layer
diffusion were challenged. A new generation of blade profiles was
designed based on the extensive experimental work of Curtis et al.
@3# and Howell et al.@4#. These ‘‘high lift’’ LP turbine blade pro-
files were reported to reduce the number of blades in the LP tur-
bine by 20%~Cobley et al.@5#! thus reducing the cost of owner-
ship by simultaneously reducing weight and manufacturing costs
without an efficiency penalty. The pitch to chord ratio and Zweifel
lift coefficient of these blades are approximately unity. The advent
of ‘‘Ultra High Lift’’ blades reported by Haselbach et al.@6# lead
to a further reduction in the number of blades of 11%. However,
such increases in blade loading were only possible when accom-
panied by the extensive experimental validation of Brunner et al.
@7# and Howell et al.@4,8#.

Despite significant reductions in the number of blades, the fun-
damental transition mechanisms involved in reducing losses are
not fully understood. Although the understanding of bypass tran-
sition has been greatly enhanced by the DNS calculations of Wu
et al. @9# and the models of Johnson@10#, the effects of separated
boundary layers have not been adequately accounted for. The cor-
relations of D’Ovidio et al.@11,12# have attempted to provide a
workable solution but a lack of physical insight into the transition
process resulting from the interaction of a convected wake and
laminar separation remains a limiting factor.

In order to gain a better understanding of the wake boundary
layer interaction a series of boundary layer traverses were per-
formed using 2D LDA in a low-speed bar passing cascade. The
results, presented here provide new insight into the wake-induced
transition mechanisms found on LP turbine blades with inflexional
boundary layer profiles associated with separation bubbles. The
boundary layer state is investigated at four representative phases
during the wake passing cycle and this identifies the coherent
structures in the boundary layer to be rollup vortices embedded in
the boundary layer. These vortices are shown to originate from the
breakdown of the separated shear layer that is triggered by the
passing wake. Finally, the transition mechanism is described sche-
matically and a new picture of wake-induced transition is
presented.

Experimental Details
The measurements reported in this paper were performed on

bar passing cascade facility at the Whittle laboratory of Cam-
bridge University. The bar passing cascade, shown inFig. 1,
simulates the unsteady wake passing environment of a turboma-
chine by traversing bars across the inlet flow. No attempt is made
to simulate the unsteady potential field of adjacent blade rows.
The bars are held between two nylon belts that run on two sets
pulleys. The pulley system is driven through a belt drive by a DC
motor. The configuration of the bar passing cascade required that
the top and bottom walls of the cascade be slotted to permit the
passage of wake generator bars. These slots provide two addi-
tional passages to the flow and may result in a non-uniform inlet
static pressure. In order to maintain inlet periodicity, an additional
dummy passage was created on the suction side of the cascade.
The throat of this dummy passage was then adjusted so that the
periodicity of inlet static pressure was within 2.5% of the inlet
dynamic head.

Details of the five-blade cascade of the T106 profile are pre-
sented inTable 1. Under steady inflow, this profile has a separa-
tion bubble over the rear of the suction surface. This is evident in
the measured isentropic surface velocity distribution shown in
Fig. 2.

1Current address: Rolls-Royce plc, Derby, UK.
Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute and presented at the Inter-

national Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Atlanta, GA, June
16–19, 2003. Manuscript received by the IGTI December 2002; final revision March
2003. Paper No. 2003-GT-38304. Review Chair: H. R. Simmons.
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The unsteady wake-passing flow conditions were chosen to
match those of a repeating stage of the T106 profile. The Rey-
nolds number based on chord and time mean isentropic exit ve-
locity of 12.6 m/s was Re51.63105. The flow coefficient was
f50.83. The bar pitch matched the cascade pitch so thatsb /sc
51 ( f r50.68). The bar diameter of 2.05 mm was chosen to
match the loss of a representative turbine blade and the axial gap
is representative of that found in LP turbines. The inlet flow angle
was set to the design value ofa1537.7 deg.

The unsteady flow field was measured using a commercial two-
dimensional LDA system. LDA was selected due to the absence of
probe interference and directional ambiguity associated with more
traditional thermal anemometry. Light was supplied by a 5W
argon-ion laser. The transmitting optics consisted of a Dantec Fi-
breFlow unit incorporating a color separator and Bragg cell. A
two-dimensional probe was used with a 1.95 beam expender and a
lens of 500 mm focal length. The optical configuration resulted in
a measuring volume of 0.07730.07631.0116 mm for the 514.5
nm beam and 0.07330.07230.963 mm for the 488 nm beam. A
backward scatter configuration was used and the receiving optics
included a Dantec 55X35 color separator and two Dantec
9057X0081 photo-multiplier tubes. Dantec BSA signal processors
were used to process the photo-multiplier outputs.

Seeding of the flow was by means of smoke generated by a
Dantec SPT smoke generator using Shell Ondina oil. The smoke
was injected into the constant area section of the wind tunnel
through the trailing edge of a streamlined injector tube. The point
of injection was approximately 3 m upstream of the test section
and upstream of the honeycomb, contraction and final screens of
the wind tunnel. The effect of the injector on the flow was thus
immaterial. Phase Doppler anemometry measurements showed
the characteristic size of the smoke particles used to be 1.5mm. At
each traverse point a maximum of 13105 samples were collected
in up to 60 seconds. This corresponded to a maximum of approxi-
mately 2500 wake passing cycles. Validated data rates typically
varied from 1.5 to 5 kHz. Two component measurements were
made with both processors acting as coincidence masters. Final
coincidence filtering was performed by software to reject any
samples not detected by both photo-multipliers within a 5ms win-
dow corresponding to twice the sample record length.

Ensemble averaging of the LDA data was performed relative to
a once per bar passing trigger. The wake passing period was di-
vided into 128 time bins. Each coincident measurement was then
assigned to a time bin according to its time relative to the trigger
signal. The statistics of each time bin were then calculated with a
residence time weighting to remove velocity bias as suggested by
George@13#.

A series of boundary layer traverses were performed on the
suction surface of the central blade of the T106 LP turbine cas-
cade. Each traverse was performed perpendicular to the local
blade surface. The blade was painted matt black to minimize re-
flections from the intersecting laser beams except for a strip at
midspan, which was left unpainted to avoid contamination of the
static pressure tappings. For this reason the traverses were per-
formed at 45% of the cascade span. Positioning of the measuring
volume in the streamwise direction was performed manually. The
location of the surface was then found by traversing the LDA
probe towards the blade surface in steps of 0.05 mm while moni-
toring the photo-multiplier outputs. A peak in the photo-multiplier
output indicates maximum light reflection, which occurs when the
measuring volume intersects the wall. The wall was located with
both the flow and rotating bars switched on. The first traverse
point was 0.1 mm from the blade surface and the first 16 points
were exponentially distributed within the boundary layer. The fi-
nal 4 of the 20 traverse points were evenly spaced from the
boundary layer edge to a point 16 mm from the blade surface.
Twenty-five measurement locations were used in the streamwise
direction. These were selected based on previous measurements.

Fig. 1 Bar passing cascade with T106 profile

Fig. 2 Isentropic surface velocity distribution measured on
the T106 LP turbine cascade

Table 1 T106 bar passing cascade details

Chord ~mm! 198
Blade stagger ~deg! 59.3
Cascade Pitch ~mm! 158
Span ~mm! 375
Inlet flow angle ~deg! 37.7
Design exit flow angle ~deg! 63.2
Bar diameter ~mm! 2.05
Axial distance: bars to LE ~mm! 70
Flow Coefficient~f! 0.83
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Results
The isentropic surface velocity distribution derived from static

pressure measurements on the cascade under wake passing condi-
tions is also shown inFig. 2. It is apparent that in the time mean
the wake passing suppresses the suction surface separation
bubble. It is an unavoidable consequence of the experimental fa-
cility that the wake passing conditions introduce a small amount
of incidence on the cascade as shown by the small differences
between the steady and unsteady pressure distributions over the
front of the blade. This incidence is small and has no significant
impact on the blade surface boundary layers downstream of peak
suction.

A Space-Time View of the Measured Boundary Layer
The two-dimensional LDA boundary layer data are presented as

S-T diagrams inFigs. 3–5. To aid visualization of the periodic

unsteady process the data is copied onto three wake passing peri-
ods. The streamwise locations of the traverses are indicated by
dots across the top of each of these figures.

Boundary Layer Edge Velocity. The boundary layer edge is
defined as the wall normal distance where the velocity is 98% of
the maximum velocity measured in the local ensemble-average
profile. The velocity at this point is taken as the boundary layer
edge velocity. Measurements of the boundary layer edge velocity
are nondimensionalized by the isentropic exit velocity and plotted
as an S-T diagram inFig. 3. Three trajectory lines denotedA, B,
andE, are drawn at the time average boundary layer edge veloc-
ity. Line A marks the peak velocity that results from kinematics of
the approaching wake~see Meyer@14# and Hodson@15#! and line
E marks the minimum velocity, which occurs after the negative jet
of the wake has passed. LineB is placed half way between linesA
andE and is the approximate path of the center of the wake.

Two further lines, labeledC and D, are drawn to mark two
distinct structures originating along the wake center ats/s0
'0.70 ands/s0'0.77. These perturbations to the boundary layer
edge velocity have not previously been observed. They are attrib-
uted to the rollup vortices that form due to the interaction of the
wake and separated shear layer. Further evidence of this will be
presented later. These structures can be seen to follow trajectories
slower than the local freestream, indeed, linesC andD are drawn
with a trajectory of half the freestream velocity.

Boundary Layer Shape Factor. The integral parameters
were calculated from the measured ensemble average velocity
profiles and the shape factor was calculated from these. An S-T
diagram of the shape factor,H12, is shown inFig. 4 with the
trajectory lines and labels copied fromFig. 3.

The wake path lies between linesA andE. Along line A, the
outer part of the boundary layer is accelerated by the approaching
wake. The increased velocity is not transmitted through the
boundary layer instantaneously due to viscous effects. As a result
the outer portion of the boundary layer accelerates more than the
inner portion and the levels ofH12 are increased between linesA
andB downstream ofs/s050.60.

Along line B, the separating flow indicated by highH12 breaks
down into wedge shaped regions originating ats/s0'0.70 and at
s/s0'0.77. These structures, which follow trajectory liesC and
D, were observed inFig. 3, and are sites of rapid break down of
the highH12 flow to a turbulent boundary layer.

Fig. 3 Space-time diagram of boundary layer edge velocity
nondimensionalised by V2is

Fig. 4 Space-time diagram of measured H12

Fig. 5 Space-time diagram of measured boundary layer TKE
thickness
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After the wake center has passed over the region of highH12,
a more typical wake-induced transition occurs ats/s050.75 along
trajectoryE. This process, which lags behind the wake passing,
may be a result of wake turbulence diffusing into the boundary
layer and causing bypass transition. A characteristic wedge of tur-
bulent boundary layer follows the wake-induced transition. The
trailing edge of the wake induced turbulent strip is bound by line
F, which is drawn at 0.5U. The structures traced by trajectoriesC
andD merge with the turbulent strip.

Line G is drawn with a trajectory of 0.3U. This marks the
approximate trailing edge of the calmed region, which is charac-
terized by slowly increasing levels ofH12 as the turbulent bound-
ary layer relaxes back to the inflexional profiles of the separating
boundary layer under a strong adverse pressure gradient. The
calmed region controls the rear of the highH12 region.

TKE Thickness. Due to practical constraints, the boundary
layer state on turbomachinery blading is often inferred from mea-
surements made with hot-film anemometers. The measurements
are qualitative, however, as it is not the quasi-shear stress, but
rather the random unsteadiness~ensemble average RMS!, which
is most useful in indicating the boundary layer state. D’Ovidio
et al.@11,12# sought to recover the familiarity of using RMS as an
indicator of boundary layer state while using all the data from hot
wire boundary layer traverses. They adopted the Blackwelder pa-
rameter, which is an integral of the RMS fluctuations through the
boundary layer nondimensionalised by the boundary layer edge
velocity. A similar approach is adopted for the current measure-
ments. The parameterdTKE is defined as the integral of TKE
through the boundary layer according to

dTKE5
1

U98
2 E

y50

d98 1

2
~u821v82!dy (1)

An S-T diagram ofdTKE is shown inFig. 5 with the trajectory
lines and labels fromFig. 4 repeated. Upstream ofs/s050.70,
dTKE is low throughout the wake passing cycle. This indicates that
the boundary layer in this region is laminar throughout the wake
passing cycle and is not significantly affected by the passing
wakes. Downstream of this, the wake-induced path is character-
ized by very high levels ofdTKE , which originate along trajectory
line B. The onset does not lag behind the wake and corresponds to
the region where the structuresC andD were observed inFig. 3
andFig. 4.

A second strip of elevateddTKE is seen to originate at labelH.
This strip lags behind the passing of the wake and is a result of a
wake-induced bypass transition that occurs once the wake turbu-
lence has diffused into the boundary layer. As inFig. 4, the tur-
bulent wedge may be identified by high levels ofdTKE between
linesE andF, while the calmed region between linesF andG is
characterized by low levels ofdTKE that extend to the trailing
edge.

At the traverse location closest to the trailing edge, four distinct
levels of dTKE are distinguishable. The highest levels occur be-
tween linesB and E and originate from the interaction of the
wake and the inflexional profiles of the separating boundary layer.
The next highest region ofdTKE occurs between linesE andF and
results from the turbulent strip formed by the wake induced by-
pass transition. The lowest region ofdTKE occurs between linesF
andG. This region corresponds to the calmed region and shows
that the calmed region persists to the trailing edge. Finally be-
tweenG andA of the following cycle the level ofdTKE is again
elevated due to the natural transition that occurs once the influ-
ence of the calmed region has passed. It is worthy of note that the
peak levels ofdTKE arise in the region of the interaction of the
wake and separating boundary layer.

Unsteady Boundary Layer Development
Further details of the two-dimensional LDA boundary layer

traverses are presented inFigs. 6–9 as a series of snapshots of the

boundary layer at illustrative phases through the wake passing
cycle. At each of these phases, velocity vectors, perturbation ve-
locity vectors and contour plots of vorticity describe the
ensemble-averaged flow field. The perturbation velocity is the dif-
ference between the ensemble averaged and time-averaged veloc-
ity fields and the vorticity is calculated with velocities normalized
by V2is and lengths normalized byC according to

V5]V/]x2]U/]y. (2)

The x coordinate is in the axial direction and positive
downstream.

The turbulent kinetic energy~TKE! is calculated from the mea-
sured velocity variance components normalized byV2is

2

TKE5
1

2
~u821v82! (3)

and is presented as contour plots. The production of TKE (PTKE)
is calculated from the normalized mean velocity gradients and the
normalized measured Reynolds stresses

PTKE52u82
]U

]x
2v82

]V

]y
2u8v8S ]U

]y
1

]V

]x D . (4)

Boundary Layer State Before the Interaction of the Wake
and Inflexional Profiles. Figure 6 shows the boundary layer
prior to the interaction of the wake and separation bubble. The
position of the centerline of the wake~trajectory lineB in the S-T
diagrams! is marked by a dot and is evident form the perturbation

Fig. 6 Boundary layer structure prior to the wake arrival. Vec-
tor plots of „a… ensemble average velocity and „b… perturbation
velocity. Contour plots of nondimensional „c… vorticity, „d… tur-
bulent kinetic energy, and „e… production of TKE. Re Ä1.6
Ã105, s b Õs cÄ1.
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velocity vectors ofFig. 6~b!, which shows the wake as a jet im-
pinging on the blade surface and splitting into two streams along
the blade surface. At this phase, the wake is upstream of the
steady separation point, which is labeled 1. Upstream of the sepa-
ration point, the boundary layer is laminar and attached as seen by
the profiles of the mean velocity vectors inFig. 6~a!. The highest
levels of vorticity are found on the wall and the levels of TKE and
PTKE are low. Downstream of 1 the boundary layer profiles be-
come inflexional and the peak levels of vorticity are detached
from the wall. A separated shear layer extends from 1 to 2. In the
ensemble mean, this shear layer is not perturbed. This is con-
firmed by the smooth distribution of vorticity and the absence of
wall normal components of the perturbation velocity vectors in
this region. The separated shear layer reattaches downstream of 2.
In this region, the velocity profiles become fuller and the levels of
vorticity in the outer boundary layer reduce. Increased levels of
TKE are also observed downstream of 2.

Interaction of Wake With Separated Shear Layer. The in-
teraction of the wake and inflexional profiles of the separated
shear layer is shown inFig. 7. The wake is now located over the
separated region with its center marked by a dot. The perturbation
velocity vectors ofFig. 7~b! show that the wake passing over the
separated shear layer has induced significant wall-normal velocity
components.

Between 4 and 6 the velocity profiles alternate between being
inflexional and very full. This rapid change with distance along
the blade surface is attributed to the rollup of the separated shear
layer, which is induced by the wake. The profiles are thus the
superposition of a vortex on the boundary layer profile. Indeed,
rollup vortices may be identified at 4 and 5 both in the perturba-

tion velocity vectors ofFig. 7~b! and as localized regions of high
vorticity embedded within the boundary layer inFig. 7„c….

The boundary layer edge can be inferred from the edge of the
elevated vorticity region and the rollup vortices can be seen to
thicken the boundary layer locally. The perturbation velocity vec-
tors of Fig. 7„b! show significant wall normal velocities associ-
ated with the rollup vortices. The rollup vortex with its center at 5
may be identified in the perturbation velocity vectors. It is clear
that the rollup vortex at 5 induces large local flow curvature. In-
deed, the unsteady surface pressure measurements of Stieger et al.
@16# indicate that there is a strong local pressure field associated
with the streamline curvature of rollup vortices embedded in the
boundary layer.

Downstream of the wake, between 6 and 8, the velocity profiles
are inflexional and the vorticity contours again show a peak de-
tached from the wall. This region has not yet been affected by the
wake passing and there are no wall normal velocity components in
the perturbation velocity vectors. The transition and reattachment
of the inflexional profiles downstream of 8 occurs as for the pre-
vious phase shown inFig. 6.

Figure 7~d! shows contours of TKE. The elevated turbulence
associated with the wake can be seen to extend from 4 to the
trailing edge and the boundary layer TKE is elevated throughout
this region. Regions of high TKE are distinguishable at labels 4
and 5. The highest levels of TKE are located at 5, which is the
newly formed rollup vortex. The reduced levels of TKE at 7 cor-
respond to the undisturbed inflexional profiles downstream of the
wake. Downstream of this, the elevated TKE is a result of the
natural transition of the inflexional profiles.

The production of TKE, presented inFig. 7~e!, follows the

Fig. 7 Boundary layer structure during the interaction of wake
and separated shear layer. Re Ä1.6Ã105, s b Õs cÄ1.

Fig. 8 Boundary layer structure through the wake-induced tur-
bulent strip. Re Ä1.6Ã105, s b Õs cÄ1.
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distribution of TKE with elevated production at the center of the
vortex. The peak levels of production are located at the center of
the vortex at 5. The natural transition downstream of 8 is also
associated with elevated levels of TKE production.

Boundary Layer After Wake Interaction. Figure 8 shows
the boundary layer state with the wake downstream of the sepa-
ration region as indicated by the dot. Upstream of 9 the boundary
layer profiles are laminar. Between 9 and 10 the boundary layer
profiles have the shape of attached laminar profiles but the levels
of TKE in this region are elevated as shown inFig. 8(d). This
suggests that the profiles in this region are transitional.

Downstream of 10 the velocity profiles have a turbulent shape.
However, the levels of TKE downstream of 11 are far higher than
between 10 and 11. This is attributed to the breakdown of the
rollup vortices. An isolated region of elevated TKE can be iden-
tified in Fig. 8~d! at 11. Although not evident in the vorticity
contours due to the coarse spacing of the traverses in this region,
this is attributed to a rollup vortex and is accompanied by elevated
TKE production. The levels of production measured at the vortex
center are lower than those ofFig. 7. The vortex is now further
from the wall and so the boundary layer velocity gradients are
smaller and this reduces the production of TKE at the vortex
center. The reduced streamwise resolution of the measurements
downstream of 11 causes streaks in the contours and this prevents
the identification of rollup vortices downstream of this location.

The boundary layer between 10 and 11 is due to the wake-
induced bypass transition and is characterized by elevated TKE
together with elevated production and dissipation. The production
in this region is of similar magnitude to that of the vortex centred
at 11, however, the extent is smaller.

Calmed Boundary Layer. After the passage of the wake, the
boundary layer starts to relax back to its pre-transitional state. The
phase shown inFig. 9 is representative of this process.

Upstream of 12 the boundary layer is laminar and attached with
low levels of TKE. Between 12 and 13, the boundary layer is
laminar and in the upstream part of this region, the profiles are
becoming inflexional. This is emphasised by the vorticity peak
moving away from the wall. Over the rear portion of the region
between 12 and 13 the boundary layer profiles are fuller and more
like the calmed profiles that are observed between 13 and 14. The
profiles between 12 and 13 describe the process whereby the
calmed profiles become inflexional and begin to separate under
the strong adverse pressure gradient.

The TKE is shown inFig. 9„d!. The levels of TKE are observed
to be low. The elevated region between 13 and 14 is due to the
decaying boundary layer turbulence in the calmed region, while
downstream of 14 the turbulence is due to the turbulent boundary
layer.

The production of TKE is presented inFig. 9„e! and the levels
are very low throughout the measurement domain with only a
small region of low magnitude production at 14. These low levels
of TKE production point to the loss reducing mechanism associ-
ated with the calmed region.

Mechanism of Wake-Induced Transition
Based on the observed interaction of a convected wake and the

separated shear layer of the re-establishing separation bubble on
the T106 LP turbine cascade, it is possible to describe the mecha-
nism whereby boundary layer transition occurs on highly loaded
LP turbine blades with laminar separation.

The process is illustrated schematically inFig. 10. Schematic
velocity profiles are shown at selected locations through the sepa-
ration bubble and the dotted line indicates the separated shear
layer. The wake is represented by a jet~negative jet! pointed to-
wards the blade surface.

Figure 10„a! depicts the flow prior to the interaction of the
wake and separated shear layer. The negative jet impinging on the
blade splits into two streams, one pointed downstream which has
the effect of accelerating the flow downstream of the approaching
wake and one pointing upstream which retards the flow after the

Fig. 9 Boundary layer structure in the calmed region. Re Ä1.6
Ã105, s b Õs cÄ1.

Fig. 10 Sketch of rollup mechanism
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wake has passed. As the wake approaches the separation, the outer
region of the boundary layer is accelerated. The inner region of
the boundary layer responds more slowly than the freestream due
to the fluid viscosity and as a result, the shear of the separation is
intensified by the approaching wake.

As the wake convects over the separation, the wall normal com-
ponent of the negative jet deforms the shear layer as shown inFig.
10~b!. The separated shear layer is naturally unstable and the per-
turbation of the wake triggers an inviscid Kelvin-Helmholtz rollup
as shown inFig. 10~c!. The resulting rollup vortex convects at
half the freestream velocity and so the wake, which convects with
the freestream, moves ahead of the rollup and perturbs the sepa-
rated shear layer further downstream. This results in the formation
of further rollup vortices as shown inFig. 10~d!. The vortices
formed by the inviscid rollup of the shear layer rapidly breakdown
to turbulence thereby causing boundary layer transition. After the
passing of the rollup vortices and the turbulent boundary layer, a
calmed region is formed and once the influence of the calming has
subsided the boundary layer begins to separate once again. This is
shown inFig. 10„e….

Schematic of Wake-Induced Transition
Based on measurements presented thus far and the mechanism

described above, a schematic of the wake induced transition pro-
cess involving the interaction of a wake and separating boundary
layer may be drawn as inFig. 11. The horizontal lines, labeled
a–d, mark the phases shown inFigs. 6 to 9, respectively, and the
numbers used to identify features in these figures are transferred
to Fig. 11. The trajectory linesB andE are copied from previous
S-T diagrams.

Following the description of Halstead et al.@17#, two generic
transition paths may be identified on the blade surface. The wake-
induced path and the transition path between wakes are indicated
in Fig. 11.

The wake-induced path differs from the traditional wake in-
duced path for attached flow transition due to the interaction of
the wake and separating boundary layer. The rollup of the sepa-
rated shear layer into vortices that results from the interaction of
the wake and inflexional profiles occurs by an inviscid mecha-
nism. The diffusion of turbulence into the boundary layer is thus
not a necessary precursor to the rollup of the shear layer and there

is no time lag between the wake passing and the boundary layer
response. The inviscid rollup is represented inFig. 11 by a series
of wedges originating beneath the center of the wake at 4 and 5.
The rollup vortices break down and a region of turbulent bound-
ary layer follows the inviscid rollup process.

After the inviscid rollup of the shear layer, the wake turbulence
diffuses into the boundary layer. This induces bypass transition in
the attached boundary layer as described by Halstead et al.@17#.
This bypass transition and the wake-induced transitional and tur-
bulent strips occur along trajectoryE of Fig. 11.

After the wake has passed, the stimulus for early transition is
removed and the turbulent boundary layer upstream of the natural
transition location relaxes to its pre-transition state. This is the
transition path between wakes labeled inFig. 11. This relaxation
process results in the calmed region, which is characterized by full
velocity profiles that resist separation. The calmed region spreads
as it convects downstream due to the different propagation veloci-
ties for the trailing edge of turbulent spots and the trailing edge of
the clamed region. After the influence of the calming has decayed,
the boundary layer profiles become inflexional and begin to sepa-
rate under the adverse pressure gradient. The leading edge of this
region of inflexional profiles initially follows the trajectory of the
trailing edge of the calmed region. Thereafter, the inflexional or
separating flow undergoes transition. The calmed region and early
stages of separation are characterized by low levels of dissipation
as shown by Stieger@18# and this is the loss reducing mechanism
exploited by high-lift LP turbine blade designs. Immediately prior
to the arrival of the wake, the separation location is observed to
move fractionally upstream. This is the influence of the negative
jet, which alters the pressure gradient locally and is a precursor to
the inviscid rollup occurring beneath the wake.

Discussion
The transition mechanism described above is specific to condi-

tions were wake-induced bypass transition does not dominate the
attached boundary layer flow upstream of separation point. For the
formation of the rollup vortices to occur the separated laminar
shear layer is required. This means that the Reynolds number and
freestream turbulence must be low to permit separation. Further-
more, the wake passing frequency must not be so high as to pre-
vent the boundary layer from beginning to separate between wake
passing events. The PIV measurements of Stieger et al.@16# iden-
tified rollup vortices embedded in the boundary layer. The preser-
vation of these vortices in ensemble-averaged data is remarkable
and emphasises the deterministic nature of the rollup mechanism
resulting from the periodic wake passing. It is also notable that the
flat plate boundary layer measurements of Stieger and Hodson
@19# and the unsteady surface pressure measurements conducted
by Stieger et al.@16# on this T106 cascade show that the natural
transition occurring as the calmed region breaks down is also
preserved through the ensemble average processing and is deter-
ministic. The ensemble-averaging process does, however, remove
the random unsteadiness and as a result the TKE levels are likely
to be overestimated.

Conclusions
The ensemble-average two-dimensional LDA measurements of

the boundary layer on the T106 LP turbine cascade provide new
insight into the wake-induced transition mechanism. The measure-
ments show the separated shear layer associated with the inflex-
ional profiles of the re-establishing separation bubble form rollup
vortices beneath the passing wake. The vortices were formed by
an inviscid Kelvin-Helmholtz mechanism. Due to the inviscid na-
ture of the rollup mechanism, there was no delay between the
wake passing and the boundary layer response. The rollup vortices
were observed to breakdown into highly turbulent flow that con-
vected along the blade surface.

The mechanism described above results when no wake induced
turbulent spots are formed upstream of the separation location.

Fig. 11 Schematic of the transition mechanism resulting from
the interaction of a wake and separating boundary layer
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The turbulent wake then convects over the inflexional profiles of
the separating boundary layer and the inviscid breakdown de-
scribed above results.
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Nomenclature

C 5 chord
f r 5 reduced frequencyf r5 f C/Ub

H12 5 shape factorH125d* /u
PTKE 5 normalized production of TKE

Re 5 Reynolds number
s 5 surface distance

s0 5 surface length
sb 5 bar pitch
sc 5 cascade pitch

TKE 5 normalized turbulent kinetic energy
u82,v825 normalized velocity variance components

u8v8 5 normalized Reynolds stress
Ub 5 bar speed

U98 5 normalized boundary layer edge velocity
U,V 5 normalized velocity components
Vx1 5 axial inlet velocity
V2is 5 isentropic exit velocity
x,y 5 normalized linear dimensions
d* 5 displacement thickness

dTKE 5 TKE thickness
f 5 flow coefficientf5Vx1 /Ub
u 5 momentum thickness
V 5 normalized vorticity
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Unsteady Surface Pressures Due
to Wake-Induced Transition in a
Laminar Separation Bubble on a
Low-Pressure Cascade
This paper presents unsteady surface pressures measured on the suction surface of a LP
turbine cascade that was subject to wake passing from a moving bar wake generator. The
surface pressures measured under the laminar boundary layer upstream of the steady flow
separation point were found to respond to the wake passing as expected from the kine-
matics of wake convection. In the region where a separation bubble formed in steady flow,
the arrival of the convecting wake produced high frequency, short wavelength, fluctua-
tions in the ensemble-averaged blade surface pressure. The peak-to-peak magnitude was
30% of the exit dynamic head. The existence of fluctuations in the ensemble averaged
pressure traces indicates that they are deterministic and that they are produced by coher-
ent structures. The onset of the pressure fluctuations was found to lie beneath the con-
vecting wake and the fluctuations were found to convect along the blade surface at half of
the local freestream velocity. Measurements performed with the boundary layer tripped
ahead of the separation point showed no oscillations in the ensemble average pressure
traces indicating that a separating boundary layer is necessary for the generation of the
pressure fluctuations. The coherent structures responsible for the large-amplitude pressure
fluctuations were identified using PIV to be vortices embedded in the boundary layer. It is
proposed that these vortices form in the boundary layer as the wake passes over the
inflexional velocity profiles of the separating boundary layer and that the rollup of the
separated shear layer occurs by an inviscid Kelvin-Helmholtz mechanism.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1773851#

Introduction
The boundary layers of low-pressure~LP! turbine blades have

received a great deal of attention due to the advent of high lift and
ultra high lift LP turbines. The design of these turbines exploits
unsteady transition phenomena, as described by Halstead et al.
@1–4#, to reduce component counts at little or no efficiency pen-
alty. Much of the understanding of unsteady transition is based on
attached flow bypass transition and excellent reviews by Mayle
@5# and Walker@6# provide extensive correlations built to predict
transition in attached boundary layers. However, LP turbines op-
erate at low Reynolds numbers, typically in the range 0.9– 2
3105, this coupled with high levels of boundary layer diffusion
lead to the formation of a separation bubble under steady flow.
The effect of wake passing has been shown by Schulte and Hod-
son @7# to periodically suppress the separation bubble. However,
the details of the unsteady transition mechanism in strong adverse
pressure gradients and separating boundary layers remains poorly
understood. The work of D’Ovidio et al.@8,9# has extended the
useful range of transition correlations but has not provided funda-
mental insight into the transition mechanism resulting from the
interaction of a wake and laminar separation.

A detailed investigation into the unsteady boundary layer devel-
opment has been conducted on the T106 LP turbine cascade in a
bar passing rig to simulate the unsteady LP turbine environment at
low speed. In particular the unsteady suction surface pressure dis-
tribution has been measured together with hot wire boundary layer
traverses and PIV. Large amplitude pressure fluctuations were

measured and were identified as being associated with rollup vor-
tices formed by the wake passing over the inflexional boundary
layer.

Experimental Facility and Techniques
The measurements reported in this paper were made on the

T106 LP turbine profile in a bar passing cascade at the Whittle
Laboratory. The rig, shown inFig. 1, simulates the unsteady
wake-passing environment of a LP turbine by traversing bars
across the inlet flow. The wakes shed from these bars simulate the
wakes of an upstream blade row in a multistage turbine. Details of
the cascade are presented inTable 1 and further details of the bar
passing cascade facility can be found in Stieger@10#. Also shown
in Fig. 1 is the light sheet location used for PIV measurements.

In this study the unsteady blade surface pressures were mea-
sured at mid span of the T106 cascade using four Kulite XCS-062
pressure transducers fitted with B screens and yielding a maxi-
mum frequency response of approximately 20 kHz. The diameter
of the Kulite is 1.6 mm, which corresponds to 0.6% of the suction
surface length. The transducer was mounted in a brass sheath,
which was screwed into the holes in the blade so that the trans-
ducer was flush with the surface as shown inFig. 2. The suction
surface of the central blade of the T106 cascade was instrumented
at 21 streamwise locations along the suction surface at midspan.
Brass plugs were made for each of the vacant transducer loca-
tions. These plugs were polished flush with the surface of the
blade.

Fylde 492BBS bridges were used to power the Kulite transduc-
ers and the bridge outputs were fed into Fylde 254GA amplifiers
with a gain of 1000. A National Instruments PCI-MIO-16E-1 A/D
card was used to measure the amplifier outputs. Only the fluctu-
ating pressure was measured by the Kulites. On-line calibration of
the transducers, bridges and amplifiers was performed simulta-

1Current address: Rolls-Royce plc, Derby, UK.
Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute and presented at the Inter-

national Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Atlanta, GA, June
16–19, 2003. Manuscript received by the IGTI Dec. 2002; final revision Mar. 2003.
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neously using a Druck DPI520 as a pressure source. The system
described above resulted in a sensitivity of approximately 500
Pa/V, with a discretization error of 0.05 Pa. Each measurement of
the fluctuating pressure consisted of 256 ensembles of 4096 points
logged at 10 KHz.

Pneumatic static pressure tapings, located at 25% span, were
used to determine the mean pressure level at each of the Kulite
locations. Oil and dye flow visualization showed that the static
pressure tappings were within the two-dimensional flow region on
the cascade.

The mean pressure level was measured using a Scanivalve DSA
3017 array with a610 in H2O range and 16-bit A/D. The discreti-
zation error on this measurement is thus 1.0 Pa which corresponds
to 1.0% exit dynamic head at the nominal flow condition of Re
51.63105. The voltage outputs of the Kulites were converted to
pressure by a linear calibration, before ensemble averaging and
adding the mean pressure measured by the DSA. The results were
nondimensionalized by isentropic exit dynamic head to give the
ensemble-averaged pressure coefficient.

PIV measurements were made using a commercial TSI PIV
system. A pair of 50 mJ New Wave Nd-YAG lasers delivered light
to the terminal optics via an articulated delivery arm. A 25.4 mm

focal length negative cylindrical lens and a 500 mm focal length
spherical lens were used to generate the light sheet that was be-
tween 0.5 mm and 1.5 mm thick on the blade surface.

A Kodak digital camera with 102431024 CCD array was used
to acquire the images through a 105 mm Nikon lens providing a
19.0 mm square field of view. The inter frame delay was set to
Dt53 ms, which gave particle displacements in the range 3 to 6
pixels. The maximum data rate of the PIV system was 15 Hz so it
was not possible to capture a sequence of images within one bar
passing cycle. A trigger signal generated by the bar passing was
passed through a delay generator thereby allowing the PIV images
to be acquired at selected phases relative to the bar passing trigger.

The flow was seeded with a mist of groundnut oil generated by
a pair of TSI Six-Jet Atomisers. The seeding was introduced into
plenum chamber of the wind tunnel approximately 3 m upstream
of the bar passing cascade.

The acquired image pairs were processed using LaVision’s
DaVis V.6.03 software~LaVision @11#!. An adaptive multipass
technique was used with the initial cell size of 64364 pixels de-
creasing to a final cell size of 16316 pixels with a spatial resolu-
tion of 304mm3304mm. The final cells were overlapped by 50%
effectively increasing the data yield and giving a vector grid spac-
ing of 152mm.

The arrangement of the light sheet and the camera is shown in
Fig. 1. The position of the light sheet optic was chosen so that
shadows from the returning bars of the wake generator were not
present at the phases of interest. The light sheet optic was also
positioned out of the main exit flow to minimize blockage. The
camera was positioned to look parallel to the blade surface
through the glass sidewall to minimize flare.

Time Mean Surface Pressure Distribution
The surface distribution of static pressure coefficient,Cp , is

shown inFig. 3 for four different configurations together with the
envelope of unsteady pressures measured for the casesb /sc51.
For steady inflow, the pressure distribution is shown for both the
suction and pressure surfaces. Peak suction is located ats/s0
50.45. A laminar separation bubble is evident over the rear por-
tion of the suction surface with separation ats/s050.60. The pres-
sure plateau, typically associated with the laminar shear layer of a
steady separation bubble, extends tos/s0'0.82. At this location
the pressure begins to recover as the separated shear layer under-
goes transition and reattaches bys/s050.88.

For both cases with incoming wakes, only the suction surface
Cp distribution is shown. For the case ofsb /sc51 ( f r50.68) the
time-mean surface pressure distribution shows no sign of the
separation bubble. In the time-mean, the separation bubble has
been suppressed by the wakes. For the case ofsb /sc52 ( f r
50.34), where the steady-state boundary layer has more opportu-
nity to re-establish between wake passing events, the time average

Fig. 2 Mounting of pressure transducers to measure unsteady
blade surface pressure

Fig. 1 Bar passing cascade

Table 1 T106 bar passing cascade details

Chord ~mm! 198
Blade stagger ~deg! 59.3
Pitch ~mm! 158
Span ~mm! 375
Inlet flow angle ~deg! 37.7
Design exit flow angle ~deg! 63.2
Bar diameter ~mm! 2.05
Axial distance: bars to LE ~mm! 70
Flow coefficient~f! 0.83
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surface pressure distribution indicates the presence of a separation
bubble. The separation and reattachment point for this case are
indistinguishable from the case for steady inflow; however, the
pressure plateau is not as prevalent as in the steady flow case. This
is due to the pneumatic averaging of the measurement system. The
flow is periodically attached by the presence of the passing wake.
The final surface pressure distribution onFig. 3 is for the case of
sb /sc52 with the boundary layer tripped by a 0.056 mm diameter
wire attached to the blade surface ats/s0'0.44. The resulting
turbulent boundary layer shows no signs of separation. TheCp
distribution is altered by the presence of the trip wire, with local
deceleration and acceleration before and after the trip-wire.

Near the leading edge of the suction surface, theCp distribu-
tions differ for the steady inflow case and the cases with bar
passing. The differences are due to an effective change in inci-
dence of the incoming flow due to the bars of the wake generator
turning the inlet flow. This alteration of the incidence is small and
does not significantly alter the pressure distribution downstream
of peak suction, which is the region of primary interest. Nor, as
the later results will show, does it affect the boundary layer that
enters this region.

Ensemble-Average Suction Surface Pressures
The ensemble-averaged unsteady surface pressures measured

on the suction surface for the case ofsb /sc51 are presented as
contours ofCp on an ST diagram inFig. 4. The convection of the
wake is evident and, upstream of the separation point, is explained
in terms of the negative jet model of Meyer@12#. The negative jet,
incident on the suction surface, causes the surface pressure to
increase locally as the wake convects over the suction surface.
The increase in surface pressure corresponds to the reduction in
Cp observed inFig. 4. The nature of the pressure traces in the
region where the wake passes the steady flow separation bubble is
markedly different from upstream where the boundary layer is
laminar and attached. The fact that these pressure fluctuations are
evident in the ensemble-averaged pressure traces indicates that
they are formed by deterministic coherent flow structures. As the
wake arrives at the steady flow separation location, a series of
large amplitude pressure oscillations arise. Ats/s050.76 the
peak-to-peak amplitude of these pressure fluctuations isDCp
50.3. It should be noted that the contours ofFig. 4 are drawn

with the mesh aligned at half the mean flow velocity. This reduces
the aliasing due to the contour algorithm that results from the
temporal resolution being much finer than spatial resolution.

Ensemble-averaged pressure traces measured over the rear half
of the suction surface, are shown inFig. 5. This is a portion of the
data shown inFig. 4. Here, the dash-dot lines indicate the surface
location of each Kulite while the solid lines are the ensemble-
averaged traces of the measured surface pressure fluctuation. The
vertical scale of the pressure traces is arbitrary but the same for all
of the traces.

The line, labeledA, in Fig. 5 is a trajectory line drawn at the
freestream velocity. The onset of the large amplitude pressure os-
cillations inFig. 5, fall along line A showing that the onset of the
pressure oscillations is dictated by the wake convecting with the

Fig. 3 Pressure distribution measured on the T106 cascade at
ReÄ1.6Ã105

Fig. 4 ST diagram of ensemble average Cp . ReÄ1.6Ã105,
s b Õs cÄ1.

Fig. 5 Ensemble-average pressure traces measured over the
rear of the suction surface. Re Ä1.6Ã105, s b Õs cÄ1.
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freestream. The onset of the pressure oscillations is thus not con-
trolled by the convection of turbulent spots nor instability waves
within the boundary layer as these phenomena convect slower
than the freestream. It can also be deduced that the onset is not
controlled by an acoustic mechanism as for a low Mach number
flow these would travel ahead of the convecting wake.

The pressure fluctuations are observed to originate between the
transducers located ats/s050.57 ands/s050.63. The amplitude
of the fluctuations increases up tos/s050.70 and thereafter re-
mains approximately constant. The period of the oscillations is
also constant downstream ofs/s050.70. The amplitude of the
fluctuations reduces slightly downstream ofs/s050.82. This re-
gion corresponds to the pressure recovery region of the steady
separation bubble and is typically associated with transition in a
separation bubble. With increased levels of turbulence and turbu-
lent mixing that results from transition, the ensemble-average
pressure fluctuations decrease in amplitude.

The trajectory lines labeledB andC are drawn at half the local
freestream velocity. These lines are positioned to trace the con-
vection of the maxima and minima of the pressure fluctuations
and show that the coherent structures responsible for the pressure
fluctuations travel at half the freestream velocity.

The number of maxima and minima in the ensemble averaged
pressure traces is not the same at every sensor location inFig. 5.
At s/s050.70 there is only one maxima and one minima ob-
served, however, ats/s050.82 there are three sets of maxima and
minima. The appearance of more than one coherent structure is
due to the different trajectories of the onset and convection of the
structures. Once formed the structures convect slower than the
wake thus allowing the wake to generate new structures at points
further downstream as it passes over the undisturbed inflexional
profiles of the separating boundary layer.

By extending the trajectory linesC to intersect lineA, the origin
of line C is seen to be ats/s0'0.60. However, bys/s0'0.86 the
feature occurring along lineC disappears. The convection speed
of C is lower than the convection speed of the leading edge of a
turbulent spot. The disappearance ofC is attributed to turbulent
spots formed at an upstream location in the boundary layer over-
taking the coherent structure. This turbulence destroys the coher-
ence of structureC.

The Effect of Bar Passing Frequency. Figure 6shows the
ensemble-averaged unsteady surface pressures for the identical
flow condition inFig. 5, but with double the bar spacing so that
sb /sc52 ( f r50.34). Both the time axis and the scale of the pres-
sure traces are identical to that ofFig. 5.

The pressure fluctuations are again observed as the wake passes
over the region of the steady flow separation bubble. No change in
the onset location is evident and the period of oscillation is the
same as before. The period of the pressure fluctuations are thus
independent of the wake passing frequency in the range relevant
for LP turbines. The pattern of the pressure oscillations is also the
same as for the higher bar passing frequency up tos/s050.86 but
their magnitude is larger for the lower bar passing frequency.

The lower bar passing frequency gives the boundary layer more
time to re-establish steady-state conditions between the wake
passing events. In this time a series of pressure oscillations,
smaller in magnitude and of lower frequency arise downstream of
s/s050.88. The pattern of these pressure traces is different to
those resulting from the wake-separation bubble interaction and
are more nearly sinusoidal. The fact that these oscillations may be
ensemble averaged is remarkable and indicates that they too are
deterministic and caused by coherent structures in the re-
establishing boundary layer. Based on Stieger and Hodson’s@13#
observations of Tollmien-Schlichting waves on a flat plate with
identical pressure distribution, it is proposed that these oscillations
in surface pressure are due to natural transition phenomena.

The Effect of a Boundary Layer Trip. A trip wire was fixed
to the surface of the blade to cause transition of the boundary
layer so that downstream of the trip wire, the boundary layer is
turbulent throughout the wake passing cycle suppressing the for-
mation of a separation bubble.Figure 7 shows ensemble averaged
pressure traces for identical flow conditions to those presented in
Fig. 6, but with a trip wire ats/s050.44. Immediately obvious is
the absence of the pressure fluctuations. The coherent structures
responsible for the pressure fluctuations are thus only formed
when the wake interacts with the separating boundary layer.

Fig. 6 Ensemble-average pressure traces for Re Ä1.6Ã105,
s b Õs cÄ2

Fig. 7 Ensemble-average traces—tripped boundary layer, Re
Ä1.6Ã105, s b Õs cÄ2
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The Effect of Reynolds Number. It was established above
that the period of the large amplitude pressure fluctuations is in-
dependent of the bar passing frequency. However, the period of
the pressure fluctuations is dependent on Reynolds number. The
pressure traces at a Reynolds number of Re51.63105 and at a
Reynolds number Re52.03105, are compared ats/s050.70 in
Fig. 8 where the period of interest is shown on a dimensional time
axis. It is apparent that the period of the pressure oscillations is
not the same at the different Reynolds numbers. The time offset
between the two sets of pressure traces is due to difference in the
absolute time of the trigger used for the ensemble averaging of the
different Reynolds number flow conditions. The period of oscilla-
tions ats/s050.70 are approximately inversely proportional to the
Reynolds number.

The convective time scale
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and viscous diffusion time scale
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are indistinguishable for a given velocity distribution as the ratio
of local surface position to chord is constant. It is thus not pos-
sible to determine if the large pressure fluctuations are related to
viscous or convective phenomena.

A correlation for the period of the disturbance with the maxi-
mum amplification rate in the Falkner-Skan velocity profiles over
the whole range of pressure gradient parameter is given by Walker
@14# as
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This correlation was shown by Stieger and Hodson@13# to rea-
sonably predict the frequency of Tollmien-Schlichting waves in
similar unsteady flow conditions. The period of a viscous instabil-
ity in a highly decelerated boundary layer is thus expected to vary
nonlinearly with Reynolds number. The observed linear relation-
ship between the period of the pressure fluctuations and Reynolds
number demonstrates that a viscous stability mechanism is not
responsible for the large-amplitude pressure fluctuation. Viller-
maux @15# showed that inviscid instability processes have a neg-
ligible Reynolds number dependence and so a pure inviscid insta-
bility mechanism is excluded.

Visualization of the Instantaneous Flow Field Using PIV
PIV is essentially a quantitative flow visualisation technique

whereby the correlation of two images of a seeded flow is used to
determine the fluid velocity. In order to identify the structures
responsible for the pressure fluctuations presented above PIV
measurements were made over a small portion of the rear suction
surface of the T106 cascade as shown inFig. 9.

The results of a PIV measurement in the region betweens/s0
50.8 ands/s050.9 at the phaset/t050.85 are shown inFig. 10.
The instantaneous vector map is shown in the upper plot ofFig.
10. Two vortices are visible in the boundary layer. Instantaneous
streamlines calculated from the vector map are shown in the lower
plot of Fig. 10 and confirm that the structures are vortices embed-
ded in the boundary layer. A number of PIV measurements were
made and not all showed identical features to the results ofFig.
10. The vortices were not always evident and their size and posi-
tion varied.

The vorticity of the vortices is of the same sense as the bound-
ary layer vorticity. The vortex centers are separated by approxi-
mately 5% of the suction surface length with their centres at ap-

Fig. 8 Effect of Reynolds number on the period of pressure
oscillations at s Õs 0Ä0.70

Fig. 9 Location of PIV measurement on the T106 blade. The
line dividing the field of view indicates the portion of the mea-
surement shown below.

Fig. 10 Instantaneous vector map and computed streamlines
from PIV measurement over the rear suction surface at t Õt0
Ä0.85. ReÄ1.6Ã105, s b Õs cÄ1.
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proximately a third of the local time-average boundary layer
thickness. It is argued below that these vortices are responsible for
the measured pressure fluctuations.

The Source of Pressure Fluctuations
Saathoff and Melbourne@16# conducted an investigation into

the cause of large pressure fluctuations occurring near the leading
edges of sharp-edged bluff bodies. A long two-dimensional rect-
angular prism was mounted in a wind tunnel and the surface pres-
sure was measured under the separation bubble that formed at the
leading edge. Flow visualization was performed with a laser light
sheet and high-speed cine camera. The cine camera was used to
simultaneously capture flow visualisation pictures and an oscillo-
scope output from the pressure transducers. The results showed
that large surface pressure fluctuations were caused by vortices in
close proximity to the surface of the model. The rollup of the
separated shear layer, initiated by perturbations in the approaching
flow, was identified as the source of these vortices.

Luton et al. @17# conducted a numerical investigation of the
interaction of a convected spanwise vortex and a Blasius bound-
ary layer. By solving the full Navier-Stokes equations, they
showed a minimum in surface pressure to coincide with the loca-
tion of the vortex center. The magnitude of the pressure fluctua-
tions associated with the vortex was shown to depend on the dis-
tance of the vortex from the wall as well as the strength of vortex.
They reported fluctuations as high as 55% of the dynamic head for
one of the cases calculated.

The measurements presented here are thus confirmed by the
literature and the vortices identified by the PIV flow visualization
are responsible for the large amplitude pressure fluctuations mea-
sured on the surface of the T106 cascade.

The Formation of Coherent Structures in Boundary
Layers

The classical studies in boundary layer stability conducted by
Schubauer and Skramstad@18# provided experimental evidence of
coherent structures in boundary layers, in this case Tollmien-
Schlichting waves evolving from disturbance generated by a vi-
brating ribbon. The development of a small square wave distur-
bance in a Blasius boundary layer was investigated experimentally
by Gaster@20# In this case, the disturbance was found to develop
into a downstream propagating wave packet. Gaster found that the
initial structure of the wave packet was well predicted by tracking
the development of the amplified wave numbers using linear sta-
bility theory. The linear instability mechanism associated with the
boundary layer lead to the amplification of particular frequencies.
The exponential amplification rate associated with these frequen-
cies lead to the dominance of the most amplified mode. Such a
selective amplification process acts as a filter that leads to a single
mode becoming dominant and this leads to the formation of a
coherent structure being formed in the boundary layer, in this case
a traveling wave packet.

Watmuff @19# conducted a detailed hot-wire and flying cross
wire measurements of the evolution of a periodically applied point
disturbance in a boundary layer with a laminar separation bubble.
Despite an initial region of decay, the disturbance was found to
amplify after the separation point before developing into a three-
dimensional rollup vortex loop embedded in the boundary layer.
Furthermore, the vortex structure was discernable up to 20 bound-
ary layer thicknesses downstream of the time mean reattachment
point. The maximum amplitude of the disturbance was observed
to follow the trajectory of the inflexion points in the velocity
profile and contours of the measured spanwise vorticity, along the
centreline of the disturbance, revealed a cat’s eye pattern, charac-
teristic of a Kelvin-Helmholtz breakdown of the shear layer. This
evidence allowed Watmuff to conclude that the instability mecha-
nism governing the amplification of the wave packet in a separa-
tion bubble is predominantly inviscid.

The work of Gaster@20# and Watmuff@19# shows that the se-
lective amplification associated with boundary layer stability, both
viscid and inviscid, provides a mechanism able to select and am-
plify particular disturbance frequencies that subsequently form co-
herent structures in the boundary layer. It is proposed that the
deterministic coherent structures responsible for the measured
pressure fluctuations, namely the rollup vortices identified by the
PIV measurements are formed by the selective amplification of
such an instability mechanism. By contrast to the measurements
of Watmuff @19#, the wake is a uniform two-dimensional distur-
bance and as a consequence it is expected that the rollup would
initially be two-dimensional and uniform across the span of the
blade in the bar passing cascade.

The Mechanism of Surface Pressure Oscillations
An overview of the mechanism whereby pressure fluctuations

are formed is presented inFig. 11. The central plot shows the
measured mean pressure distribution over the rear suction surface
of the T106 LP turbine cascade for steady flow. Also shown is the
hypothetical inviscid pressure distribution. Short portions of the
ensemble averaged time traces of surface pressure are also shown
for each measurement location. The lower plot shows a series of
measured hot wire boundary layer profiles at different positions in
the separation bubble corresponding to the boundary layer state
just before the arrival of the wake. The dotted line, drawn by
hand, passes approximately through the inflexion points of these
boundary layer profiles. Just before the arrival of the wake, the
laminar shear layer extends from the steady separation point to the
end of the pressure plateau~from s/s0'0.60 tos/s0'0.82). The
final set of profiles ats/s050.88 does not have an inflexion point
at any time during the wake passing cycle. This is representative
of the reattached boundary layer after a separation bubble. This
description of the profiles prior to the arrival of the wake agrees
with what would be expected for a separation bubble within a
steady flow and a free laminar shear layer exists before the arrival
of the wake.

Fig. 11 Schematic showing the evolution of pressure oscilla-
tions due to the interaction of the wake and separating bound-
ary layer
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Betweens/s050.63 ands/s050.70 the amplitude of the pres-
sure fluctuations due to the wake passing rises significantly. Prior
to the arrival of the wake, the boundary layer profiles are inflex-
ional over this region of the blade surface. The intense amplifica-
tion observed in this region is attributed to the instability mecha-
nism resulting from the inflexional velocity profiles.

By s/s050.70 the free shear layer has rolled up into a series of
rollup vortices. The point disturbances in Watmuff’s work were
observed to grow laterally in the adverse pressure gradient and
form vortex loops, however, for the case of wake passing, where
the disturbance sources may be viewed as a two-dimensional strip
of convecting wake fluid, the amplified disturbances would not
break down into vortex loops, but rather a more two-dimensional
spanwise rollup vortex. Rollup vortices formed in a shear layer
convect at about the mean velocity of the shear layer, which
would be approximately half the freestream velocity. The coherent
structures responsible for the pressure fluctuations were previ-
ously identified to convect at half the freestream velocity. This
further supports the argument that the coherent structures respon-
sible for the large-amplitude surface pressure fluctuations are rol-
lup vortices formed in the separated shear layer associated with
the inflexional boundary layer velocity profiles.

The pressure fluctuations labeled ‘natural transition phenom-
ena’ in Fig. 11 are believed to be caused by Tollmien-Schlichting
type waves. As would be expected, the pressure traces observed in
this region have a different character to those associated with the
rollup vortices.

Conclusions
Measurements of the unsteady surface pressure on the T106 LP

turbine cascade showed the laminar boundary layer upstream of
the steady flow separation point to respond to the wake passing in
an essentially inviscid manner. However, unexpected large ampli-
tude fluctuations in surface pressure were measured as the wake
convected over the region of the steady flow separation bubble.
The pressure oscillations were suppressed when the boundary
layer was tripped indicating that a separating laminar boundary
layer was necessary for the development of the pressure oscilla-
tions. The pressure oscillations were found to be generated as the
wake passed over the region covered by the separation bubble in
the case of steady flow and to convect at half the local freestream
velocity. The pressure oscillations were unaltered by a change in
the bar passing frequency.

PIV measurements were used to identify vortices present in the
boundary layer. It was confirmed by reference to literature that
these vortices are responsible for the pressure oscillations.

In the ensemble-averaged measurements, the vortices appear as
coherent and deterministic structures. Hot-wire boundary layer
traverses confirmed the existence of inflexional velocity profiles
prior to the arrival of the wake. It is proposed that the instability
mechanism associated with the inflexional velocity profiles ampli-
fies perturbations to the laminar shear layer caused by the wake
passing. This amplification leads to the formation of rollup vorti-
ces embedded in the boundary layer and these rollup vortices are
responsible for the large amplitude pressure fluctuations.
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Nomenclature

C 5 chord
Cp 5 pressure coefficientCp5(P02P)/(P02P2is)

f 5 bar passing frequency
f r 5 reduced frequencyf r5 f C/V2is
P 5 local surface pressure

P0 5 total pressure
P2is 5 isentropic exit pressure

Re 5 Reynolds number Re5V2isC/n
Red* 5 displacement thickness Reynolds number

s 5 distance along blade surface
s0 5 suction surface length
sb 5 bar pitch
sc 5 cascade pitch
t 5 time

t0 5 bar passing period
Ub 5 bar speed

V2is 5 isentropic exit velocity
Vx1 5 inlet axial velocity
d* 5 displacement thickness
f 5 flow coefficientf5Vx1 /Ub
n 5 kinematic viscosity
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Unsteady Turbine Blade Wake
Characteristics
The paper presents an experimental investigation of large coherent structures, commonly
referred to as ‘‘von Karman vortex street,’’ in the wake of a turbine blade at high subsonic
Mach number~M2,is50.79! and high Reynolds number~RE52.83106 and their effect
on the steady and unsteady pressure and temperature distribution in the wake. Ultra short
smoke visualizations and two interferometric measurement techniques, holographic inter-
ferometry and white light differential interferometry provide insight into the vortex for-
mation and shedding process. In addition, the interferometric measurement provides
quantitative information on the stream wise evolution of the minimum density associated
with the vortices and on their lateral spreading. Wake traverses are performed with a
four-head fork probe carrying a Kiel probe and a fast response Kulite pressure probe for
pressure measurements and a thermocouple probe and a cold wire resistance probe for
temperature measurements. The results confirm the observation of energy separation in
the wake as found by other researchers. The experimental data are a unique source for the
validation of unsteady Navier-Stokes codes.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1737783#

Introduction
The presence of large coherent structures in turbine blade

wakes, known as von Karman vortices, has experimentally been
put into evidence by many authors using various types of tech-
niques like: smoke visualizations at low speed by Han and Cox
@1#; ultra-short Schlieren photographs at medium subsonic and
transonic Mach numbers by Lawaczeck and Heinemann@2#, Hei-
nemann and Bu¨tefisch @3#, Carscallen et al.@4#, Cicatelli and
Sieverding@5#, and Cicatelli and Sieverding@6#, interferometric
density measurements by Desse@7#, Sieverding et al.@8#, and
Sieverding et al.@9#; LDV measurements in a large-scale low-
speed turbine cascade without and with trailing edge flow ejection
by Ubaldi and Zunino@10#, Ubaldi et al.@11#, and Zunino et al.
@12#, and PIV measurements by Raffel et al.@13#. Cicatelli and
Sieverding@6# and Sieverding et al.@9# are the first to provide
detailed steady and unsteady measurements around the blade trail-
ing edge and on the rear suction side of a large-scale turbine
nozzle guide vane at medium and high subsonic downstream
Mach numbers. Probably the most significant result of the latter
publication is the observation of a change from the typical time-
averaged isobaric base pressure region at low and medium outlet
Mach numbers to a non-isobaric region at high subsonic Mach
numbers.

Carscallen et al.@14# are the first to measure the effect of the
trailing edge vortices on the unsteady pressure and temperature
distributions in the wake of a transonic turbine blade. For this
purpose the authors made use of a fast-response dual hot-film
probe developed by Buttsworth and Jones@15#. The authors con-
firmed the existence of energy separation in the wake with cold
spots up to215 deg in the wake center and hot spots of18 deg
at the edges of the wake. Known as the Eckert-Weise effect, Eck-
ert and Weise@16#, the phenomenon of energy separation had
been investigated hitherto mostly in the context of vortex shed-
ding from cylinders although it has been observed in many other
applications, see Eckert@17#. Kurosaka et al.@18# gave a very
detailed analysis of this phenomenon related to the vortex street
behind a cylinder. Ng et al.@19# measured it quantitatively with a

fast response dual hot wire aspirating probe and found similar
temperature fluctuations as Carscallen behind a cylinder for an
upstream Mach number of 0.4 only.

The results presented in this paper are a further contribution to
the quantitative determination of unsteady wake characteristics
behind turbine blades. The paper is a followup of that by Siever-
ding et al.@9# which treated in detail with the effect of the vortex
shedding on the unsteady blade pressure distribution and is
equally based on the outcome of the European Research Project
BRITE/EURAM CT96-0143 on ‘‘Turbulence Modelling of Un-
steady Flows in Axial Turbines.’’

Experimental Setup and General Flow Conditions
A detailed description of the experimental setup and flow con-

ditions can be found in Sieverding et al.@9#. The main geometric
and aerodynamic characteristics are repeated inTables 1 and 2
for completeness of the paper. A photograph of the test section is
shown inFig. 1.

Two-Dimensionality. Because of the low aspect ratio of
h/c50.714 boundary layer fences were set at 5% of the span on
the blade suction side to limit the spanwise extension of secondary
flows. As a result the secondary flow regions are reduced by 50%
and occupy only 5 to 7% of the blade height on each side in
Sieverding et al.@9#.

Periodicity. The downstream Mach number distribution var-
ied over 2 pitches by less than1/22%. The blade-to-blade sur-
face Mach number variation ofDM50.027 between the two cen-
tral blades was judged satisfactory for such a small number of
blades.

Blade Velocity Distribution. The blade surface velocity dis-
tribution is presented in the form of the isentropic Mach number
distribution in function of the axial chord inFig. 2. The design of
the blade with a flat rear-suction surface results in a strong
suction-side velocity peak atx/cax50.61 with nearly sonic con-
ditions followed by a constant Mach number plateau of M150.8
up to the trailing edge circle where the flow undergoes a strong
reacceleration before separating from the blade surface. On the
pressure side the flow accelerates continuously from the leading
edge to the trailing edge. The crossing of the pressure and suction-
side curves near the trailing edge is typical for blades with straight
rear-suction side.

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute and presented at the Inter-
national Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Atlanta, GA, June
16–19, 2003. Manuscript received by the IGTI December 2002; final revision March
2003. Paper No. 2003-GT-38934. Review Chair: H. R. Simmons.
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Boundary layer profiles were measured with a flattened pitot
probe of 0.25-mm probe head thickness at a distance equal to one
trailing edge diameter upstream of the trailing edge circle. The
uncertainty of the probe positioning is1/20.05 mm.

The boundary layer profiles for nominal outlet flow conditions
are presented inFig. 3. The physical boundary layer thickness is
about 2.2 mm on the suction side and 0.7 mm on the pressure

sides. The compressible shape factor is, respectively,H51.31 and
1.53 for the suction side and pressure sides. This is a clear indi-
cation for a turbulent state of the boundary layer on both sides
before trailing edge separation.

Wake Flow Visualisations and Vortex Shedding
Frequency

Contrary to the schlieren photographs presented by Sieverding
et al.@9# the vortical structures in the wake are at present put into
evidence through smoke visualizations,Fig. 4. The smoke is emit-
ted from a tube in the upstream settling chamber and seeds only
the flow close to the blade surfaces. The laser sheet is coming
from the right side as indicated by the large arrow and illuminates
the blade suction side at midspan. The pressure side lies in the
shadow. A Nd:YAG laser produces the light sheet. The pictures
are taken with a PCO video camera. The laser was triggered at a
frequency rate of 8.2 Hz, while the maximum acquisition rate for
the camera was 4.12 Hz. Given the low frequency of the laser and
the camera the individual smoke visualizations inFig. 4 do not
belong to the same vortex shedding cycle. They are taken at dif-
ferent time instances and are arranged in sequential order. Pictures
6 and 1 are the same. Fluctuations in the smoke density and the
lateral spreading of the smoke affect somewhat the continuity in
the flow patterns. The objective of the camera is aligned on the
center of the circular quartz window, which results in a three-
dimensional view of the trailing edge region.

Contrary to schlieren photographs which visualise density
changes, smoke pictures show the instantaneous flow patterns and
are therefore particularly well suited to show the vortical wake
structures. The formation of the vortices and their gradual shed-
ding is put clearly into evidence inFig. 4. Picture 2 shows the
start of the enrolment of the pressure side shear layer into a vor-
tical motion. This vortex grows in pictures 3 and 4 and starts to
move away from the trailing edge in picture 5 due to the appear-
ance of the suction-side vortex and its entrainment effect of low
momentum material from the opposite shear layer. This results in
a cutoff of the vorticity supply to the vortex, the pressure-side
vortex is shed off the trailing edge.

A close look on the vortex structures reveals that the distances
between successive vortices are not equidistant. In fact the dis-
tance between a pressure-side vortex following a suction side vor-
tex is always smaller than the distance between the latter and the
next downstream pressure-side vortex. A possible reason is that
the pressure-side vortex plays a dominant role and exerts an at-
traction on the suction-side vortex. Already Han and Cox@1#
found the pressure vortex to be stronger then the suction-side
vortex and attributed this to the blade circulation.

Vortex Shedding Frequency. The vortex shedding frequency
is measured with a fast response pressure sensor positioned at
x/cax50.933 at the beginning of the pressure-side trailing edge
circle. The Strouhal number is defined as

St5~ f D !/U (1)

whereU is derived from the pitch averaged downstream cascade
side wall pressure distribution taken at a trailing edge distance
x/cax50.2 and the upstream total pressure. The vortex shedding
frequency at M2,is50.79 is 7.6 kHz and the corresponding Strou-
hal number amounts to St>0.219 which is typical for a turbulent
state of the boundary layers on both suction and pressure side near
the trailing edge.

Unsteady Wake Density Fields

Interferometric Measurement Techniques. Holographic in-
terferometry ~VKI ! and white light differential interferometry
~ONERA! were used to investigate the variation of the unsteady
density distribution in the wake. Details of the holographic tech-
nique are given in Sieverding et al.@8#. Information on the white

Fig. 1 Photograph of test section

Fig. 2 Blade Mach number distribution for M2,isÄ0.79
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light differential interferometry technique can be found in Desse
@20,21#. The time instant for a give moment in a vortex shedding
cycle will be defined by the phase anglew. The phase angle is
evaluated with respect to the pressure variation recorded with a
pressure sensor positioned atx/cax50.933 on the pressure side.
The zero phase angle is defined by the time instant when the
falling pressure crosses the mean pressure averaged over one vor-
tex shedding cycle.Figures 5and6 present typical interferograms
with both techniques, taken at a phase angle of;90 deg and of 0
deg for the holographic and white light interferometry, respec-
tively.

Holographic Interferometry. The interferograms obtained
with holographic interferometry give only the relative density
variations between two successive iso-density lines following the
relation

Dr5l/~k1!. (2)

With l–wave length of laser light~Ruby laser l56.94
31027 @m#), k–Gladestone constant (2.2531024 @m3/kg#), and
1–tunnel width~0.1 m! the density variation becomes

Dr50.030858 @kg/m3#. (3)

The reference density is evaluated from pressure measurements
with the fast response needle static pressure probe positioned out-
side of the wake~see flow visualizations!, assuming the total tem-
perature to be constant outside the wake. Nondimensionalized by
the upstream total densityr0 the relative density change between
two successive density fringes isDr/r0150.0184.

The interferogram inFig. 5 shows the suction side vortex at a
phase anglew;90 deg. The vortex is in its shedding phase. The
suction-side shear layer is near its most outward position~see
Sieverding et al.@9#!. On the pressure side the density patterns
point to the start of the formation of a new pressure side vortex.
The pressure side vortex of the previous cycle is situated at a
trailing edge distancex/D52. The vortex is defined by ten fringes

Fig. 3 Boundary layer profiles at blade trailing edge

Fig. 4 Smoke visualizations for different instances over one
vortex shedding cycle at outlet Mach number M2,isÄ0.79

Fig. 5 Example of holographic interferogram, phase angle
wÈ90 deg
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which implies a total relative density change from the outside to
the vortex center ofD(r/r01)50.184. This is to be compared with
an isentropic downstream static to total density ratiors /r01
50.745.

White Light Differential Interferometry. The technique of dif-
ferential interferometry using a white light source and two Wol-
laston prisms, equipped with respectively a polarizer and an ana-
lyzer, allows obtaining color interference fringes in the field under
observation. By orienting the two Wollaston prisms a set of either
normal or parallel interference fringes to the flow can be obtained.
Contrary to the holographic interferometry technique which visu-
alizes iso-density contours with fixed density changes between the
contours, the white light differential interferometry technique pro-
vides information on the continuous variation of the density gra-
dient field. Due to the nature of the differential measurement tech-
nique, a data integration is necessary to obtain the refraction index
in the direction normal to the interference fringes. The local den-
sity rl is obtained via the determination of the local refractive
index n1 , the refractive index and the density being related
through the Gladstone constant,

n1215k~r1 /rs!, (4)

with: k–Gladstone constant@m3/kg# and rs @kg/m3# –gas density
under standard condition.

As for the holographic interferometry the reference value for
the gas density is given by a fast response needle static pressure
probe positioned in the freestream on the suction side of the wake.

The white light differential interferograms are recorded by a
CORDIN 350 high-speed rotating drum and rotating prism cam-
era. The time exposure of the images recorded on the camera is

750 ns and the time interval between two successive frames is
close to 28.5ms. A maximum of 100 images can be recorded on
the film, corresponding to about 25 periods of the phenomenon.
With a vortex shedding frequency of;7.6 kHz the camera
records about four pictures per cycle. Each picture can then pre-
cisely be dated with respect to the simultaneous recorded pressure
signal of a fast pressure sensor implemented on the blade pressure
side at the beginning of the trailing edge circle atx/cax50.933.

Figure 6 shows an interferogram at the phase anglew50 deg.
The interferogram is taken with the wollaston prisms oriented to
set the interference fringes parallel to the blade wake, i.e., the
picture visualizes mainly the gradients across the wake. Each vor-
tex appears as a pair of white and dark dots, which reflects the
density change through the vortex. Atw50 deg the suction side
vortex is completely formed and will start its shedding phase
while on the pressure side the vortex formation phase will start.
The density in the vortex center on the suction side is as low as
r/r0150.51. The minimum density ratio of the vortex of the pre-
vious cycle positioned atx/D53 from the trailing edge has in-
creased to 0.59.

Streamwise Evolution of Density Minima and Lateral Dis-
placement of Vortices. Because of lack of space we shall focus
our attention only on the evolution of the density minima of the
vortex cores and their lateral spreading. This information provides
insight into the dissipation of the vortex strength and is of prime
importance for code validation.

Fig. 7 Evolution of vortex density minima with increasing
downstream distance; „top … holographic interferometry, „bot-
tom … white light differential interferometry

Fig. 6 Example of white light differential interferogram with
fringes set parallel to wake centerline and corresponding gas
density field, phase angle wÈ0 deg
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Figure 7 shows the variation of the vortex density minima non-
dimensionalized by the upstream total density,r/r0 , in function
of the trailing edge distancex/D ~D-trailing edge diameter!. Fig-
ure 7 ~top! shows the results obtained with holographic interfer-
ometry,Fig. 7 ~bottom! the results with white light interferometry.

The holographic data inFig. 7 ~top! are derived from a total of
11 holograms taken at different phase angles. Open symbols cor-
respond to vortices shed from the suction side, closed symbols to
vortices from the pressure side. It is recalled that the pictures are
taken randomly and do not belong to a single cycle.

The figure conveys the impression of rather poor measure-
ments. The uncertainty in the determination of the vortex minima
density is affected not only by errors associated with the measure-
ment of the reference density~reference static pressure with
needle probe! but also by the resolution of the measuring tech-
nique. The latter is of the order of the density difference between
two successive iso-lines. The total uncertainty of the density mea-
surements is evaluated asD(r/r01)51/20.015. Hence the larg-
est differences in the wide band of experimental data are due to
real variations in the flow properties between the various tests
which were taken randomly over a period of several days. The
continuous solid curve represents the mean variation of the mini-
mum density averaged over all curves.

Nevertheless some general conclusions can be drawn:

• There are two distinct regions for the evolution of the vortex
density minima: a very rapid linear density rise up to a dis-

tance ofx/D>1.7 followed by a much slower rise further
downstream. The average density variation is nearly linear in
both regions.

• There is no distinct difference between the minima of the
pressure and suction side vortices. This is contrary to obser-
vations of some authors based on flow visualizations only,
Han and Cox@1# and Cicatelli and Sieverding@5#, who find
that the suction side vortex is weaker than the pressure side
vortex. Han and Cox attribute this to the blade circulation.

• The average minimum density ratio is about 0.52 at the trail-
ing edge. Atx/D57 the minimum density has risen to 0.67.
This is plausible if we compare it to the density ofr/r01
50.74 corresponding to the nominal outlet Mach number of
0.79 in the downstream planex/cax50.5 equivalent to a trail-
ing edge distance ofx/D>15 in streamwise direction.

The results obtained with white light interferometry are in
broad agreement with those presented for the holographic inter-
ferometry except for a somewhat slower density rise in the near
wake region, i.e., for 0<x/D<2. The white light interferometry
data also confirm that there is no difference in the intensity be-
tween the suction and pressure side vortices. Compared to the
holographic data the scatter is much smaller. This is explained by
the fact that the pictures are taken not randomly but over a total
time period of only;331023 seconds with a continuously run-
ning camera. It may be assumed that the variation in the intensity
of the vortex shedding over this period is much smaller than in
case of randomly taken pictures. However, it is likely that repeat-
ing testing would result in a similar scatter as for the holographic
interferometric tests.

Figure 8 presents the downstream evolution of the lateral dis-
placement of the pressure and suction side vortices with respect to
the tangent to the mean camber line defined byy/D50. Again the
data set obtained with the white light interferometry technique
appears to be more consistent. The evolution of the lateral dis-
placement of the vortex centres with respect to the 0-line is not
symmetric. In particular within the range ofx/D<4 the wake
appears to be shifted to the suction side. The ratio between the
streamwise distance of two successive vortices and the lateral dis-
tance between the pressure side and suction side vortices is about
6–7.

Wake Flow Traverses

Multihead PressureÕTemperature Fork Probe. The mea-
surement of the total pressure and temperature distribution in the
wake was carried out using the probe inFig. 9. The probe stem
carries four different probe heads: for time averaged data a pneu-
matic Kiel type total pressure probe and a thermocouple probe, for
fast response measurements a semi-conductor~Kulite! total pres-
sure probe and a thin wire total temperature probe. The probe is a
compromise between spatial resolution, angular sensitivity, fre-
quency response, probe blockage effect and probe vibration. Each
probe underwent extensive calibration tests. The insensitivity
angle range for the two total pressure probes was found experi-
mentally to be 15 deg and 25 deg, respectively, for the Kulite
probe with a conical entrance of 20 deg and for the pneumatic
Kiel-type probe. Note that the Kiel probe differs from the usual
construction in as much as the ‘‘Kiel effect’’ operates only in
pitchwise direction since the spanwise width of the flattened pitot
tube is equal to the inner diameter of the surrounding cylinder.
The influence of the recess of the Kulite probe pressure sensor
from the probe mouth was evaluated on the basis of the theory of
Bergh and Tijdeman@22#, to about 40 kHz which was judged
adequate for the wake shedding frequency of 7.5 kHz at the nomi-
nal outlet Mach number M2,is50.79. As regards the cold wire
probe, numerical compensation is used to extend the naturally
rather low frequency response of the 2mm wire to much higher
ranges~Dénos and Sieverding@23#!. A frequency analysis of the
probe output signal in the turbine blade wake showed apart from

Fig. 8 Lateral spreading of vortex minima with increasing
downstream distance; „top … holographic interferometry, „bot-
tom … white light differential interferometry
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the dominating frequency of 7.6 kHz very clearly the first har-
monic and faintly also the second harmonic. This is clearly inad-
equate to reconstruct a square wave signal at the same frequency
which would require a frequency response up to the tenth har-
monic but in the present case the signal is nearly sinusoidal.

The wake traverse was performed at a trailing edge distance
equal to 2.53D ~trailing edge diameter! in direction of the tan-
gent to the blade camber line. This tangent form an angle of 66
deg with respect to the axial direction and the traverse is made
normal to this tangent. The probe presence did neither effect the
pressure distribution around the trailing edge nor the downstream
side-wall pressure distribution opposite the probe head.

Steady-State Pressure and Temperature Measurements in
Wake. Figure 10 presents the total pressure and total tempera-
ture distribution as measured with the Pitot tube and thermocouple
probes, respectively, and the time-averaged entropy variation
through the wake. Both the temperature and the pressure measure-
ments were nondimensionalized with respect to the cascade inlet
total temperature and pressure. With an error of 1 mbar in the
pressure measurement and 1 deg in the temperature measurement,
the error in the total pressure ratio amounts to;0.1%, the error in
the total temperature ratio to 0.3%.

The temperature distribution is characterized on the borders of
the wake, betweeny/D51.5 and 0.5 by temperature peaks in
excess of the inlet total temperature while a strong minimum is
recorded in the wake center. The temperature fory/D.1.5 should
reach the freestream temperature, i.e., the total upstream tempera-
ture. This is clearly not the case for the left side~pressure side! of
the wake. However, the lowest value ofT0 /T015.997 aty/D5
22 corresponds to a temperature difference2.85, which is still
within the measuring accuracy of 1 deg. Apart from these mea-

surement errors in the rangeuy/Du.1.5, the deviations of the
temperature from the freestream value are referred to in the litera-
ture as ‘‘Eckert-Weise Effect,’’ see Eckert@17# and Carscallen
et al. @14#, and are attributed to the presence of the very intense
von Karman vortices in the wake. However, the mass integrated
temperature value across the wake should beT02/T0151. Because
of the lack of information on the local velocity it is unfortunately
not possible to perform this integration.

The entropy variation reflects the influence of the temperature
variation. A drop of the temperature leads to a decrease in the
entropy, see the entropy drop in the wake center, while a tempera-
ture rise contributes to a rise in the entropy, i.e., on the borders of
the wake.

Unsteady Temperature and Pressure Measurements in
Wake. The phase-lock averaging procedure for the unsteady
measurements turned out to be a very difficult task. The main
problem resides in the fact that the aspect of the pressure and
temperature fluctuations vary strongly through the wake. The
outer wake regions are dominated respectively by either the pres-

Fig. 9 Multihead fork probe for mean and time accurate total
pressure and temperature measurements

Fig. 10 Steady-state total pressure, temperature, and entropy
distribution through wake at trailing edge distance x ÕDÄ2.5
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sure or suction side vortices while the wake inner regions are
equally affected by the vortex shedding process from both blade
sides. Hence the dominating frequency changes from;7.5 kHz in
the outer region to;15 kHz in the wake center. The FFT analysis
was used to determine the period for the phase lock averaging
procedure of the signal. Windowing of the raw signal turned out to
be an absolute necessity to avoid excessive amortisation of the
signal amplitudes due to significant frequency variations.Figure
11 ~top! and11 ~bottom! shows the result of a systematic study of
the effect of the number of windows on the phase-lock averaged
amplitude for two positions in the wake, i.e., aty/D50.66 and at
y/D50 ~wake center!. The amortization effect of a frequency
change for a given data string diminishes of course with increas-
ing number of windows. As an additional mean to reduce the
effect of frequency variations on the phase lock averaged signal
amplitude, a frequency variation acceptance rate was defined for
each window. Phase lock averaged amplitudes inFig. 11 ~top! are
plotted for three different acceptance rates:D f / f 50.05, 0.1 and
0.2. A D f / f 50.1 means that all windows in which the frequency
varies by more than 10% are rejected. The acceptance rate of the
number of windows is presented inFig. 11 ~bottom!. The follow-
ing results are based on a data analysis with 150 windows and a
frequency variation acceptance rate ofD f / f 510%. With 150
windows, each window contains about ten periodic events with a
total of about 400 data points.

Figure 12 ~top! presents the total pressure fluctuations across
the wake~at a trailing edge distancex/D52.5) in function of time
~phase!. The fluctuations extend far beyond the time averaged
wake width ofy/D;61.5. The time-averaged pressure amplitude
variation through the wake is shown inFig. 13. Maximum ampli-
tudes of up to 90% of the downstream dynamic pressure are re-
corded. The amplitude variations show three pronounced peaks: in
the wake center on the pressure side aty/D521.0 and on the
suction side aty/D50.7.

The phase-lock averaged temperature variations are presented
in Fig. 12 ~bottom!. As explained earlier, data were recorded for
only half of the wake. The maximum and minimum temperature
variations areT0 /T0151.046 and 0.96, respectively. WithT01
5280 K the maximum total temperature variations amount to
;24 deg. Similar values were reported by Carscallen et al.@14#.

Conclusion
The experimental program presented in this paper has made use

of a wide range of measurement techniques to contribute elucidat-
ing the unsteady turbine blade wake characteristics related to the
presence of large coherent wake structures known as von Karman
vortices. Smoke visualizations at high subsonic Mach numbers
proved to be a remarkable tool and visualise better than schlieren
photographs the interaction between the suction-side and
pressure-side vortices in the far wake.

Two different interferometry techniques~the white light differ-
ential technique being a first application to tubomachinery blad-

Fig. 11 „top … Phase-lock averaged pressure amplitudes versus
number of windows on wake centerline „y ÕDÄ0… and at y ÕD
Ä0.66 „bottom …, acceptance rate

Fig. 12 Wake total pressure and temperature fluctuations
through wake at x ÕDÄ2.5

Fig. 13 Variation of phase-lock averaged pressure amplitude
through wake
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ings! were used and provided first quantitative results on the wake
density field. They demonstrated in particular the different evolu-
tion of the density minima associated with the vortex cores in the
near wake (x/D,2) and in the far wake (x/D.2).

A multihead fork probe for the measurement of the steady state
and the time varying pressures and temperatures in the wake was
developed. The thin wire fast response temperature probe head
proved unfortunately too fragile to achieve a complete wake
traverse. Nevertheless, the results confirm clearly the existence of
hot spots on the borderline of the wake and cold spots near the
wake center as already found by other researchers. This effect is
known as energy separation effect. The unsteady total temperature
distribution through the wake affects also the steady-state total
temperature distribution through the wake with a total temperature
near the center line considerable below the inlet total temperature
and a higher value on the wake border. As regards the total pres-
sure fluctuations, maximum pressure amplitudes equal to the
downstream dynamic head are recorded.~SeeTables 1and2!.
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Nomenclature

c 5 chord length~mm!
D 5 trailing edge diameter~mm!
g 5 pitch ~mm!
H 5 boundary layer shape factor
h 5 blade height~mm!

M 5 Mach number
o 5 throat ~mm!
P 5 static pressure~mbar!

P01 5 upstream total pressure~mbar!
Re 5 Reynolds number based on chord and downstream

velocity
S 5 entropy
s 5 stream line coordinate

St 5 Strouhal number based on trailing edge diameter and
downstream velocity

n 5 refractive index

T01 5 upstream total temperature~K!
TU

5 turbulent intensityA u82/u2

U 5 velocity ~m/s!
u8 5 fluctuating velocity
x 5 coordinate

y, Y 5 coordinate
d 5 boundary layer thickness~mm!

d te 5 trailing edge wedge angle~deg!
z 5 kinetic energy loss coefficient
r 5 density~kg/m3!
g 5 stagger angle~resp. axial direction!

Subscripts

ax 5 axial
is 5 isentropic
o 5 total
1 5 upstream
2 5 downstream
` 5 freestream
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Active Flow Control Using Steady
Blowing for a Low-Pressure
Turbine Cascade
The paper presents mid-span measurements for a turbine cascade with active flow control.
Steady blowing through an inclined plane wall jet has been used to control the separation
characteristics of a high-lift low-pressure turbine airfoil at low Reynolds numbers. Mea-
surements were made at design incidence for blowing ratios from approximately 0.25 to
2.0 (ratio of jet-to-local freestream velocity), for Reynolds numbers of 25,000 and 50,000
(based on axial chord and inlet velocity), and for freestream turbulence intensities of
0.4% and 4%. Detailed flow field measurements were made downstream of the cascade
using a three-hole pressure probe, static pressure distributions were measured on the
airfoil suction surface, and hot-wire measurements were made to characterize the inter-
action between the wall jet and boundary layer. The primary focus of the study is on the
low-Reynolds number and low-freestream turbulence intensity cases, where the baseline
airfoil stalls and high profile losses result. For low freestream turbulence (0.4%), the
examined method of flow control was effective at preventing stall and reducing the profile
losses. At a Reynolds number of 25,000, a blowing ratio greater than 1.0 was required to
suppress stall. At a Reynolds number of 50,000, a closed separation bubble formed at a
very low blowing ratio (0.25) resulting in a significant reduction in the profile loss. For
high freestream turbulence intensity (4%), where the baseline airfoil has a closed sepa-
ration bubble and low profile losses, blowing ratios below 1.0 resulted in a larger sepa-
ration bubble and higher losses. The mechanism by which the wall jet affects the sepa-
ration characteristics of the airfoil is examined through hot-wire traverse measurements
in the vicinity of the slot.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1791291#

Introduction
Recent advancements in low-pressure turbine design have re-

sulted in highly loaded airfoils that are subject to boundary layer
separation. At low Reynolds numbers, typical of high altitude
cruise conditions, the separated shear layer can fail to reattach to
the surface resulting in increased losses and reduced flow turning
~Hourmouziadis@1#, Mayle @2#!, which has a direct impact on
stage efficiency and work output.

Transition plays an important role in the boundary layer devel-
opment over the surfaces of low-pressure turbine airfoils. In many
cases, transition occurs within a separated shear layer. Hatman
and Wang@3# and Malkiel and Mayle@4# have examined the
separated-flow transition process at low-freestream turbulence and
have observed the amplification of Kelvin–Helmholtz~K–H! in-
stabilities within the separated shear layer. This type of instability
is typically associated with transition in free-shear flows such as
jets, wakes, and mixing layers. Yaras~@5,6#! has examined the
effects of freestream turbulence and pressure gradient history on
separated-flow transition and has noted that both play an impor-
tant role in both the onset and length of transition within the
separated shear layer.

The low-pressure turbine airfoil considered in the current ex-
periments is the Pak-B profile, which is an industry supplied re-
search airfoil that has been the subject of many experimental stud-
ies. Mahallati et al.@7#, Murawski and Vafai@8#, and Dorney et al.
@9# have investigated the performance of the Pak-B airfoil under
various Reynolds numbers and freestream turbulence intensities in
linear cascade experiments. Mahallati et al.@7# have shown that

decreases in Reynolds number and turbulence intensity result in a
delay of transition onset within the separated shear layer, and stall
was observed at the lowest levels of Reynolds number and turbu-
lence intensity examined. Stall resulted in a significant increase in
the profile losses. Bons et al.~@10,11#! have shown that flow con-
trol can be used to prevent stall and reduce the losses of the Pak-B
airfoil at low Reynolds numbers. Vortex generator jets were used
by Bons et al. to promote transition and prevent separation of the
suction surface boundary layer. The current study employs a dif-
ferent method of blowing flow control for the Pak-B airfoil.

In general, there are two methods of flow control, each charac-
terized by the energy expenditure required by the flow control
device. Passive flow control requires no auxiliary energy and no
control loop. Active flow control requires energy expenditure and
may use a control loop~Gad-el-Hak@12#!. For active flow control
there are two general control strategies. The first is known as
‘‘predetermined’’ control, in which steady or unsteady energy in-
put is applied without regard to the state of the flow. The second is
known as ‘‘reactive’’ control, in which a control loop is continu-
ally adjusted based on measurements of the flow, using either an
open feedforward or a closed feedback control loop.

Although passive flow control devices require no energy input,
these devices may be effective only at operating conditions where
control is required, and may have a negative impact on perfor-
mance at operating conditions where control is not required. This
effect has been observed in the measurements of Volino@13# and
Lake et al.@14#, who both used trip wires to prevent stall of the
Pak-B airfoil at low-Reynolds numbers. Although stall was pre-
vented with the trip wires, losses at higher Reynolds numbers
were significantly greater than their corresponding clean-blade
cases. The benefit of active flow control is that the control device
can be turned on only when needed. The current study evaluates a
method of active flow control for separation control in a low-
pressure turbine cascade, under steady inflow conditions. A pre-

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute~IGTI! of THE AMERICAN
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determined control strategy is used for the present experiments,
but the implementation of a reactive control loop might be desir-
able for practical use.

The current control strategy consists of localized fluid injection
by means of an inclined plane wall jet, at a location upstream of
the expected suction surface separation point. This blowing tech-
nique has been used by Fottner@15#, Sturm et al.@16#, and Culley
et al.@17# for separation suppression on highly-loaded compressor
blades. The wall jet supplies energy to the decelerating boundary
layer downstream of the suction peak. This injected fluid can in-
crease the momentum in the near-wall region of the boundary
layer. The fuller boundary layer profile is then expected to resist
stronger adverse pressure gradients and which may, therefore, de-
lay or even suppress separation. For the current investigation in
which a laminar boundary layer separates from the surface, the
injected fluid is also expected to have an effect on the transition
process.

Experimental Apparatus and Procedures

Test Section and Cascade. All measurements were made in a
variable-incidence linear cascade test section, which is shown in
Fig. 1. The inlet to the test section has a rectangular cross-section
67.3 cm high and 20.0 cm wide. Two boundary layer bleed slots,
one on each endwall, are located downstream of the inlet to re-
duce the thickness of the incoming boundary layers. The linear
cascades are mounted on a turntable which allows incidence
variations over a range of 60 deg. The turntable serves as the back
endwall and a removable Plexiglas wall serves as the front end-
wall. Seven flow control devices are used to adjust the flow in and
out of the cascade and are depicted in Fig. 1. The flaps and tail-
boards are used to adjust the inlet flow uniformity and outlet flow
periodicity of the cascade, the bypass flaps control the mass flow
rate through the cascade, and the floating wall is used to maintain
a constant area flow channel entering the cascade. Two-axis
traverse mechanisms are mounted to the backside of the turntable
to allow movement of measurement probes across the blade span
and pitch, both upstream and downstream of the cascade.

The cascade used for the present experiments consists of the
Pratt & Whitney Pak-B profile. Details of the Pak-B cascade ge-
ometry are tabulated in Table 1. The cascade contains nine air-
foils, the middle three of which include a slot through which air
can be injected for flow control, as shown enlarged in Fig. 2.
Pressurized air is supplied to the ‘‘air supply pipe’’ at both ends of
the blade. There are 19 holes along the upstream side of the pipe,
spaced approximately 1 cm apart, that discharge air into the blade
plenum. The plenum serves as a settling chamber for the flow
control slot which injects air into the blade passage at approxi-

mately 52% of the suction surface length~64% axial chord!. This
slot location is slightly upstream of the expected separation point.
Ideally, the slot should span the full length of the airfoil to simu-
late two-dimensional flow, it should inject the flow tangent to the
surface to minimize mixing losses due to the normal component
of velocity, and it should have a small width to minimize the
required secondary air supply. For manufacturing reasons the slot
spans the middle 78% of the airfoil span, is inclined 38 deg from

Fig. 1 Schematic of test section.

Table 1 Geometry of flow control cascade

Parameter Value

True chord length,C 83.3 mm
Axial chord length,Cx 75.4 mm
Pitch,S 66.8 mm
Suction surface length,SSL 112.3 mm
Stagger angle,g 25.5°
Aspect ratio,AR 2.4
Inlet blade angle,b i 35°
Exit blade angle,bo 60°
Cascade solidity,s 1.13
Zweifel coefficient,Z 1.08
Flow control slot location,ss 0.52 SSL
Flow control slot width,b 0.3 mm
Flow control slot length,hs 0.78h
Flow control slot inclination angle,u 38°

Fig. 2 Geometry of blade and flow control arrangement
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the surface, and has a width of 0.3 mm~0.3% of SSL!. One static
pressure tap is located inside the plenum near the turntable wall to
adjust and monitor the jet blowing rate.

A distribution system was designed to deliver shop air to the
flow control blades. Shop air first passes through a Schrader
model 3533-1000 filter/water trap to remove any impurities or
moisture from the flow, followed by a Schrader model 3566-2000
pressure regulator used to control the flow rate of air to the blades.
A utility hose then delivers the air to a manifold. The manifold has
six Swagelok model B-1RS6-A needle valves to adjust the flow
rates to each blade. Tygon vinyl tubing connects the manifold
valves to both ends of the flow control blades, through the turn-
table on the back side of the test section and through the Plexiglas
wall on the front side.

The background turbulence level entering the test section is
approximately 0.4%. To simulate the elevated levels of turbulence
in a low-pressure turbine, passive turbulence generating grids are
used in the test section. For the current study, a circular-rod woven
mesh grid is located 35 cm upstream of the cascade middle blade
leading edge, as shown in Fig. 1. This grid produces a freestream
turbulence intensity~FSTI! at the cascade middle blade leading
edge of 4% with an integral length scale~L! of 10% of the blade
axial chord. The uncertainty in FSTI is estimated at60.5% and
the uncertainty inL is estimated at64% of the axial chord.

Instrumentation and Data Acquisition. Three types of mea-
surements have been made during the present study, all at the
mid-span of the cascade. The downstream measurements, from
which mixed-out profile losses and deviation angles have been
calculated, have been made with a three-hole pressure probe. The
probe tip has a width of 2 mm and a thickness of 0.64 mm. The
probe has been calibrated in increments of 0.5 deg over the re-
quired range of flow misalignment. Estimated uncertainties in the
measured downstream flow angle, dynamic pressure and total
pressure are tabulated in Table 2 for the two Reynolds numbers
examined in the present experiments. The downstream three-hole
probe measurements were made 0.5 axial chord lengths down-
stream of the three flow control airfoils, with 65 measurement
points per blade pitch.

Surface static pressure measurements have been made over the
suction surface of the cascade middle blade, with one pressure tap
located upstream of the flow control slot and 13 pressure taps
located downstream of the slot. The maximum uncertainty in the
loading coefficient,CPL , is estimated to be60.20 for the Rey-
nolds number of 25,000 cases and60.08 for the Reynolds num-
ber of 50,000 cases.

Hot-wire traverse measurements have been made in the vicinity
of the slot to characterize the effects of the injected fluid on the
local boundary layer. The traverse locations for one set of mea-
surements are shown in the enlarged section of Fig. 2. A Dantec
type 55P01 normal hot-wire probe has been used with an A.A.
Lab System AN-1003 constant-temperature anemometer. Calibra-
tion of the hot-wire probe was performed regularly and the uncer-
tainties in mean velocity and turbulence intensity~RMS fluctua-
tion level divided by mean velocity! are estimated to be below
65% of the calculated value, except at low velocities (,5 m/s)
where the uncertainties can be as high as610%. All hot-wire
measurements were sampled at 30 kHz with a 14 kHz low-pass

filter for 0.55 seconds (214 samples!, and were corrected for dif-
ferences in flow temperature between the calibration and the wind
tunnel measurements.

The downstream and surface pressure measurements have been
made with Data Instruments linear differential pressure transduc-
ers, models DRAL501DN (6250 Pa) and DRAL505DN
(61250 Pa). Estimated uncertainties due to combined linearity,
hysteresis and long-term stability are60.5 Pa for the
DRAL501DN’s and62 Pa for the DRAL505DN’s. All pressure
measurements were made at a sampling rate of 1 kHz and 20
seconds of data were collected for each measurement point
~20,000 samples per point!.

The data acquisition system used for the current experiments
consists of a data acquisition board and a Windows-based soft-
ware system. The data acquisition board is a United Electronic
Industries~UEI! model PD2-MFS-8-800/14 PowerDAQ simulta-
neous sample-and-hold PCI card installed in a Pentium II powered
personal computer. The board has eight 14-bit analog channels
and has the ability to sample at 800 kHz. The software was de-
veloped in-house by Mahallati@18#, and was designed to bring
device setup, control, data acquisition, instrument calibration, and
data reduction under one Windows-based environment.

Data Reduction. The loss measurements presented in this pa-
per are expressed in terms of the mixed-out profile loss coeffi-
cient, Ym , and represent the total pressure loss across the mid-
span of the cascade. This loss includes surface shear layer losses,
base-pressure losses, wake-mixing losses, and losses generated
through mixing of the injected jet and the blade passage flow. The
mixed-out profile loss coefficient is defined as

Ym5
P̄0i2P0m

qm
, (1)

where the mixed-out total pressure,P0m , and the mixed-out dy-
namic pressure,qm , are calculated by performing a constant-area
mixing calculation of the downstream three-hole pressure probe
measurements. The mixed-out flow angle,am , is calculated from
the mixed-out axial and tangential velocities. From the mixed-out
flow angle, the mixed-out deviation angle,dm , is obtained (dm

5bo2am). The inlet total pressure,P̄0i , is a net total pressure
which takes into account the momentum of the injected jet. This
net total pressure is calculated by mass-averaging the total pres-
sures of the cascade inlet flow and the jet flow at the injection slot
outlet plane. The losses defined usingP̄0i are called the ‘‘cor-
rected’’ losses. The ‘‘uncorrected’’ losses, based on the cascade
inlet plane total pressure only,P0i , are presented in the loss plots
but are not discussed in any detail. Although these ‘‘uncorrected’’
losses do not account for the momentum of the injected jet, they
may be useful in a mean-line design procedure. As a note, when
the jet momentum is approximately twice that of the local
freestream, negative ‘‘uncorrected’’ losses have been observed.
These negative losses indicate that the jet momentum is greater
than the momentum losses incurred through viscous dissipation
within the blade passage and downstream wake.

The profile loss coefficient data is presented in the form of a
normalized profile loss coefficient, defined as

Ȳm5
Ym

Ymref
, (2)

whereYmref is the profile loss coefficient for a particular baseline
~non-flow control! Pak-B case.

One purpose of the current study is to examine the effectiveness
of the active flow control device at reducing losses due to flow
separation. An effectiveness coefficient is proposed, which repre-
sents the performance gain obtained using the flow control device
in relation to the momentum input of the device. The performance
gain of the flow control device is defined as the difference be-
tween the baseline airfoil total pressure loss,DP0uBAS
5(qmYm)BAS and the flow control total pressure loss,DP0uAFC

Table 2 Estimated uncertainties in three-hole pressure probe
measurements

Reynolds Number, Re 25,000 50,000

Flow angle,da 60.9° 60.3°
Dynamic pressure,dq/qref 60.006 60.002
Total pressure,dP0 /qref 60.005 60.001
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5(qmYm)AFC . The momentum input of the flow control device is
defined as the momentum flux rate through the outlet plane of the
flow control slot,rŪ j

2b, whereŪ j is the mean velocity of the jet.
The momentum flux rate calculated using the mean jet velocity is
of similar magnitude to the actual momentum flux rate calculated
by integrating the momentum flux across the jet injection plane.
For the current measurements, the values obtained with this sim-
plifying assumption are within65% of the actual momentum
flux rate. The proposed effectiveness coefficient,z, is defined as

z5 @~qmYm!BAS2~qmYm!AFC#
S

rŪ j
2b

, (3)

whereS is the blade spacing. An effectiveness coefficient of this
form allows a comparison with other injection-type flow control
and cascade configurations.

Experimental Results

Operating Conditions. Measurements are presented for two
Reynolds numbers, based on axial chord and inlet velocity, of
25,000 and 50,000, at two freestream turbulence intensities~FSTI!
of 0.4% and 4%, and at the design incidence. The blowing ratio,
B, has been used as the characteristic jet velocity parameter, and
is defined as

B5
r jU j max

reUe
, (4)

where U j max is the maximum velocity of the jet profile at the
injection slot outlet plane,Ue is the local freestream velocity, and
r j andre are the densities of the jet and freestream flows, respec-
tively. The flow is assumed incompressible~maximum observed
velocity of 45 m/s!, and since the measured temperature differ-
ence between the jet and freestream flows was less than 2° – 3°C,
the density ratio is assumed to be 1.0. The blowing ratio, as used
in the current study, is then

B5
U j max

Ue
. (5)

Prior to performing the detailed measurements, the jet blowing
ratio was calibrated against the internal plenum pressure to allow
correct adjustment during the experiments. This was accom-
plished by traversing the jet and local boundary layer with a hot-
wire at the injection slot outlet plane. For the detailed experi-
ments, the blowing ratio was varied between approximately 0.25
and 2.00 for the low-FSTI measurements and between approxi-
mately 0.25 and 1.25 for the high-FSTI measurements. Increments
in the blowing ratio were approximately 0.25. At a blowing ratio
of 2.00, the mass flow rate of the injected jet was approximately
1.3% of the blade passage inlet mass flow rate.

The baseline~nonflow control! airfoil measurements are pre-
sented in the paper by Mahallati et al.@7# and were made in the
same test section with a cascade of nine solid airfoils. This base-
line airfoil is stalled at Reynolds numbers of 25,000 and 50,000
with an FSTI of 0.4%. For the same Reynolds numbers at an FSTI
of 4%, the airfoil does not stall but a separation bubble is present
over the aft suction surface, resulting in acceptable profile losses
for a low-pressure turbine operating under these conditions. Al-
though flow control is not required at high FSTI, these conditions
were examined to assess the effects of the inclined wall jet on a
closed separation bubble.

Blade Pressure Distribution and Mixed-Out Profile Losses

Re525,000, FSTI50.4%. The effects of the blowing ratio on
the normalized profile loss for a Reynolds number of 25,000 and
an FSTI of 0.4% are presented in Fig. 3. The suction surface static
pressure distributions are also presented in Fig. 3 for selected
levels of blowing ratio. The baseline airfoil is stalled at this Rey-
nolds number and FSTI, which results in high profile losses. Stall
is indicated by the large pressure plateau over the aft suction
surface.

With flow control, the suction-surface flow remains stalled up
to a blowing ratio of approximately 1.00. At a blowing ratio of

Fig. 3 Surface static pressure distributions and losses for Re Ä25,000 and FSTIÄ0.4%
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1.23, the loading coefficient near the slot is increased and the
separation point moves aft to approximately 65% SSL. At this
blowing ratio, the separated shear layer appears reattached ahead
of the trailing edge, but the reattachment point is difficult to lo-
cate. The ‘‘corrected’’ profile losses are also a minimum at a blow-
ing ratio of around 1.25. For blowing ratios above 1.25, the
boundary layer appears attached over the entire aft suction surface
and the ‘‘corrected’’ losses remain relatively constant between
blowing ratios of 1.25 and 1.80, above which the losses increase.

For low blowing ratios at a Reynolds number of 25,000, there is
evidently insufficient momentum in the injected wall jet to re-
energize the boundary layer and the blade remains stalled. As the
blowing ratio is increased, the injected flow re-energizes the
boundary layer which is then able to overcome the strong adverse
pressure gradient, resulting in an attached suction surface bound-
ary layer. The increased losses at high blowing ratios are assumed
to be due to increased mixing losses between the jet and the blade
passage flow.

Re525,000, FSTI54%. The surface static pressure distribu-
tion and profile losses at a Reynolds number of 25,000 and an
FSTI of 4% are shown in Fig. 4.

The increased level of freestream turbulence apparently pro-
motes earlier transition in the separated shear layer resulting in a
closed separation bubble over the baseline Pak-B airfoil. At this
Reynolds number, the baseline Pak-B profile losses are reduced
compared to the low-FSTI case.

For the lowest blowing ratio of approximately 0.20, there is no
difference in the aft suction surface pressure distribution between
the baseline and flow control airfoils, but the flow control losses
are approximately 30% higher. At a blowing ratio of 0.46, the
separation bubble over the flow control airfoil appears slightly
longer than that over the baseline airfoil and the losses are ap-
proximately 70% higher. Above a blowing ratio of 0.50, the sepa-
ration bubble length increases and at a blowing ratio of around
1.20, the bubble length appears to be decreasing. The flow control
profile losses decrease above a blowing ratio of approximately 0.7
and at a blowing ratio of 1.3, the losses are lower than that for the

baseline airfoil. Thus, for an elevated level of freestream turbu-
lence at a Reynolds number of 25,000, the current flow control
configuration results in a larger separation bubble and higher
losses for blowing ratios below 1.00.

Re550,000, FSTI50.4%. At a Reynolds number of 50,000
with low-FSTI, the baseline airfoil again stalls and profile losses
are high. Fig. 5 presents the suction surface pressure distributions
and profile losses for this operating condition.

At the lowest blowing ratio examined, stall is prevented and the
profile losses are greatly reduced as compared to the baseline
airfoil loss. For blowing ratios between 0.25 and 0.50, separation
occurs at about 60% of the suction surface length~SSL! with a
longer separation bubble at a blowing ratio of approximately 0.50.
This increased bubble size is accompanied by an increase in the
profile losses. At a blowing ratio of 0.76, the separation point
moves downstream slightly but the reattachment point appears to
be the same as at a blowing ratio of 0.48. The maximum flow-
control losses for this operating condition are at a blowing ratio of
approximately 0.50, above which the losses decrease. For a blow-
ing ratio of 1.00 and higher, the boundary layer appears attached
over the entire aft suction surface. The ‘‘corrected’’ profile losses
plateau between blowing ratios of 1.00 and 1.50, above which
they increase. At blowing ratios of 1.75 and 2.00, a jet flow was
found to be present on the suction surface side of the downstream
wake ~not shown!, and is the reason for the negative ‘‘uncor-
rected’’ losses observed at a blowing ratio of 2.00. In general, at a
Reynolds number of 50,000 and an FSTI of 0.4%, low momentum
injection (B50.25) results in significantly reduced losses as com-
pared to the baseline airfoil.

Re550,000, FSTI54%. Finally, the surface static pressure
distributions and profile losses for a Reynolds number of 50,000
and an FSTI of 4% are shown in Fig. 6. The loss measurements
and the surface pressure measurements were taken at different
times, therefore the values of the blowing ratio do not always
match.

Fig. 4 Surface static pressure distributions and losses for Re Ä25,000 and FSTIÄ4%
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The increased level of freestream turbulence promotes transi-
tion and a closed separation bubble over the baseline Pak-B air-
foil, similar to the lower Reynolds number case.

At this Reynolds number, the separation bubble characteristics
with blowing ratio are similar to those at a Reynolds number of
25,000, except that the separated shear layer reattaches well ahead

of the trailing edge in all cases. For blowing ratios of 1.00 and
higher, the injected momentum appears to suppress separation,
resulting in a smooth deceleration up to the trailing edge. The
profile losses reach a maximum near a blowing ratio of 0.50, as
also seen for the corresponding low-FSTI condition. As the blow-
ing ratio is increased to approximately 0.85, the losses decrease to

Fig. 5 Surface static pressure distributions and losses for Re Ä50,000 and FSTIÄ0.4%

Fig. 6 Surface static pressure distributions and losses for Re Ä50,000 and FSTIÄ4%
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a value similar to that for the baseline airfoil, above which a slight
increase in losses is observed. There appears to be no significant
benefit from flow control at this operating condition.

Mixed-Out Deviation Angles. The mixed-out deviation
angles for the low-FSTI measurements are presented in Fig. 7.
High deviation angles are observed for the baseline airfoil at low-
FSTI due to the fully separated suction surface boundary layer. At
a Reynolds number of 25,000, the mixed-out deviation angles
remain high for low blowing ratios (B,1.00), indicating de-
creased flow turning due to the fully-separated suction surface
boundary layer. At a blowing ratio of 1.00, the deviation angle
decreases and for blowing ratios greater than 1.00, the flow turn-
ing increases to values expected for this airfoil (dm51.3 deg
based on the correlation of Islam and Sjolander@19#!. At a Rey-
nolds number of 50,000, deviation for the flow-control airfoil is
much lower than for the baseline airfoil at all blowing ratios ex-
amined, indicating increased flow turning.

The mixed-out deviation angles for the high-FSTI measure-
ments are presented in Fig. 8. At a Reynolds number of 25,000,
the flow-control deviation angle is similar to that of the baseline
airfoil for the lowest blowing ratios examined (B50.20 and 0.40!.
At this Reynolds number, deviation reaches a maximum at a
blowing ratio of approximately 0.70, above which it returns to a
value similar to the baseline airfoil. The increased deviation is due
to the larger separation bubble that forms on the suction surface in
the presence of blowing, as seen in the surface pressure distribu-

tions ~Fig. 4!. At a Reynolds number of 50,000, the flow-control
deviation angle remains relatively constant for all blowing ratios
examined, and similar to the baseline airfoil.

Flow Control Effectiveness. An effectiveness coefficient,z,
has been proposed@Eq. ~3!# which relates the flow-control airfoil
loss reduction, as compared to the baseline airfoil, to the momen-
tum input of the flow control device. Based on the definition ofz,
a negative value signifies an increase in losses from the baseline
case. A maximum positive value ofz signifies an optimum condi-
tion in which the use of the jet momentum is maximized in reduc-
ing the losses.

Figure 9 presents the effectiveness coefficients for all the flow
control measurements presented thus far. At a Reynolds number of
25,000 and an FSTI of 0.4%, the effectiveness is negative for
low-blowing ratios (B,0.5), indicating higher losses than the
baseline airfoil. A maximum effectiveness occurs at a blowing
ratio of approximately 1.00, which signifies an optimum blowing
ratio. At a Reynolds number of 50,000 and an FSTI of 0.4%, the
effectiveness tends to infinity as blowing ratio tends to zero, indi-
cating that the blowing is effective at reducing losses even at very
low blowing ratios. At an FSTI of 4%, the current active flow
control method is not effective at low blowing ratios, where the
profile losses are higher than those for the baseline airfoil. The
cases where flow control reduces losses at high-FSTI show very
small positive values of the effectiveness coefficient, much
smaller than those achieved for the low-FSTI cases.

Hot-Wire Traverse Measurements. The measurements pre-
sented thus far show the effects of flow control on the airfoil
pressure distribution and performance, but do not directly indicate
the ways in which this flow control method affects the flow field.
To examine this, hot-wire traverse measurements have been made
in the region of the flow control slot. The traverse planes for the
low-FSTI flow control cases were shown in Fig. 2. Hot-wire
traverse measurements have been made at blowing ratios of 0.5,
1.0, and 2.0 at a Reynolds number of 50,000 and an FSTI of 0.4%,
and at blowing ratios of 0.5 and 1.0 at a Reynolds number of
50,000 and an FSTI of 4%. These measurements are compared
with hot-wire traverse measurements made over the baseline
airfoil.

The development of the suction surface shear layer is presented
in the form of profiles of mean velocity,U, and root-mean-square
~RMS! of the velocity fluctuation level,u8. Both mean and fluc-
tuation quantities are normalized by the local edge-of-the bound-
ary layer velocity,Ue . One limitation of the current measure-
ments is the inclination of the traverse planes to the blade surface,
which is on the order of 45°, as seen from Fig. 2. To account for
this inclination, the positions of the measurement points have been

Fig. 7 Deviation angles for FSTI Ä0.4%

Fig. 8 Deviation angles for FSTI Ä4%

Fig. 9 Active flow control effectiveness
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corrected, using the equationynormal5ytraversesin(f), wheref is
the inclination angle of the traverse plane to the surface. Although
the boundary layer profiles presented in this form do not represent
the profile at a specific surface location, they are representative of
the profiles in the region of the quoted surface location.

FSTI50.4%. The velocity profiles for the low-FSTI measure-
ments are shown in Fig. 10. The flow control slot is located be-
tween 51.5% and 52% SSL. Two sets of hot-wire traverse mea-
surements for the baseline airfoil are also shown, but do not
correspond to exactly the same traverse locations as the flow con-

trol measurements. It is apparent in the baseline airfoil measure-
ments that separation occurs near 49% SSL and is fully estab-
lished at 55% SSL. At Station 1 of the flow control measurements,
there are slight differences in the mean velocity profiles for all
values of blowing ratio examined. This is due to the effects of the
downstream separation on the overall flow field. There is a visible
inflection point in the profile for a blowing ratio of 0.5. All fluc-
tuation profiles at Station 1 show low-level fluctuations within the
boundary layer, which is therefore interpreted as laminar. At Sta-
tion 2, which is located at the downstream edge of the slot, there

Fig. 10 Hot-wire traverse measurements for FSTI Ä0.4%

Fig. 11 Hot-wire traverse measurements for FSTI Ä4%
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is a distinct shift of the laminar shear layer away from the surface
due to the injected mass. This is the region where mixing between
the wall jet and the laminar shear layer begins. High fluctuations
near the surface indicate a turbulent wall jet. The velocity profiles
at Stations 3 and 4 show the effects of mixing between the wall jet
and the laminar free shear layer. At a blowing ratio of 0.5, the
mean velocity profiles show the reason for an increased down-
stream separation bubble. The wall jet lifts the laminar free shear
layer away from the surface, but contains insufficient momentum
to entrain high-energy fluid towards the wall, resulting in a thick
shear layer with a high momentum deficit and a near-wall inflec-
tion point. The mean velocity profiles for blowing ratios of 1.0
and 2.0 show a fuller near-wall profile, which results in a bound-
ary layer less prone to separation. At a blowing ratio of 2.0, the
high-momentum jet entrains boundary layer and freestream fluid
resulting in a thick wall jet profile with minimal momentum defi-
cit between the jet and the freestream. This strong wall jet is
present over the entire aft suction surface and is apparent in the
downstream wake profiles~not presented here!. The fluctuation
profiles at Stations 3 and 4 show a double peak. The peak nearest
the wall is a result of turbulence in the wall jet flow. The second
peak is in the region of highest shear in the outer mixing layer and
may be interpreted as the onset of transition.

FSTI54%. The velocity profiles for the high-FSTI measure-
ments are shown in Fig. 11. Two hot-wire traverses were made
over the baseline airfoil and are also shown in Fig. 11, but only
the downstream baseline traverse plane corresponds with one of
the flow control traverse planes~55.5% SSL!. The baseline airfoil
measurements show a laminar boundary layer with a visible in-
flection point at 55.5% SSL. At Station 1, located ahead of the
slot, the mean velocity profiles for the two blowing ratios exam-
ined are very similar, as are the fluctuation profiles. The mean
velocity profiles at Station 2 show the lifting effect of the wall jet
on the laminar boundary layer. The profiles outside the jet region
are very similar. For a blowing ratio of 0.5 at Station 2, the tur-
bulent fluctuation level in the jet is in fact lower than the laminar
fluctuations generated within the upstream laminar boundary
layer. The high near-wall fluctuations at a blowing ratio of 1.0
indicate a turbulent wall jet flow. At Station 3, a thick low-
momentum boundary layer is apparent at a blowing ratio of 0.5,
similar to the low-FSTI case discussed in the previous section. At
a blowing ratio of 1.0, high near-wall momentum and high near-
wall fluctuations are observed at Station 3, indicating a boundary
layer that is less susceptible to separation. The mean and fluctua-
tion profiles at Station 4 are similar to those at Station 3, but a
near-wall inflection point is visible at a blowing ratio of 0.5.

Conclusions
Results from a study of separation control for the Pak-B low-

pressure turbine airfoil have been presented. Active flow control,
consisting of an inclined plane wall jet, has been used to inject
momentum in the near-wall region of the suction surface bound-
ary layer with the goal of reducing or suppressing separation.

It has been found that the use of active flow control is only
useful when the baseline~nonflow control! airfoil is stalled. Stall
occurs at low-Reynolds numbers~25,000 and 50,000! and low-
freestream turbulence intensity~0.4%!. At a Reynolds number of
25,000 and freestream turbulence intensity of 0.4%, a blowing
ratio greater than 1.0 is required to suppress stall and reduce pro-
file losses to an acceptable level. At a Reynolds number of 50,000
and freestream turbulence intensity of 0.4%, active flow control is
effective at preventing stall and reducing losses for a low level of
fluid injection ~blowing ratio as low as 0.25!. For high-freestream
turbulence conditions, where the baseline airfoil has a reattached
separation bubble, blowing does not significantly improve perfor-
mance. For both Reynolds numbers examined at a freestream tur-
bulence intensity of 4%, the current method of active flow control
increases the profile losses of the Pak-B airfoil at low blowing
ratios.

To examine the interaction between the jet and the surface shear
layer, hot-wire traverse measurements made over the suction sur-
face in the region of the flow control slot have been presented. At
high blowing ratios (B51.0 and 2.0!, separation is prevented by
injection of high-momentum turbulent fluid in the near-wall re-
gion, which ‘‘fills-up’’ the boundary layer and promotes transition
in the outer shear layer. At low-blowing ratio (B50.5), the low-
momentum addition, coupled with the lifting effect of the injected
fluid on the laminar boundary layer, results in a velocity profile
with a high momentum deficit which promotes earlier separation
and a larger separation bubble.

The current study has demonstrated that active flow control can
prevent stall of the Pak-B airfoil for low freestream turbulence
intensity~0.4%!, a level much lower than would be expected in an
engine. For high turbulence intensity~4%!, more typical of engine
conditions, the injection of fluid through the flow control slot
promotes earlier separation and higher profile losses for low levels
of blowing. Although the examined method of flow control does
not benefit the Pak-B airfoil for engine conditions, the results
suggest that a more highly loaded airfoil that stalls at high
freestream turbulence levels may benefit from this flow control
technique. One advantage of active flow control is that the control
scheme can be activated only when required, and the disadvan-
tages of the current control technique for un-stalled conditions
could be avoided.
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Nomenclature

AR 5 airfoil aspect ratio (5 h/C)
b 5 flow control slot width
B 5 jet blowing ratio (5 U j max/Ue)
C 5 airfoil true chord

Cx 5 airfoil axial chord
CPL 5 surface static pressure coefficient

@5 (P0i2PS)/qi #
FSTI 5 freestream turbulence intensity

(5 Aui8
2/Ui)

h 5 airfoil span
hs 5 flow control slot length
P0 5 total pressure
P̄0 5 mass averaged total pressure
PS 5 surface static pressure
q 5 dynamic pressure (51/2rU2)

Re 5 Reynolds number (5 UiCx /n)
s 5 suction surface distance from leading edge
S 5 airfoil pitch

SSL 5 suction surface length
U 5 mean velocity

Ū j 5 mean jet velocity@5*0
1U jd(y/b)#

u8 5 fluctuating component of velocity
y 5 distance from airfoil surface

Ym 5 mixed-out profile loss coefficient
@5 ( P̄0i2P0m)/qm#

Ȳm 5 normalized profile loss coefficient (5 Ym /Ymref)
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Z 5 Zweifel coefficient
@52(S/Cx)cos2 amutanai2tanamu#

a 5 flow angle from axial direction
b 5 blade angle from axial direction
g 5 airfoil stagger angle
d 5 deviation angle
f 5 inclination of hot-wire traverse plane from surface
L 5 integral length scale

(5U*0
` @u8(t)u8(t1Dt)/u82# dDt)

n 5 kinematic viscosity
u 5 slot inclination angle from surface
r 5 density
s 5 cascade solidity (5Cx /S)
z 5 effectiveness coefficient

(5 @(qmYm)BAS2(qmYm)AFC#S/rŪ j
2b)

Subscripts

AFC 5 flow control airfoil
BAS 5 baseline airfoil

e 5 edge of shear layer
i 5 cascade inlet
j 5 jet

m 5 mixed-out
o 5 cascade outlet

ref 5 reference
s 5 flow control slot
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Time-Averaged and
Time-Resolved Heat Flux
Measurements on a Turbine
Stator Blade Using Two-Layered
Thin-Film Gauges
This paper describes the steps undertaken to measure heat flux in a turbine tested in a
blowdown windtunnel when using a two-layered thin film gauge array. The sensor con-
sists of a nickel thermoresistor deposited onto a flexible polyamide sheet that can be easily
bounded on a substrate using double sided adhesive. The assembly constitutes a two-
layered system. First, a numerical algorithm is proposed to extract the wall heat flux from
the surface temperature history measured by the thin film gauge. It is very flexible and
handles multilayered systems. Then, an original procedure is proposed to determine the
thermal properties and the thickness of the different layers. It uses the above numerical
algorithm coupled with a minimization routine. The repeatability of the procedure is
assessed. Finally, tests are processed according to the proposed method. The results are
successfully compared with measurements performed with single-layered thin film gauges.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1791647#

1 Introduction
The design of a blade cooling scheme for a turbine stage re-

quires the knowledge of the heat transfer coefficient around the
considered airfoil. Not only the mean levels of heat fluxes should
be known but also the variations due to blade passage events in
order to assess their impact on high cycle fatigue.

The technique under investigation consists in measuring the
wall temperature history of a test piece during a blowdown test.
This information is used as boundary conditions together with the
thermal properties of the substrate to solve the unsteady heat con-
duction equation and allows extracting the wall heat flux. The
sensor considered here consists of a nickel thin-film deposited
onto a flexible Upilex sheet. The sheet is bonded on a metallic
turbine stator blade and constitutes thus a two-layered system
from a heat transfer point of view.

The two-layered thin film gauge technique was intensively de-
veloped at Massachusettes Institute of Technology~MIT !, Boston,
MA ~Epstein et al.@1#! and at the University of Oxford, Oxford
England~Doorly and Oldfield@2#!. The two-layered gauge pro-
posed by Epstein et al.@1# consists of two temperature sensors
~thin-films! on either side of the first insulating substrate and it is
applied to the blade surface~Abhari et al. @3#!. More recently,
Piccini et al. @4# proposed to place a thermocouple between
the first insulating layer and the metallic model. In both cases, the
boundary conditions on each side of the instrumented sheet are
known and only the thermal properties of the first layer are
required.

An analytical solution of the unsteady heat conduction equation
is proposed by Doorly and Oldfield@5# for a semi-infinite sub-
strate submitted to a step in heat flux. The thermal properties of
the successive layers are calibrated by the use of the electrical
discharge method, extended for the determination of the thickness

of the first layer, and the thermal properties of the second layer.
Alternative methods consist in a step test using a laser@1# or a
heated jet@4#.

For the derivation of the wall heat flux from the wall tempera-
ture history, one can use electrical analogy~Doorly and Oldfield
@2,5#! or numerical solutions of the unsteady heat conduction
equation~Schultz and Jones@6#!.

Steady heat transfer measurements are performed on metal tur-
bine blades of an annular cascade by Guo et al.@7# and compared
with liquid crystal results. Although the trends are identical for the
two techniques, the liquid crystal measurements report higher
mean values. This was attributed to the roughness of the liquid
crystals compared to the smooth polyamide film.

Up to now, at van Karmen Institute~VKI !, Belgium, platinum
thin-film gauges fired onto a single-layered machinable glass ce-
ramic substrate are used. The entire blade can be made of ceramic
for cascade testing~Arts et al. @8#! or inserts can be fitted into
metallic blades in the case of measurement on the rotor of a tur-
bine stage~Didier et al.@9# and Dénos@10#!. The main advantage
of the two-layered technique with respect to the single-layered
technique is the possibility of instrumenting existing metallic
hardware in a cost-effective and quick manner.

In this paper, original calibration and data reduction techniques
are proposed and validated. First, the operating principle of multi-
layered thin-film gauges is reminded. The computations of the
heat flux from the wall surface temperature are performed thanks
to a one-dimensional~1D! numerical solution of the unsteady con-
duction using a Crank-Nicholson scheme that can deal with mul-
tiple substrate thermal properties. Then, the technique for the de-
termination of the thermal product of the two substrates and the
thickness of the instrumented sheet is described. It uses an opti-
mization technique coupled with the previously mentioned nu-
merical solution. The repeatability of the calibration is assessed.
Finally, the determined thermal properties and the data reduction
technique are used to process experimental data acquired on the
second stator of a one and a half stage turbine. Both time-

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute~IGTI! of THE AMERICAN
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averaged and time-resolved~due to rotor blade passing events!
components of the signal are processed. They are successfully
compared with measurements performed with the single-layered
gauges.

2 Operating Principle
The determination of the heat transfer coefficienth by convec-

tion @Eq. ~1!# requires the knowledge of~1! the gas temperature,
~2! the wall temperature, and~3! the heat flux at the wall.

h5
Q̇WALL ~ t !

TGAS2TWALL ~ t !
(1)

1. The gas temperature is measured with a 25mm thermo-
couple designed for measurements under transient condi-
tions ~Paniagua et al.@11#!.

2. The surface temperature is monitored by the thin-film gauge.
It consists of a serpentine nickel thin-film~0.25 mm wide
and 1.9 mm long, see Fig. 1! with a resistance of 60V
deposited on a 50mm thick Upilex-S polyamide sheet that
can be glued on the blade surface with a 75mm thick
double-sided adhesive sheet. The sensing element of the
thin-film acts as a variable resistance thermometer@Eq. ~2!#,
whose change of resistance is monitored in a Wheatstone
bridge. The use of copper paths allows performing connec-
tions with a negligible resistance.

R5R0@11a0~T2T0!# (2)

3. The heat flux is derived from the wall surface temperature
history during a blowdown test: Hot gas is suddenly released
on the cold-instrumented test body and the surface tempera-
ture rises as a function of time. The 1D unsteady conduction
equation for a multilayered substrate system can be written
as

]2T~x,t !

]x2
5

1

a~x!

]T~x,t !

]t
(3)

The thermal properties are obviously depending on the consid-
ered locationx inside the substrate. The thermal properties of the
adhesive sheet are similar to the Upilex-S sheet, thus both are
considered as a unique first layer. The second layer is the blade
material itself.

The necessary boundary conditions to solve Eq.~3! are

1. The total depth of the substrates is such that at a given depth
x, the temperature can be considered as constant during the
short testing time~semi-infinite substrate hypothesis!,

2. The wall temperature increase or the wall heat flux,
3. At the substrates interfacex5L, the values of heat flux and

temperature for the two substrates are the same

2k1S ]T1~ t !

]x D
x5L2

52k2S ]T2~ t !

]x D
x5L1

(4)

T1~x5L2,t !5T2~x5L1,t ! (5)

Finally, the heat flux at the wall is computed thanks to the
Fourier law

Q̇WALL ~ t !52k1S ]T1~ t !

]x D
x50

(6)

The sensing element of the gauge is so thin and conductive that
it can be neglected in the modeling~Schultz and Jones@6#!. The
first layer of the substrate must be an electrical insulator because
of the sensing element and the connections painted onto its sur-
face. It should be a thermal insulator~low thermal diffusivity! in
order to magnify the surface temperature increase, and to mini-
mize lateral conduction~1D hypothesis!.

The value of the heat flux at the wall will depend only on
k/Aa5ArCk, i.e., the so-called thermal product. For this reason,
the accuracy on the heat flux is directly linked to the accuracy on
the two thermal products of the two substrates. Additionally, the
thickness of the first layerL is the third parameter that determines
the accuracy of the heat flux calculations@Eqs.~4! and ~5!#.

3 Determination of Surface Heat Flux
As far as the two-layered thin-film gauges are concerned, an

analytical solution for Eq.~3! exists only for the case of a step in
heat flux~see Doorly and Oldfield@2#!

TWALL ~ t !5
2Q̇WALL

ArCk1

•HA t

p
12(

n51

`

AnF S t

p D 1/2

expS 2
n2L2

a1t D
2

nL

Aa1

erfcS nL

~a1t !0.5D G J
where: A5

12s

11s
, s5

ArCk2

ArCk1

(7)

When the surface temperature rise is plotted as a function of
t0.5, the response of the successive substrates can be approximated
by straight lines@Eq. ~8!, see Fig. 2#.

DTWALL ~ t !5
2Q̇WALL

ApArCk2

At1Q̇WALL

L

k1
S 12

rCk1

rCk2
D (8)

The first slope is inversely proportional to the thermal product
of the first layer. Similarly, the second slope can be related to the
thermal product of the second layer. The time at which the two
lines intersect allows the determination of the sheet thickness@Eq.
~9!#.

L

k1
5

2

Ap
At1

~ArCk1!212~ArCk2!21

12s22
(9)

Note that even if the test consists of a step in gas temperature,
the gauge response can be corrected with a superposition tech-
nique so that the solution for constant heat flux can be used~Pic-
cini et al. @4#, Billiard et al. @12#!. For these reasons, this analyti-

Fig. 1 ‘‘Senflex’’ two-layered substrate thin-film gauge

Fig. 2 Linearization of the wall temperature evolution for a
gauge submitted to a constant wall heat flux
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cal solution@Eq. ~7!# and its approximation@Eqs.~8! and~9!# are
often used to determine the thermal properties of the substrate and
the thickness of the sheet.

Although the analytical solution is very didactic, it cannot be
used for the data reduction of a real test. The resolution proposed
here uses a finite difference Crank-Nicholson scheme. It consists
of an arithmetic average of the explicit and implicit formulation of
the space derivative of Eq.~3!. Note thatj is the index for space
andm is the index for time. The numerical parameterh controls
the stability of the scheme. This stability is ensured uncondition-
ally if h is larger than 0.5, i.e., time step and space step are
completely decoupled. Note that the scheme withh50 is explicit
~Hirsch @13#!. If the unknowns at timem11 are expressed as a
function of the computed solution at timem, a tridiagonal system
is obtained that can be efficiently solved with existing algorithms.
The solution provides the distribution of temperature in the gauge
substrate at time stepm11.

Tj
m112Tj

m

Dt

5hF S a j

Dxj
~Tj 11

m112Tj
m11! D2S a j 21

Dxj 21
~Tj

m112Tj 21
m11! D

Dxj 21

2
1

Dxj

2

G
1~12h!F S a j

Dxj
~Tj 11

m 2Tj
m! D2S a j 21

Dxj 21
~Tj

m2Tj 21
m ! D

Dxj 21

2
1

Dxj

2

G
(10)

The time step is obviously the sampling frequency. The space
step can be variable. Clustering can be used close to the wall
where the heat flux will be calculated as the derivative of the
temperature profile. Low-pass filtering is applied to avoid the
large amplification of high frequencies that is inherent to the
transfer function that links the surface temperature to the heat
flux. The numerical solution was validated using the analytic so-
lution of Eq. ~7! as an input. The computed response is shown in
Fig. 3 and provides to the expected shape~a step! and magnitude.
The technique is very fast and flexible and is routinely used for
data reduction.

4 Calibration Procedure
The calibration procedure aims at determining the two thermal

products and the thickness of the first layer~the thermal properties
of the glue are supposed to be very close to the one of the polya-
mide sheet!. This requires submitting the gauge to a source of heat
flux of well-known magnitude.

A Heat Flux Source Characterization. The accurate deter-
mination of the magnitude of the heat flux is the most delicate task

~see Diller@14#!. Many techniques~calorimeters, thin-film gauges,
etc.! are based on the thermal property of a reference material
~copper, quartz, etc.!. However, if manufacturers can guarantee a
high level of purity of the selected reference material and provide
values for the thermal properties~r, C, andk!, they never provide
the associated uncertainty, i.e., it is difficult to provide an uncer-
tainty associated with the mean values of heat fluxes.

The electrical heating technique consists in submitting the
gauge to a step of current with a well-known intensity~see De´nos
@10#!. In principle, the technique only requires the knowledge of
the flux dissipated by Joule effect (RI2) and the area. In practice,
it is very difficult to determine the area of the gauge with accu-
racy. In addition, only the gauge area is heated and lateral con-
duction takes place very quickly. For these reasons, the technique
requires two tests: one under vacuum and one in a liquid of well-
known thermal properties. Consequently, the technique also relies
on the thermal properties of a reference material.

Laser heating technique requires the accurate knowledge of the
incident heat flux. Considering the different reflections on the sub-
strate and on the gauge, it is also very difficult to guarantee a
reasonable accuracy.

The approach used here consists in determining the thermal
properties of several types of substrates@ceramic~Macor!, quartz,
polyamide~Upilex! and steel# and in comparing the values with
manufacturer data. The repeatability of the measurements is then
assessed to check if it is better than the uncertainty.

The source of heat flux is a 15 mm diameter heated jet~;340
K!. The value ofTGAS @Eq. ~1!# is provided by a thermocouple
that monitors the gas temperature inside the nozzle. The tested
gauge~0.2531.9 mm2, shown in Fig. 1! is placed on a flat plate
~50350 mm2, 5 mm thick! on which the jet impinges perpendicu-
larly. A step function in gas temperature is applied to the gauge
thanks to a fast opening shutter placed between the gauge and the
nozzle. At an axial distance of 15 mm downstream of the nozzle,
the aerothermal conditions are constant over 80% of the diameter
~see Fig. 4!. Measurements performed by Buchlin and Laperches
@15# using infrared thermography ensure that the heat flux is also
uniform on this portion of the jet. The semi-infinite assumption is
satisfied by using a limited duration of the surface temperature
history. This duration is estimated from the criterion proposed by
Schultz and Jones@6# for one-layered substrate@depth
.3.648 (at)0.5]. For example, this duration is of the order of 2.2
s for a 5 mmthick Macor substrate. Note that diameter of the jet
~15 mm! is such that lateral conduction will also be negligible
over this duration.

The heat exchange coefficient is determined using a reference
gauge based on a ceramic~Macor!. The thermal properties of the
ceramic are evaluated by the electrical heating technique that pro-
vides a value of 2073 J/~m2 Ks0.5!. The unsteady heat conduction
equation is solved using the above-mentioned numerical methods.
A correlation for Nusselt number as a function of Reynolds num-
ber is then produced. The results are plotted in Fig. 5. Note the
test-to-test repeatability is better than 1%.

B Thermal Product Calibration. The two-layered sub-
strate thin film gauges are implemented on three types of sub-

Fig. 3 Calculated surface heat flux „10 800 WÕm2
… with the

Crank-Nicholson scheme

Fig. 4 Aerothermal conditions of the jet
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strates: ceramic, quartz, and steel. Concerning the ceramic test
piece, two layers of glue and Upilex are used. The purpose is to
check if the glue layer can be distinguished from the Upilex and to
enlarge the portion of the time history where only the influence of
the Upilex/glue assembly is tested.

Steps in gas temperature were applied to the different samples.
The correlation determined previously is used to provide the value
of h. Since the gas temperature and the wall temperature are also
measured, a reference wall heat flux history can be determined
@Eq. ~1!#.

A second wall heat flux history can be evaluated using the
measured wall temperature increase, the numerical algorithm pre-
sented earlier and a first guess of the thermal properties and of the
sheet thickness.

The difference between the two heat flux histories is then com-
puted point by point. The differences are squared and summed to
provide a unique number indicating how close the heat flux com-
puted with the first guess is from the reference one. A minimiza-
tion routine based on a quasi-Newton algorithm~available from a
mathematic library Nag! updates iteratively the thermal product
and the sheet thickness until the difference between the two heat
flux histories is minimum. More information about this technique
is reported by Billiard et al.@12#. The results are presented in
Table 1 together with the manufacturer and the test-to-test repeat-
ability.

The tests with two successive layers of glue and polyamide did
not reveal any inflexion point in the surface temperature history
confirming thus that the thermal properties of the glue and the
polyamide are very similar.

Regarding the thermal properties of Upilex, the differences with
respect to the manufacturer values are15.6%,18.7%, and11%
for the samples based on Macor, quartz, and steel respectively.
The value obtained for Macor@2117 J/~m2 Ks0.5!# is naturally
close to the one determined by electrical heating@2073
J/~m2 Ks0.5!#, which is the value used for the thermal product of
the reference gauge that provides the Nusselt/Reynolds correla-
tion. The large overestimation with respect to the manufacturer

data~119%! was also observed by Miller@16# with the electrical
heating technique. The thermal product of quartz differs by113%
from the manufacturer data. For steel, a good agreement is ob-
tained~less than 1% difference!. These numbers show that a high
accuracy on the absolute values of thermal products~and thus heat
fluxes! is not expected.

The repeatability obtained for the thermal product of Upilex is
satisfactory upon Macor~62.3%! and upon quartz~63.9%!. The
repeatability obtained for the thermal products of Macor and of
quartz~65.9% and64.9%! is reasonable. For the tests upon steel,
the repeatability is larger. Steel is a highly conductive material. As
a consequence, once the heat flux has traversed the insulating
layer, the surface temperature increase is moderate. This means
that a large variation of the thermal product of steel during the
minimization process will not cause a large change of surface
temperature. With a parametric study of the analytical solution for
constant heat flux, it can also be shown that the accuracy on the
thermal product of steel is less important than that of the Upilex
layer. The low number of tests included calls for a new calibration
with more tests.

In general, the repeatability on the tests is much better than the
uncertainty on the mean value of the thermal product.

Another interesting point for performing a number of tests is to
increase the confidence on the calculated mean value. Ifs is the
confidence on a single test, the confidence on the mean iss/An.

The repeatability on the results obtained by this technique is
much better than that obtained by the analytical solution for con-
stant heat flux@Eq. ~7!#. In the later case, the time zero (t50) at
which the step starts~see Fig. 2! must be defined with accuracy.
This is not obvious since the experiment is never a perfect step. In
addition, the lines plotted in Fig. 2 correspond to the evolution
that the gauge reaches asymptotically. Particularly for the second
layer, it is not easy to define two limits to perform a linear regres-
sion that will provide a slope value close to the one obtained
asymptotically. In the following, the thermal properties obtained
by the tests on steel are used. Although the dispersion is larger for
this case, it is representative of the blade that will be tested.

5 Measurements
Heat flux measurements were carried out on the second stator

of a turbine stage at 50% of the blade height with a 12-element
thin film gauge array.

The turbine stage was tested with dry air in the VKI short
duration compression tube facility CT3. This blowdown facility is
capable of simulating Reynolds and Mach numbers, gas/wall and
gas/coolant temperature ratios of modern aeroengine~HP! tur-
bines~Sieverding and Arts@17#!. The turbine operating total con-
ditions are summarized in Table 2. The inlet and outlet Reynolds
number~based on chord! to the second stator are equal to 520 000
and 480 000, respectively. The heat transfer distributions around
the second stator profile are reported under the form of a Nusselt
number:

Nu5
hc

kGAS
5

Q̇WALL ~ t !c

kGAS@TGAS2TWALL ~ t !#
(11)

where TGAS is the total temperature of the gas upstream of the
second stator indicated asT03 in Table II, measured by a fast
response thermocouple.

Fig. 5 Nusselt-Reynolds correlation obtained with single-
layered thin-film gauge

Table 1 Calibration results

ArCk
Upilex

@J/m2 Ks0.5#

Upilex
Thickness

@mm#

ArCk
2nd layer

@J/m2 Ks0.5#

on Macor ~8 tests! 731 305 2117
Manufacturer value 692 250 1780
on quartz ~9 tests! 752 167 1726
Manufacturer value 692 125 1521
on steel~5 tests! 699 175 8147
Manufacturer value 692 125 8088

Dispersion~20:1! @6%#

on Macor ~8 tests! 2.3 3.9 5.9
on quartz ~9 tests! 3.9 3.9 4.9
on steel~5 tests! 8.8 8.7 9.0

Note: Manufacturer data: Macor: Dow Corning, quartz: GE Silice product, Upilex:
ICI films.

Table 2 Turbine operating condition

P01 @bar# T01 @K# T03 /T01 P03 /P01 T04 /T01

Mean 2.231 472.4 0.769 0.362 0.741
Disp ~20:1! 6.1% 2.3% 1.9% 2.1%

Note: 01: total condition upstream of the stage, 03: total condition downstream of the
stage/upstream of the second stator, 04: total condition downstream of the second
stator.
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A Time-Averaged Component. The relationship between
the temperature and the resistance of the gauge is expressed in Eq.
~2!.

The resistance change of the gauge is recorded into two steps
~Fig. 6!:

1. Before the test, the overall resistance of each gauge is moni-
tored ~mode T0 , R0;60V) in order to know the initial
temperature,

2. Just before the blowdown takes place~point P4!, an auto-
matic procedure~modeDT) balances the Wheatstone bridge
and changes the gain of the amplifier so that the small varia-
tion of the resistance~;1.5 V! can be translated into a sig-
nificant variation of voltage.

For the calculation of the Nusselt number@Eq. ~11!#, average
values of gas temperature, wall temperature and wall heat flux
~second graph! are evaluated between points P5 and P6.

Prior to the blowdown, the rotor is spun almost up to the design
speed~6500 RPM! in such a way that the rotational speed takes
the desired value when the blowdown takes place. Although the
pressure level in the test section is low~;50 mbar absolute!, the
rotor is a source of ventilation losses and creates a non-uniform
temperature profile around the second stator. In Fig. 7, the average
initial temperature distributions obtained with the single and two-
layered gauges are shown. The agreement between the two mea-
surements is satisfactory. The gauge, with the highest initial tem-
perature is the most exposed to the rotor ventilation and it is
located on the suction side, close to the leading edge (S/SMAX
equal to 0.0516!.

Figure 8 reports the averaged values of the blade wall tempera-
ture between the pointsP5 and P6 in Fig. 6. The corresponding
wall heat fluxes and Nusselt numbers are given, for four tests
~52–55!. The scale of the graph hides the fact that the levels of
temperature reached during the blowdown may change signifi-
cantly from test to test. This is due to different initial temperature
distribution ~the test section gets hotter and hotter from test to
test! and some variations of the gas inlet temperature. Note that

although one can have significant test-to-test variation onTGAS,

TWALL and thusQ̇WALL , this does not mean that a large dispersion
will be obtained on the heat transfer coefficient or the Nusselt
number. Indeed, if for exampleTGAS increases, theTWALL history
and the corresponding heat flux will change accordingly in such a
way that the heat transfer coefficient or Nusselt number keep con-
stant.

As expected, the highest heat flux is observed at the stagnation
point owing to the absence of boundary layer. The Nusselt value
of 6000 obtained with the two-layered gauge is most probably
excessive. A similar plot is presented in Fig. 9 for measurements
obtained with the single-layered gauges. In general, the surface
temperature increase is higher with the two-layered gauges com-
pared to the single-layered gauges. This effect is due to the lower
thermal product of Upilex@699 J/~m2 Ks0.5!# ~i.e., thermal insula-
tion! compared to the one of Macor@2073 J/~m2 Ks0.5!#.

Figure 10 compares the Nusselt distribution obtained with the
two types of gauge. The bars illustrate the range in which 95%

Fig. 6 Surface temperature and heat flux for the time-averaged
component

Fig. 7 Blade initial temperature distributions prior to blow-
down from single and two-layered gauges

Fig. 8 Surface temperature, heat flux, and Nusselt distribution
for the two-layered gauges during the blowdown

Fig. 9 Surface temperature, heat flux, and Nusselt distribution
for the single-layered gauges during the blowdown
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~20:1! of the measurements are contained and it is evaluated from
a set of 40 values in the case of the two-layered system and 85
values for the single-layered gauges. The corresponding values are
655 and 6103, respectively, i.e., for a typical mean value of
Nusselt number of 1250, percentages of64.4% and68.2%. This
better repeatability for the two-layered gauges is attributed to the
larger surface temperature increase. Since the computation of the
Nusselt number requires the evaluation ofTGAS, TWALL , and thus
Q̇WALL , the uncertainty on each of these quantities will affect the
repeatability of the Nusselt number.

The gauges at the stagnation region are not included in the
repeatability estimation due to the large dispersion observed. Note
that in this region, the values can change by significant amounts
with very small changes of incidence, error in the positioning of
the gauge, distance from the real stagnation point, etc. Approxi-
mating the leading edge of the blade by a 3.5 mm diameter cyl-
inder and using heat transfer correlations for cylinders provided
by Kestin and Wood@18#, a mispositioning of 0.9 mm with re-
spect to the stagnation point would result in an underestimation of
the Nusselt number of 10%.

The only two-layered gauge that does not follow the values of
the correspondent single one is the leading edge gauge. It overes-
timates the Nusselt by about 50%. Since the leading edge area is
highly curved and the layer of Upilex quite thin, it is possible that
the one-dimensional heat conduction equation is not valid any-
more. In addition, the second layer~steel! is highly conductive
and lateral conduction will take place much sooner inside the
substrate than inside the polyamide sheet.

B Time-Resolved Component. According to the transfer
function that links the surface temperature to the heat flux in the
Laplace domain for single-layered gauge@Eq. ~12!, Schultz and
Jones@6##, a heat flux fluctuation of a given amplitude will cause
a larger surface temperature increase at low frequency than at high
frequency. For example, the ratio of this amplitude for sinusoidal
heat flux fluctuations at 1 Hz~time scale of the blowdown! and 7
kHz ~rotor blade passing frequency! is A7000/A1583.7. For this
reason, an analog circuit is used to amplify the variations at high
frequency~see also Ainsworth et al.@19#!. The transfer function of
the circuit has a constant amplification up to 100 Hz and amplifies
according toAj v between 100 Hz and 20 kHz. Above 20 kHz, the
gain decreases. Hence, a correct resolution of the fluctuations is
allowed on the 12-bit data acquisition system. Before the post
processing, the signal is demodulated using numerical systems
that have a transfer function inverse to that of the analog circuit
~sums of first orders orNth order linear systems!.

T̄WALL ~p!5
Q̄̇WALL ~p!

ArCkAp
(12)

In order to assess the repeatability of the time-resolved component
of the measurements, the Nusselt traces of gauges 17 and 6~gauge
locations are indicated in Fig. 13! are reported in Fig. 11. These
time-resolved traces represent the variation of the Nusselt number

as a function of rotor blade passing events. The origin of the
abscissa corresponds to the alignment of the stacking axis of the
rotor with the one of the second stator. The traces are obtained
with a phase-locked averaging technique that integrates 192 rotor
passing events~three rotor revolutions!. The technique does not
use any interpolation and also permits the derivation of the ran-
dom unsteadiness as a function of the rotor position~not shown
here!. The several fluctuations result from a complex rotor-stator
interaction in which the wake and the potential field of the rotor
affect the second stator flow field as the rotor traverses the second
stator inlet passage. Gauge 17 is located on the suction side of the
second stator~see Fig. 13! and reports the largest periodic fluc-
tuations of Nusselt number~750 peak to peak! while gauge 6 is
located on the pressure side and reports periodic fluctuations of
small amplitude~250 peak to peak!.

Owing to the moderate amplitude of the fluctuations, the ob-
tained repeatability is satisfactory. The minimum-maximum enve-
lope of the phase locked average~min-max Nu!, the mean level of
random unsteadiness averaged over one rotor blade passing event
and the correlation coefficient of the single- and two-layered
gauges are reported in Fig. 12. The agreement of the min-max
envelopes obtained with the two techniques is satisfactory. The
correlation coefficient is obtained by performing a linear regres-
sion between the ordinate of the original signal and the ordinate of
the phase-locked average. It tells how close the raw signal re-
sembles the phase locked average. If this coefficient is 1, then the
raw signal is equal to the phase locked average, i.e., there is no
random unsteadiness. As it gets away from 1, the amount of ran-
dom unsteadiness increases with respect to the periodic part. In
this case, random unsteadiness has two sources: electronic noise
due to very high levels of amplification and heat transfer fluctua-
tions from the flow field. In general, the correlation coefficient is
higher for the two-layered gauges. This is attributed to the better
signal to noise ratio that results from the larger surface tempera-
ture change~lower thermal product!. Consequently, the mean
level of random unsteadiness~RMS!, that contains also the noise
of the signal, is lower.

Figure 13 compares the time-resolved Nusselt traces from the
single-layered gauges~gray long dashed lines! and two-layered
gauges~black solid lines!. The agreement between the two mea-
surement techniques is satisfactory. The gray arrow indicates a
perturbation linked to the rotor that propagates from the crown of
the stator toward the leading edge as the rotor traverses a stator

Fig. 10 Comparison of the repeatability of the Nusselt distri-
bution between the single- and two-layered gauges

Fig. 11 Unsteady Nusselt number traces of two gauges of four
different measurements for the two-layered gauges
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passage. This event disappears on the pressure side of the stator
blade, where the high unsteadiness of the flow is the dominant
factor on the heat flux traces.

The minimum-maximum envelope~Fig. 12! indicates a region
on the suction side where the amplitude of the Nusselt number
fluctuations is large. In this region the correlation coefficient is
high, which attests clear the above-mentioned periodic phenom-
enon.

6 Conclusions
A fast and flexible numerical technique that allows converting a

surface temperature rise measured by a two-layered thin-film
gauge into a heat flux is proposed and validated. It solves the
unsteady 1D conduction equation using a Crank-Nicholson
scheme, can handle multilayered substrates and can use wall heat
flux or wall temperature as a boundary condition. Apart from the
1D hypothesis, there is no particular restriction.

A procedure is then proposed to determine the thermal proper-
ties and the thickness of the polyamide/glue layer. The heat flux
source is a heated jet that impinges on a flat plate. The magnitude
of the heat flux is measured thanks to a reference gauge. The size
and the uniformity of the heated area guarantee both 1D and semi-
infinite hypothesis. An accurate Nusselt/Reynolds correlation is
derived. The heat flux source is used to perform step in gas tem-
perature to a number of samples instrumented with two-layered
thin film gauges. The numerical technique described above is used
to predict the wall heat flux using a first guess of the thermal
product of the two layers and the thickness of the first layer. A
minimization algorithm compares the difference between this heat
flux and the one computed with the Nusselt/Reynolds correlation
and updates the values of thermal properties and thickness until
the difference becomes minimum. As expected, differences ex-
ceeding 10% can be found when comparing the obtained absolute
values of the thermal products with the manufacturer data. How-
ever, the repeatability of the proposed technique is better than the
uncertainty. The estimated ranges in the case of the polyamide
sheet are between62.3% and63.9%, of the Macor ceramic is
65.9% and of the quartz is64.9%.

Finally, the numerical data reduction technique and the deter-
mined thermal products are used to perform measurements on a
stator blade with a thin-film array based on a Upilex substrate as
the first layer and steel as the second layer. The time-averaged and
time-resolved component~rotor blade passing events! are pro-
cessed and successfully compared with single-layered gauges
measurements. The repeatability obtained with the two-layered
gauges on the time-averaged values~64.4%! is satisfactory and
better than that of the single-layered gauges~68.2%!. The time-
resolved component requires electronic frequency compensation
before being acquired with high resolution on the 12-bit data ac-
quisition system. Numerical demodulation is applied before ap-
plying a phase locked averaging technique. The repeatability ob-
tained with the two-layered gauges on the time-resolved
component is satisfactory. The signal-to-noise ratio of the two-
layered gauges is better than that of the single-layered gauges.

Nomenclature

Roman

a0 5 temperature-resistance coefficient@V/K#
c 5 blade chord@m#
C 5 specific heat at constant pressure@J/~kg K!#
D 5 diameter of the nozzle@m#
h 5 convective heat transfer coefficient@W/~m2 K!#
I 5 current intensity@A#
k 5 thermal conductivity@W/~m K!#
L 5 substrate interface@m#

L/kl 5 thermal thickness parameter@m2 K/W#
Nu 5 Nusselt number@hD/kAIR#

p 5 Laplace variable
Q̇ 5 heat flux@W/m2#
r 5 axis parallel to the gauges surface@m#
R 5 resistance@V#

Re 5 Reynolds number@UD/nAIR#
S 5 curvilinear coordinate
T 5 temperature@K#
t 5 time @s#

U 5 velocity of the jet@m/s#
x 5 axis perpendicular to the gauges surface@m#

Fig. 12 Min-max envelope, mean RMS, and correlation coeffi-
cient of the Nusselt number obtained with single and two-
layered gauges

Fig. 13 Comparison of the unsteady Nusselt traces between
the single- „in grey … and the two-layered gauges „in black …
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Greek

a 5 thermal diffusivity @m2/s#
h 5 numerical parameter
n 5 kinematic viscosity@m2/s#
r 5 density@kg/m3#
v 5 frequency@Hz#

Subscripts

i 5 index for the substrate layers
j 5 index for space

m 5 index for time
0 5 reference

1,2 5 first or second layer, respectively
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Effect of the Hub Endwall Cavity
Flow on the Flow-Field of a
Transonic High-Pressure Turbine
In high-pressure turbines, a small amount of cold flow is ejected at the hub from the cavity
that exists between the stator and the rotor disk. This prevents the ingestion of hot gases
into the wheel-space cavity, thus avoiding possible damage. This paper analyzes the
interaction between the hub-endwall cavity flow and the mainstream in a high-pressure
transonic turbine stage. Several cooling flow ratios are investigated under engine repre-
sentative conditions. Both time-averaged and time-resolved data are presented. The ex-
perimental data is successfully compared with the results of a three-dimensional steady
Navier-Stokes computation. Despite the small amount of gas ejected, the hub-endwall
cavity flow has a significant influence on the mainstream flow. The Navier-Stokes predic-
tions show how the ejected cold flow is entrained by the rotor hub vortex. The time-
resolved static pressure field around the rotor is greatly affected when traversing the
non-uniform vane exit flow field. When the cavity flow rate is increased, the unsteady
forces on the rotor airfoil are reduced. This is linked to the decrease of vane exit Mach
number caused by the blockage of the ejected flow.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1791644#

1 Introduction
The high pressure in the main gas path forces hot gas to leak

into the wheel-space cavity between the stator and the rotating
disc. The ingress of hot gas into the turbine wheel-spaces can
cause overheating, unwanted thermal fatigue, and uncontrolled di-
latation rates of the rotor discs and bearings. The hot gas ingestion
is prevented by continuously expelling cold air into the disc cavi-
ties to oppose the inward flow of hot gas and to cool down the
disk. Furthermore, in the past some engines used this air to cool
not only the disk but also the rotor blades, which were not inter-
nally cooled@1#. It is important to take into account these cavity
flows during the design phase since they are supposed to maintain
the working temperature of the disk at an acceptable level and to
ensure a reasonable design life@2#. The flow rate of this purge air
is controlled with interstage seals and preswirl nozzles. Steinetz
and Hendricks@3# provide further details on advanced seal
technologies.

Detailed investigations have been carried out on the discharge
coefficient and the minimum flow rate to prevent ingress for vari-
ous seal configurations. Campbell@4# noted the importance of the
nonaxysimmetric external flow concerning flow ingestion into the
cavity. Kobayashi et al.@5#, Pahdke and Owen@6#, Chew et al.
@7#, Dadkah et al.@8#, and Daniels et al.@9# have performed in-
vestigations on the effect of a pitch-wise pressure gradient, includ-
ing the effects of the mainstream swirl. Another concern is to
ensure proper cooling in order to prevent disk thermal stress. Ko
and Rhode@10#, Bohn et al.@11#, Ko et al. @12#, and Laroche
et al. @13# presented studies on the cavity thermal field showing
the influence of the seal gap recirculation zone and giving practi-
cal information regarding the hot spots that affect the disc life.

Numerical studies have made a significant contribution to the
current state of the art. Wilson et al.@14# performed direct Navier-
Stokes~DNS! calculations of the highly unsteady flow within a
rotating cavity with stationary casing. Hah@15# has been studying
for several years the interaction between the turbine main-passage

and the wheel-space cavity seal flow, using steady and unsteady
three-dimensional~3D! Navier-Stokes~N-S! solvers. Hunter and
Manwaring@16# evaluated the effect of various seal configurations
on turbine performance using a steady 3D N-S solver. Fo¨rster
et al. @17# performed 3D N-S simulations of the internal flow and
seal leakage rate in a rotor-stator cavity including the seal lips and
the rotor shank pockets with various external circumferential pres-
sure gradients.

In recent years several experimental programs have been car-
ried out on the cavity-mainstream interaction. Lindqvist et al.@18#
addressed the span-wise mixing of the temperature in a cold tur-
bine test rig (M250.48) using the gas concentration analogy.
They predicted a temperature minimum between 20% and 30%
span at the rotor trailing edge plane. Gallier et al.@19# investi-
gated the seal flow interaction in a two-stage turbine at low speed
(M2 max'0.28) using particle image velocimetry~PIV!. They no-
ticed an increase of the horseshoe vortex intensity when cavity
flow is ejected. McLean et al.@20# studied the effect on perfor-
mance of two different types of wheel-space cooling, also at low
speed (M250.23). They observed that even 1% cooling air has
significant effects on the turbine performance due to the modifi-
cation of the secondary flows. Girgis et al.@21# presented the
experimental and numerical results on the efficiency improvement
in a transonic turbine (M251.22) at low Reynolds~Re597 000!
due to the optimization of the ejected upstream cavity cooling
flow. Cavity flows with a large tangential component allow an
improvement of10.3% efficiency compared to the case of flow
injected radially, owing to the lower disturbance to the main flow
field. Several authors have performed steady and unsteady pres-
sure measurements, but they observed very weak effects on the
vane outlet pressure, e.g., Roy et al.@22# at low speed (M2
'0.20), and Gentilhomme et al.@23# at high subsonic conditions
(M2'0.96).

Nevertheless, the literature on the mixing process between the
wheel-space cooling flow and the mainstream flow is scarce espe-
cially on high speed flows. In addition, in a real engine environ-
ment, the interaction is highly unsteady. The hot gas ingress
mechanism is affected by both the circumferential pressure field
imposed by the vane and the unsteady pressure variations associ-
ated with the movement of the rotor blade.

In this work, a transonic high-pressure~HP! turbine stage
(M251.16) is tested under engine representative conditions for
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three mass-flow rates across the wheel-space cavity. 3D N-S simu-
lations support the experiments. First the vane exit time-averaged
static pressure is investigated. Then the flow field on the cavity
and rotor hub platform is described. The effect of the cavity flows
on the rotor static pressure distribution is analyzed. Calculations
show how the cold cavity flow interacts with the mainstream and
alters the secondary flows. Additionally, the influence of hub disk
leakage on the unsteady rotor blade and disk force is derived from
experimental pressure data. Finally, the turbine exit flow field are
discussed.

2 Generalities

A HP Transonic Turbine Stage. This transonic turbine has
43 cylindrical stator airfoils and 64 rotor blades~see Fig. 1!. The
nominal conditions are a stage pressure ratioP01/Ps353.0, a
stage loading coefficientDH/U251.7, and Reynolds numbers for
the vane and the rotor: Re2,Cs513106, Re3,Cr50.53106. The sta-
tor airfoil is internally cooled, with a coolant ejection through a
slot along the rear pressure side.

The channel height along the stator passage is constant, while
across the rotor it increases by 10% on the rotor hub platform to
limit the rotor exit Mach number. The stator and rotor axial chords
at mid-span are respectivelyCs ax543.07 mm and Cr ax
539.59 mm. The spacing between the stator trailing edge and the
rotor leading edge is 0.353Cs ax. Under running conditions, the
rotor tip clearance is 0.6% of the mean rotor channel height, mea-
sured with wear gauges.

B Experimental Test Facility. The turbine stage is tested in
the von Karman Institute~VKI ! compression tube facility@24#
that provides full similarity with engine operating conditions in a
cost-effective way. After a short transient, nearly constant flow
conditions are maintained for 300 ms. Due to the absence of any
brake the net power of the turbine is converted into acceleration of
the rotor. Typically, the rotational speed varies about 1.2% of its
nominal rotational speed~v56500 RPM!.

Figure 2 shows a schematic of the coolant supply, which is
independent of the vane cooling air supply. The mass flow in-
gested or ejected in the cavity slot is computed as the difference
between the flow rates measured through the supply pipes and the
mass flow leaking into the inner cavity through the lower laby-
rinth seal. The mass flow across the supply pipes is measured by
means of choked orifices. The flow rate entering the inner cavity
is estimated from the pressure evolution during the test. Note that
prior to the blowdown, the pressure in this inner cavity is very low
~;50 mbar absolute pressure!. For the investigated conditions, the
mass flow into the inner cavity was about 0.5% of the mainstream
mass flow. Consequently, hot gas ingress occurs~at a rate of
0.5%! in the absence of cavity coolant flow ejection.

C Test Conditions. The stage inlet pressure and tempera-
ture (P0151.62 bar, T015440 K) ensure engine representative
Reynolds numbers and temperature ratiosT01/Twall5T01/Tcoolant
51.5. The stage mass flow is 10.5 kg/s. The vane cooling mass

flow represents 3%. At midspan the Mach numbers at the exit of
the vane and rotor areM251.03 andM3,r50.89, respectively. For
all the tests the slot width was kept constant with a gap ratio
G50.003260.0003.

The three different testing conditions are summarized in Table
1. In the following, they will be referred to using the notation in
the first column, namely, the cavity mass flow as a percentage of
the mainstream flow. The20.5% condition simulates the case in
which hot gases are ingested through the labyrinth seals. The
10.6% and11.5% represents the actual engine conditions in
which cold flow is ejected radially at ambient temperature 290 K
to prevent hot gas ingress. The nondimensional cooling mass flow
rates, rotational, and axial Reynolds numbers are similar to real
engine conditions. The pressure ratio (P01/Ps3) reduces slightly
from 3.03 to 2.96~i.e., 22.6%! when going from the20.5% to
the 11.5% condition.

D Measurements and Instrumentation. The measurement
planes are represented in Fig. 3. Due to the supersonic nature of
the vane exit flow field probes are not inserted there. The static
pressure at the vane exit~plane 2! is measured in ten points at the
hub endwall, covering one stator pitch. Five locations are instru-
mented with pneumatic taps and the other half are fitted with
subsurface mounted fast response transducers. The vertical wall of

Fig. 1 Three-dimensional view of the turbine stage

Fig. 2 Turbine stage cross section with the disk cooling setup

Fig. 3 Measurement planes

Table 1 Cw , Reynolds numbers and turbine pressure ratio

Condition Cw Reu Reax P01 /Ps3

Ingestion20.5% 27.33103 2.683106 1.493106 3.03
Ejection10.6% 9.73103 3.883106 1.493106 3.00
Ejection11.5% 25.43103 4.093106 1.483106 2.95
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the cavity on the stator side is instrumented with five pneumatic
taps distributed over one vane pitch at constantR/R050.946. The
centerline of the rotor blade platform is instrumented with seven
subsurface mounted fast response sensors. The rotor blade static
pressure around the airfoil is measured at 15%, 50%, and 85%
span with 24 flush-mounted fast response chips for each section.
The stage downstream total pressure and flow angles are mea-
sured with a pneumatic five-hole probe 0.53Cr ax downstream of
the rotor trailing edge. Pneumatic taps monitor the stage exit static
pressure at hub and tip in the same plane 3.

Typical uncertainty levels for single measurements~20:1! are
65 mbar for pneumatic probes,615 mbar for fast response pres-
sure probes, 2.5% for the coolant mass flows,61° for the yaw and
pitch angles, not considering the error due to the lack of response
of the probe in unsteady flows. Note that these levels of uncer-
tainties refer to the determination of absolute values. Higher ac-
curacies can be reached when measuring variations or averaging
several measurements.

E Numerical Simulations. The time-averaged results at the
stage exit are compared with the results of the 3D Navier-Stokes
stage computation performed with theCFX-TASCFLOW3Dintegrated
software package. The grid generator allows local refinement of a
coarse structured grid and to merge together two dissimilar struc-
tured grids. For both stator and rotor, the H-type mesh includes
129 nodes in the stream-wise direction, 43 in the circumferential
direction, and 45 span-wise. The rotor tip clearance is meshed
with 7 nodes in the radial direction. The cavity mesh has 10 nodes
in the axial direction, 43 in circumferential, and 35 in the radial
direction. Therefore the grid includes about half million points. A
3D view of the grid is displayed in Fig. 4.

The Navier-Stokes equations are modelled with themass-
weighted averagingprocedure. The solver uses a finite element
based implicit finite volume method for spatial discretisation. The

time discretisation is implicit, utilizing a first-order accurate back-
ward Euler approximation. The turbulence model used in all cal-
culations is thehigh Reynolds number k-« model, with logarith-
mic wall functions, widely used in industrial applications. In all
the calculations, a fully turbulent flow was prescribed.

The coupling between the vane row and the rotor row is imple-
mented by means of a mixing plane@see Fig. 4~a!# where all
quantities are pitch-wise averaged. Therefore, wakes and shocks
are not transferred downstream; only unsteady simulations would
be able to accurately model the flow field. To circumvent this
problem, two different configurations were investigated. In the
first one, the cavity grid is located upstream of the mixing plane
@see Fig. 4~b!#. This grid was used to study the interaction be-
tween the cavity and the vane, with the experimental distance
from vane trailing edge to the cavity. The second configuration,
with the cavity downstream of the mixing plane@see Fig. 4~c!#,
was used to investigate the effects on the rotor. The second model
matches the experimental distance from the cavity to the blade
leading edge. Following some previous guidelines@25#, the stator-
rotor axial distance was increased to 0.983Cs ax in order to avoid
problems of shock reflections in the mixing plane, which would
cause large errors in the mass flow.

All the solid walls are considered adiabatic. The other boundary
conditions include the measured turbine inlet pressure, tempera-
ture and exit pressure at hub. Table 2 summarizes the boundary
conditions for the various calculations. For theingestion20.5%
case the pressure at the bottom of the cavity is imposed, for the
other cases the flow rate. There is a good agreement with the
experimental data, except foringestion20.5% for which the in-
gested mass flow is a bit higher than the experimental one.

3 Results and Discussion

A Time-Averaged Vane Exit Static Pressure. At nominal
conditions the vane outlet flow reaches transonic velocity causing
the appearance of vane trailing edge shocks. In this section the
computational results were obtained with the cavity mesh located
upstream of the mixing plane, displayed in Fig. 4~b!.

Figure 5-left shows the time-averaged static pressure distribu-
tion at hub, 0.0353Cs ax downstream of the vane. The static pres-
sure variation across a pitch, for the20.5% case, is of the order of

Fig. 4 Three-dimensional view of the turbine stage grid: „a…
blade-to-blade cut; „b… meridional plane cut, cavity upstream of
the mixing plane; and „c… downstream

Table 2 3D N-S boundary conditions, predicted inflow and pressure in the cavity

P01 T01 P01 /Ps3 Imposed in cavity Computed in cavity

20.5% 1.62 440 K 3.00 Phub slot/P0150.41 Cw5210.03103

10.6% 1.62 440 K 3.00 Cw59.73103 Phub slot/P0150.47
11.5% 1.62 440 K 3.00 Cw525.43103 Phub slot/P0150.50

Fig. 5 Time-averaged distribution of the pitch-wise static
pressure at the vane exit hub
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26% of its mean value. The large gradient of static pressure from
pitch 1 to 1.15, is produced by the left running vane trailing edge
shock, see Fig. 5-right. The simulation accurately predicts the lo-
cation of the shock. The shock intensity is slightly lower in the
computations owing to a lower vane exit Mach number. The most
important feature is that the 3D N-S also reports the rise of aver-
aged static pressure when increasing the ejection rate. This is
probably due to the blockage effect caused by the ejection of flow
perpendicular to the transonic mainstream flow.

Table 3 shows the static pressure and isentropic Mach number
at the vane exit. The ejection of cold air from the cavity at11.5%
rate results in an increase of nearly 8% of the mean pressure at
hub and 3% at tip. While the experiments do not show any attenu-
ation on the large pitch-wise variations, which are of the order of
25% for all conditions, the 3D N-S shows a slight reduction from
20% to 16%. Since the vane exit pressure increases with the ejec-
tion rate, the degree of reaction of the turbine is altered. For the
20.5% case the degree of reaction at midspan in the experiments
and 3D N-S isr 50.314 andr 50.328, respectively. When flow is
injected in the cavity at11.5% rate, the degree of reaction in-
creases by about 10% in the experiments and 11% in the simula-
tions at midspan. Therefore even in the preliminary design of
transonic turbines it is necessary to consider the cavity flow to
predict the rotor flow.

B Cavity Flow Field. Due to the proximity of the rotating
rotor disc and the fixed stator rim, the cavity flow is submitted to

high shear and swirl in its path toward the mainstream. Figure
6~a! shows the flow-field in the hub cavity for the20.5% inges-
tion, at stator pitch1.1. Flow is being ejected close to the stator
rim, although there is net flow ingress. The recirculation observed
at the entrance of the cavity is similar to what is found in a
lid-driven cavity. The flow pattern results from the competition of
several effects: the lid-driven cavity effect, the rotor disc that
tends to pump flow outward, and the pressure difference imposed
between the cavity and the external flow. Note that the balance
between these three effects changes across a pitch since there is a
large pitch-wise variation of pressure in the external flow. This
results in a complex 3D flow with recirculating zones.

Figure 6~b! displays the static pressure field within the cavity
for the 10.6% case, at midgapx/R050.0016. A comparison of
the vane exit static pressure~Fig. 5! with the cavity static pressure
@Fig. 6~b!# shows that the large pitch-wise vane exit static pressure
variation dies out very rapidly in the cavity. Fo¨rster et al.@17#
using a steady 3D N-S solver report similar results.

Figure 6~c! shows the static pressure maximum and minimum
as a function of the radius for all the configurations. The largest
pitch-wise variation of static pressure occurs for the20.5% case.
The experimental data atR/R050.946 show a maximum scatter
in the data of61%, while the 3D N-S at the same radius shows a
lower dispersion. For the20.5% case there is a noticeable differ-
ence in the static pressure results obtained with the two computa-
tional fluid dynamics~CFD! models@Figs. 4~b! and 4~c!#. For the
10.6% and11.5% cases the difference between both models is
negligible in the cavity static pressure. When the cavity is placed
upstream of the mixing plane@Fig. 4~b!# the pitch-wise variation
of pressure is three times larger than when the cavity is placed
downstream of the mixing plane@Fig. 4~c!#. In the latter case, no
pitch-wise effect of the vane is considered, only the effect of the
rotor blades.

Table 4 shows the mean velocity through the cavity, the veloc-
ity ratio Vm /V2 ax, and the cavity swirl ratio (b5Vu /U), which
is the ratio between the tangential component of the cavity flow
and the disk peripheral velocity. The velocity ratio is a common
parameter to express the sealing effectiveness, which increases
with it. The cavity swirl was obtained atR0 using the experimen-
tal correlation of Pincombe and Oun@23# based on the flow pa-
rameter Cw•Reu

20.8
•(R/R0)22.6. Increasing the dimensionless

cavity mass flow (Cw) causes the flow within the cavity to be-
come more radial. From10.6% to the11.5% conditionCw is
increased by 60%, which explains the large reduction ofb.

C Time-Resolved Static Pressure Upstream and Down-
Stream of the Cavity. The fluctuation measured by a gauge
located atstator pitch0.9 is reported in Fig. 7~a! together with the
value of the pressure measured on the vertical wall of the cavity.
The abscissa of the graph is the time made dimensionless with the

Fig. 6 Flow field within the cavity: „a… Velocity vectors for
À0.5% ingestion „at Stator pitch Ä1.1…; „b… time averaged
stream traces and static pressure contours across a vane pitch
„at x ÕR0Ä0.0016…; and „c… maximum and minimum static pres-
sure as a function of the radius

Table 3 Experimental and computed pitch-wise averaged static pressure at hub, mean, and
max-min

Experiments at hub 3D N-S at hub

Ps2 mean/P01 DP/Ps2 mean M 2,is Ps2 mean/P01 DP/Ps2 mean M2,is

20.5% 0.433 26% 1.16 0.444 20% 1.14
10.6% 0.449 23% 1.14 0.463 18% 1.11
11.5% 0.466 25% 1.11 0.478 16% 1.09

Table 4 Velocity ratio and calculated cavity swirl

Condition Vm @m/s# Vm /V2 ax b

Ingestion20.5% 231.6 20.25 —
Ejection10.6% 29.3 0.23 0.3
Ejection11.5% 72.6 0.58 0.2
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rotor passing period~1/6900 s!. The rotor is at position 0 (F rotor
50) when the vane and blade stacking axes are aligned.F rotor
51 when the rotor has completed one rotor pitch displacement.
The amplitude of the time-resolved fluctuation@Fig. 7~a!# is of the
same order as the variation of the time-averaged pressure across
one pitch~Fig. 5!. This suggests that the origin and inclination of
the left running shock changes depending on the relative position
of the rotor. When cold flow is ejected from the wheel-space, the
amplitude of the pressure fluctuation related to the rotor blade
displacement is strongly reduced for the11.5% case. This can be
explained by the blockage created by the leakage flow into the
mainstream, which causes a reduction in the vane exit Mach num-
ber. The static pressure variation across the shock decreases ac-
cordingly as well as the intensity of the interaction. For the
20.5% condition the pressure at the vane exit~at stator pitch0.9!
is below the cavity pressure during the periodF rotor50.5 to 1.1,
therefore flow ejection occurs. Conversely, for the10.6% case,
flow ingress exists during a small period of timeF rotor50.1 to 0.5.
For the11.5% flow ingress might not happen.

The fluctuations measured by two gauges located on the rotor
platform are presented in Figs. 7~b! and 7~c!. The abscissa is the
time made dimensionless with the stator passing period~1/4600
s!. Hereafter, the rotor is at position 0 (Fstator50) when the rotor
blade-stacking axis is aligned with the vane stacking axis~see Fig.
3!. Fstator51 when the rotor has completed an angular displace-
ment equal to one stator pitch. The two gauges are at the same
axial position, gauge 1 is located at midpitch, whereas gauge 2 is
ahead of the blade leading edge. For the20.5% case, the pressure
at gauge 2 is always above the pressure in the cavity so there is
flow ingress at any instant. However, for gauge 1 it depends on the
position of the rotor with respect to the vane. For the10.6% case

flow ingress occurs in gauge 2 during most of the rotor displace-
ment. For the11.5% case flow ingress may appear during a short
time.

Consequently, for a given leakage rate, the flow ingress or ejec-
tion does not only depend on the observed position along the vane
pitch but also on the circumferential position of the rotor. Note
that at low speed (M250.56) Cao et al.@26# measured low am-
plitude pressure fluctuations in the cavity at a frequency indepen-
dent of blade passing events.

D Rotor Platform. The numerical results computed for the
rotor flow field are performed with the cavity mesh located down-
stream of the mixing plane@see Fig. 4~c!#. Figure 8~a! represents
the stream traces and static pressure contours, three grid lines
away from the platform, i.e., 0.45 mm. The pressure levels com-
pare well with the experimental data available from the seven fast
response pressure transducers that instrument the rotor platform
along the midpassage line@Fig. 8~b!#.

On the stator platform upstream of the cavity, the flow ejection
causes an increase of static pressure~blockage-effect!. By con-
trast, on the rotor platform downstream of the cavity, the static
pressure decreases. Therefore, the streamlines from the front pres-
sure side move toward this region of low pressure. The separation
line is displaced upstream, the wall streamlines angle becomes
more perpendicular to the suction side. Simultaneously the posi-
tion of the saddle point is remarkably shifted toward the suction
side and away from the blade surface, and this could be an indi-
cation of the strengthening of the suction side of the horseshoe
vortex, counter-rotating with the main passage vortex. Addition-
ally, the stagnation point moves towards the suction side, enlarg-
ing the area exposed to high pressure on the front pressure side.

E Flow Field Around the Rotor Blade. Figure 9-left
shows the rotor static pressure at 15% span. The agreement be-
tween experiments and the 3D N-S is good. In both experiments
and computations, the ejection of cold air into the main flow
causes a noticeable increase of static pressure on the rotor front
suction side between the leading edge and 40% of the axial chord.
This can be explained by the decrease of the vane exit Mach
number when the leakage flow rate increases. This reduction
causes a negative incidence of the flow to the rotor as sketched in
Fig. 9-right. For the11.5%ejectioncase, the change of incidence

Fig. 7 Time-resolved static pressure outside of the cavity: „a…
at the vane exit, gauge at stator pitch Ä0.9; „b… gauge 1 on the
rotor platform; and „c… gauge 2

Fig. 8 „a… Time-averaged stream traces and static pressure
contours at the rotor platform; „b… measured static pressure
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is estimated to 1.7°. Due to the increase of degree of reaction, the
rotor is unloaded and this is reflected in the increase of pressure
along the suction side.

At 50% of the span the effect of the cavity is still visible but
less important. The agreement between simulations and experi-
mental data is good.

A number of 3D stage N-S calculations were performed by
various researchers~e.g.,@27,28#! without modeling the cavity. In
all cases, the Mach number distribution on the front suction side is
under predicted all along the span. Of course, small changes in the
stator exit angle@29# or on the rotor stagger@30# allow to match
the experimental data. From the present results, it seems that the
presence of this cavity is responsible for this mismatch.

Figures 10~a! and 10~b! show the computed iso-surfaces of
constant rothalpy (Cp@T0r2U2/(23Cp)#) for the 20.5% and

11.5% cases. Figures 10~c! and 10~d! show the corresponding
rothalpy field at the rotor trailing edge plane. The termU2/(2
3Cp) varies from 27 K at hub to 35 K at tip. The development
and the migration of the hub and tip passage vortices can be
observed. When cold flow is ejected from the cavity@see the
11.5% case on Fig. 10~b!#, it is entrained by the hub passage
vortex. As a consequence, the vortex core is cooler by about 30°
@Fig. 10~d!#. The cavity flow is driven within the secondary flows
from the pressure side toward the suction side. This may explain
the significant reduction of heat fluxes on the front suction side
observed by De´nos and Paniagua,@31# while only weak effects
where noticed on the pressure side. Since the cold flow is lifted by
secondary flows, its impact on the platform is limited. Therefore
the radial ejection, i.e., coolant flow with no, or little axial veloc-
ity component, investigated here is not well suited for platform
cooling. For this purpose, a different seal geometry would be
adopted where the platforms overlap and the air is ejected almost
parallel to the mainstream. Another visible feature is the migration
of the hub passage vortex core to 25% of the span, which suggests
that the cavity flow increases the strength of this vortex.

The unsteady blade force around each section was computed by
integrating the measured time-resolved pressure distributions re-
ported by De´nos and Paniagua@31# around the blade profile. A
linear distribution of static pressure is assumed between the con-
secutive gauges. The time-resolved data is presented in function
of the relative position of the rotor respect to the vane~Fig. 7!.
The largest fluctuations of the blade force are located close to the
hub, due to the higher intensity of the vane trailing edge shocks.
Indeed, the radial equilibrium of the flow implies higher Mach
numbers at hub than at tip.

Figure 11 shows the time-resolved force vector exerted on the
blade at 15% of the span for the20.5% and11.5% conditions.
The black solid line represents the time-averaged value for the
20.5% condition, while the black circles represent the successive
instantaneous position of the force vector. The trajectory of the
force vector is shown on the left indicating also the relative rotor
position; note the large change of force direction over the blade of
about 27°. BetweenFstator50.4 andFstator50.8 the force remains
nearly constant, but fromFstator50.8 to Fstator51.0 the blade is
submitted to a large change of force intensity and direction. This
corresponds to the passage of the vane trailing edge shock sweep-
ing the front suction side of the rotor blade. For the11.5% ejec-
tion case, the fluctuations of tangential forces are reduced by 50%,
and the angle variation diminishes to 14°. The axial force is re-

Fig. 9 Time-averaged rotor static pressure distribution at 15%
span

Fig. 10 Isosurface of rothalpy „a- at CpÃ353 K, b- at Cp
Ã325 K… and contour plots of at the rotor trailing edge plane „c-
for À0.5%, d- for ¿1.5%…

Fig. 11 Time-resolved blade force at 15% of the span for
À0.5% and ¿1.5%
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duced linearly with respect to the increase of ejection rate in the
wheel-space cavity: at20.5% the variation is 39%, at10.6%,
26%, and at11.5% only 20%.

At 50% of the span, the effects of the flow ejections are similar
but of smaller intensity. Due to the ejection of cold air the un-
steady axial force is lowered from 30% to 24% and the tangential
force from 13% to 11%. The variation of load distribution along
the blade span causes a time-dependent torsional moment and a
complex unsteady flexional moment.

Figure 12 shows the axial force and the torque over the disk,
computed by integrating the force over the 64 blades. The pres-
sure measured at 15% of the span is applied on the portion from
hub to 20% of the blade height. In a similar way, the pressure
measured at 50% and 85% of the span was applied to strips cov-
ering 20% to 80% span and 80% span to the tip, respectively.
When flow is ingested into the wheel-space, the fluctuation of the
axial force on the disk amounts to 4.6% of its mean level, i.e.,
about 150 N. The ejection of air gradually reduces the amplitude
of the fluctuations to about 1.5% of its mean level for the11.5%
case. By contrast, the time-resolved torque of the disk is little
affected by the ejection of cold air, the fluctuation around its mean
value remains around 3%.

Table 5 presents the results of the global forces and torque on
the blade and the disk.F radial is the centrifugal force on a single
blade. The mechanical torque is computed from the rotor accel-
eration Torque5I •accel. The moment of inertia (I
517.70 kg m2) is determined experimentally. It is remarkable that
the two experimental methods to estimate the torque, pressure

measurements on the blade, and the rate of acceleration, yield
very similar results. Note that the uncertainty in the estimation of
the power from acceleration and pressure measurements is 0.6%
and 2.1%, respectively. There is a bias error of around 1% that
may be attributed to the mechanical loss. The 3D N-S results are
also in very good agreement with the values derived from the
acceleration with an error of less than 1.2%.

F Turbine Exit Flow Field. Figure 13 shows the measured
total pressure downstream of the stage from pitch-wise traverses
at constant radius. The pressure is nondimensionalized by the
static pressure at the turbine exit. It is clear that downstream of the
rotor the flow is reminiscent of the stator secondary flows. The
high pressure regions near the tip are attributed to the rotor tip
clearance. The intensity of the hub passage vortex increases no-
ticeably when cavity flow is ejected.

Figure 14 shows the measured and computed yaw angle, pitch
angle and total pressure 0.53Cr ax downstream of the rotor trail-
ing edge for20.5% and11.5% ejection. All the results are pitch-
wise averaged. The 3D N-S predicts the general trends observed
in the experiments. The injection of cold flow increases slightly
the mean total pressure. The effect of the rotor hub passage vortex
is much larger in the computations than in the experiment. In
reality, the secondary flows of the vane and of the rotor are contra-
rotating. This probably tends to attenuate the secondary flows of
the rotor. In the calculations, the mixing plane removes pitch-wise
nonuniformities. Consequently, there is no interaction between ro-
tor and stator vortices.

The computed radial profiles confirm the trend observed when
commenting on the rothalpy iso-surfaces. The injection of the cold
cavity flow tends to increase the intensity of the hub secondary

Fig. 12 Time-resolved axial force and torque on the rotor disk

Table 5 Total force over the blade, torque on the disk, turbine power, from experimental pres-
sure distribution, acceleration, and 3D N-S

Ingestion
20.5%

Ejection
10.6%

Ejection
11.5%

Blade Faxial @N] 50.0 50.2 50.2
AERO. F tangential@N] 261.4 260.0 259.0

F radial @N] 63 403.2 63 403.2 63 403.2
Disk Faxial @N] 3199 3213 3212
AERO. Torque@N m# 1452 1417 1395

Power@kW# 988 964 950
Disk accel@RPM/s# 791.2 789.7 768.9
MECH. Torque@N m# 1467 1464 1426

Power@kW# 998 996 970
3D N-S Power@kW# 984 3 961
DPower~aero—mech! 21.0% 23.2% 22.1%
DPower~3D N-S—mech! 21.4% 3 20.9%

Fig. 13 Measured time-averaged total pressure contours at
the turbine exit
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flows and enhance its migration towards midspan. This is seen in
the yaw angle distribution at hub with an increase of the overturn-
ing and the migration of the maximum to the center of the chan-
nel. Similarly, the total pressure minimum is more pronounced
with ejection than without ejection.

Note that the cavity flow seems to affect a region between 10%
and 15% span but at the hub both testing conditions come back to
the same value. This can be understood since the cavity flow is
driven within the hub rotor vortices. In the region 5% to 30% of
the span it is evident a higher deficit of total pressure attributed to
the hub vortex. Although McLean et al.@20# observed a similar
displacement in the vortex location they indicated that the strength
was unaltered.

4 Conclusions
The effect of the hub endwall cavity flow ejection on the main-

stream is investigated with the time-averaged and time-resolved
measurements in a transonic turbine stage. 3D N-S calculations
complement the research work. Computational results show a
good overall agreement with the experimental results for both the
shapes of the curves and the effect of cavity flow ejection.

The ejection of wheel-space cold flow causes a large blockage
to the transonic vane exit flow. For the11.5%ejection, the static
pressure is increased by 6% with respect to the20.5% ingestion
case, which causes a change of 11% in the degree of reaction at
midspan. For this reason, such cavity flows should be taken
into account during the design phase. Surprisingly, the large pitch-
wise static pressure gradient measured in the mainstream is
smoothed out inside the cavity. The time-resolved static pressure
fluctuations at vane exit are also reduced with the cavity ejection
due to the lower exit Mach number and associated weaker pres-
sure discontinuity.

The flow at the entrance of the cavity results from the compe-
tition between the lid driven cavity flow pattern, the radial pump-
ing of the rotor disc and the pressure imposed at the hub of the
cavity. Due to the pitch-wise variation of the static pressure in the
mainstream, the balance between these three phenomena depends
on the location considered. In addition, the ingestion/ejection of
the cavity flow is unsteady and depends, at a given point, on the
position of the rotor with respect to the stator.

The reduction of the vane exit Mach number, due to leakage
flow ejection, modifies the velocity triangles and the rotor relative
incidence. This causes a decrease of the rotor isentropic Mach
number in the front part of the suction side at 15% span.

The 3D N-S simulations clearly show the entrainment of the
cold cavity flow into the rotor hub vortex. This cold flow is trans-
ported towards the suction side and is lifted up. Therefore, the
effect of the cavity flow on the rotor platform is restrained to the

front part. The cold flow reinforces the intensity of the rotor hub
vortex and enhances its migration towards mid-span.

The time-resolved rotor blade force was obtained by integrating
the time-resolved static pressure around a single rotor blade. For
the20.5% the axial force varies by 39% at hub to 47% at tip. The
tangential force fluctuation is minimum at mid-span~only 13%
variation!, but at 15% span it amounts to 70%. When cold cavity
flow is ejected at a rate of11.5% the tangential force is notably
reduced to 35% of its mean level. Moreover, the variation of the
force vector is reduced from 27° to 15°. The time-resolved axial
force and torque on the rotor disk were evaluated considering the
forces exerted over the 64 rotor blades. The maximum amplitude
of the axial force fluctuations was 4% for20.5% case, by ejecting
cold flow these fluctuations are attenuated to only 1.5%. This data
provide boundary conditions for forced response calculations.

Larger secondary flow intensity and faster migration towards
midspan in presence of leakage flow is also identified in the stage
downstream flow field.
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Nomenclature

CP 5 specific heat at constant pressure
@J/~kg K!#

Cs 5 stator chord,Cr rotor chord@m#
Cw5ṁcoolant/m•R0 5 nondimensional cooling flow rate

F 5 force @N#
G5s/R0 5 cavity gap ratio

H 5 blade height@m#
M 5 Mach number
ṁ 5 mass flow rate@kg/s#
P 5 pressure@bar#
r 5 degree of reaction
R 5 radius@m#

R0 5 cavity outer radius, vane hub radius@m#
Reu5r•v•R0

2/m 5 disk rotational Reynolds number
Re2 or 35r•V2 or 3

•Cs or r /m 5 mainstream Reynolds number
Reax5r•Vax•R0 /m 5 main flow axial Reynolds number

s 5 cavity axial clearance@m#
T 5 temperature@K#

U5v•R 5 peripheral speed@m/s#
V 5 velocity @m/s#

Vu 5 swirl or tangential velocity in the cavity
@m/s#

Vm5ṁcoolant/2p•r
•R0•s 5 average velocity through cavity

DH 5 turbine enthalpy drop@J/kg#
x 5 axial distance along the machine axis

@m#

Greek

b5Vu /U 5 core cavity swirl ratio
v 5 rotational speed@rad/s or RPM#
m 5 dynamic viscosity@kg/~m s!#
r 5 density@kg/m3#
F 5 phase in sense of rotation, relative to the rotor/

stator
g 5 specific heat ratio

Subscripts

Fig. 14 Radial profiles pitch-wise averaged
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0 5 total conditions
1 5 stator inlet
2 5 stator outlet, rotor inlet
3 5 rotor outlet

ax 5 axial direction, aligned with the machine axis
is 5 isentropic conditions
r 5 frame of reference relative to rotor
s 5 static conditions
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A Novel Liquid Crystal Image
Processing Technique Using
Multiple Gas Temperature Steps
to Determine Heat Transfer
Coefficient Distribution and
Adiabatic Wall Temperature
This paper presents a novel experimental technique, which combines thermochromic liq-
uid crystals with multiple steps in gas temperature, to determine heat transfer coefficient
and adiabatic wall temperature distributions. The transient heat transfer experiments
have been conducted on a flat plate using the low-temperature analogue of an ISO stan-
dard propane-air burner commonly used in aero-engine fire certification. The technique
involves the measurement of the surface temperature response of an insulating model to a
change in gas temperature. A coating comprising more than one thermochromic liquid
crystal material is used to increase the range of the surface measurement and this is
combined with multiple step changes in gas temperature. These measures induce several
peaks in liquid crystal intensity throughout the transient experiment and these are shown
to improve the accuracy. The current technique employs useful data from both the heating
and cooling phases in the heat transfer test. To the authors’ knowledge, this has not been
investigated before and it is likely to be very useful for other applications of the liquid
crystal transient heat transfer experiment. The uncertainties in all measurements have
been quantified and are presented in this paper.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1776585#

1 Introduction

Temperature-sensitive liquid crystal has been used extensively
in a wide variety of applications. The thermochromic liquid crys-
tal ~TLC! experimental techniques~Jones et al.@1#, Ireland et al.
@2# and Baughn@3#!, image processing techniques~Wilson et al.
@4# and Wang et al.@5#!, liquid crystal calibration techniques
~Camci et al.@6#, Hay and Hollingsworth@7#, and Chan et al.@8#!,
and data reduction techniques~Chen et al.@9#! have been greatly
improved since the introduction of the method in order to obtain
more accurate thermal results. Wang et al.@10# were the first to
use the full-intensity history of a mixture of two TLCs together
with a least-squares regression method to obtain heat transfer co-
efficient distributions. A review of liquid crystal measurements of
heat transfer and surface shear stress is given in Ireland and Jones
@11#.

Unlike the earlier improvements by the other researchers, this
paper will concentrate on the advantages of using multiple gas
temperature steps in transient heat transfer experiments to deter-
mine two thermal parameters, especially heat transfer coefficients
(h) and adiabatic wall temperature (Taw). To the authors’ knowl-
edge, this has not been investigated before and it is likely to be
very useful for other applications of TLCs to transient heat trans-
fer experiments. The method is related to that used by Turnbull
and Oosthuizen@12# who pulsed the heat supplied to a surface
heater and to the method used by Baughn et al.@13# to determine
h by changing the fluid temperature.

2 Test Facilities and Instrumentation

To demonstrate this technique, transient heat transfer experi-
ments were conducted using the compact low-temperature ana-
logue of an aero-engine fire-certification burner described by Abu
Talib et al.@14#. This low-temperature analogue burner simulates
the flow field of the flame from a large ISO2685@15# propane-air
fire-certification burner. The development and validation of the
low-temperature analogue technique are discussed in detail by
Neely et al.@16,17#. The compact analogue burner consists of a
square cross-section (86 mm386 mm internal dimension! trans-
parent perspex plenum chamber that is 260 mm long, a fast re-
sponse stainless steel mesh heater~Gillespie et al. @18,19#!; a
square to circular contraction section and a perspex burner nozzle
with a 0.13 mm thick Mylar burner face. The mesh heater is
powered from a 240V AC transformer.

A 96:4 mixture by mass of helium and air are supplied to the
plenum chamber with each gas stream measured with a BS1042,
@20#, orifice plate flow meter. The flow passes through a 40 mm
length of honeycomb flow straightener and a wake dissipation
screen 30 mm upstream from the mesh heater to give uniform
flow through the fast response mesh heater. Gas thermocouples
woven into an adiabatic nylon mesh, just upstream of the face-
plate, are used to measure the exit gas temperature. The faceplate
was shown not to influence the exit gas temperature~Abu Talib
@21#!. A small camera may be mounted in the plenum chamber to
visualise the crystal color play on the surface of the model closest
to the burner. The open area of the stainless steel heater mesh is
sufficient to allow the surface to be viewed by the camera looking
through the mesh. Video cameras and low-temperature fluorescent
lights are positioned around the model to enable full observation
of the extent of the model surface.

1Formerly at the Department of Engineering Science, University of Oxford.
Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute and presented at the Inter-

national Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Atlanta, GA, June
16–19, 2003. Manuscript received by the IGTI December 2002; final revision March
2003. Paper No. 2003-GT-38198. Review Chair: H. R. Simmons.
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3 Liquid Crystal Calibration
The behavior of coatings of mixtures of multiple encapsulated

thermochromic liquid crystals must be characterized to enable ac-
curate measurements of surface temperature and heat transfer co-
efficients in heat transfer experiments. In practice, the response of
the encapsulated liquid crystals can differ between nominally the
same coatings compositions and this is thought to be due to mar-
ginally different proportions of binder, which is mixed with the
crystal before application to bond it to the surface. Ireland and
Jones@22# have investigated in detail the response time of an
encapsulated thermochromic liquid crystal, which they found to
be typically 3 milliseconds. The response time is governed by the
thermal conduction lag between the surface temperature changing
and the thermometer indicating the change.

A rig was built to calibrate the thermochromic liquid crystal
under controlled conditions. The calibration rig is designed to pro-
vide a uniform and controlled temperature distribution on a cali-
bration plate coated with the liquid crystal mixture of interest. A
schematic of the calibration set-up is shown inFig. 1. A foil
surface thermocouple is mounted on the center of the calibration
plate to monitor the surface temperature. Good thermal contact is
ensured between the foil thermocouple and the calibration plate. A
thin layer of black paint is used to coat the top of the test plate
followed by several layers of liquid crystal mixture. The instru-
mented plate is then clamped to the top of the calibration rig,
ensuring good thermal contact. The calibration rig consists of an
assembly of two aluminum plates within which is a machined
cavity. A silicon rubber heater2 pad is embedded within this cav-
ity. When the two aluminum plates are clamped together there is
no clearance between the plates and the heater pad ensuring good
thermal contact between them.

A PID ~proportional-integral-derivative! controller is used to
control the rise of the temperature during the calibration. A vortex
cooling tube is used to separate hot air and cold air from a com-
pressed air supply, with the cold stream then used to cool down
the aluminum plate from beneath, thus reducing the temperature
of the calibration plate during the cooling phase. Plate temperature
uniformity was tested, using an IR thermal imaging camera, dur-
ing the heating and cooling phases and was found to be uniform
across the surface of the test plate.

Two 11 W fluorescent lamps are used to illuminate the liquid
crystal coated surface without significant radiative heating. It has
been well established in the literature that the narrow-band liquid
crystals used in this calibration are less sensitive to the illumina-
tion and viewing angle~Baughn@3#!. A video camera is mounted
above the rig to capture the crystal color play on the test plate.
The entire rig is enclosed within black curtains to shield the cali-
bration from extraneous light.

In order to be able to use the liquid crystal coating over a
temperature range of about 20°C the authors conducted a simple
calibration study. The aim was to investigate the effect of hyster-
esis of liquid crystals heated to a range of peak temperatures and
thus establish a temperature versus intensity calibration for the
crystal mixture. Previous researchers have investigated hysteresis
in liquid crystals by studying hue-temperature curves~Kenning
and Yan @23#, Birrell and Eaton@24#, and Baughn et al.@25#!.
However, the current study concentrates on the intensity-
temperature calibration of liquid crystals. Dixon and Scala@26#
reported that for several liquid crystal mixtures hysteresis was
characterized by a shift in the peak wavelength at a particular
temperature when cooled rather than heated.

A mixture of three narrow-band liquid crystals3 ~BW/R30C1W/
S-40, BW/R35C1W/S-40, and BW/R40C1W/S-40! was used in
the calibration, applied in thin layers to the plate~approximately
of 10 microns!. The calibration plate was heated up to a required
uniform surface temperature and then slowly cooled back to the
initial temperature. As the liquid crystal passed through its active
range, images were acquired until the crystal color play was no
longer visible. Four sets of calibrations were conducted. The sur-
face temperature was raised to 45°C, 50°C, 55°C, and 60°C. The
surface temperature was logged using a PC connected to a data
acquisition card at a sample rate of 2 Hz. The intensity history
from the liquid crystal color play was extracted from the captured
video images. Only the green signal was used throughout the ex-
periment to increase the selectivity of the sensor. The intensity and
surface temperature history were then interpolated to obtain the
intensity versus temperature calibration curve. The intensity was
then normalized by the intensity level before color play, seeFig.
2.

Figures 2 and 3 show the normalized intensity-temperature
calibration curves for the heating and cooling phases, respectively.
These results confirm that there is no shift in intensity peak in
liquid crystals but the hysteresis behavior can clearly be seen in
Fig. 3 when cooling occurs from different peak temperatures.
Hysteresis is thought to only occur if the crystal is heated above
its useful color-play range~Baughn et al.@25#!. The first clearing
point ~or cholestreric to isotropic transition! that the coating en-
counters on heating is that for the lowest temperature crystal. For
this case the BW/R30C1W/S-40 crystal has a clearing point of
45°C to 46°C. Norman@27# reported that the calibrated clearing

2Watlow Metric silicon Rubber Heater, 100W—Watlow Ltd., Robey Close, Linby
Industrial Estate, Linby, Nottingham NG15 8AA, U.K.

3TLC—Hallcrest Ltd., 8-9 Stepnell Reach, 541 Blanford Rd, Poole,
Dorset BH16 5BW, U.K.

Fig. 1 Schematic of calibration rig setup

Fig. 2 Heating phase of the calibration of a mix of three
narrow-band liquid crystals
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point value is 45.5°C. This phenomenon was also observed dur-
ing liquid crystal impingement heat transfer tests on a flat plate
model using the low-temperature analogue burner~Abu Talib
et al.@14#!. The regression procedure to be described in Section 5
employs a prediction of the surface temperature variation for
which the peak temperature is known at each pixel. It would be
possible to use different cooling curves depending on the peak
temperature achieved. In practice, it was possible to keep the per-
spex surface temperature to less than the lowest clearing point
temperature and hence avoid the need to account for hysteresis.

4 Transient Heat Transfer Test
Since the 1980s, transient experiments using liquid crystal have

been used to measure heat transfer and the technique is now well
established. For this current work transient heat transfer tests have
been conducted using the low-temperature analogue burner devel-
oped at the University of Oxford. A square perspex flat plate
(2603260310 mm) was subjected to the impingement of a
helium-air plume preheated to a temperature of 80°C. Neely et al.
@16# reported that the jet velocity is approximately 1.4 m.s21. The
flat plate was instrumented with a centrally located vertical linear
array of 12 equi-spaced foil thermocouples to monitor the surface
temperature change on the plate as shown inFig. 4.

The transparent perspex test plate was coated with the same
liquid crystal mixture used in the calibration. The liquid crystal
coating was then covered with a layer of black ink so that the
color play of the crystal could be illuminated and viewed through
the plate by lights and a camera located behind the plate~Fig. 5!.
The flat plate was subjected to a step change in gas temperature.
For simple geometries, such as the flat plate, one-dimensional
semi-infinite heat transfer can be assumed~Schultz and Jones
@28#!. At any point on the model surfaceh is thus a function only
of the driving gas temperature difference (Taw2Ti), the crystal
change temperature (Tc), the material properties of the substrate
(rck) and the time at which the contour appears (t).

h5
bArck

At
(1)

where

Tc2Ti

Taw2Ti
512exp~b2!erfc~b!. (2)

Only liquid crystals with color change temperatures that are well
placed between the initial surface temperature and the driving gas
temperature are chosen.

The flow is initiated with unheated helium-air mixture, and then
the mesh heater is activated to begin the test. Abu Talib et al.@14#
reported that the time constant associated by the mesh heater is
found to be 0.17 s. The used of a thin Mylar faceplate on the
low-temperature analogue burner, which has a time constant of
approximately 0.27 second, is sufficiently small to enable the use
of the step change assumptions in the transient thermal analysis.
The crystal color play on the plate was viewed through the rear of
the transparent perspex plate and captured using a single video
camera~Fig. 5!.

To demonstrate the use of multiple temperature steps in a tran-
sient heat transfer experiment, two sets of tests were conducted,
~a! one gas temperature step only and~b! two gas temperature

Fig. 3 Cooling phase of the calibration of a mix of three
narrow-band liquid crystals

Fig. 4 Schematic of the surface thermocouples arrangements

Fig. 5 Schematic of perspex flat-plate test
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steps. The duration of test can only be conducted for less than 60
seconds for the assumption of one-dimensional semi-infinite
analysis to remain valid. The calculation for the time for the heat
pulse to penetrate into the substrate is shown inFig. 6 and is taken
from Schultz and Jones@29#;

d54Ata (3)

whered is the penetration depth,t is the time, anda is the thermal
diffusivity of perspex, which is 1.0831027 m2.s21.

5 Data Reduction Technique
The basis of the current method of analysis builds on a tech-

nique developed for combustor cooling experiments reported by
Ling et al.@29#. The entire calibration curve~normalized intensity
versus temperature! is employed to process the data from the tran-
sient heat transfer tests. This intensity history matching method
uses the complete profile of the measured data, which improves
accuracy relative to versions of the method which use a single
surface temperature to determine the heat transfer coefficient,h.

In practice, all of the measured intensity data, not just the peaks
are used to determine the heat transfer coefficient. The image
processing technique can deduce distributions of bothTaw andh
simultaneously in a single test~Fig. 7!.

As stated, the well-established technique of crystal intensity
peak-picking uses only a fraction of the available experimental
data. In the new technique the full intensity history at each pixel is
used in the analysis. A range of possible combinations ofTaw and
h are used to generate a lookup table of ideal intensity history,
which is then compared with the experimental intensity history
from the observed crystal color play on the model. For ease of
manipulation,Taw is normalized toTbar as follows:

Tbar5
Taw2Ti

Tg2Ti
(4)

whereTi andTg are the initial substrate temperature and the peak
exit gas temperature, respectively. The multicrystal image pro-
cessing technique enables the experimental intensity history for
each pixel to be matched to an ideal intensity history generated
from the most appropriate combination ofh andTbar.

A range of possible combinations of heat transfer coefficient
(h) and adiabatic wall temperature (Taw) are used to generate
surface temperature histories, and from the crystal calibrations,
ideal intensity histories. Comparison of each ideal intensity his-
tory with experimental intensity history allows the selection of the
best fitting combination ofh and Taw at each pixel via residue
minimization. The exit flow temperature of the burner will di-
rectly follow the mesh-heater temperature. This enables the use of
temperature stepping by simply energising and de-energizing the
mesh heater, to increase the accuracy of the image processing
technique. TheTaw is varied in a series of steps to induce multiple
crystal transitions to increase the dataset from whichh and Taw
are deduced.

6 Experimental Results
While the automated routines which carryout the data analysis

for the complete camera view are complex and CPU intensive, a
simple checking routine has been implemented using Matlab4

software to enable the user to check the quality of the data being
processed at a single position. First, the software loads the pre-
calculated lookup table, which consists of the ideal intensity his-
tory, generated using a range of combinations of possible heat
transfer coefficients,h and adiabatic wall temperatures,Taw . The

4Matlab, 2001, ‘‘The Language of Technical Computing,’’ Version 6.1.0.450 Re-
lease 12.1, Math Works, Inc.

Fig. 6 Penetration depth of heat pulse into perspex

Fig. 7 Image processing sequence
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user is then able to select a pixel position in the recorded camera
view, such as shown in top right image inFig. 8. The software
then reads the corresponding intensity history at that pixel and
compares it, via residue minimization, to the ideal intensity histo-
ries contained in the previously generated lookup table.Tbar index
andh index inFig. 8 correspond to the range ofTbar andh values
used in the lookup table to generate the ideal intensity history.

Figures 8 and 9shows the results for both one gas-temperature

step and for two gas-temperature steps, respectively. It can be
clearly seen inFig. 9 that more peaks can be induced when there
are more gas-temperature steps. The intensity matching in both
Figs. 8 and 9 looks very good. As expected the minimum error
trough ~indicated by the dark region in the RMS error map! is
larger inFig. 8 compared inFig. 9 which has two gas-temperature
steps. Large areas of minimum error will reduce the accuracy of
the selection ofh andTaw indicated by cross hairs on the figure.

Fig. 8 Result from a one gas-temperature step test

Fig. 9 Result from a two gas-temperature steps test
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However, there are only small differences between the values ofh
andTbar deduced from the two experiments. The advantage of the
two gas-temperature steps test over the one gas-temperature step
test is more obvious when there are fewer crystal peaks in the area
of interest as discussed below.

Figures 10 and 11show another example of the advantages of
using more gas-temperature steps. In areas of either lowh or Taw ,
where there are fewer crystal peaks, the software selects a more

accurate result from the two gas-temperature steps test compared
to one gas-temperature step. TheTbar value of 0.48 inFig. 10 is
far from the correct value of 0.99 shown inFig. 11. TheTbar value
near the top edge of the plate was expected to be approximately
near to 1. The RMS error trough inFig. 10 was darker than the
error trough inFig. 11 indicating a small error. The full distribu-
tion of h andTaw on the flat plate was presented and discussed by
Abu Talib et al.@14#. The effect of the hysteresis in the multiple

Fig. 10 Result from a one gas-temperature step test

Fig. 11 Result from a two gas-temperature steps test
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temperature stepping technique when using the low-temperature
analogue burner could be ignored since the maximum surface
temperature in all tests was lower than the lowest crystal clearing
temperature.

The h and Tbar values obtained from the one gas-temperature
step and two gas-temperature steps can also be compared to theh
andTbar measured from the surface thermocouples array as shown
in Fig. 4. The surface temperature histories can be used to evalu-
ate the surface heat flux histories using the following equation by
Schultz and Jones@29#.

qn~ t !5
2Arck

Ap
F(

i 51

n
Ts~ t i !2Ts~ t i 21!

~ tn2t i !
1/21~ tn2t i 21!1/2G (5)

whereq is the surface heat flux andTs is the surface temperature.
The heat fluxes generated from Eq.~5! were plotted against sur-
face temperatures as shown inFig. 12. Note that only readings
from thermocouples numberTs2, Ts3, Ts4, Ts5, Ts9, Ts10, and
Ts11 were used in the analysis. Due to the buoyant behavior of the
plume from the low-temperature burner, the flow bends immedi-
ately upward before it impinges onto the flat plate surface. There-
fore the surface thermocouple numberTs1 only experienced a low
level of heat flux, which is not sufficient to obtain a reasonable
extrapolation. ThermocouplesTs6, Ts7, andTs12 were situated in
the mixing region of the plume and cold air and yield noisy heat
flux data. The slope from theq versusT plot correspond theh and
the intercept with the temperature axis is theTaw . The best slope
from the curve is chosen for every thermocouple signal~except
Ts1, Ts6, Ts7, Ts8, andTs12) as shown inFig. 12.

Uncertainty is caused by the fact that the temperature change is
small compared to the driving temperature difference. A slight
change in the slope angle will result in large changes of adiabatic
wall temperature. Therefore due to this error in the technique es-
pecially when choosing the best intercept to the temperature axis
from the graph, the data obtained can only be used as a rough
guide to the levels ofh andTaw . Figure 13 gives a comparison of
h in the central vertical displacement on the flat plate. The average
h andTbar values for both temperature step test were taken from
the central vertical location on the flat plate as shown by the red
dotted line inFig. 4. The h values from the two gas-temperature
steps are much closer to the values generated from the surface
thermocouple than theh values from the one gas-temperature
step.

Figure 14 shows a comparison ofTbar along a central vertical
line. Due to the error mentioned earlier in the technique when
trying to deduce the intercept on the temperature axis inFig. 12,
some of theTbar values from one gas-temperature step are closer

to the values generated from the surface thermocouple~Fig. 14!.
However it would be expected that values ofTbar would be near to
1 in the core of the plume where no dilution of hot plume has
occurred.

7 Numerical Analysis
In order to demonstrate the application of multiple temperatures

stepping with a greater number of steps, a simple Matlab routine
has been developed by the authors. This enables the investigation
of the effect on the maximum error of increasing the number of
gas-temperature steps. First, a set of surface temperature predic-
tions for a range of multiple gas-temperature step histories was
constructed for sequences of gas temperature stepped up and
down from one to three times.

These temperature histories were then converted to intensity
histories via typical crystal calibration data. To simulate experi-
mental intensity data, random noise with amplitude typical of the
experiments was superimposed onto the intensity histories. These
simulated intensity histories were then analyzed using the tech-
niques described above to determine to most representative com-
binations ofh andTaw for each. The RMS error maps for each of

Fig. 12 Plot of heat flux against temperature
Fig. 13 Plot of h against vertical displacement on the flat plate

Fig. 14 Plot of Tbar against vertical displacement on the flat
plate
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the sequences are displayed inFig. 15. FromFig. 15 the intensity-
fit error is lowest when a six-step measurement is made. This can
be judged by the extent of the trough~dark blue region! along by
the Tbar andh-axes. The trend is illustrated schematically inFig.
16. It is clear that the region of maximum error inh andTaw space
will be reduced by increasing the number of gas temperature
steps. The possibility that the software will pick the wrong com-
bination of h and Taw is very small when using more than one
gas-temperature step.

8 Estimations of Experimental Error
Estimates of the experimental uncertainties have been made

using the method of small perturbations described by Moffat@30#.
Calculations were performed to determine the effect of uncertain-
ties in experimental parameters at test conditions typical to those
found in the flat plate test for the low-temperature analogue
burner. The error analyses were conducted using a typical experi-
mental intensity data generated using a fixh of 60 W.m22.K21

andTbar of 0.8. The steps inh andTbar used to generate the lookup
table were reduced to 2% forh and 0.005 forTbar. The uncer-
tainty level in h and Taw depending on the uncertainties in the
initial temperature (Ti), gas temperature (Tg), surface tempera-
ture (Ts) during the calibration process, time to synchronize the
LED appearance in the video image (t) and also the thermal prod-
uct (Arck) of perspex used. TheTs values were perturbed from
during the crystal calibration data procedure~intensity versus tem-
perature data!. The noise added in the numerical simulation is not
accounted for in the uncertainty analysis since the actual experi-
mental data also has the same noise level from the camera CCDs.

The experimental uncertainty has been estimated by calculating
the RSS~root sum square! of the components error, which gives
statistically appropriate total uncertainty. The worst-case error is
defined by the maximum error and calculated as the sum of the
components error. The summary of the uncertainties inh andTaw
for both one gas-temperature step test (U) and two gas-
temperature steps (U-D) test are shown inTable 1. It is clearly
shown that the error generated inh and Taw for two gas-

Fig. 15 RMS error in intensity fit for multiple temperature steps „UÄTg steps up, DÄTg steps
down …

Fig. 16 Effect of increasing the number of steps

Table 1 Comparison of uncertainties in h and Taw
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temperature steps test is far less than the error from the one gas-
temperature step test. It is found that the error introduced by
changingTi by 60.5°C reduced significantly from 13% to 1% for
one gas-temperature step to two gas-temperature steps. However
the error will be insignificant with the increasing number of steps
such as reported by Baughn et al.@13#. For infinite number of
steps, theTs will be at the mean of the gas temperature and will be
independent of theTi . ~Baughn et al.@13#!. It can be seen that the
value ofTi is less important for more gas temperature step since
new steps are more responsible to temperature change.

For further validation of the technique, the uncertainty analysis
has been extended to three gas-temperature steps (U-D-U) and
four gas-temperature steps (U-D-U-D). It can be seen that both
RSS error and maximum error forh and Tbar reduce with an
increase in the number of gas-temperature steps as shown inFig.
17. It has been reported by previous researchers~Wang et al.@5#
and Byerley@31#! that the local measurement ofh using the nar-
row band liquid crystal technique has an uncertainty of 7.5–8.5%.
Furthermore Chambers et al.@32# reported that the total uncer-
tainty of localh is 8.85% for three test strategy and 13.68% for
two crystals technique. It may be concluded that the localh dis-
tributions presented here are of similar accuracy.

9 Conclusion
A novel experimental technique to simultaneously determine

heat transfer coefficient and adiabatic wall temperature distribu-
tions from a single experiment, which combines thermochromic
liquid crystals with multiple steps in gas temperature has been
demonstrated. These measures induce several peaks in liquid crys-
tal intensity throughout the transient experiment and these are
shown to improve the accuracy. Both experimental results and
numerical analysis of the multiple gas temperature technique dem-
onstrate the potential decrease in the experimental uncertainty in
measurements ofh andTaw . Increasing the number of steps will
decrease the maximum uncertainty. This paper also introduced a
new liquid crystal calibration rig. The rig is able to calibrate any
mixture of thermochromic liquid crystals, produce repeatable cali-
brations in an efficient manner, and which can control the tem-
perature rise and temperature decrease and reproduce lighting rep-
resentative of experiments. Hysteresis behavior in thermochromic
liquid crystal is also been shown in the calibration studies. Nev-
ertheless the effect of the hysteresis in the multiple temperature
stepping technique when using the low-temperature analogue
burner can be ignored since the maximum surface temperature in
all tests is lower than the lowest crystal clearing temperature.
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Nomenclature

c 5 specific heat capacity (J.kg21.K21)
d 5 penetration depth~m!

erfc 5 error function
h 5 heat transfer coefficient (W.m22.K21)
k 5 thermal conductivity (W.m21.K21)
q 5 heat flux (W.m22)

RMS 5 root mean square
RSS 5 root sum square

t 5 time ~s!
Taw 5 adiabatic wall temperature (°C)
Tbar 5 normalized temperature (°C)
Tc 5 crystal temperature (°C)
Tg 5 gas temperature (°C)
Ti 5 initial temperature (°C)
Ts 5 surface temperature (°C)

Greek

r 5 density (kg.m23)
b 5 heat transfer parameter,b5 hAt/Arck
a 5 thermal diffusivity (m2.s21)
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A Transient Infrared
Thermography Method for
Simultaneous Film Cooling
Effectiveness and Heat Transfer
Coefficient Measurements From a
Single Test
In film cooling situations, there is a need to determine both local adiabatic wall tempera-
ture and heat transfer coefficient to fully assess the local heat flux into the surface. Typical
film cooling situations are termed three temperature problems where the complex inter-
action between the jets and mainstream dictates the surface temperature. The coolant
temperature is much cooler than the mainstream resulting in a mixed temperature in the
film region downstream of injection. An infrared thermography technique using a tran-
sient surface temperature acquisition is described which determines both the heat transfer
coefficient and film effectiveness (nondimensional adiabatic wall temperature) from a
single test. Hot mainstream and cooler air injected through discrete holes are imposed
suddenly on an ambient temperature surface and the wall temperature response is cap-
tured using infrared thermography. The wall temperature and the known mainstream and
coolant temperatures are used to determine the two unknowns (the heat transfer coeffi-
cient and film effectiveness) at every point on the test surface. The advantage of this
technique over existing techniques is the ability to obtain the information using a single
transient test. Transient liquid crystal techniques have been one of the standard tech-
niques for determining h andh for turbine film cooling for several years. Liquid crystal
techniques do not account for nonuniform initial model temperatures while the transient
IR technique measures the entire initial model distribution. The transient liquid crystal
technique is very sensitive to the angle of illumination and view while the IR technique is
not. The IR technique is more robust in being able to take measurements over a wider
temperature range which improves the accuracy of h andh. The IR requires less intensive
calibration than liquid crystal techniques. Results are presented for film cooling down-
stream of a single hole on a turbine blade leading edge model.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1791283#

Introduction
‘‘Film cooling is the introduction of secondary fluid~coolant! at

one or more discrete locations along a surface exposed to a high
temperature environment to protect that surface not only in the
immediate region of injection but also in the downstream region’’
@1#. Film cooling protects the surface directly and reduces the heat
load to the turbine surface. There is a need to know both the local
wall temperature and the associated convective heat transfer coef-
ficient underneath the injected film to determine the levels of heat
load reduction. Typically, in convection situations, local surface
heat flux is represented as:

q95h~T`2Tw! (1)

where Tw is the local surface temperature andT` is the main-
stream temperature that drives the heat transfer from the fluid to
the surface. Most convective heat transfer problems are two tem-
perature problems indicating that the mainstream temperature and
the wall temperature are the two driving temperatures for the heat
transfer. However, in the case of film cooling or heating and jet

impingement in cross-flow, there are two streams with different
temperatures resulting in three temperature problems. The degree
of mixing between the two interacting streams results in a new
temperature, which is the driver for the heat transfer into the sur-
face. The film temperature depends on the local mixing between
the two streams. In this case, the alternate way of representing the
heat flux into the surface is

qf95hf~Tf2Tw! (2)

where the subscriptf indicates film conditions. For an adiabatic
surface, the film temperature will be equal to the adiabatic wall
temperature. There are two unknowns in the above equation, the
heat transfer coefficient (hf) and film temperature (Tf).

Detailed measurements of both adiabatic wall temperature and
heat transfer coefficient distributions are required to assess film
cooling performance accurately. Several techniques have been
used to obtain both measurements for film cooling situations.
Metzger and Mitchell@2# showed that the three-temperature con-
vection problems could be shown in a graphical interpretation
wherein a straight line represents the three temperature perfor-
mance. The line is plotted between the ratio of heat transfer coef-
ficient hf /h versus a nondimensional temperature~u!. This heat
transfer coefficient ratio is greater than 1.0 as the heat transfer
coefficient for film injection is normally higher than without film
injection due to enhanced turbulence from the mixing of the
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streams downstream of injection. The nondimensional tempera-
ture ~u! is defined as as (Tc2T`)/(Tw2T`), whereTc is coolant
temperature,T` is mainstream temperature, andTw is local wall
temperature. This representation is applicable for every location
on the test surface. Each surface will have its own signature de-
pending on the local mixing of the two streams. The heat transfer
coefficient can be obtained from the condition where both streams
have equal temperatures. The film effectiveness can be obtained
when the temperatures between the streams are significantly dif-
ferent. To determine both these quantities, two points are needed
on the line and the determination of the intercepts will result in the
solution for heat transfer coefficient and film effectiveness at ev-
ery point on the surface. Heater foil thermocouple techniques have
been used to obtain local discrete measurements@3–5#. Vedula
and Metzger@6# presented a transient test where the test surface is
exposed to two different steady streams and the transient tempera-
ture response of the test surface was obtained from the color dis-
play of a thin coating of thermochromic liquid crystals. This test
was based on a technique developed for two temperature situa-
tions as described by Metzger and Larson@7#. The test surface
was modeled as a semi-infinite solid medium with transient heat
conduction. A convection wall boundary condition was imposed
by the sudden transient heating. The entire wall material was at a
uniform initial temperature before the test. During the transient
heating test, each point on the surface will produce a different
transient response due to different convective heat transfer coeffi-
cient. A faster time of color change of the liquid crystal during the
transient test to the prescribed color will produce higher heat
transfer coefficients and vice versa. The basic equations defining
the system are shown as:

k
]2T

]y2 5rCp

]T

]t
(3a)

2k
]T

]y U
y50

5h~Tr2Tw! (3b)

Tuy5`5Ti (3c)

Tu t505Ti (3d)

whereTr is the reference temperature or the main flow tempera-
ture, Tw is the prescribed wall condition~color-change! tempera-
ture, andTi is the initial temperature of the test surface before the
transient. Applying the prescribed boundary conditions and initial
conditions to the problem and solving for the wall temperature
response with time aty50 produces a solution of the form:

Tw2Ti

T`2Ti
512expS h2at

k2 DerfcS hAat

k D (4)

whereh is the unknown quantity in the equation withTw is the
wall temperature at timet after the initiation of the transient test.
The material properties, a (0.10763e26 m2/s) and
k(0.187 W/m K) dictate the applicability of the semi-infinite solid
solution. From the liquid crystal color response, the time of color
change to a particular color is measured at every point on the test
surface and the above equation is used to calculate the local heat
transfer coefficient. The above equation assumes that the oncom-
ing mainstream flow imposes a step change in air temperature on
the surface, which is not true in the transient experiment. There-
fore, the above equation was modified to represent the response of
the changing mainstream temperature. The mainstream tempera-
ture rise is simulated as a superposed set of elemental steps using
the Duhamel’s superposition theorem. Metzger and Larson@7#
showed that the wall temperature response can be represented as

Tw2Ti5(
j 51

N

U~ t2t j !DT` (5)

where

U~ t2t j !512expFh2

k2 a~ t2t j !GerfcFh

k
Aa~ t2t j !G (6)

The superposition is imposed by measuring the mainstream tem-
perature (T`) variation with time~t! during the transient test. The
step changes are then input into the above solution to obtain the
unknown heat transfer coefficient.

In film cooling situations, Eq.~4! is modified to include the film
temperature based on the definition of the local heat flux as shown
in Eq. ~2!. The equation becomes:

Tw2Ti

Tf2Ti
512expS hf

2at

k2 D erfcS hfAat

k D (7)

where Tf is the local film temperature and is a function of the
local mixing between the mainstream and coolant jet near the
surface.

Vedula and Metzger@6# presented a method wherein two color
change times can be obtained from a single transient test at every
location. If during the transient, the liquid crystal coating indicates
one surface temperature (Tw1) at time, t1 and another surface
temperature (Tw2) at time,t2 . Basically, two events are measured
at every point leading to the solution of bothh and Tf from the
simultaneous solution of the two equations:

Tw12Ti

Tf2Ti
512expS hf

2at1

k2 D erfcS hfAat1

k D
Tw22Ti

Tf2Ti
512expS hf

2at1

k2 D erfcS hfAat2

k D (8)

In the proposed transient test, the mainstream will be heated
and the coolant supply will be cold or similar to room tempera-
ture. The Duhamel’s superposition theorem will be applied to the
mainstream temperature response as the coolant will be at a con-
stant temperature through the experiment. However, due to inher-
ent difficulties of determining two events far apart so that the
uncertainty can be reduced, this technique has never been applied
to solve for both the unknowns from a single transient test. To
avoid the difficulties associated with the single transient test,
Vedula and Metzger@6# suggested two different tests with the
same flow conditions but different coolant temperatures measur-
ing the indication of the same color change temperature. They ran
two tests with one that had mainstream and coolant running at
about the same temperatures and another test that had the main-
stream hot and the coolant at room temperature. Since they did not
have a true step change in air temperatures for both mainstream
and coolant, they applied the superposition integration for both
temperatures. Also, they defined film effectiveness~h! as

h5
Tf2T`

Tc2T`
(9)

where Tf represents the film temperature which is the same as
adiabatic wall temperature as there is no heat transfer into the wall
during the transient test. Several studies have used this technique
@8–10# to obtain film cooling measurements for different surface
geometries. Ekkad et al.@11# and Du et al.@12# used a transient
cooling technique to eliminate the use of superposition integration
for the mainstream and coolant temperatures but they still needed
two different tests to obtain both heat transfer coefficient and film
effectiveness at every point on the surface.

The transient HSI technique for liquid crystals uses the real-
time conversion of RGB color attribute to the
Hue–Saturation–Intensity ~HSI! attribute @13–15#. In this case,
the entire wall temperature is measured at a certain instant using a
wide band liquid crystal coating or a mixture of several different
bands of liquid crystals. The surface temperature distribution is
mapped from the measured Hue and Intensity of the color scheme
on the surface. Using Eq.~4!, the local heat transfer coefficient is
determined at every surface point from the surface temperature
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distribution at that particular time. If the temperature distribution
is determined at another instant of time, then the two-equation
scheme as shown in Eq.~8! can be used to determine heat transfer
coefficient and film effectiveness for film cooling situations.

In the present study, a transient infrared thermography tech-
nique is described for obtaining both heat transfer coefficient and
film effectiveness from a single test. The transient IR technique is
based on the two-equation, single test proposed by Vedula and
Metzger @6#. In this test, two images with surface temperature
distributions are captured at two different times during the tran-
sient test. The two temperatures at two different instants are used
in the two equations@Eq. ~8!# shown above to calculate both heat
the transfer coefficient and the film temperature. The test is typical
of a transient liquid crystal technique experiment wherein the test
surface at ambient is suddenly exposed to a hot mainstream and
cold coolant jet. The surface temperature response is captured by
the IR camera at different time instants during the transient test.

There have been several studies in the recent years that have
used IR thermography techniques for heat transfer coefficient and
film effectiveness measurements. Most of these studies either
measured film effectiveness with adiabatic wall with steady state
conditions@16–17# or a measured heat transfer coefficient with
steady state conditions and a constant wall heat flux surface@18–
19#. There are no studies that have used the IR technique for the
simultaneous determination of film effectiveness and heat transfer
coefficients in the transient mode. This is the first study to use the
advantages of the IR technique for film cooling measurements.

It is also important to note that although this is the first study to
provide both the heat transfer coefficient and film effectiveness
from a single test using IR thermography, there have been other
studies that have attempted to obtain both values from a single
test. Chyu and Hsing@20# used a thermogrpahic phosphor floures-
cence technique to measure both the heat transfer coefficient and
film effectiveness. Licu et al.@21# used a wide band liquid crystal
on a constant heat flux wall and a transient test to determine both
a heat transfer coefficient and film effectiveness. However, both
techniques require significant surface preparation and lighting to
obtain quality results.
Advantages. There are many advantages of this new technique.

1. There is no need for spraying expensive liquid crystals on
the surface. Typical surface preparation requires only black
paint.

2. The technique requires a single transient test thus reducing
run time and also uncertainties relating to running two dif-
ferent tests at two different times.

3. The test is not limited by the operating point of the liquid
crystals. Liquid crystals cannot operate beyond 100°C
whereas the present technique has no such limits as long as
the test plate material is made of low conductivity.

4. The IR camera also provides initial temperature distribution
on the surface, which is very difficult to obtain from liquid
crystals.

5. The coolant does not require to be heated as in the case of
two test techniques resulting in reduced capital costs and
time savings.

The IR system is relatively more expensive than the liquid crys-
tal image processing system and also provides lower resolution
than RGB-CCD cameras.

Test Facility
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. The facility consists

of a low speed wind tunnel with a 76.2 cm diameter, settling
chamber and a 30.5 cm diameter solenoid valve to switch the
primary temperature controlled flow from a bypass loop to the test
section. A temperature controlled coolant loop is designed to pro-
vide the coolant flow to the film hole. The coolant flow passes
through a heat exchanger and a rotameter to measure the flowrate
and finally through a 0.635 cm solenoid valve to switch the flow
from bypass to the film hole. There is no heater for the coolant as
the test is run with only cold flow. The test surface is a full half
cylinder with a diameter of 8.89 cm and height of 36.4 cm joined
by a flat afterbody. The film hole is located at621.5 deg from the
stagnation line. The hole is 4.76 mm in diameter and is angled 20
deg and 90 deg to the surface in the spanwise and streamwise
directions. The hole is located at the midpoint of the test channel.
The hole to leading edge diameter (d/D) is 0.054 and the hole
length to hole diameter ratio (L/d) is 11.69.

The infrared thermography system used is a FLIR system Ther-
maCAM SC 3000. The camera offers a high quality, nonintrusive
method for obtaining thermal data through a commercially avail-
able software package for data analysis. The camera has several
temperature ranges between220°C and 1500°C and can be ex-
tended up to 2000°C with optional filters. The stated camera ac-
curacy is 62% of the chosen measurement range or62°C

Fig. 1 Schematic of test facility
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(62°K) whichever is larger. A temperature range of220°C to
80°C with an accuracy of (62°C or 62°K) is used for the
present study. A thermocouple was placed on the black painted
test surface to act as a reference for camera calibration. The ther-
mocouple was used to estimate the emissivity of the surface. The
emissivity of the black painted test when viewed through a cal-
cium fluoride window was 0.96. The camera houses a Quantum
Well Focal Plane Array~QWIP!, which receives and records the
thermal electromagnetic radiation between 8–9mm in a 320
3240 pixel field. The internal components were cooled using a
Stirling cooler to 70 K.

To begin the procedure for obtaining measurements, the test
surface is painted black and the IR camera is focused on the test
surface region~typically downstream of the hole!. The preparation
for the actual tests requires pre-processing steps that are basically
to calibrate the entire thermography system and the IR signal. The
camera was focused on the hole and the surface was painted using
flat black paint. Thermocouples were attached to the surface using
aluminum tape. The surface was then heated using hot air from
the blower. The thermocouples are monitored during the heat up
and subsequent achievement of steady state. The IR camera is
focused on the test surface. The parameters required for an accu-
rate IR measurement to compensate for the effects of a number of
different radiation sources are background temperatures, the rela-
tive humidity, and the distance between the test surface and the
camera. A number of temperatures are used to establish the correct
value of emissivity. Multiple temperatures compensate for all
other emitting sources within view of the test article. To calibrate
the surface emissivity, the IR temperature of the thermocouple
bead is measured and compared to the indicated thermocouple
temperature. The emissivity of the surface is then adjusted and
determined until the IR temperature matches the thermocouple
temperature within 0.1°C. The emissivity with flat black coating
on the surface was typically in the range of 0.93–0.97. The main-
stream airflow is routed away from the test section and heated to
a required temperature. The coolant flow is maintained at ambient
temperature and also routed away from the test section. Once the
mainstream reaches the required temperature, the camera is trig-
gered to take images at the same time the mainstream and the
coolant flows are routed into the test section. Thermocouples are
placed in the mainstream and upstream of the coolant hole to
measure the transient responses of the air temperature during the
transient heating test. The images are stored in the computer and
the air temperatures are digitized through an A/D system. The
image files from the IR camera are converted to temperature files
at different instants of time. Figure 2 shows IR images at three
times during the transient test. The temperatures range from 25 to
50°C ~Blue is 25°C and Bright yellow is 50°C). All the other
holes on the showerhead array are blocked off and only one hole
is flowing.

The mainstream temperature increases from the initial tempera-
ture to the set temperature during the first 10–15 seconds and then
steadies. Figure 3 shows the typical mainstream temperature rise
during the transient test. Mainstream temperature increases from
initial temperature to the set temperature of the heater. The coolant
temperature is maintained at the initial temperature. The wall tem-
perature on the mainstream side is monitored and rises as the
surface gets heated during the transient test at a more gradual rate
than the mainstream temperature. The inside wall temperature is
unaffected by the heating on the opposite side during the test
confirming the usage of the semi-infinite solid assumption.

The mainstream temperature, the coolant temperature, and the
surface temperature distributions from the IR images are used to
calculate the local heat transfer coefficient and film effectiveness
at each pixel of the IR image. To calculate heat transfer coefficient
and film effectiveness distributions, two images are required. The
first image is typically around 15–20 seconds after the initiation
of the test and the second image around 60–70 seconds after the
test initiation as shown in Fig. 2.

Uncertainty in the calculation comes from the measurement of

initial, mainstream, and coolant temperatures. Estimated uncer-
tainty in initial and wall temperature (DTi) is 61.1°C, main-
stream temperature (DT`) is 61.1°C, and coolant temperature
(DTc) is 61.1°C. The camera frame rate is 60 Hz resulting in a
time error of61.6% and the test surface property uncertainty is
estimated at63%. The resulting average uncertainty using the
methodology proposed by Kline and McClintock@22# for a heat
transfer coefficient and film effectiveness is64.5% and67.0%,

Fig. 2 IR images from camera with single hole blowing

Fig. 3 Temperature response of different thermocouples in °C.
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respectively. However, uncertainty for local film effectiveness de-
pends on the local value. Uncertainty for effectiveness measure-
ments is60.05.

Results and Discussion
Experiments were performed at a mainstream velocity of 12.63

m/s, which represents a flow Reynolds number of 60,000 based on
leading edge diameter. Six different coolant-to-mainstream blow-
ing ratios were studied ranging from 0.25 to 2.0 for a single hole
on the leading edge surface to evaluate the experimental
technique.

Detailed heat transfer coefficient distributions on the leading
edge region downstream of the film hole are presented as
Frossling numbers (Nu/Re0.5) in Fig. 4. For a circular leading
edge with low free-stream turbulence, Frossling numbers at the
stagnation point are around 1.0 and decrease downstream until
about 80° from the stagnation point during which transition oc-
curs. The film hole is located at 21.5 deg from the leading edge
stagnation point which is well within the laminar boundary layer
region. Film injection is orthogonal to the mainstream region re-
sulting in a strong lateral velocity. As the film injection rate~or
blowing rate! increases, the jet tends to resist the mainstream
strongly and pushes upward. The jet-mainstream interaction also
increases with increasing blowing ratio resulting in local turbu-
lence behind the hole as shown by the high heat transfer region for
higher blowing ratios. The Frossling numbers are around 1.0 for
M50.25 and as high as 4.0 forM52.0.

Figure 5 presents the detailed film effectiveness distributions
for each of the tested blowing ratios. The film effectiveness dis-
tributions clearly show the jet trajectory. For low blowing ratios,
the jet does not possess a strong lateral momentum along the hole
direction and gets pushed to the downstream edge resulting in
high effectiveness values just downstream of the hole. The jet
effect begins to decrease downstream due to reduced coverage. As
the blowing ratio increases, the lateral momentum of the jet be-
comes stronger and the high film effectiveness region moves to
the top of the hole location in the direction of the hole exit. Also
for the higher blowing ratio, jet lift-off occurs resulting in lower
effectiveness just downstream. Highest effectiveness coverage ap-
pears to occur between blowing ratios of 0.5 and 1.0.

First, the effect of increasing the blowing ratio on both the
spanwise averaged heat transfer coefficient and film effectiveness
has been explored. As expected, a higher blowing ratio provides
higher heat transfer coefficients due to increase jet mixing and
turbulence. Figure 6 shows the effect of blowing ratio on
Frossling number distributions. At low blowing ratios, there is no
enhancement downstream of injection due to low mixing and at-
tached jets. The Frossling numbers are around 1.2 downstream of
the hole forM50.25. As the blowing ratio increases, the region
downstream of the hole sees the highest enhancement due to jet–
mainstream interactions. Farther downstream, the values de-
creases as the jet dissipates into the mainstream. The Frossling
@23# solution for a cylinder in cross-flow is shown for comparison.
This result is for a cylinder without film holes.

Fig. 4 Detailed Nusselt number distributions downstream of
the injection hole

Fig. 5 Detailed film effectiveness distributions downstream of
the injection hole
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Figure 7 shows the effect of blowing ratio on film effectiveness
distributions. Lower blowing ratios produced attached jets down-
stream of the hole creating very high effectiveness and subse-
quently reducing downstream. Higher blowing ratios produce
stronger jets that tend to lift off along the hole direction. The
higher effectiveness region is along the hole direction and de-
creases downstream. This is the reason spanwise averaging shows
higher effectiveness downstream of the hole for low blowing ra-
tios. The jets get pushed downstream for low velocity jets whereas
higher velocity jets mover farther laterally before losing the mo-
mentum and get pushed downstream. Higher effectiveness is seen
at hole locations for higher blowing ratios as indicated in Fig. 5.

Conclusions
A transient infrared thermography technique has been presented

for a detailed heat transfer coefficient and film effectiveness mea-
surements downstream of a single film hole. The technique is

similar to the transient liquid crystal technique with some im-
provements. The IR technique does not require a thermochromic
liquid crystal coating to show the temperature patterns on the
surface during the transient test. Both the heat transfer coefficient
and film effectiveness are obtained from a single test which
greatly reduces the uncertainty associated with running two simi-
lar transient tests for the liquid crystal technique. The calibration
is simple and the surface temperature measurements are obtained
directly from the IR measurement of surface temperature. The
major sources in uncertainty are dependent on the initial tempera-
ture distribution and the accurate measurement of color in the
liquid crystal technique. In the IR technique, initial temperature
distribution on the test surface can be easily measured before the
initiation of the transient test resulting in better accuracy in cal-
culating the heat transfer coefficient and film effectiveness.

Nomenclature

cp 5 specific heat~kJ/kg K!
d 5 cylinder diameter~m!
h 5 local heat transfer coefficient without film injection

(W/m2 K)
hf 5 local heat transfer coefficient with film injection

(W/m2 K)
k 5 thermal conductivity of test surface~W/m K!
L 5 length of film hole~m!

M 5 blowing ratio5rcVc /r`V`
Nu 5 Nusselt number based on leading edge diameter,d

(5hfd/k)
q9 5 surface heat flux (W/m2)
Re 5 free-stream Reynolds number (V`d/n)

r 5 density of test surface
rc 5 coolant density (kg/m3)
r` 5 mainstream density (kg/m3)

t 5 time ~sec!
Tc 5 coolant temperature~K!
Tf 5 film temperature~K!
Ti 5 test surface initial temperature~K!
Tr 5 reference temperature~K!
T` 5 mainstream temperature~K!
Tu 5 free-stream mean turbulence intensity~%!
Tw 5 local wall temperature~K!
Vc 5 coolant velocity~m/s!
V` 5 mainstream velocity~m/s!

x 5 streamwise distance from leading edge to trailing
edge~m!

y 5 coordinate normal to surface~m!
h 5 film cooling effectiveness
u 5 non-dimensional temperature5(Tc2T`)/(Tw2T`)
n 5 kinematic viscosity of mainstream (m2/s)
a 5 thermal diffusivity (m2/s)
t 5 time ~sec!
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Thermal Performance of Angled,
V-Shaped, and W-Shaped Rib
Turbulators in Rotating
Rectangular Cooling Channels
(AR54:1)
An experimental study was performed to measure the heat transfer distributions and
frictional losses in rotating ribbed channels with an aspect ratio of 4:1. Angled, discrete
angled, V-shaped, and discrete V-shaped ribs were investigated, as well as the newly
proposed W-shaped and discrete W-shaped ribs. In all cases, the ribs are placed on both
the leading and trailing surfaces of the channel, and they are oriented 45 deg to the
mainstream flow. The rib height-to-hydraulic diameter ratio~e/D! is 0.078, and the rib
pitch-to-height ratio~P/e! is 10. The channel orientation with respect to the direction of
rotation is 135 deg. The range of flow parameters includes Reynolds number (Re
510,000–40,000), rotation number~Ro50.0–0.15!, and inlet coolant-to-wall density
ratio (Dr/r50.12). Both heat transfer and pressure measurements were taken, so the
overall performance of each rib configuration could be evaluated. It was determined that
the W-shaped and discrete W-shaped ribs had the superior heat transfer performance in
both nonrotating and rotating channels. However, these two configurations also incurred
the greatest frictional losses while the discrete V-shaped and discrete angled ribs resulted
in the lowest pressure drop. Based on the heat transfer enhancement and the pressure
drop penalty, the discrete V-shaped ribs and the discrete W-shaped ribs exhibit the best
overall thermal performance in both rotating and nonrotating channels. These configura-
tions are followed closely by the W-shaped ribs. The angled rib configuration resulted in
the worst performance of the six configurations of the present study.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1791286#

Introduction
To achieve higher thermal efficiency and power output in ad-

vanced gas turbines, the rotor inlet temperatures can exceed the
melting point of the blade material. Therefore, it is necessary to
cool the blades for safe and long operation of the turbine. Internal
cooling is one method to cool the turbine blade. With internal
cooling, pressurized cooling air is extracted from the compressor
and injected into the turbine blade. The coolant circulates through
cooling passages to remove heat from the blade. Pin-fin cooling is
commonly used in the trailing edge. These pinfins not only en-
hance the heat transfer but also provide the structural support to
the thin blade. Jet impingement cooling is the most effective tech-
nique to enhance the heat transfer, but these holes weaken the
structural strength. Thus, jet impingement cooling is used in the
leading edge where the thermal loads are high. Rib turbulators are
often used to cool the mid portion of the blade. As the turbine
blade rotates, Coriolis and rotational buoyancy forces alter the
flow field of the cooling air through the cooling channels, which
cause significantly different heat transfer distributions between the
leading and trailing surfaces of the channel. These Coriolis and
rotational buoyancy forces shift the coolant toward the trailing
surface for the radially outward flow; thus heat transfer increases
from the trailing surface, and decreases from the leading surface.

Figure 1 shows the orientation of a rectangular cooling channel

in a gas turbine blade. As the blade becomes thinner toward the
trailing edge, the cooling channels become narrower, and the ori-
entation angle~b! of the channel increases. The knowledge of the
flow field induced by rotation in channels with smaller aspect
ratios ~AR;1:1! cannot simply be applied to large aspect ratio
channels. However, the availability of literature is limited con-
cerning the heat transfer distribution for large aspect ratio chan-
nels. Therefore, it is necessary to investigate the heat transfer
distribution for these narrow channels in the trailing edge portion
of the blade.

A comprehensive review of turbine blade internal cooling can
be seen inGas Turbine Heat Transfer and Cooling Technologyby
Han et al.@1#. The book includes numerous studies that have been
conducted over the years on a wide range of rib configurations in
various size cooling channels using many experimental tech-
niques. Early studies investigated cooling channels with orthogo-
nal ribs ~Han @2#!. It was then determined that placing the ribs at
an angle to the mainstream flow will result in greater heat transfer
enhancement than ribs positioned at 90 deg to the mainstream
flow. Studies by Han and Park@3# and Park et al.@4# investigated
the thermal performance of angled ribs compared to orthogonal
ribs. The results showed the heat transfer enhancement in angled
rib channels is significantly greater than the heat transfer enhance-
ment due to normal ribs.

The focus of rib turbulators began to shift to the investigation
of ‘‘high performance’’ ribs. Han, Zhang, and Lee@5# studied a
square channel with V,L, parallel~angled!, and crossed ribs. They
showed the V-shaped ribs~45 and 60 deg! perform better than the
parallel ribs~45 and 60 deg!.

Using the mass transfer technique, Lau, Kukreja, and McMillin
@6# found the V-shaped ribs create the greatest heat transfer en-
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hancement; however, they also create the greatest pressure drop.
Their results showed that the V-shaped ribs and the full~angled!
ribs had comparable thermal performances.

Han and Zhang@7# then completed a study of a square channel
with various angled and V-shaped rib configurations. They con-
cluded that broken ribs~similar to discrete ribs! create heat trans-
fer enhancement levels of 2.5–4, while the enhancement created
by the continuous ribs is only 2–3. Both the broken and continu-
ous ribs incur a pressure penalty of 7–8 times.

Taslim, Li, and Kercher@8# studied various configurations of
angled and V-shaped ribs using a liquid crystal technique. They
also concluded that V-shaped ribs result in the greatest heat trans-
fer enhancement while having the greatest pressure loss. Ekkad
and Han@9# also used a liquid crystal technique to obtain detailed
heat transfer distributions in a two-pass channel with parallel
~angled!, V-shaped, and broken V-shaped~discrete V-shaped! ribs.
They concluded that the parallel, V-shaped, and broken V-shaped
ribs produce similar heat transfer enhancement in the first pass,
with the broken V-shaped ribs giving slightly higher enhancement.

Cho, Wu, and Kwon@10# recently investigated angled and dis-
crete angled ribs using mass transfer. They concluded that the heat
transfer performance of the discrete ribs is similar to that of the
angled ribs in a rectangular channel with an aspect ratio of 2.04:1.
A very narrow channel~AR58:1! with V-shaped,L-shaped, and
angled ribs was studied by Gao and Suden@11#. Using a liquid
crystal technique, they too confirmed that V-shaped ribs result in
the highest heat transfer enhancement and the highest frictional
losses. They concluded that the V-shaped ribs yield the best over-
all thermal performance. Rhee et al.@12# also investigated rectan-
gular channels~AR53:1, 5:1, and 6.82:1!. They studied the ther-
mal performance of V-shaped and discrete V-shaped ribs. Based
on their configurations, they concluded the thermal performance
of the two configurations was comparable.

All of the above studies focus on the performance of various
configurations of ribs in nonrotating channels. Many studies have
been performed that investigate the effect of rotation on cooling
channels. Johnson et al.@13# experimentally investigated the heat
transfer in multi-pass rotating channels with angled ribs. Johnson
et al. @14# performed additional tests with this four-pass test duct
to determine the effect of channel orientation on the heat transfer
enhancement. From these studies it was concluded that the heat
transfer from both the leading and trailing surfaces of the ribbed
channel was different from that of a nonrotating channel.

Parsons et al.@15,16# also studied the influence of channel ori-
entation and wall heating condition on the regionally averaged
heat transfer coefficients in a rotating, two-pass square channel
with 60 and 90 deg ribbed walls. This study showed the heat
transfer coefficients are greater in channels that are maintained at
a constant wall temperature. They found this difference is greater
for the channel oriented at 45 deg than the channel oriented per-
pendicular to the direction of rotation.

Dutta and Han@17# conducted an experimental study of region-
ally averaged heat transfer coefficients in rotating smooth and

ribbed two-pass channels with three channel orientations. They
found the effect of rotation is reduced for nonorthogonal align-
ment of the heat transfer surfaces with respect to the plane of
rotation. They also concluded that the staggered half V-shaped
ribs ~comparable to the discrete V-shaped ribs of the present
study! have better heat transfer performance than the 90 deg ribs
and the 60 deg angled ribs.

Park, Lau, and Kukreja@18,19# conducted naphthalene sublima-
tion experiments to examine the effects of rotation on the local
heat and mass transfer distribution in a two-pass ribbed square
channel. They also found that the overall heat and mass transfer in
a rotating channel with ribbed surfaces was not affected by the
Coriolis force as much as that in a rotating channel with smooth
surfaces.

Due to the curved shape of a turbine blade, cooling channels
near the trailing edge are rectangular and the orientation angle of
the channel increases. The heat transfer trends in a square channel
cannot simply be applied to rectangular channels. The effect of the
Coriolis and rotational buoyancy forces is altered by the larger
aspect ratios and orientation angles. Recently, more studies have
focused on these rectangular channels.

Taslim et al.@20,21# investigated the heat transfer distribution
in rotating square and rectangular rib-roughened channels using a
liquid crystal technique. They found that the effects of rotation
were more apparent in rib-roughened channels with a larger chan-
nel aspect ratio and a lower rib blockage ratio.

Kiml, Mochizuki, and Murata@22# examined the heat transfer
and pressure drop in a ribbed rectangular channel~AR52:1! for
four rib configurations.~90, 75, 60, and 45 deg angled ribs!. They
revealed that 60 deg ribs produce the highest heat transfer en-
hancement due to the strong rotational momentum of the rib in-
duced secondary flow. Kiml, Mochizuki, and Murata@23# also
investigated heat transfer enhancement mechanisms in rectangular
channels with V- andL-shaped ribs using a flow visualization
technique to examine the secondary flow behaviors created by the
V-shaped ribs.

Azad et al.@24# conducted an experimental study to determine
heat transfer enhancement in a rotating two-pass ribbed rectangu-
lar channel with an aspect ratio of 2:1. They showed that the heat
transfer decreases from the leading surface and increases from the
trailing surface for the first passage. They also found the 90 deg
channel orientation produces a greater rotation effect than the 135
deg channel orientation.

Al-Hadhrami, Han, and Griffith@25,26# studied the effect of
rotation on heat transfer in rotating, two-pass square and rectan-
gular channels~AR52:1! with rib turbulators for two channel
orientations. They found that the parallel and V-shaped ribs pro-
duce better heat transfer enhancement than the crossed and in-
verted V-shaped ribs. They also found that parallel angled ribs
produce better heat transfer enhancement than the crossed angled
ribs. Furthermore, the 90 deg channel orientation produces a
greater rotation effect on the heat transfer than a 135 deg channel
orientation.

Griffith, Al-Hadhrami, and Han@27# investigated the effect of
rotation on heat transfer in a rib-roughened rectangular channel
~AR54:1!. They found that the narrow rectangular passage exhib-
its much higher heat transfer enhancement for the ribbed surfaces
than the ribbed surfaces in a smaller aspect ratio channel. They
also found span wise heat transfer distributions exist across the
leading and trailing surfaces, and the variation is accentuated by
the use of angled ribs. Also, they showed the orientation of the
channel significantly effects the heat transfer distribution.

Lee, Wright, and Han@28# also investigated the heat transfer
performance of various rib configurations in a rotating rectangular
duct with an aspect ratio of 4:1. They concluded that V-shaped
ribs have superior heat transfer performance to the angled
rib configurations. This is true for both nonrotating and rotating
channels.

More recent studies have begun to focus on the leading edge of

Fig. 1 Orientation of a narrow Rectangular channel in a gas
turbine blade
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the blade. Cho et al.@29# used mass transfer to study the effect of
rotation in a rotating two-pass rectangular channel~AR51:2! with
70 deg angled ribs. Agarwal, Acharya, and Nikitopoulos@30# used
mass transfer to study a two-pass 1:4 rotating channel. In both
channels with smooth walls and 90 deg angled ribs, they found
that the heat/mass transfer in the 1:4 channel is less than that of a
square channel.

The past studies have shown that V-shaped ribs perform better
than angled ribs. However, the knowledge base for angled and
V-shaped ribs is incomplete. Extensive studies have been per-
formed for nonrotating channels; both heat transfer and pressure
measurements have been taken in order to determine the overall
thermal performance. The studies involving angled and V-shaped
ribs in rotating channels are limited to heat transfer data. There-
fore, the overall thermal performance of the rib configurations in
rotating channels has not been considered. The majority of rotat-
ing heat transfer data presently available are limited to square
~AR51:1! channels or channels with an aspect ratio of 2:1. The
rotating heat transfer data available for very narrow rib-roughened
channels are scarce. The previous studies have also shown that
discrete ribs perform better than complete ribs. However, the stud-
ies comparing the heat transfer enhancement and pressure penalty
of complete and discrete ribs are limited to only nonrotating cases.

Therefore, it is necessary to provide designers with complete
heat transfer and pressure data for narrow, rectangular channels.
Heat transfer and pressure drop data are needed for the angled and
V-shaped rib configurations under both rotating and nonrotating
conditions. When considering narrow channels, the very wide
leading and trailing surfaces make it possible for more compli-
cated configurations to be cast into the cooling channel. Therefore,
a W-shaped rib configuration is proposed for the internal cooling
channels; this configuration could have better performance than
the V-shaped ribs. In nonrotating channels, the discrete ribs out-
perform the complete ribs; therefore, it is necessary to investigate
the performance of discrete angled, discrete V-shaped, and dis-
crete W-shaped ribs in rotating channels.

In this study the thermal performance of the traditional angled
ribs is compared with V-shaped ribs and the newly proposed
W-shaped ribs; the thermal performance of discrete angled ribs,
discrete V-shaped ribs, and the newly proposed discrete W-shaped
ribs is also compared. This study systematically investigates the
thermal performance of the six rib turbulator configurations in
both nonrotating and rotating channels. The regionally averaged
heat transfer distributions in rotating rectangular channels with an
aspect ratio of 4:1 are experimentally investigated. The overall
pressure drop is also measured, so the thermal performance of
each configuration can be evaluated.

Experimental Facility

Rotating Test Facility. The experimental rotating test rig
used for this study was previously used by Wright, Lee, and Han
@31# and is shown in Fig. 2. A gear attached to the shaft of a
variable frequency motor is connected to a gear located at the base
of a hollow shaft via a timing belt, so the variable frequency
motor is used to rotate the hollow shaft. The hollow shaft extends
from the base of the test rig to the work platform. A hollow rotat-
ing arm is attached orthogonal to the rotating shaft; the test sec-
tion is inserted into this rotating arm. Thermocouple and heater
wires are connected to a 100-channel slip ring assembly that is
mounted to the rotating shaft. Power is supplied through the slip
ring to the heaters using variable transformers. Cooling air is
pumped to the test rig using a steady flow air compressor. The air
flows through an ASME square-edge orifice meter, upward
through the hollow rotating shaft, around a 90 deg bend, through
two mesh screens, and into the rotating arm and test section.
After flowing through the test section, the air is expelled to the
atmosphere.

Minor modifications were made to the rotating test rig to incor-
porate the instrumentation required for recording pressure mea-

surements. A 48-channel Scani-valve pressure transducer was
fixed at the top of the slip ring to the rotating shaft. Flexible
tubing from the Scani-valve runs through the hollow shaft to the
base of the slip ring, where it exits the slip ring in the same
locations as the slip ring lead wires. The tubing is then attached to
the pressure taps of the test section. The signal of the pressure
transducer is transmitted through the slip ring to the data acquisi-
tion system.

Experimental Test Section. The test section is a one-pass
rectangular channel. The ratio of mean rotating arm radius-to-
channel hydraulic diameter (R/Dh) is 33.0 for the 4:1 channel.
Likewise, the heated channel length-to-hydraulic diameter ratio
(L/Dh) is 7.5. The air flows radially outward from the axis of
rotation through the test section.

Figure 3 shows a schematic of the test section used in the
present study. The test section consists of the leading, trailing,
inner, and outer surfaces. The inner and outer surfaces each con-
sist of six plates in the streamwise direction. The leading and
trailing surfaces each consist of 12 plates. The cross section of the
test section contains two plates for the leading surface to capture
the spanwise variation on the leading surface, two plates for the
trailing surface~spanwise variation!, one plate for the inner sur-
face, and one plate for the outer surface. A total of 36 copper
plates make up the entire test section. Each plate is 0.9375 in.
30.9375 in.~2.38 cm32.38 cm! and is surrounded by a 0.0625 in.
~0.159 cm! strip of nylon to prevent conduction between the
plates. This method provides a grid for analysis of the spanwise as
well as the streamwise variation in the regionally averaged heat
transfer coefficients. In order to maintain approximately the same
circumferential wall temperature the power supplied to the heaters
is varied. While maintaining the same temperature at two adjacent

Fig. 2 Rotating test facility
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copper plates, the net heat flux can vary by 45%. Therefore, the
nylon strip is effectively limiting the conduction between adjacent
copper plates.

Each 0.125 in.~0.318 cm! thick copper plate has a 0.0625 in.
~0.159 cm! deep blind hole drilled in its backside. The tempera-
ture of each copper plate is measured using a 36 gauge, type T
thermocouple. The thermocouple is secured in the blind hole us-
ing thermally conductive epoxy. With this setup, the thermocouple
junction is located 0.0625 in.~0.159 cm! from the surface of the
copper plate. The thermocouple output is monitored using com-
mercially available software. The temperature data are displayed
using the virtual instrument format, and the data are written to a
data file specified by the user.

A nylon substrate serves as the support for the test section; each
of the copper plates is mounted into this substrate. The nylon
substrate forms a 3.25 in.~8.26 cm! diameter cylinder, and this
test section is placed inside the aluminum, rotating arm of the test
rig. Flexible heaters are installed beneath the leading and trailing
surfaces, two for each surface. Thermal conducting paste is ap-
plied between the heater and copper plates to minimize contact
resistance and promote heat transfer from the heater to the plates.
The outer and inner walls~or sidewalls! are smooth, and they are
unheated.

Static pressure taps are used to measure the pressure at the inlet
and outlet of the heated portion of the test section. At the inlet,
one pressure tap is located on the inner surface and one tap is
located on the outer surface~the smooth walls!, and two corre-
sponding taps are located at the exit of the heated test section.
Four channels of a 48-channel Scani-valve pressure transducer are
used to measure the static pressure at each of the taps. The voltage
output of the transducer is read using a multimeter. The Scani-
valve transducer was calibrated prior to the tests using an inclined
manometer. The pressure measurements are taken under adiabatic
conditions~test section is not heated!.

The test section is oriented at 135 deg from the direction of
rotation. The experiments are conducted at Reynolds numbers
~based on the hydraulic diameter! of 10,000, 20,000, and 40,000.
In the heat transfer experiments, constant heat flux is supplied to
the test section by each of the heaters. The maximum wall tem-
perature is maintained approximately 38°C above the inlet coolant
temperature to yield an inlet coolant-to-wall density ratio~Dr/r!
of approximately 0.12 for all cases. The rotation speed remained
constant at 550 rpm, resulting in a range of rotation number (Ro)
from 0.038 to 0.150.

Rib Configurations. The six rib configurations investigated
in this study are shown in Fig. 4. The geometry of the six rib
configurations of the present study is similar. The ribs for each
case are parallel, i.e., the ribs on the leading surface are aligned
with the ribs on the trailing surface. In each case, the ribs are
oriented at 45 deg to the mainstream flow. One-sixteenth inch

square ribs are used in all cases with a pitch-to-rib height (P/e) of
10 and a rib height-to-hydraulic diameter ratio (e/Dh) of 0.078.
The ribs are made of brass, and they are glued to the copper plates
of the leading and trailing surfaces. The thickness of the glue is
less than 0.01 cm and creates negligible thermal resistance be-
tween the ribs and the copper plates.

Data Reduction

Heat Transfer Enhancement. This study investigates the re-
gionally averaged heat transfer coefficient at various locations
within the narrow rotating ducts with ribs. The heat transfer coef-
ficient is determined by the net heat transferred from the heated
plate, the surface area of the plate, the regionally averaged tem-
perature of the plate, and the local bulk mean temperature in the
channel. Therefore, the heat transfer coefficient is given as

h5~Qnet/A!/~Tw2Tbx! (1)

The net heat transfer is calculated using the measured voltage and
current supplied to each heater from the variac transformers mul-
tiplied by the area fraction of the heater exposed to the respective
plate minus the external heat losses escaping from the test section.
The heat losses are predetermined by performing a heat loss cali-
bration for both the rotational and stationary experiments. The
heat loss calibration is performed by inserting insulation into the
channel to eliminate natural convection. During the calibration,
the heat transfer~in the form of power from the variac transform-
ers! and wall temperature of each plate is measured; therefore,
from the conservation of energy principle it is possible to know
how much heat is being lost to the environment. At a Reynolds
number of 10,000, heat losses account for 17% of the heat put into
the test section. However, at the highest Reynolds number of
40,000, just less than 8% of the heat input is lost by conduction
through the test section.

Fig. 3 Schematic of the heated portion of the 4:1 test section

Fig. 4 Top view of the six rib configurations
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The surface area used in this study is the projected surface area
of the channel; in other words, the surface area of a smooth chan-
nel ~the area increase due to the ribs is neglected!. Table 1 shows
the area increase for each configuration of ribs; the 1%–2% dif-
ference is the result of modifications to the ribs at the inlet and
outlet of the heated test section. The regionally averaged wall
temperature (Tw) is directly measured using the thermocouple
installed in the blind hole on the backside of each copper plate.
Because the plates are made of copper, which has a high thermal
conductivity, the temperature of each plate is assumed uniform.
One thermocouple at the inlet and two thermocouples at the outlet
of the test section measure the inlet and outlet bulk temperatures,
respectively. Therefore, the bulk temperature at any location in the
test section can be calculated using linear interpolation. The re-
sults presented from this study are based on the linear interpola-
tion method. However, the local bulk temperature can also be
calculated using the conservation of energy principle. For the
present study, both methods compare very well. The energy bal-
ance equation is

Tbx5Tbi1(
i

~Q2Qloss!/mcp x51,2, . . . ,6 (2)

The Dittus–Boelter/McAdams@32# correlation for heating
(Tw.Tbx) is used in this study to provide a basis of comparison.
The Dittus–Boelter/McAdams correlation is used to calculate the
Nusselt number for fully developed turbulent flow through a
smooth stationary circular tube. Therefore, the Nusselt number
ratio is given as

Nu/Nu05~hDh /k!/~0.023 Re0.8Pr0.4! (3)

All air properties are taken based on the bulk air temperature with
a Prandtl number~Pr! for air of 0.71.

The experimental uncertainty for the presented results was cal-
culated using the method developed and published by Kline and
McClintock @33#. The estimated uncertainty in the temperature
measurements is 0.5°C for all cases. At the Reynolds number of
10,000, the overall uncertainty in the Nusselt number ratio is ap-
proximately 15% of the presented values. At this lowest Reynolds
number, a greater percentage of the heat input is lost. Due to the
estimation of these heat losses, the experimental uncertainty in-
creases. However, at the higher Reynolds numbers, the percent
uncertainty of the individual measurements decreases and the per-
centage of heat losses decreases. Therefore, the overall uncer-
tainty in the Nusselt number ratio decreases to approximately 7%
of the calculated value at the highest Reynolds number of 40,000.

Frictional Losses. The frictional losses in the cooling chan-
nel are determined by measuring the pressure drop from the inlet
to the outlet of the heated test section. The friction factor is cal-
culated using the measured inlet and outlet pressures as shown in
Eq. ~4!

f 5~Pi2Pe!/~4~L/Dh!~1/2rV2!!. (4)

The inlet pressure,Pi , is taken as the average of the two pressure
measurements at the channel entrance, and the outlet pressure,
Pe , is average of the two outlet pressure measurements.

The frictional losses can then be calculated by dividing the
fiction factor by the turbulent friction factor in a smooth tube as
given by the Blasius equation@34#. This ratio is shown in Eq.~5!

f / f 05 f /~0.079 Re21/4! (5)

The experimental uncertainty for the frictional losses was also
calculated using the method developed by Kline and McClintock
@33#. At the Reynolds number of 10,000, where the most uncer-
tainty exists in the measured quantities, the overall uncertainty in
the friction factor ratio is approximately 16% of the presented
values. However, at the higher Reynolds numbers, the percent
uncertainty of the individual measurements decreases. Therefore,
the overall uncertainty in the friction factor ratio decreases to
approximately 6.5% of the calculated value at the highest Rey-
nolds number of 40,000.

Thermal Performance. Based on the heat transfer enhance-
ment (Nu/Nu0) and the frictional loss penalty (f / f 0), the thermal
performance,h, of each rib configuration can be calculated. Equa-
tion ~6! shows the thermal performance based on the constant
pumping power condition as used by Han, Pank, and Lei@35#

h5~Nu/Nu0!/~ f / f 0!1/3 (6)

Results and Discussion
The legend for the present channel is shown in Fig. 1. The inner

surface is the surface located closest to the midchord of the blade,
and the outer surface is the surface located closest to the trailing
edge of the blade. The leading and trailing surfaces are each sub-
divided into two surfaces. The leading surface is divided into the
leading-inner surface and the leading-outer surface, and the same
is done for the trailing surface. With the narrow channels used in
the trailing edge of the blade, the heat transfer from the inner and
outer surfaces is much less than the contribution of the leading
and trailing surfaces, so for the present study, the inner and outer
surfaces were left unheated.

Secondary Flow Behavior. Figure 5 shows conceptual views
of the rib induced secondary flow within the cooling channels
with angled ribs @Fig. 5~a!#, V-shaped ribs@Fig. 5~b!#, and
W-shaped ribs@Fig. 5~c!#. The secondary flow induced by angled
ribs and V-shaped ribs has been verified by the numerical predic-
tions of Al-Qahtani et al.@36# and Su et al.@37#, respectively. As
shown in Fig. 5~a!, the secondary flow induced by the 45 deg
angled ribs moves parallel to the ribs from the outer surface to the
inner surface and returns back to the outer surface. Thus, the
angled ribs create two counter rotating vortices rotating parallel to
the angled ribs in the cross section of the channel. As the coolant
travels along the rib, it gradually becomes warmer and the bound-
ary layer continues to grow thicker. Therefore, the heat transfer
enhancement for the leading and trailing-outer surfaces is ex-
pected to be greater than the leading and trailing-inner surfaces
~enhancement is much greater on the upstream portion of the rib
than the downstream portion!.

As shown in Fig. 5~b!, the secondary flow induced by the
V-shaped ribs creates four vortices. Near the wall, the coolant
splits into two streams, each stream following the V away from
the center of the channel to the sidewalls. The coolant is forced to
circulate to the center of the channel after impinging on the side-
walls. Therefore, two vortices are created on the leading surface,
and two vortices are created on the trailing surface. Because the
V-shaped ribs are symmetrical about the center of the channel, it is
expected the leading-inner, leading-outer, trailing-inner, and
trailing-outer surfaces will all experience the same level of heat
transfer enhancement~unlike the cooling channel with angled
ribs!. The rib induced flow of the W-shaped ribs is shown in Fig.
5~c!. Conceptually it is shown that eight vortices are created in the

Table 1 Additional surface area created by the rib turbulators
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cooling channel. These W-shaped ribs are essentially two
V-shaped ribs joined at the center of the channel. As with the
V-shaped ribs, the W-shaped ribs are expected to produce uniform
spanwise heat transfer.

The rib induced flow of the discrete rib configurations is ex-
pected to be similar to that induced by the complete rib configu-
rations@Figs. 5~d!, 5~e!, and 5~f!#. The coolant near the wall will
follow the rib resulting in the formation of counter rotating vorti-
ces as the coolant impinges on the sidewalls. The primary differ-
ence in the secondary flow behavior will occur near the centerline
of the channel. As Ekkad and Han@9# showed with detailed liquid
crystal measurements, the broken ribs create serpentine secondary
flows. This flow behavior results in the highest heat transfer oc-
curring immediately downstream of the rib.

In the discrete angled rib channel, the discrete ribs will result in
the creation of a second set of vortices~on the leading and trailing
inner surfaces!. This will also result in the redevelopment of the
boundary layer on the inner surfaces. This thin boundary layer
will result in much higher heat transfer enhancement when com-
pared to the complete angled ribs.

The Coriolis and buoyancy forces, induced by the rotation, af-
fect the flow through a rotating channel. Two counter-rotating
vortices are created in a rotating channel, as shown in Fig. 6. The
vortices are created as a result of the coolant being forced from
the leading-inner corner to the trailing-outer corner. The trailing
surfaces experience enhanced heat transfer as the coolant is forced
to the trailing side of the channel, and the trailing-outer surface
typically experiences the greatest enhancement. However, due to

the rectangular channel and orientation angle, the leading surface
should also experience heat transfer enhancement.

Regional Heat Transfer Enhancement. Figures 7 and 8 con-
tain a sample of the regionally averaged Nusselt number ratio
results for the six rib configurations. Each figure contains results
for the six rib configurations at Re520,000. For the rotating cases,
this Reynolds number corresponds to Ro50.075.

Figure 7~a! shows the regionally averaged heat transfer distri-
butions in the nonrotating channel with angled ribs. It can be seen
that the heat transfer enhancement along the leading-outer and
trailing-outer surfaces is significantly higher than the enhance-
ment along the leading-inner and trailing-inner surfaces. The ribs
are angled, so the coolant is forced from the outer surface to the
inner surface@see Fig. 5~a!#. Therefore, the leading edge of the rib
undergoes more enhancement, and as the coolant continues along
the rib, the enhancement decreases as the boundary layer thickens.
Moving in the streamwise direction, the Nusselt number ratio
gradually increases as the rib induced vortices are gaining
strength. As the Reynolds number increases, the difference be-
tween the enhancement on the inner~leading and trailing! and
outer ~leading and trailing! surfaces decreases.

The heat transfer enhancement in the cooling channel with
V-shaped ribs is shown in Fig. 7~b!. Unlike in the angled rib
channel, all surfaces within the V-shaped rib channel undergo the
same level of heat transfer enhancement. The strength of the vor-
tices continues to grow as the coolant travels streamwise through
the channel. Therefore, the Nusselt number ratio continues to in-
crease until the flow becomes fully developed; at this point the
Nusselt number ratio remains constant.

The Nusselt number ratios in the cooling channel with
W-shaped ribs are shown in Fig. 7~c!. Like the V-shaped rib chan-
nel, the symmetry of the rib configuration results in all surfaces
undergoing the same level of enhancement. The magnitude of the
Nusselt numbers for these W-shaped ribs is greater than the mag-
nitude of that in the V-shaped channel. This configuration is es-
sentially two V-shaped ribs which meet at the center of the chan-
nel. Therefore, two areas of high heat transfer are created at the tip
of each V. In addition, because the ribs in this configuration are
shorter than the ribs of V-shaped configuration, the boundary layer
along these shorter ribs is thinner than the boundary layer along
the V-shaped ribs@see Fig. 5~b!#. The result is more enhancement
in the W-shaped rib channel than in the V-shaped rib channel.

Fig. 5 Rib induced secondary flow

Fig. 6 Rotation induced secondary flow
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The heat transfer distribution for the nonrotating channel with
discrete angled ribs is shown in Fig. 7~d!. Comparing the discrete
angled ribs to the complete angled ribs@Fig. 7~a!#, it is clearly
seen the difference between the inner~leading and trailing! and
outer ~leading and trailing! surfaces decreases. The difference is
the result of significant enhancement on the leading-inner and
trailing-inner surfaces. As shown in Fig. 5, the long angled rib has
been broken; therefore, the continuous growth of the boundary
layer from the outer surface to the inner surface does not exist.
Instead, the boundary layer forms at the leading edge of the rib
near the outer surface and has only half the channel to grow~as
opposed to the entire channel!. Similarly, on the leading and trail-
ing inner surfaces, the boundary layer forms at the center of the
channel and grows as the coolant is forced to the inner wall.
Therefore, the boundary layer on the leading and trailing inner
surfaces is much thinner than in the angled rib channel, and the
result is significantly more enhancement along these surfaces.

Figure 7~e! shows the regionally averaged heat transfer distri-
butions in the channel with discrete V-shaped ribs. The trends
within this channel are similar to those in the complete V-shaped
rib channel@Fig. 7~b!#. The secondary flow induced by the ribs is
not altered significantly when compared to the complete V-shaped
ribs. The ribs create four rotating vortices; however, in this case,
the vortices on the leading and trailing inner surfaces have been
shifted downstream, as the V-shaped rib was broken. The advan-
tage of this configuration over the complete V-shaped ribs is the
enhancement that occurs just downstream of the V-shaped rib. As
the coolant passes over the ribs, flow separation occurs, and im-
mediately behind the ribs in the area of separation, there is rela-
tively low heat transfer enhancement. When the V is broken, the
area of low heat transfer immediately downstream of the point is
reduced. Ekkad and Han@9# showed that the broken V-shaped ribs
created a serpentine-like secondary flow in the center of the chan-

nel. This secondary flow behavior results in more enhancement
than the complete V-shaped ribs.

The Nusselt number ratios in the cooling channel with discrete
W-shaped ribs are shown in Fig. 7~f!. As the V-shaped and dis-
crete V-shaped ribs, the trends of the W-shaped and discrete
W-shaped ribs are similar. However, only a negligible difference
exists between Nusselt number ratios of the W-shaped and dis-
crete W-shaped rib channels. This discrete W configuration does
not help the areas of relatively low heat transfer. In other words,
the discrete V-shaped ribs reduced the area of low heat transfer
behind the point of the complete V. With the discrete W-shaped
ribs, the point associated with the V’s is still present, the differ-
ence occurs at the center of the channel where the legs of the V’s
meet. As the coolant travels along these legs of the V’s to the
center of the channel, the heat transfer is decreasing. By shifting
the V’s on the inner surfaces to create this discrete W-shaped
configuration, the heat transfer near the center of the channel is
not increased. The rib induced flow of the discrete W-shaped ribs
is similar to that of the W-shaped ribs. Therefore, as the coolant
travels along the ribs, the heat transfer enhancement decreases in
both configurations. Breaking the ribs at the centerline does noth-
ing to increase the heat transfer in this area of relatively low heat
transfer enhancement. Therefore, the level of heat transfer en-
hancement in the discrete W-shaped rib is the same as that in the
complete W-shaped rib channel.

The regional heat transfer for the rotating channels is shown in
Fig. 8. For the given Reynolds number of 20,000, the correspond-
ing rotation number is 0.075. Figure 8~a! shows the regionally
averaged heat transfer distributions in the rotating channel with
angled ribs. All surfaces in the angled rib channel experience heat
transfer enhancement with rotation. Although it is not shown, as
the rotation number increases~Reynolds number decreases!, the
variation between the leading-outer and trailing-outer surfaces in-

Fig. 7 Nusselt number ratios in nonrotating channels Fig. 8 Nusselt number ratios in rotating channels
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creases, and the same is true for the leading and trailing inner
surfaces. Due to the nature of the rotation induced vortices, the
trailing-outer surface undergoes greater heat transfer enhancement
than the leading-outer surface because the rotation induced vorti-
ces are forcing the coolant from the leading-inner surface toward
the trailing-outer surface~see Fig. 6!. Likewise the trailing-inner
surface experiences greater enhancement than the leading-inner
surface.

The heat transfer enhancement in the rotating cooling channel
with V-shaped ribs is shown in Fig. 8~b!. It can be seen that the
trailing-inner surface undergoes slightly higher heat transfer en-
hancement than the trailing-outer surface. This is due to the fact
that the rib and rotation induced secondary flows move in opposite
directions, and the combined effect of these secondary flows is
weakened@see Figs. 5~b! and 6#. However, along the leading and
trailing-inner surfaces, both the rib and rotation induced second-
ary flows move into the same direction, and the combined effect
of these secondary flows is strengthened@see Figs. 5~b! and 6#. As
the rotation number decreases, the spanwise variation of the sur-
faces diminishes.

The Nusselt number ratios in the rotating cooling channel with
W-shaped ribs are shown in Fig. 8~c!. The effect of rotation is
obviously seen at this intermediate rotation number of 0.075~Re
520,000!. The trailing surfaces undergo significantly more en-
hancement than the leading surfaces, due to the rotation induced
secondary flow. As the coolant travels through the channel, the
difference between the enhancement of the trailing and leading
surfaces increases, as the vortices induced by rotation gain
strength. The variation in this channel is much greater than was
seen in the V-shaped rib channel. This is a result of the interaction
of the vortices induced by the ribs and the vortices induced by
rotation. Rhee et al.@12# showed the vortices induced by their
discrete V-shaped ribs~similar to the W-shaped ribs of the present
study! were much weaker than the vortices induced by the com-
plete V-shaped ribs. Therefore, in the present study, rotation has a
more dominant effect in the W-shaped rib channel than the
V-shaped rib channel. As one would anticipate, as the Reynolds
number increases~rotation number decreases!, the variation be-
tween the trailing and leading surfaces decreases.

The heat transfer distribution for the rotating channel with dis-
crete angled ribs is shown in Fig. 8~d!. The difference between the
rotating complete angled ribs@Fig. 8~a!# and these discrete angled
ribs is similar to the differences of the nonrotating configurations
@Figs. 7~a! and 7~d!, respectively#; the spanwise variation between
the leading and trailing outer surfaces and the leading and trailing
inner surfaces is dramatically reduced. The effect of rotation is
also seen as the heat transfer on trailing-outer surface is enhanced
more than the heat transfer on the leading-outer surface. The
trailing-inner surface also undergoes more enhancement than the
leading-inner surface. As the Reynolds number increases~rotation
number decreases!, the spanwise variation created by the ribs de-
creases, as well as the variation due to rotation.

The heat transfer trends of the rotating channel with discrete
V-shaped ribs are shown in Fig. 8~e!. The general trend is similar
to the rotating channel with V-shaped ribs@Fig. 8~b!#; the addi-
tional enhancement of the trailing surfaces due to rotation can be
seen. The Nusselt number ratios in the rotating cooling channel
with discrete W-shaped ribs is shown in Fig. 8~f!. The regional
heat transfer trends of this configuration are similar to the com-
plete W-shaped ribs@Fig. 8~c!#.

Channel Averaged Heat Transfer Enhancement. The chan-
nel averaged heat transfer for the nonrotating and rotating chan-
nels is shown in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively. A comparison of the
channel averaged values shown in Fig. 9 for the stationary chan-
nels indicates the W-shaped and discrete W-shaped ribs have the
best heat transfer performance. These are followed by the discrete
V-shaped ribs, the V-shaped and discrete angled offering approxi-
mately the same level of enhancement, and the least enhancement
is present in the nonrotating channel with angled ribs. For all

cases, as the Reynolds number increases, the Nusselt number
ratio decreases, and this should be anticipated as the Nusselt num-
ber for the smooth tube is increasing with Reynolds number. Fig-
ure 10 shows similar results for the rotating channel: the W
shaped and discrete W shaped offer the greatest heat transfer
enhancement.

Channel Frictional Losses. In an effort to determine which
rib configuration has the best thermal performance, it is critical to
investigate the pressure drop penalty, as well as the heat transfer
enhancement. The measured pressure drop is presented in the
form of the friction factor ratio in Figs. 11 and 12 for the nonro-
tating and rotating channels, respectively. As shown in Fig. 11, the
greatest frictional losses are incurred in the channel with the
W-shaped ribs. The discrete W-shaped ribs and the V-shaped ribs
follow this channel. The lowest frictional losses are in the chan-
nels with the angled ribs, discrete V-shaped ribs, and the discrete
angled ribs. Similar results are shown in Fig. 12, for the rotating
channels. The W-shaped ribs and the discrete W-shaped ribs have
the greatest pressure drop penalty.

It is important to address the accuracy of both the heat transfer
enhancement measurements and the frictional loss measurements
before continuing. The Nusselt number ratios and friction factor
ratios of the stationary angled, discrete angled, V-shaped, and dis-
crete V-shaped ribbed channels are compared to previous studies.
Due to the infinite combinations of channel geometry and rib con-
figurations, comparisons of the nature are generally difficult.
However, previous studies involving rectangular channels with
angled ribs@4,10#, discrete angled ribs@10#, V-shaped ribs@12#,
and discrete V-shaped ribs@12# are considered in Figs. 13 and 14.
The channel dimensions and rib parameters for each study are

Fig. 9 Channel averaged Nusselt number ratio in nonrotating
channels

Fig. 10 Channel averaged Nusselt number ratio in rotating
channels
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shown in Table 2. As shown in Fig. 13, the Nusselt number ratios
in the 4:1 channel with angled ribs are comparable to previous
studies. Decreasing the aspect ratio to 2:1 increases the enhance-
ment. The heat transfer enhancement of the 4:1 channel with
V-shaped ribs is slightly lower than the enhancement in both the
3:1 and 5:1 channel of Rhee et al.@12#. With this comparison, not
only is the aspect ratio changing, the rib height-to-channel height
ratio is changing. The discrete V-shaped rib results of Rhee et al.
@12# are significantly lower than the present study due to very
different rib configurations.

Figure 14 compares the friction factor ratio of the current stud-
ies to the previous studies. As shown in Fig. 14~a!, the friction
factor ratios of the current 4:1 angle ribbed channels are less than
those of the previous 4:1 study@4#. There is also significant dif-
ference between the previous 2:1 studies of Cho, Wu, and Kwon
@10# and the previous 2:1 study of Park et al.@4#. However, be-

cause the nondimensional rib and channel parameters are identical
for the 4:1 channels, closer agreement between the two investiga-
tions is expected. When the actual dimensions of the channels are
compared, one can see the 4:1 channel of Park et al.@4# is twice
as large as the one of the current study. Also, the ribs of the
previous study are twice as large as the ribs of the current study.
Although the nondimensional parameters are identical, the chan-
nels are actually very different. The situation is similar when com-
paring the V-shaped ribs of the present study with those of Rhee
et al. @12#. With the large channel and ribs of the previous study,
form drag becomes an issue. Form drag is primarily a function of
the size and shape of an object. A large object creates an area of
very low pressure immediately behind the object. Therefore, the
smaller ribs of the present study create less pressure drop than the
much larger ribs of the previous studies~@4# and@12#!, resulting in
a lower friction factor ratio.

Thermal Performance. When the frictional losses are
coupled with the heat transfer enhancement, the thermal perfor-
mance of each rib configuration can be evaluated. Figure 15
shows the thermal performance of the rib configurations in the
nonrotating channels. As shown previously, the W-shaped and dis-
crete W-shaped ribs offered the greatest heat transfer enhance-
ment; however, they also incurred the greatest frictional losses.
From the overall performance point of view, the discrete V-shaped
and discrete W-shaped ribs yield the greatest thermal perfor-
mance. The discrete V-shaped ribs showed increased heat transfer
enhancement and decreased frictional losses over the complete
V-shaped ribs. Although the heat transfer enhancement for this
configuration is lower than the W-shaped ribs, the frictional losses
are significantly lower. The discrete V-shaped and discrete

Fig. 11 Friction factor ratio in nonrotating channels

Fig. 12 Friction factor ratio in rotating channels

Table 2 Cooling channel and rib parameter comparison „units:cm …

Fig. 13 Nusselt number ratio comparison with previous
studies
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W-shaped configurations are followed closely by the complete
W-shaped ribs. It is interesting to note the comparison between
the angled and V-shaped ribs which are more commonly used in
modern engines. The performance of the discrete angled rib is
comparable to the performance of the complete V-shaped rib; a
slight modification to the traditional angled rib design results in a
significant increase in the overall thermal performance.

Figure 16 shows the thermal performance of the six rib con-
figurations in the rotating channels. For the rotating channels, the
discrete V-shaped ribs, the W-shaped ribs, and the discrete
W-shaped ribs perform equally. The difference in the performance

of each configuration is much less than was shown for the nonro-
tating channels. Again the performance of the discrete angled ribs
is comparable to the V-shaped ribs, and the traditional angled ribs
have the poorest performance of the six configurations under
investigation.

Conclusions
1. The discrete V-shaped and discrete W-shaped ribs have the

best thermal performance in both rotating and nonrotating chan-
nels. These configurations are followed closely by the W-shaped
configuration.

2. For the nonrotating and rotating rectangular channels, the
W-shaped and discrete W-shaped ribs yield the best heat transfer
enhancement. This comes at the cost of the greatest pressure drop.

3. The performance of the V-shaped ribs is better than the per-
formance of the angled ribs. Furthermore, the performance of the
discrete angled ribs is comparable to that of the V-shaped ribs in
both nonrotating and rotating channels.

4. For narrow, rotating, rectangular channels~AR54:1! with
various rib configurations, the heat transfer enhancement on both
the leading and trailing surfaces increases with rotation. This pro-
vides positive information for the cooling designers.

5. Significant span-wise variation of heat transfer enhancement
exists on both the leading and trailing surfaces in narrow rectan-
gular channels~AR54:1! with angled ribs. However, the span-
wise heat transfer in the channels with V-shaped and W-shaped
ribs is significantly reduced.
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Nomenclature

A 5 surface area of copper plate~m2!
AR 5 channel aspect ratio,W/H
cp 5 specific heat of coolant@kJ/~kgK!#
Dh 5 hydraulic diameter~m!

e 5 rib height ~m!
f 5 friction factor

f 0 5 Blasius fully developed friction factor in nonrotating
smooth tube

H 5 channel height~0.5 in., 1.27 cm!
h 5 heat transfer coefficient~W/m2 K!
k 5 thermal conductivity of coolant~W/mK!
L 5 heated length of duct~6 in., 15.24 cm!
ṁ 5 mass flow rate of coolant~kg/s!

Nu 5 regionally averaged Nusselt number,hDh /k
Nu0 5 Nusselt number for flow in fully developed turbulent

nonrotating smooth tube
P 5 rib pitch ~m!

Pi 5 pressure at the inlet of the heated test section~Pa!
Pe 5 pressure at the outlet of the heated test section~Pa!
Pr 5 Prandtl number
Q 5 rate of heat transfer~W!

Qnet 5 net rate of heat transfer~W!
qnet9 5 net heat flux at wall~W/m2!

R̄ 5 mean rotating arm radius~m!
Re 5 Reynolds number based on hydraulic diameter,

rVDh /m
Ro 5 Rotation number,VDh /V
Tbx 5 local coolant bulk temperature~K!
Tbi 5 inlet coolant bulk temperature~K!
Tw 5 wall temperature~K!
V 5 bulk velocity in streamwise direction~m/s!
W 5 channel width~2 in., 5.08 cm!

Fig. 14 Friction factor ratio comparison with previous studies

Fig. 15 Thermal performance in nonrotating channels

Fig. 16 Thermal performance in rotating channels
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x 5 streamwise location~m!
a 5 rib angle
b 5 angle of channel orientation
h 5 thermal performance, (Nu/Nu0)/( f / f 0)(1/3)

r 5 density of coolant~kg/m3!
rbi 5 density of inlet coolant~kg/m3!
rw 5 density of coolant near the wall~kg/m3!

Dr/r 5 inlet coolant-to-wall density ratio, (rbi2rw)/rbi
5(Tw2Tbi)/Tw

V 5 rotational speed~rad/s!
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Local Heat/Mass Transfer With
Various Rib Arrangements in
Impingement/Effusion Cooling
System With Crossflow
The present study has been conducted to investigate the effect of rib arrangements on flow
and heat/mass transfer characteristics for an impingement/effusion cooling system with
initial crossflow. Two perforated plates of square hole array are placed in parallel and
staggered arrangements with a gap distance of 2d and the crossflow passes between the
injection and effusion plates. Both the injection and effusion hole diameters~d! are 10
mm and Reynolds number based on the hole diameter and hole-to-hole pitch are fixed at
10,000 and 6d, respectively. Square ribs of various rib arrangements and attack angles
are installed on the effusion plate. With the initial crossflow, locally low transfer regions
are formed and the level of heat transfer rate become lower as flow rate of the crossflow
increases because wall jets are swept and the stagnation regions are affected by crossflow.
With rib turbulators, the flow and heat transfer patterns are changed because the ribs
protect near-wall flows including wall jets and generate secondary flow in a duct. For
M>1.0, the overall heat transfer is promoted when ribs are installed on the effusion
surface, and higher values are obtained with smaller pitch of ribs. But, the attack angle of
the rib has little influence on the average heat/mass transfer. For low blowing ratio of
M50.5, the ribs have adverse effects on heat/mass transfer. Pressure drop between the
inlet and exit of the channel increases up to 20% of total loss when ribs are installed while
it is only 5% of total pressure loss across the perforated plates without ribs.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1791287#

Introduction
Impingement/effusion cooling method is one of the advanced

cooling techniques for combustor liner or turbine parts cooling in
gas turbine engine. This technique combines two cooling
schemes, array jet impingement and film cooling; hence the inner
surfaces of hot components, such as combustor wall or blade sur-
face, are cooled by the impingement of cooling air and outer
surfaces which contact with hot gases are protected by effusion
film cooling. The impingement/effusion cooling technique has
been investigated and developed by some researchers since
1980’s.

Hollwarth and Dagan@1# and Hollwarth et al.@2# measured
average and local heat transfer coefficients on the effusion sur-
face, and reported that arrays with staggered vents consistently
yield higher heat transfer rates than do the impinging jets on the
solid plates. Nazari and Andrews@3# studied film cooling perfor-
mance with the effects of number of holes for impingement/
effusion cooling. Cho and Goldstein@4# investigated the effect of
hole arrangements on local heat/mass transfer characteristics in-
side the effusion plate. They found that the high transfer rate is
induced by strong secondary vortices and flow acceleration, and
the overall transfer rate is approximately 45%–55% higher than
that for the impingement cooling alone. Cho and Rhee@5# and
Rhee et al.@6# also investigated heat/mass transfer and flow char-
acteristics of an impingement/effusion cooling system with vari-
ous experimental conditions, such as gap distance, Reynolds num-
ber, hole arrangement and size.

In actual situations, a crossflow is formed in the internal pas-

sages, and this crossflow has significant effects on heat transfer in
the passages. Therefore, the investigation of effects of crossflow is
essential for estimate of cooling performance. However, most of
the studies of crossflow effects have been concerned with array jet
impingement cooling. Metzger and Korstad@7#, Behbahani and
Goldstein@8#, Florschuetz et al.@9#, Haiping et al.@10# and Rhee
et al. @11# made examinations of the effects of crossflow on array
jet impingements with various conditions, and reported that the
crossflow has an adverse effects on jet impingement cooling. Re-
cently, Bailey and Bunker@12# and Gao et al.@13# investigated
heat transfer characteristics for array impinging jets with cross-
flow.

For the impingement/effusion cooling system, the effects of the
crossflow on heat transfer were examined by Rhee et al.@14#.
They reported that the overall heat/mass transfer rates on the ef-
fusion ~target! plate decrease as the velocity of crossflow in-
creases, which is a similar trend to array jet impingement. Also,
they found that locally low transfer regions are formed between
the adjacent effusion holes. These low heat/mass transfer regions
can be considered potential hot spots and the nonuniform heat
transfer causes thermal stresses.

In general, since it is not easy to control the amount of cross-
flow in the cooling system, how much one can reduce low heat
transfer regions is a main key to enhance the cooling performance
in the cooling system with crossflow at fixed operating condition.
Installing the rib turbulators on the target or effusion surface is a
possible method of increasing the performance with small change
of geometry.

Researches on applying rib turbulators to cooling system except
internal passage cooling have been confined to the jet impinge-
ment cooling. Haiping et al.@15,16# performed the experiments
with various test conditions for jet impingement cooling on rib-
roughened surface. Recently, Andrews et al.@17# investigated the
effects of the direction of transverse rib with respect to the cross-
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flow for impingement cooling, and reported that the rib turbulator
changes the effects of crossflow and the enhancement of heat
transfer is achieved with ribs, especially with ribs normal to the
crossflow.

In the present study, flow patterns and local heat/mass transfer
characteristics have been investigated for the impingement/
effusion cooling with various rib arrangements and two different
attack angles when initial crossflow is applied and the results are
compared with the cases without rib turbulators and array jet im-
pingement cooling with rib turbulator. Also, the effects of blowing
ratio have been examined.

Experimental Apparatus and Conditions

1 Experimental Apparatus. The experiments are con-
ducted in the apparatus shown in Fig. 1(a). The experimental
apparatus is composed of three parts; impinging jet, flow effusion
and crossflow supply parts. One blower~Blower 1! supplies the
crossflow and impinging jet flow and the other blower~Blower 2!
makes effusion flow through the effusion plate. The flow rates of

the air supplied to each part are measured by orifice flow meters
and controlled. The details are described in Ref.@14#.

The schematics of test section and effusion plate are presented
in Fig. 1(b). The crossflow channel is located between the injec-
tion and the effusion plenum chambers and jets from injection
holes impinge on the effusion plate and then are discharged
through the effusion holes to simulate the impingement/effusion
cooling. Cho and Goldstein@18# reported that heat/mass transfer
coefficients on the inside surface of the effusion plate are the same
with and without mainstream in film cooling. Therefore, in the
present study, the effect of mainstream, in other words, the cross-
flow passing outer surface of effusion plate, is not considered.

The air supplied from a blower makes channel flow and im-
pinging jet flow. By another blower, flow is drawn through the
effusion holes. Turbulent flow in the channel is ensured by install-
ing sand paper and trip wire at the inlet of channel after the con-
traction. The distance between the inlet of duct and the first row of
injection holes is set to be 400 mm (10.7Dh). The cross section
of the channel is 300 mm (W)320 mm (H), and the hydraulic
diameter of the channel (Dh) is 37.5 mm.

The diameters of the injection and the effusion holes are 10
mm, and the thickness of plates is 20 mm (t/d52.0). Each plate
has 25 (535) holes of square array, and the ratio of hole spacing
to the diameter (Phole/d) is 6.0. A staggered hole arrangement
between the injection and the effusion plates is used in this study.
The gap distance between the injection and the effusion plate is
fixed atH/d52.0 for all the tested cases.

The naphthalene coated test plate is installed on the effusion
plate for local mass transfer measurements. Four effusion holes
are located in the test plate and these holes are protected with the
aluminum rim to maintain the circular hole shapes. The
naphthalene-coated area in the test plate is 8.4d328d and a
T-type thermocouple is installed in the test plate to measure the
naphthalene surface temperature, which is needed to obtain naph-
thalene vapor density on the surface.

To measure pressure drop through crossflow channel, six static
pressure taps are made at the sidewalls. Also, the static pressure at
the injection and effusion plenum chambers is measured to get the
pressure drop information across the perforated plates. Microma-
nometer~Microtector Model 1430, Dwyer! was used to measure
differential static pressure.

2 Rib Configurations. As shown in Fig. 1(b), the rib tur-
bulators are installed on the effusion plate. The ribs have a square
cross section of 3 mm33 mm, and the rib height-to-hydraulic di-
ameter ratio (e/Dh) and the rib height-to-channel height ratio are
0.08 and 0.15, respectively. The rib-to-rib pitch (Prib) is 60 mm so
that Prib /e is 20 (Prib530 mm andPrib /e510 for the case of
90DU, which is mentioned below!.

As illustrated in Fig. 2, five configurations of the rib turbulators
~90D, 90U, 90DU, 45V and 45A! have been used. In the rib
configurations, the numerals of rib configurations~90 and 45! and
characters~D, U, V and A! represent the attack angle of the ribs
and rib arrangement, respectively.

For 90 deg rib configurations, the ribs are installed between the
effusion and injection holes as shown in Figs. 2(a) –2(c). ‘‘D’’
and ‘‘U’’ mean that the ribs are installed ‘‘downstream’’ and ‘‘up-
stream’’ positions of the effusion hole, respectively. Thus, the rib-
to-rib spacing (Prib /e) is 20. Note that the ribs are positioned at
both sides of effusion holes, and corresponding rib-to-rib spacing
is 10 for 90DU. For 45 deg rib configurations, ‘‘V’’ and ‘‘A’’ mean
concave and convex toward the downstream direction (x direc-
tion! at the centerline of the effusion holes, respectively. Thus,
two different rib attack angles and rib-to-rib spacings are tested in
the present study.

For each rib arrangement, the inactive ribs made of aluminum
or acrylic are used. Therefore, the distortion of boundary condi-
tion in measuring domain could affect the heat/mass transfer on
the surface. Cho et al.@19# reviewed some studies@20,21,22#, and
found that the deviations between the average heat transfer coef-

Fig. 1 Schematic view of experimental facility: „a… experimen-
tal apparatus, „b… test section
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ficients from inactive rib experiments and those from active rib
ones were less than 10% in subsection. In addition, Liou and
Hwang@23# showed that the average heat transfer coefficients on
the inter-rib regions with inactive ribs are not significantly differ-
ent from those on the total area including active ribs. Therefore,
the effects of rib boundary condition are not considered in this
study.

3 Operating Conditions. To investigate the effect of the
crossflow on the cooling system, the flow rate~velocity! of the
crossflow through the channel is changed with fixed flow rate of
impinging jets. In the present study, blowing ratio has been used
to represent the influence of crossflow on the cooling system.
Blowing ratio is a ratio of total flow rate of crossflow to the
impinging jets and defined as Eq.~1!

M5Qc /Qi (1)

The experiments had been performed for the blowing ratio from
0.5 to 1.5, and the desired conditions were obtained by changing
the flow rate of the crossflow with fixed flow rate of impinging
jets. For the impingement/effusion cooling, the flow rate of air
through the effusion holes is set to be the same as that through the
injection holes to catch the effects of crossflow precisely. The
operating conditions are summarized in Table 1.

From a different point of view, the mass flux ratio of crossflow
to jet flow (MR) or momentum ratio (I ) may be a more important
parameter than the blowing ratio~i.e., a ratio of total flow rate! to
design the cooling system. These values corresponding to a given
value of blowing ratio are also presented in Table 1.

4 Data Reduction. Mass transfer coefficients are calculated
from sublimation depth, naphthalene vapor density, and solid
naphthalene density. The details of the measuring system are de-
scribed in Ref.@14#. Sherwood number, a dimensionless form of
mass transfer coefficient, is used to present the heat/mass transfer
results and can be expressed as

Sh5hmd/Dnaph (2)

Note that for the channel flow cases~the simple channel cool-
ing!, the hydraulic diameter of channel was used as a characteris-
tic length (ShDh5hmDh /Dnaph). Dnaph is based on the discussion
of naphthalene properties given by Goldstein and Cho@24#.

The mass transfer coefficients can be converted to the heat
transfer coefficients using the heat and mass transfer analogy per
Eckert@25#. Prandtl number is 0.71 for air and the Schmidt num-
ber is 2.28 for the naphthalene vapor in air at 25°C. The experi-
ments are conducted at room temperature, and the Lewis number
~Pr/Sc! for this study is about 0.31

Nu/Sh5~Pr/Sc!0.4, Nu50.624 Sh (3)

The comparison between heat transfer and mass transfer results
is presented by Rhee et al.@14#.

Uncertainty of the Sherwood numbers using the method of
Kline and McClintock@26# for single sample experiments, con-
sidering the measured surface temperature, depth, position and
correlation equations, is within67.1% in the entire operating
range of the measurement, based on a 95% confidence interval.

To estimate the pressure drop in the impingement/effusion cool-
ing system, a ratio of pressure drop through the channel to that
across the perforated plates (DPcross/DPjet) was measured. From
these results, one can assess the additional pressure loss with rib
turbulators and predict its effects on the operation of the cooling
system.

Fig. 2 Schematic view of various rib configurations: „a… 90D,
„b… 90U, „c… 90DU, „d… 45V, „e… 45A

Table 1 Operating conditions and test parameters

d ~mm! Dh ~mm! H/d e/Dh e/H Phole/d Prib /e

10 37.5 2.0 0.08 0.15 6.0 20
10 for 90DU

M MR I Red ReDh

0.5 0.164 0.027 6130
1.0 0.327 0.107 10,000 12,270
1.5 0.491 0.241 18,400
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Numerical Simulation
In the present study, numerical simulations have been per-

formed for the impingement/effusion cooling with different rib
arrangements~without ribs, 90DU and 45V! and blowing ratios at
Red510,000 andH/d52.0 which are the same conditions to the
experiments.

A commercial code, FLUENT 6.1 was used to calculate flow
fields and computation domain grids were created using GAMBIT
solid modeling. The computation domain is modeled by the ge-
ometry used in the experimental study. To observe the flow and
heat transfer patterns for a fully developed flow, one pitch, includ-
ing an injection hole, an effusion hole and ribs, was modeled with
the periodic boundary conditions on the inlet and outlet bound-
aries. To simulate the flow fields at given conditions (Red
510,000,M50.5– 1.5), uniform flow with the flow velocity of
0.3272 m/s, the turbulence intensity of 10% and the constant static
temperature of 300 K is imposed on the inlet of the injection
chamber. A fixed mass flow rate is applied to the periodic inlet/
outlet planes~for example, 0.003 534 kg/s atM51.0). The sym-
metric boundary conditions were imposed on the injection/
effusion planes to reduce grid size and calculation time. Different
grids with 400,000–1.5 million cells were tested to verify the grid
independence of the solution, and the results for the grid with
800,000–900,000 cells were presented in the present study.

The steady solutions for turbulent flow field were calculated
using a RNGk-« model with the enhanced wall treatment~two
layer model!, which is served in Fluent 6.1, for the near wall
region. Enhanced wall treatment is a near-wall modeling that
combines ‘‘two layer model’’ with ‘‘enhanced wall function’’@27#.
As suggested, the mesh near the wall was resolved toy1 values
less than 2. To calculate the heat transfer on the effusion surface,
the constant temperature boundary condition is imposed on the
effusion surface while other wall boundaries are set to be adia-
batic. To solve the equations, second order of discretization was

used on all the equations. The convergence of residuals for conti-
nuity, momentum,k and« were resolved to levels of 1025 for all
entities and the energy equation was set to be a level of 1027.

Results and Discussion
In this study, the flow patterns and local heat/mass transfer

characteristics are investigated for the impingement/effusion cool-
ing with an initial crossflow and the rib turbulators attached on the
effusion surface. The results are compared with the heat/mass
transfer patterns for the simple channel cooling~crossflow only!
and the impingement cooling of jet array which are also tested for
base line data.

1 Simple Channel Cooling With Rib Turbulator. For the
base line data and the qualification test, the simple channel flow
with 90DU and 45V rib configurations is tested at different chan-
nel Reynolds numbers, which correspond toM51.0 and 1.5 for
the array jet impingement or the impingement/effusion cooling.

Figure 3 shows the stream-wise distributions of span-wise av-
eraged Sh on the rib-roughened surface for different rib arrange-
ments. The characteristics length of Sh is based on channel hy-
draulic diameter (Dh) and Sh values are normalized by ReDh

0.8

because heat transfer of turbulent channel flow is proportional to
that value. In the figure, the case without rib is the result by Rhee
et al. @14# and a red dash-dot line means the value for fully de-
veloped turbulent flow (Sh/Re0.850.023 Sc0.4; the Dittus–Boelter
correlation@28#!. Also, it is noted that zero values of Sh mean the
position of rib turbulator and the rib-to-rib spacing (Prib /e) is 10
for 90DU and 20 for 45V as mentioned above.

For the 90DU configuration, as shown in Fig. 3(a), the results
of different Reynolds numbers are in good agreement and the
distributions and the levels of Sh are fairly periodic in the overall
region except the inlet, which means that the channel flow be-
comes fully developed after passing one or two transverse ribs. As

Fig. 3 Streamwise distributions of span-wise averaged Sh on the rib-
roughened surface for channel with different rib arrangements: „a… 90DU, „b…
45V
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expected, Sh values for the channel with transverse ribs are ap-
proximately 2.5 times higher than those without ribs, and these
results are in accordance with other results@29,30# as shown in
Fig. 4.

For the 45V case, the counter-rotating secondary flow affects
heat/mass transfer in the channel. Angled ribs induce a pair of
counter-rotating secondary flows; downward flow enhances heat/
mass transfer coefficients on the surface, while upward flow low-
ers heat/mass transfer coefficients on the surface. Therefore, as
shown in Fig. 3(b), local peaks are formed at downward flow
regions (x/d>22, 4, 10 and 16! while Sh values are low at
upward flow regions (x/d>23, 3, 9, and 15!. Note that the slight
discrepancy in normalized values for two cases of the different
Reynolds numbers is because the secondary flow cells are not
fully developed and the values become coincident asx/d
increases.

2 Array Jet Cooling With Initial Crossflow. Figure 5
shows the contour plots of Sh on the target surface for array jet

impingement without effusion holes atM51.0. The white dotted
circles mean the projected positions of the injection holes in the
contour plots. For an array jet impingement cooling, since the
spent air from impinging jets is added to the crossflow, the effects
of crossflow become stronger as flow moves downstream. There-
fore, as shown in Fig. 5~a!, the stagnation points of the impinging
jets move downstream and the level of peak values becomes lower
with increasingx/d for the array jet impingement without rib
turbulator. In addition, because the wall jets are swept by cross-
flow and the thermal boundary layer develops at the midway re-
gion ~along z/d>0.0), the heat/mass transfer coefficients at this
region are much lower than stagnation regions.

When the ribs are attached on the target surface, the effects of
crossflow are reduced significantly because the flow near the sur-
face is disturbed by ribs and then spreads toward upstream and
lateral directions as shown in Figs. 5~b! and 5~c!.

For 90DU, the jet impinges on the region around the ribs and
then two peak regions are formed in front of and behind the trans-
verse ribs. Although the positions of the stagnation points are
almost the same as those for the case without ribs, the levels of
peak Sh behind the ribs are higher than those for the case without
ribs. The reason is that the effects of crossflow at the near-wall
region are weakened by ribs and flow passing over the ribs dis-
turbs the jet flow and then enhances local turbulence of jet.

The remarkable feature with the installing transverse ribs is the
uniformity enhancement of the heat/mass transfer, which is
achieved because the wall jets near the surface are protected by
the ribs and then reattach after passing over the ribs alongz/d
53.0. For the same reason, additional peaks of Sh due to flow
reattachment are formed behind the ribs which are positioned in
front of the impinging jets, i.e., atx/d>2, 8 and 14 alongz/d
53.0 in Fig. 5~b!. Although the magnitude is relatively lower than
other peaks, the heat/mass transfer coefficients at the midway re-
gion are higher than those for the case without ribs because of the
flow reattachment mentioned above.

For the 45 V case@Fig. 5~c!#, the levels of Sh at the stagnation
points are almost the same in the whole region and local peak
values due to downward flow are observed along the ribs. How-
ever, the regions affected by the wall jets are reduced because the
wall jets are lifted off. In addition, locally low heat/mass transfer
regions are formed in front of the ribs alongz/d50.0. Therefore,
the increase of heat/mass transfer is not as high as that for 90DU.
However, locally very high heat/mass transfer is generated for the
45 deg rib case because the secondary flow induced by ribs im-
pinges on the target surface. These peak values are even higher
than the values at the stagnation points. The reason is as follows.
When the jet impinges on the surface, the jet flow disturbs the
crossflow and acts as a blockage against the crossflow in the chan-
nel. Then the effective cross-sectional area of the channel is re-
duced and this causes the increase of the strength of secon-
dary flow motion with increasing local Reynolds number~flow
velocity!.

3 ImpingementÕEffusion Cooling With Crossflow

3.1 Flow Characteristics. Figure 6 shows the velocity vector
plots on the injection and effusion planes (z/d53.0 and 0.0! for
the case without ribs and with two different rib arrangements at
M51.0. As reported by Rhee et al.@14#, for the impingement/
effusion cooling with initial crossflow, the flow pattern on the
injection plane shows that impinging jet is approximately 0.5d
shifted toward downstream side, and channel flow and spent air
are entrained into jet stream at the downstream side of the jet,
hence weak downward flow is formed. Near the wall of the effu-
sion plate, a small vortex is formed at the upstream region of
stagnation point and most of the wall jets are swept toward the
downstream region. On the effusion plane, the overall flow pattern
is similar to the channel flow, but weak upward flow is formed
upstream the effusion holes due to the interaction of the wall jets
drawn into the effusion holes. Thus, the effusion surface is not

Fig. 4 Comparison of average Sh ÕSh0 on the rib-roughened
surface for channel with 90 deg rib arrangement

Fig. 5 Contour plots of Sh for array jet cooling with initial
crossflow at MÄ1.0: „a… without ribs, „b… 90DU, „c… 45V
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cooled effectively by the wall jets, except the region near the
effusion holes where the flow is accelerated into the effusion hole.

When the transverse ribs are attached on the effusion surface,
the flow pattern changes significantly. As shown in Fig. 6~b!, the
wall jets at the upstream of the stagnation point reach the trans-
verse rib and then make a recirculating flow. Also, the wall jets at
the downstream side of stagnation point make a strong upward
flow after the flow goes over the rib. Thus, the transverse rib
induces strong recirculating flow and helps wall jets cover the
upstream and midway regions. As a result, the channel flow is
partially blocked up by these strong recirculating flows. Although
the rib height is only 15% of the channel height, an actual block-
age ratio is up to 50% of the channel height due to the strong flow
recirculation. Therefore, the crossflow is accelerated at the upper
portion of channel, and then affects significantly impinging jets at
this region. That is the possible reason why the position of stag-
nation point is almost the same as that for the case without ribs
although there are no crossflow effects near the surface.

On the effusion plane, a strong upward flow is generated in
front of the rib because of increased effects of the interaction
between the wall jets. In addition, the flow passing over the rib
reattaches on the surface in front of the effusion hole due to the
flow suction. However, the stagnant flow pattern is observed near
the surface in the inter-rib region where the impinging jet is
located.

For 45 V, some different flow features are found in flow fields
because the counter-rotating secondary vortices are generated by
the angled rib. On the injection plane, the overall flow pattern is
similar to that for 90DU. However, the effects of secondary flow
induced by the angled rib are added in this case. Therefore, the
upward flow is stronger and even impinges on the upper wall of
the channel because the additional upward flow generated by the

angled rib has favorable influence on upward flow. However, on
the effusion plane, the flow pattern is similar to a channel flow and
the flow passing over the rib reattaches quickly because down-
ward flow induced by the angled ribs is dominant in this plane.

3.2 Heat/Mass Transfer Characteristics

3.2.1 Effects of rib configurations.Local heatÕmass trans-
fer. Figure 7~a! presents the contour plot of Sh for the
impingement/effusion cooling with initial crossflow atM51.0.
White dotted circles and the small half circles in the contour plot
represent the projected positions of injection holes and the effu-
sion holes with the aluminum rim between two circles, respec-
tively. When initial crossflow is imposed, the distributions are
nonuniform and asymmetric. Especially, the upstream regions of
the stagnation points are not covered by the wall jets and the
heart-shaped low transfer regions are formed at the upstream of
the effusion holes as expected in flow patterns. These trends be-
come more obvious as blowing ratio increases as reported in Ref.
@14#.

Figures 7~b!, 7~c! and 7~d! show the contour plots of Sh on the
rib-roughened surface for the 90 deg rib configurations atM
51.0. For all cases, the positions of the stagnation points are
almost the same as those for the case without ribs. However, the
overall distributions of Sh are more uniform and locally low trans-
fer regions are reduced or disappear although the effects of jet
impingement are dominant in whole domain. This is because the
rib acts as a block against near-wall crossflow making a large
circulating flow so that the wall jet spreads more widely toward
upstream and lateral directions and covers those regions effec-
tively. Also, additional heat/mass transfer enhancement is ob-
tained due to the flow reattachment.

Fig. 6 Velocity vector on the stagnation and effusion planes „zÕdÄ3.0 and 0.0 … at
MÄ1.0: „a… without ribs, „b… 90DU, „c… 45V
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When the transverse ribs are attached behind the effusion holes
@90D, Fig. 7~b!#, the wall jet spreads more laterally and in the
upstream direction on the effusion surface and low transfer re-
gions between the effusion holes are hardly seen due to the ribs.
This is because the rib makes upward flows near the surface in the
channel and then weakens the effect of crossflow while it helps
the wall jets spread laterally and toward upstream region. How-
ever, the upward flows around the rib do not always have favor-
able influence on local heat/mass transfer because these flows can
also generate low transfer region behind the rib, which will be
shown in the results for 90U and 90DU. Slight heat/mass transfer
enhancement is observed behind the ribs and around the effusion
holes.

For the 90U case@Fig. 7~c!#, the wall jet spreads more widely
toward the upstream region due to the different position of rib
while Sh distributions around the stagnation regions are similar to
those for 90D. Locally high heat/mass transfer regions are formed
around the effusion holes (z/d>1.0), because the flow suction
through the effusion holes promotes the reattachment over the ribs
and accelerates local flow. However, the regions of low heat/mass
transfer are formed behind the ribs alongz/d53.0 due to a strong
upward flow as mentioned before and in front of the ribs along
z/d50.0 because of stagnant flow pattern at those regions.

The 90DU rib configuration@Fig. 7~d!# has combined features
in the 90D and 90U configurations. Because its rib spacing is a
half of that of 90D or 90U, 90DU has more uniform distribution
and higher values of heat/mass transfer coefficients than other rib
configurations. At the inter-rib regions of the stagnation points
~for example, 1.5,x/d,4.5), the wall jets spread more widely in
the lateral direction than other cases and small peaks, which are
not shown clearly in the case of 90U, appear in front of the ribs.
At the inter-rib regions where effusion holes are positioned~for
example, 4.5,x/d,7.5), high heat/mass transfer coefficients are
observed around the effusion holes like the 90U case because of
the flow reattachment and acceleration, but these regions are

slightly larger than those for 90U. In spite of its small rib spacing,
the adverse effect of upward flow around the rib remains, and then
small regions of the low heat/mass transfer are shown behind the
ribs along the stagnation line (z/d53.0) because of a strong up-
ward flow with recirculation flow.

Local distributions of Sh for the 90 deg rib configurations are
presented in Fig. 8. As shown in the contour plots, the heat/mass
transfer at the inlet region is lower than that at the downstream
region while the distributions are fairly periodic in the down-
stream region. Therefore, to observe the effects of rib on local
heat transfer more clearly, the data in the range of 6.0<x/d
<21.0 are presented.

It is clearly shown in Fig. 8~a! that heat/mass transfer at the
upstream regions of the stagnation points is enhanced while the
positions of the stagnation points are almost the same for all cases.
However, for 90U and 90DU, relatively low Sh values are ob-
tained behind the ribs and the levels of these values are only
40%–60% of those for 90D or the cases without ribs due to the
strong upward flow with ribs as mentioned.

Along the centerline of the effusion holes@Fig. 8~b!#, the 90D
and 90DU cases have about 50% higher values around the ribs
due to the wall jet spreading, the flow disturbance and reattach-
ment by the ribs. For the 90U case, the regions of low heat/mass
transfer coefficients are formed behind the effusion holes because
a certain amount of flow is discharged and the flow momentum is
relatively low at those regions. That is a similar pattern to the case
without ribs. However, like other cases, a significant enhancement
of heat/mass transfer is obtained around the ribs for the 90U case
by installing ribs in front of the effusion holes. Thus, small ribs
can control wall jets and near-wall flow resulting in more uniform
performances.

Contour plots of Sh for the 45 deg angled rib configurations are
presented in Fig. 9. The features of the overall heat/mass transfer
on the effusion surface are a little different from those for the 90
deg rib configurations because the effects of jet impingement and
flow effusion are dominant in this cooling system. The positions
and levels of the stagnation points are almost the same as the 90
deg rib cases and relatively high heat/mass transfer is achieved
around the effusion hole because the flow at those regions is ac-
celerated and disturbed. However, some different characteristics
in local distributions are observed because the secondary flow is
induced by angled ribs in the channel.

Small peak values in downward flow regions are formed along
z/d50.0 and 3.0 for 45V and 45A rib configurations, respectively.

Fig. 7 Contour plots of Sh for impingement Õeffusion cooling
with 90 deg rib configurations at MÄ1.0: „a… without ribs, „b…
90D, „c… 90U, „d… 90DU

Fig. 8 Local distributions of Sh for impingement Õeffusion
cooling with 90 deg rib configurations at MÄ1.0: „a… zÕdÄ3.0,
„b… zÕdÄ0.0
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Therefore, an additional heat transfer enhancement is obtained
with the angled rib configurations. However, the angled rib con-
figurations have also negative effects related to the secondary
flows. After the flow reattaches to the surface in the downward
flow region, it moves along the rib and boundary layer develops,
and then the flow near the surface is lifted off by the upward
secondary flow. Because of these flow characteristics, the regions
of low heat/mass transfer are formed along the ribs and at the
upward flow regions. For 45A, however, slightly high heat/mass
transfer coefficients are observed in front of the effusion holes
alongz/d50.0 in which the upward flow is formed if there are no
effusion holes. The reason is that the effusion hole attracts the
flow and makes flow reattachment in front of the hole while it
weakens the strength of upward flow.

Local distributions of Sh are compared in Fig. 10. As men-
tioned, the position and levels of Sh at the stagnation points are
almost the same, and the heat/mass transfer at the upstream re-
gions of the stagnation points increases. It is similar pattern to that
for the 90 deg ribbed cases. Local peaks due to downward sec-
ondary flow are observed for both cases~at z/d50.0 and 3.0 for
45V and 45A, respectively!, but the peak values for 45V are 30%

higher than those for 45A because the wall jets form upward flow
in front of the ribs and then this upward flow weakens the strength
of the downward flow for 45A.

Average heatÕmass transfer. Span-wise averaged Sh distribu-
tions for various rib configurations are presented in Fig. 11. The
span-wise averaged Sh is calculated by averaging local data in the
range of 0.0<z/d<3.0 excluding the data in the region where the
ribs are installed.

For the 90 deg rib configurations, the heat/mass transfer at the
upstream region of the stagnation point is enhanced by installing
rib turbulators while overall distributions are similar. This is due
to the protection of wall jet by the rib turbulators. The 45 deg rib
configurations have similar trends but some local peaks related to
the secondary flows are shown as expected from the local data.

The area-averaged Sh values for impingement/effusion cooling
with various rib configurations atM51.0 are listed in Table 2.
The averaged values are calculated by averaging local data in the
range of23.0<x/d<21.0 and 0<z/d<3.0. It is noted that the
averaged values at the inlet region (23.0<x/d<3.0) are about
5% lower than those from other regions.

As expected in the local Sh distributions, the cases with rib
turbulators have 4%–15% higher value than the case without ribs.
The 90DU shows the highest heat/mass transfer coefficients
among the cases with ribs. This is mainly related to the shorter rib
spacing with better protection of wall jets. However, the average
values are similar for the cases with rib spacing of 20~90D, 90U,
45V and 45A!. It means that the attack angle of rib is not a

Fig. 9 Contour plots of Sh for impingement Õeffusion cooling
with 45 deg rib configurations at MÄ1.0: „a… 45V, „b… 45A

Fig. 10 Local distributions of Sh for impingement Õeffusion
cooling with 45 deg rib configurations at MÄ1.0: „a… zÕdÄ3.0,
„b… zÕdÄ0.0

Fig. 11 Span-wise averaged Sh for impingement Õeffusion
cooling with various rib configurations at MÄ1.0: „a… 90 deg rib
configurations, „b… 45 deg rib configurations

Table 2 Overall averaged Sh for various rib configurations at
MÄ1.0

Rib configuration Array impinging jet Impingement/effusion cooling

Without ribs 60.8 71.0
90D ¯ 77.4
90U ¯ 78.3

90DU 72.7 81.4
45V 63.5 78.5
45A ¯ 76.5
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significant parameter in an average heat/mass transfer for the
impingement/effusion cooling system with initial crossflow.

For array jet impingement cooling, as expected, the rib-
roughened cases have better performances. Especially, 90DU has
almost 20% higher value than the smooth case. Small enhance-
ment for 45V results from undeveloped secondary flow and reduc-
tion of stagnation region.

3.2.2 Effects of blowing ratio. To investigate the effects of
blowing ratio, a set of experiments was conducted with various
blowing ratios from 0.5 to 1.5 for 90DU and 45V rib configura-
tions, and the contour plots of Sh are presented in Figs. 12 and 13.

For the cases without rib turbulators, which are presented in
@14#, the levels of Sh at stagnation region become lower as blow-
ing ratio increases. Also, the regions of low heat/mass transfer
between effusion holes become larger. However, some different
characteristics are observed with the 90DU cases. At a low blow-
ing ratio of M50.5 @Fig. 12(a)], the inter-rib regions where the
stagnation points exist~for example, 7.5<x/d<10.5) have high
values, but the inter-rib regions where the effusion holes are lo-
cated have very low heat/mass transfer coefficients. The reason is
that rib turbulator acts as an obstacle to the wall jet with low
velocity of the crossflow. Most of the near wall flow does not
reattach on the surface after passing over the ribs but is discharged
through the effusion holes. For those reasons, the heat/mass trans-
fer coefficients are very low just behind the ribs because those
regions are not covered by the wall jet flow or the channel cross-
flow. Therefore, the distributions of heat/mass transfer coefficients
are nonuniform in a whole region.

At M51.5 @Fig. 12(b)], the stagnation regions are shifted and
formed just around the ribs because the impinging jets are affected
significantly by the crossflow. This is the same pattern of an array
jet impingement cooling without effusion holes atM51.0. There-
fore, the heat/mass transfer coefficients on the inter-rib regions
with the effusion holes increase considerably, and the local peak
values due to jet impingement are observed in front of the ribs in
other inter-rib regions. Furthermore, additional peaks behind the
ribs (x/d52, 8, 14 and 20! are shown at the midway region
mainly due to the flow reattachment. However, the regions of
relatively low heat/mass transfer coefficients are formed in front
of ribs along the midway.

As shown in Fig. 13, the trend for 45V with blowing ratio is
similar to that for 90DU. At the low blowing ratio, low heat/mass
transfer coefficients appear along the ribs while the stagnation
regions are not affected significantly by the crossflow. Moreover,
there are no additional peaks along the centerline of effusion holes
because of the low channel Reynolds number. At the higher blow-
ing ratio of M51.5, the stagnation regions shrink remarkably.

Also, the regions of low heat/mass transfer rate are formed behind
the ribs alongz/d53.0 and in front of the ribs at the midway.
However, locally very high heat/mass transfer rate is achieved just
behind the ribs along the midway due to the downward secondary
flow induced by the angled ribs, and these peak values are even
higher than those at the stagnation points. The high heat/mass
transfer regions due to the secondary flow are limited to the region
around the effusion holes; hence the overall heat/mass transfer
rate is lower than those at the lower blowing ratios.

The overall averaged Sh with various blowing ratios are pre-
sented in Fig. 14. It is noted that the averaged values at the inlet
region (23.0<x/d<3.0) are about 5–25% lower than those from
other regions for all cases.

For the cases without ribs, the average value decreases mono-
tonically in the impingement/effusion cooling scheme as the
blowing ratio increases. For example, the average Sh value atM
51.5 is only 70% of that atM50.5. On the contrary, for the
90DU cases, the average value for the low blowing ratio ofM
50.5 is even approximately 10% lower than that without ribs,
which is due to the blocking up of the wall jets with ribs as
mentioned above. However, for the blowing ratios ofM>1.0, the
90DU configuration has 10–15% higher values than the cases
without ribs. The same trend is found for the 45V case. Therefore,
it is concluded that one should pay much attention to the operating
conditions when rib turbulators are considered as a solution to
enhance heat/mass transfer for the impingement/ effusion cooling
system. Note that 45V has slightly higher value than 90DU at

Fig. 12 Contour plots of Sh for impingement Õeffusion cooling
with 90DU rib configuration at different blowing ratios: „a… M
Ä0.5, „b… MÄ1.5

Fig. 13 Contour plots of Sh for impingement Õeffusion cooling
with 45V rib configuration at different blowing ratios: „a… M
Ä0.5, „b… MÄ1.5

Fig. 14 Overall averaged Sh for different cooling schemes
with various rib arrangements
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M50.5 possibly because the adverse effect of rib, such as block-
ing the wall jets, is reduced with the larger rib-to-rib spacing.

For the array jet impingement with initial crossflow, the aver-
aged values are similar at the low blowing ratio. However, 20%
enhanced heat/mass transfer coefficient is obtained with 90DU at
M51.0, while approximately 4% enhancement is achieved with
the angled rib configuration.

When the results for two different cooling schemes are com-
pared, the average values for the impingement/effusion cooling
have more than 10% higher values than those for the array jet
impingement cooling because of the reduced effects of crossflow
with the discharge of crossflow or spent air through the effusion
holes. However, if the blowing ratio increases more than 1.5, the

difference of values between two cooling schemes will decrease
because heat transfer enhancement due to the rib will increase
while the effect of jet impingement decreases.

3.2.3 Comparison with numerical results.Figures 15 and 16
show the contour plots and comparison of local distributions of
calculated Nusselt number for the case without ribs atM51.0 and
for 90DU and the average values are listed in Table 3. In the local
distributions, the experimental data are the converted Nusselt
numbers from the Sherwood numbers using the heat and mass
transfer analogy. On the whole, the calculated results are in quite
good agreement qualitatively with experimental results. However,
some discrepancies of values are observed particularly at the stag-
nation region and near the effusion hole, and the difference be-
tween the experimental and calculated results is more evident for
ribbed cases as shown in Fig. 16. These are mainly related to the
complex flow patterns such as jet impingement, flow recirculation
behind the ribs, separation and reattachment due to the ribs.
Therefore, proper near wall modeling with mesh generation is
required to improve the accuracy of heat transfer calculation. As
reported and suggested by Hermanson et al.@31,32#, the V2F
model can be one of the possible models and further works will be
conducted.

3.2.4 Pressure loss.Pressure drop in the crossflow channel
was measured and the results are presented in Fig. 17. The pres-
sure drop through the channel is normalized by the pressure dif-
ference between injection and effusion plenum chambers. For all
cases, the pressure drop increases as the blowing ratio increases;
in other words, the Reynolds number of the channel flow in-
creases. For the case without ribs, the pressure drop through the
channel is less than 10% of that across the perforated plates. With
the rib turbulators, the pressure drop through the channel increases
as expected. For the 90DU cases, the pressure drop is approxi-
mately two times that without ribs but less than 20% of pressure
drop across the injection/effusion plates. However, with the 45
deg rib turbulators, the pressure drop atM51.5 is about 28% of
total pressure drop across the plates, which means that the angled
rib turbulators in the impingement/effusion cooling system may
cause the problem related with insufficient cooling flow on the
outer wall of liner~i.e., film cooling!.

The numerical simulations predict fairly well the pressure drop
ratio for all cases except 45V atM51.0. This problem may be
related to the secondary flow motion with periodic conditions and
further studies should proceed.

Conclusions
In the present study, the effects of rib configurations on local

heat/mass transfer characteristics for the impingement/effusion
cooling system are investigated with initial crossflow and are
compared with the cases without ribs. The results are summarized
as follows:

1. When 90 deg rib turbulators are installed on the surface, it
induces a strong upward flow and then this upward flow prevents
the channel crossflow from sweeping wall jets. In addition, the rib
turbulators increases flow mixing and disturbance and flow suc-
tion to the effusion holes promotes flow reattachment behind the
ribs. Hence, locally more uniform and higher heat/mass transfer
coefficients are obtained with the rib turbulators although the ef-
fect of jet impingement on overall heat transfer is dominant. These
characteristics are also observed for the array jet impingement
cooling with crossflow.

2. The 45 deg rib configurations have similar heat/mass trans-
fer characteristics to the 90 deg rib configurations in the overall
region. However, additional local peaks of Sh and low transfer
regions are formed due to the secondary flow motion induced by
the angled ribs.

3. Using the rib turbulators, the average heat/mass transfer in-
creases 4%–11%. The 90DU rib configuration has the highest

Fig. 15 Contour plots of calculated Nusselt number for
impingement Õeffusion cooling with 90DU at various blowing ra-
tios: „a… without ribs, MÄ1.0, „b… MÄ0.5, „c… MÄ1.0, „d… M
Ä1.5
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average heat/mass transfer coefficient due to its smallest rib spac-
ing among various rib configurations. However, the attack angle
of rib has minor influence on the average heat/mass transfer for
the fixed rib spacing.

4. For the lower blowing ratio ofM50.5, the transverse rib
prevents the wall jets from spreading and confines to the inter-rib
regions of stagnation points. Therefore, lower and nonuniform
heat/mass transfer coefficients are obtained in the overall region.
Moreover, the overall average value is approximately 10% lower
than that for the case without ribs. As the blowing ratio increases,
the ribs compensate the adverse effects of crossflow on heat trans-
fer by preserving wall jets and generating flow disturbance and
reattachment. As a result, the overall heat/mass transfer increases
10%–15% with rib turbulators for higher blowing ratios.

5. The calculated results are in quite good agreement qualita-
tively with the experimental results. However, some discrepancies
of values are observed, and these discrepancies are more evident
for the ribbed case. These are mainly related to the complex flow
patterns due to jet impingement and rib installation, separation
and reattachment with the ribs.

6. Pressure drop through the channel increases as the blowing
ratio increases for all cases. While the pressure loss through the
channel is less than 10% of that across the perforated plates for
the case without ribs, the pressure loss increases up to 20% of that
across the plates for 90DU. With the angled rib, the loss increases
more than 25% of the total loss due to the secondary flow genera-
tion in the channel; hence the pressure loss should be considered
with rib turbulators, especially angled rib turbulators, in the
impingement/ effusion cooling system.
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Fig. 16 Comparison of calculated Nusselt number with experimental data for
impingement Õeffusion cooling: „a… without ribs, MÄ1.0, „b… MÄ0.5, „c… MÄ1.0 „d… M
Ä1.5

Table 3 Comparison of area-averaged Nusselt number for
various configurations

M

Without ribs 90DU 45V

Exp. Cal. Exp. Cal. Exp. Cal.

0.5 54.0 ¯ 48.2 45.5 50.3 ¯

1.0 44.3 43.5 50.9 43.0 49.2 47.6
1.5 39.5 ¯ 45.0 47.5 42.1 ¯

Fig. 17 Pressure drop ratios for the impingement Õeffusion
cooling with different rib arrangements
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Nomenclature

d 5 injection and effusion hole diameter
Dh 5 hydraulic diameter of test duct

Dnaph 5 mass diffusion coefficient of naphthalene vapor in
air

H 5 gap distance between injection and effusion plates
hm 5 local mass transfer coefficient

I 5 local momentum flux ratio of crossflow and im-
pinging jets,rcVc

2/r iVi
2

M 5 blowing ratio ~total mass flow ratio of crossflow
and impinging jets!, Qc /Qi , Eq. ~1!

MR 5 local mass flux ratio of crossflow and impinging
jets,rcVc /r iVi

Nu 5 Nusselt number based on the hole diameter,hd/k
Pr 5 Prandtl number

Phole 5 pitch of array holes
Prib 5 rib-to-rib spacing
Qc 5 flow rate of crossflow
Qi 5 flow rate of injected jet or effused flow

Red 5 Reynolds number based on hole diameter and the
average velocity in the hole

ReDh 5 Reynolds number based on hydraulic diameter of
duct and average velocity of crossflow

Sc 5 Schmidt number
Sh 5 Sherwood number based on the hole diameter, Eq.

~2!
Sh0 5 Sherwood number for fully developed flow in a

smooth pipe, Sh050.023 ReDh
0.8Sc0.4

ShDh 5 Sherwood number based on the channel hydraulic
diameter and average flow velocity in the channel

Sh 5 span-wise averaged Sherwood number
Sh% 5 overall averaged Sherwood number

t 5 thickness of injection and effusion plates
Vc 5 mean velocity of crossflow
Vi 5 mean velocity of impinging jet

x, z 5 distance from the center of a effusion hole~Fig.
2!

Greek symbols

DPchannel 5 differential pressure between the inlet and the exit
of the channel

DPjet 5 differential static pressure between the injection
and effusion plenum chambers

rc 5 density of crossflow
r i 5 density of impinging jet flow
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Large Eddy Simulation of Flow
and Heat Transfer in a 90 deg
Ribbed Duct With Rotation: Effect
of Coriolis and Centrifugal
Buoyancy Forces
Results from large eddy simulations (LES) of fully developed flow in a 90 deg ribbed duct
are presented with rib pitch-to-height ratio P/e510 and a rib height-to-hydraulic-
diameter ratio e/Dh50.1. Three rotation numbers Ro50.18, 0.36, and 0.68 are studied
at a nominal Reynolds number based on bulk velocity of 20 000. Centrifugal buoyancy
effects are included at two Richardson numbers of Ri512, 28 (Buoyancy parameter, Bo
50.12 and 0.30) for each rotation case. Heat transfer augmentation on the trailing side
of the duct due to the action of Coriolis forces alone asymptotes to a value of 3.765% by
Ro50.2. On the other hand, augmentation ratios on the leading surface keep decreasing
with an increase in rotation number with values ranging from 1.7 at Ro50.18 to 1.2 at
Ro50.67. Secondary flow cells augment the heat transfer coefficient on the smooth walls
by 20% to 30% over a stationary duct. Centrifugal buoyancy further strengthens the
secondary flow cells in the duct cross-section which leads to an additional increase of
10% to 15%. Buoyancy also accentuates the augmentation of turbulence near the trailing
wall of the duct and increases the heat transfer augmentation ratio 10% to 20% over the
action of Coriolis forces alone. However, it does not have any significant effect at the
leading side of the duct. The overall effect of buoyancy on heat transfer augmentation for
the ribbed duct is found to be less than 10% over the effect of Coriolis forces alone.
Friction on the other hand is augmented 15% to 20% at the highest buoyancy number
studied. Comparison with available experiments in the literature show excellent agree-
ment. @DOI: 10.1115/1.1791648#

1 Introduction
Since their introduction shortly before World War II, gas tur-

bine engines have replaced reciprocating engines in nearly all ci-
vilian and military aircraft. The increase in use of gas turbines for
power generation is also remarkable. As consumer demand for
more performance and efficiency grew, so did the challenge for
turbine blade designers. Turbine inlet temperatures of modern gas
turbine engines are well above the blade melting point tempera-
tures. This requires aggressive cooling techniques with the use of
bleed air from the compressor. Understanding the physics of in-
ternal cooling passages is crucial to making full use of such bleed
air and continuing the progress of gas turbine design.

One of the benefits of accurate prediction of surface tempera-
tures of turbine blades is the ability to predict blade life and time
between engine overhauls. Numerous industry sources report that
turbine blade life is very sensitive to turbine surface temperatures.
However, accurate prediction is not trivial because of the com-
plexities introduced by turbulent promoters and blade rotation.
The vast majority of published work in the numerical prediction
of internal duct heat transfer uses Reynolds averaged Navier-
Stokes ~RANS! models. These models, while computationally
cheap are not always reliable over the range of physical conditions
encountered in internal cooling flows. In large eddy simulation
~LES!, the time-dependent evolution of Navier-Stokes equations

are solved for the majority of the relevant scales of turbulence.
Only the smallest scales are modeled using subgrid scale models.
The most popular subgrid scale model is the eddy-viscosity model
proposed by Smagorinsky@1#. Later, Germano et al.@2# proposed
a modification to the Smagorinsky model which allowed for dy-
namically calculating the Smagorinsky constantCs based on local
flow conditions. LES in general is more accurate and repeatable
than RANS. A drawback of LES is computational expense, how-
ever, the exponential increase in computational performance and
the continuous drop in hardware price is removing this limitation.

A Previous Numerical Studies. LES was performed by
Watanabe and Takahashi@3# for fully developed nonrotating
ribbed duct flow. The Reynolds number based on the bulk velocity
was 107,000. Results from their analysis agreed well with their
experimental results. Murata et al.@4–6# considered the effects of
centrifugal buoyancy on rotating ribbed duct flow. The parameters
e/Dh and P/e were 0.1 and 10, respectively. The aspect ratio
varied from 0.25 to 4, and the rotation numbers varied between 0
and 0.2. The Reynolds number ranged from 480 to 12,000. LES
was performed with the Lagrangian dynamic subgrid scale model
and results from these studies agreed fairly well with experimental
results.

Iacovides and Launder@7# performed a numerical study of fully
developed flow in a rotating rectangular duct. The standard high
Reynolds numberk-« model was used for the bulk of the flow.
Near the wall, a low Reynolds number one-equation model was
used. Secondary flow was correctly predicted, however, there was
only qualitative agreement between predicted and experimental
heat transfer results.

Developing flow in an orthogonally rotating square duct was
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studied by Bo et al.@8# for two rotation numbers. Three turbu-
lence models were used in the analysis: ak-« eddy viscosity
model ~EVM! with a low Reynolds number one-equation EVM
near the wall, a low Reynolds number algebraic stress model, and
a low Reynolds numberk-« EVM. The first model gave very poor
results. The second model performed well, but only for low rota-
tion. The third model performed best of all, when buoyancy ef-
fects were considered. For all the models, results deviated signifi-
cantly from experimental data forx/Dh greater than 5.

Prakash and Zerkle@9# used the standardk-« model to simulate
outward flow and heat transfer in a smooth square duct with radial
rotation. Coriolis and buoyancy forces were included only in the
mean equations. The Reynolds number was kept at 25,000 and the
rotation numbers were 0.24 and 0.48. Simulations were done for
buoyancy parameters of 0.01 and 0.13. The low buoyancy param-
eter simulations did not match trends from experimental data.
However, results from the high buoyancy parameter simulations
were in qualitative agreement with experimental data. The authors
attributed the quantitative disagreement to the need for including
rotation and buoyancy effects in thek-« model, among other
things. The same authors@10# used thek-« model with wall func-
tions in a ribbed duct with and without rotation. As in the smooth
duct, their predictions showed good qualitative agreement. Ooi
et al. @11# used RANS simulations to study heat transfer in a
ribbed duct. Three turbulence models were used: the low-Rek-«,
the v2- f model, and the Spalart-Allmaras model. The first model
was found to be inadequate. Thev2- f model captured more of the
physics of the flow but was still lacking in some respects. The
v2- f model failed to capture secondary flow, which is responsible
for sidewall impingement, and the result was a large discrepancy
between experimental data and numerical predictions for heat
transfer on the side walls.

An eddy-viscosity and an algebraic stress model were used to
predict heat transfer in a ribbed duct with no rotation by Saidi and
Sunden@12#. The parameterse/Dh and P/e were 0.1 and 9, re-
spectively. Although the averaged Nusselt numbers were in rea-
sonable agreement with data, there were some errors in the trends
of the data. For example, both models significantly underpredicted
heat transfer enhancement on the side wall near the ribs and sig-
nificantly overpredicted heat transfer on the center side wall loca-
tions. The authors recommended that current RANS models were
perhaps insufficient for predicting detailed local heat transfer in
internal ribbed duct cooling. They suggested that new RANS
models be developed based on experimental data.

B Previous Experimental Studies. Experimental work in
the area of internal duct cooling is challenging because of the
general difficulty of measuring detailed surface heat transfer and
flow data inside a duct. This is especially true for a rotating duct.
As a result, there are few published papers with detailed surface
heat transfer data and mean flow data. One of the most prolific
groups in the area of internal cooling duct research has been Han’s
group at Texas A&M, College Station, TX. Parsons et al.@13#
showed the results of different wall heating conditions on heat
transfer in a two-pass 90 deg ribbed duct. Reynolds numbers var-
ied from 2500 to 25 000, and rotation numbers were in the range
0–0.352. Three different heating conditions were tested: constant
heat flux, constant temperature, and trailing wall hotter than lead-
ing wall. Generally, heat transfer on the ribbed walls was two to
three times higher than those for a smooth wall with the same
rotation number.

Ekkad and Han@14# studied the effects of ribs of various ar-
rangements. Experiments were performed on a two-pass smooth
duct and on ducts with 90 deg, 60 deg, 60 deg V, and 60 deg
broken V ribs. Reynolds numbers were in the range 12,000–
60,000. The 60 deg V and the 60 deg broken V produced the
highest heat transfer enhancement. The high heat transfer on top
of the ribs was attributed to flow impingement. They found that
low heat transfer immediately behind the ribs was related to the
counter-rotating vortex.

Wagner et al.@15# studied rotating duct flow with rounded 90
deg ribs. The rotation number varied from 0 to 0.35 and the den-
sity ratio ranged from 0 to 0.23. For all of the experiments, the
Reynolds number was kept constant at 25 000. Changes in rota-
tion were found to contribute significantly to overall heat transfer
for radially inward and radially outward flow. It was found that
heat transfer on the trailing side was strongly affected by buoy-
ancy for radially outward flow but was relatively unaffected by
buoyancy for radially inward flow. Increasing buoyancy parameter
for high rotation numbers caused an increase in overall heat trans-
fer but more so for inward flows than for outward flows.

Due to advances in experimental instrumentation, researchers
have been able to gather more detailed turbulence and heat trans-
fer data from experiments. For example, Liou et al.@16# studied
heat transfer and fluid flow in a rotating two-pass duct with 90 deg
ribs. Laser Doppler velocimetry and transient thermochromic liq-
uid crystal measurements were used to acquire the flow and heat
transfer data. The parametersP/e and e/Dh were 10 and 0.136,
respectively. The Reynolds number was kept at 10,000, and the
rotation number was in the range 0–0.2. Heat transfer on the
trailing side of the first pass~outward flow! systematically in-
creased with an increase of rotation number, while heat transfer on
the leading side of the first pass was systematically reduced.

Previous experiments have indicated that centrifugal buoyancy
has a substantial effect on heat transfer at high rotation numbers.
Our objective in this study is to evaluate LES in rotating duct
flows at relatively high Reynolds numbers and rotation numbers
and to quantify the role played by buoyancy forces over the above
the action of Coriolis forces. No such detailed comprehensive
validated study exists in the literature at the conditions presented
here. Three rotation numbers, Ro50.18, 0.35, and 0.67 and two
nominal Richardson numbers, Ri512 and 28 at Re520,000 are
calculated.

2 Computational Model and Governing Equations
The computational model assumes fully developed flow and

heat transfer and simulates a periodically repeating spatial unit
consisting of two ribs~one on either side of the duct! as shown in
Fig. 1. The procedures used to solve the governing equations are

Fig. 1 Streamwise periodic computational domain. Flow is in
the x direction and rotation vector is along the ¿ve z -axis.
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identical to that given in Abdel-Wahab and Tafti@17# with the
inclusion of the centrifugal buoyancy term in the momentum
equation. The duct walls as well as all six faces of the two ribs
exposed to the main flow are heated by imposing a constant heat
flux (q9) boundary condition. The duct is subjected to orthogonal
rotation with axis along the positivez direction at an angular
velocity vz rad/s. The governing flow and energy equations are
non-dimensionalized by a characteristic length scale which is cho-
sen to be the hydraulic diameter of the channel (Dh), a character-

istic velocity scale given by the friction velocityut5AD P̄x /r,
and a characteristic temperature scale given byq9Dh /k. The as-
sumed periodicity of the domain in the streamwise orx direction
requires that the mean gradients of pressure and temperature be
isolated from the fluctuating periodic components as follows:

P~xW ,t !5Pin2bx1p~xW ,t !
(1)

T~xW ,t !5Tin1gx1u~xW ,t !

On substitution into the Navier-Stokes and energy equations,
the nondimensionaltime-dependent equations in transformed co-
ordinatesjW5jW (xW ) take the following conservative form:1

Continuity:
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]j j
~AgŪj !50 (2)

Momentum:
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Energy:
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]ū
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whereaW i are the contravariant basis vectors,Ag is the Jacobian of
the transformation,gi j are the elements of the contravariant metric
tensor,AgUj5Ag(aW j ) iui is the contravariant flux vector,ui is the
Cartesian velocity vector, Rot is the rotation number, Rit is the
Richardson number, andu is the modified temperature. Rett

is the
inverse of the nondimensional subgrid eddy-viscosity and is mod-
eled by the dynamic Smagorinsky model. Details of this proce-
dure are given in Abdel-Wahab and Tafti@17#.

In Eq. ~3!, both the rotational Coriolis forces and the centrifugal
buoyancy forces are included in the formulation. In the context of
a periodic fully developed flow, buoyancy number does not
change with the radial or streamwise location. In a developing
flow, the effect of centrifugal buoyancy is strongest at the inlet to
the duct and gets weaker as the temperature approaches the wall
temperature in the streamwise direction. The fully developed cal-
culations assume that the same buoyancy number is acting over
the periodic pitch and represents onex location ~or a pitch sur-
rounding onex location! in a corresponding developing flow.

In formulating Eq.~3! the following assumptions are made: the
mean centrifugal force is combined with the mean pressure gradi-
ent term; the effect of variable density due to temperature differ-
ences only manifests itself through the centrifugal force term; cen-
trifugal buoyancy is only consequential in the balance ofx
momentum, its contribution to the balance ofy momentum is

deemed to be negligible~the radial vector has a small component
in the y direction!; and for compatibility with the fully developed
formulation, the Richardson number represents a fixed radial lo-
cation and is constant.

The mean pressure gradientb is assumed to be unity,
whereas g is calculated from a global energy balance as
g5q9V/Ret PrQxLx . The boundary conditions imposed on the
duct walls and the ribs are as follows:

uW 50

¹W p•nW 50 (5)

¹W u•nW 512geW x•nW

and in the streamwise direction as

f~x1Lx!5f~x!, f5uW , p and u. (6)

The governing equations for momentum and energy are dis-
cretized with a conservative finite-volume formulation using a
second-order central difference scheme on a non-staggered grid
topology. The Cartesian velocities, pressure, and temperature are
calculated and stored at the cell center, whereas contravariant
fluxes are stored and calculated at the cell faces. For the time
integration of the discretized continuity and momentum equations,
a projection method is used. The temporal advancement is per-
formed in two steps, a predictor step, which calculates an inter-
mediate velocity field, and a corrector step, which calculates the
updated velocity at the new time step by satisfying discrete con-
tinuity. The energy equation is advanced in time by the predictor
step. Details about the algorithm, functionality, and capabilities of
the computer programGENIDLEST ~generalized incompressible di-
rect and large-eddy simulations of turbulence! can be found in
Tafti @18#.

3 Computational Details
In this paper, calculations for three nominal rotation numbers

Ro50.18, 0.35, and 0.67 and two Richardson numbers, Ri512
and 28, at a nominal bulk Reynolds number of 20,000 are pre-
sented. The Richardson numbers correspond to buoyancy param-
eters, Bo50.12 and 0.3. For each case, the dynamic Smagorinsky
subgrid stress model is used on a 1283 mesh.Table 1 summarizes
all the calculations. Also shown in Table 1 are the results of
Abdel-Wahab and Tafti@17# considering only the effects of Cori-
olis forces. The mesh distribution is exactly the same as used in
earlier studies~Tafti @19#; Abdel-Wahab and Tafti@17#! and which
have yielded reliable and accurate predictions for stationary as
well as rotating ducts. At Ro50.74 and Ri527, a posteriori evalu-
ation of the mesh in wall units based on local friction shows that
D'

1!1.0 over the majority of the duct and rib surfaces, with
streamwiseD i1

1 , and spanwiseD i2
1 varying between 10 to 70 wall

units.
Initial conditions are obtained from previous calculations. The

flow and heat transfer is then allowed to reach a stationary state
for approximately five nondimensional time units. Once stationary
conditions are established, statistical sampling of the data is initi-
ated for approximately 5.5 nondimensional time units. The sample
size is doubled by usingz-directional symmetry of the flow and
presenting the mean and turbulent quantities in half of the duct
cross section.

The local Nusselt number is calculated as

Nu5
1

us2u ref
(7)

whereus is the surface temperature andu ref is the reference tem-
perature defined as2

1Henceforth, all usage is in terms of nondimensionalized values.

2For time-averaged Nusselt numberus and u re f are calculated from the time
averaged temperature field.
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u ref5
** uu1uudAx

** uu1udAx
. (8)

The surface-averaged Nusselt number is obtained by averaging
the local Nusselt number as

^Nu&5
1

**VdSF E E
V

1

us2u ref
dSG (9)

where S denotes the surface under consideration. Based on the
applied nondimensional pressure gradient of unity, the Fanning
friction factor is calculated as

f 5
1

23ūb
2

. (10)

To calculate the augmentation ratio, reference values for Nusselt
number and friction factor for a smooth duct are obtained from the
Dittus-Boelter and Blasius correlation, respectively@20#.

Nu050.0233Reb
0.83Pr0.4 (11)

and

f 050.0463Reb
20.2 (12)

The predicted heat transfer results are compared with data of
Liou et al. @16#, Wagner et al.@15#, and Parsons et al.@13#. The
Buoyancy number~Bo! is commonly used to quantify the effect of
centrifugal buoyancy. In the present context, the Buoyancy param-
eter~Bo! is related to the Richardson number (Rit) by the follow-
ing expression:

Bo5
Dr

r0

r

Dh
Ro2'

Rit~us2u ref!

ūb
2

(13)

where the quantity under the bar is area averaged over all heat
transfer surfaces in the duct. The equivalent Buoyancy numbers
for the different calculations are presented inTable 1. They have
nominal values of 0.12 and 0.3, respectively, for the two Richard-
son numbers.

4 Results and Discussion
Rotation induced Coriolis forces have two significant effects on

the flow and heat transfer@17#. The first effect is the destabiliza-
tion and augmentation of turbulence at the trailing side of the duct
together with stabilization and attenuation on the leading side.
Another effect of Coriolis forces is the generation of secondary
flow cells in the cross section of the duct, which develop strong
upwash and/or downwash regions. The direct effect on turbulent
structure has a large effect on the heat transfer at the trailing and

leading ribbed walls of the duct. The heat transfer coefficient on
the trailing wall of the duct increases 50% to 60% over a nonro-
tating duct, whereas at the leading wall, the heat transfer coeffi-
cient decreases 30% to 50% for Ro50.18 to 0.67. The most ob-
vious effect of the secondary flow is the augmentation of heat
transfer at the side walls of the duct caused by the strong move-
ment of fluid from the trailing to the leading wall along the
smooth wall. This results in augmentations of 20% to 30% over a
stationary duct.

Centrifugal buoyancy can either complement or oppose the ef-
fect of Coriolis forces. Through the action of Coriolis forces, fluid
in the vicinity of the trailing duct wall is cooler than at the leading
wall for radially outward flow. The higher density exposes the
fluid at the trailing wall to a larger centrifugal force than at the
leading side of the duct and complements the effect of Coriolis
forces. If the flow is radially inward, the leading wall of the duct
will have cooler fluid temperatures in its vicinity than the trailing
wall by the action of Coriolis forces. In this case, the centrifugal
buoyancy body force is larger at the leading wall but opposes the
action of Coriolis forces because of its outward direction.

Table 1 summarizes all the major results of this study. In all
cases, centrifugal buoyancy complements the effect of Coriolis
forces. A total of six cases are presented, for three Rotation num-
bers and two Richardson numbers. The exclusive effect of Corio-
lis forces have been presented in Ref.@17#.

Coriolis forces have the effect of shrinking the recirculation
bubble behind the rib from its stationary value. The reattachment
length on the trailing side decreases with rotation and asymptotes
to a value between 3.6– 3.8e by Ro50.18, versus 4 – 4.25e with-
out rotation. Centrifugal buoyancy forces do not have any notice-
able effect on the extent of the recirculation region on the trailing
side of the duct. However, they add considerably to the Coriolis
force effect on the leading side of the duct.Figure 2 shows the
mean streamlines at the leading wall in the center of the duct at
z50.5 for three Richardson numbers and two rotation numbers.
At both rotation numbers, Ro50.35 and 0.68, there is a substantial
increase in the reattachment length with increasing Richardson
number, till eventually the recirculation bubble extends the full
length of the rib pitch. The increase in the extent of the separation
zone has a slight effect on the heat transfer coefficient, which is
already attenuated substantially from its stationary value by the
action of Coriolis forces.

Figure 3„a… shows the distribution of mean cross-stream veloc-
ity (vb) and mean spanwise velocity (wb) in different halves of
the duct cross section at the rib for Ro50.35, where it is assumed
that the flow is symmetric about the centerz plane. Two secondary
flow cells can be identified in each half of the cross section. The
strong cross-stream velocity in the vicinity of the smooth wall and
the center of the duct represents the upwash regions of two struc-

Table 1 Summary of heat transfer and friction results for three rotation cases and three buoyancy cases

Rotation 1 Rotation 2 Rotation 3

Buoy 1 Buoy 2 Buoy 3 Buoy 1 Buoy 2 Buoy 3 Buoy 1 Buoy 2 Buoy 3

Ret 6660 6660 6660 6660 6660 6660 6660 6660 6660
Re 18 821 19 008 17 516 18 981 18 268 17 269 19 980 19 454 18 095
Rot 0.5 0.5 0.5 1 1 1 2 2 2
Ro 0.18 0.18 0.19 0.35 0.36 0.39 0.67 0.68 0.74
Rit 0 100 200 0 100 200 0 100 200
Ri 0 12.3 28.9 0 13.3 29.7 0 11.7 27.1
Bo 0 0.12 0.29 0 0.13 0.31 0 0.12 0.29

Nu/Nu0 (Nu050.0233Reb
0.8
•Pr0.4)

Ribs 3.38 3.26 3.52 2.97 3.37 3.40 2.78 3.09 3.08
Leading 1.71 1.43 1.43 1.36 1.37 1.27 1.18 1.12 1.11
Trailing 3.70 3.69 4.13 3.63 4.18 4.41 3.76 4.17 4.33
Smooth 2.32 2.31 2.47 2.32 2.62 2.67 2.45 2.66 2.62
Overall
with ribs

2.62 2.54 2.74 2.48 2.79 2.84 2.50 2.71 2.72

f / f 0 ( f 050.0463Reb
20.2)

Overall 9.75 9.57 11.09 9.6 10.28 11.38 8.75 9.18 10.46
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tures which originate at the trailing side. The structures are domi-
nant near the trailing side but do not quite extend all the way to
the leading side of the duct. The high velocities induced by the
secondary flow in the vicinity of the smooth wall lead to augmen-
tation of heat transfer coefficients. The high lateral velocities that
impinge on the smooth wall at the trailing side on the rib are also
present for a nonrotating duct but are largely localized unlike the
organized motion seen here throughout the length of the duct.
Similar flow structures were found to exist for the other rotation
numbers as well.Figures 3„b…–3„c… shows the effect of centrifu-
gal buoyancy on the secondary flow cells for Ro50.35 at the two
Richardson numbers. At Ri513, the overall strength of the cell
near the smooth wall increases. Vertical velocities as high as 0.75
~versus 0.55 at Ri50! of the bulk mean velocity are observed in
the vicinity of the smooth wall and transverse impingement ve-
locities on top of the rib increase to 0.36~versus 0.31 at Ri50!. As
the Richardson number increases, the two cells tend to merge into
one coherent cell in each half of the cross section. The magnitude
or strength of the induced velocities near the smooth wall does not
increase when Richardson number increases from 13 to 30. This

trend is reflected in the heat transfer augmentation on the smooth
walls in Table 1. The augmentation ratio increases from 2.32 to
2.62 at Ri513, but does not increase any further at the higher
Richardson number.

Figure 4„a… shows the effect of Coriolis forces on tke plotted
midway between the ribs (x50) at the centerplane (z50). The
effect of Coriolis forces on turbulent kinetic energy~tke! is com-
plicated by the fact that they do not make a direct contribution to
the production of tke but act through their contributions to the
production of streamwise and cross-stream turbulent fluctuations.
These in turn affect the production of turbulent shear stress, which
feeds back into the production of the streamwise fluctuations and
into tke. The interaction between different stress components, and
the added effect of secondary flow on the transport of stresses
results in very complicated interactions. The net effect of Coriolis
forces is to reduce tke at the leading side and augment it on the
trailing side, at least at low to moderate rotation numbers. There is
a sharp increase in tke at the trailing side at Ro50.18 in the shear
layer and in the near wall region compared to that without rota-
tion. A further increase is seen as the rotation number increases to
0.35 after which there is a marked decrease in the tke. The de-
crease in the peak value of tke with an increase in rotation number
has been alluded to in previous studies in turbulent channel flow.
Johnston et al.@21# found that for Ro.0.2 the wall friction on the
unstable side reached an asymptotic state and did not increase
further with rotation number. They hypothesized that the second-
ary roll cells in the cross section were responsible for this by
interfering with the production of turbulence near the trailing
wall. This trend also bears out quite well in the prediction of heat
transfer coefficients in the present study. For the three rotation
numbers, Ro50.18, 0.35, and 0.67, the heat transfer augmentation
ratio on the trailing side remains fairly constant between
3.6–3.75.

The effect of buoyancy forces on turbulent kinetic energy~tke!
is presented inFigs. 4„b…–4„c… at Ro50.18 and Ro50.7. At both
rotation numbers, there is a steady increase in peak tke in the
vicinity of the trailing side wall and a subsequent decrease at the
leading side wall. At Ro50.18, the peak in the boundary layer at
the trailing wall varies between 9% at Ri50 to 15% at Ri529. At
the higher rotation number, Ro50.7, the peak values vary between
11% at Ri50 to 18% at Ri527.

Figure 5 shows the distribution of resolved turbulent shear
stressu8v8 at the same location as inFig. 4 at two rotation num-
bers, Ro50.18 and Ro50.7. At Ro50.18, as the Richardson num-
ber increases from 0 to 12, there is a slight increase in the mag-
nitude of u8v8 in the trailing side shear layer with little or no
change at the leading side. However, at Ri529, there is a large
increase in the magnitude ofu8v8 in the shear layer at the trailing
side. Contours ofu8v8 in a plane through the duct center~not
shown! indicate a highly energetic separated shear layer with tur-
bulence intensities much higher than normal. A similar pattern can
be seen at the highest rotation number Ro50.7. At Ri512, there is
a slight increase in the magnitude ofu8v8 at the trailing wall with
a decrease at the leading wall. Increasing the Richardson number
further to 27, increases the magnitude of the shear stress to over
10% at the trailing wall, while damping it to about 1% at the
leading wall.

Heat transfer augmentation on the trailing and leading walls
correlate directly with the level of tke in the vicinty of the wall. In
Table 1, at Ro50.18, there is no overall increase in the augmen-
tation on the trailing wall at Ri512. A closer look at contours of
tke suggests that over the whole trailing surface, the levels of tke
are quite similar to those at Ri50, while there is a noticeable
increase as the Richardson number increases to Ri529. This trend
is reflected in the augmentation ratio which increases from 3.7 at
Ri50 and 12 to 4.13 at Ri529. At the higher rotation number
Ro50.68, there is a steady increase in the augmentation ratio at
the trailing wall from 3.76 to 4.17 at Ri512, to 4.33 at Ri527. A

Fig. 2 Mean streamlines on the leading side of the center
plane zÄ0.5 for two rotation numbers and increasing Richard-
son number. The large separation region behind the rib grows
on the leading side, while remaining constant on the trailing
side „not shown ….
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similar trend is found at the intermediate rotation number Ro
50.35. At the leading wall, an increasing Richardson number has
minimal effect on the augmentation ratio which is less than210%
at Ro50.35 and Ro50.68. At lower rotation Ro50.18, the de-
crease is217% at Ri512. The general trends observed are con-
sistent with previous experimental results of Wagner et al.@15#
which have suggested that centrifugal buoyancy does not have a
large effect on heat transfer augmentation at the leading edge, but
augment the heat transfer on the trailing wall as rotation number
increases.

Figure 6 shows the typical surface distribution of heat transfer
augmentation ratios at the trailing, leading, and the smooth side
wall at Ro50.39 and Ri530. The general pattern of augmentation
does not change at the trailing side with an increase in Richardson
number. High augmentation ratios occur at the leading edge of the
rib which is a result of the highly unsteady eddies which form in
this region. This is followed by a region of low augmentation
immediately behind the rib in the recirculating region. These val-
ues progressively increase to reach their maximums near the re-
gion of reattachment, followed by a steady decrease. Compared to
the high augmentation ratios on the trailing side, low augmenta-
tion ratios between 0.5 and 1.8, dominate the leading side of the
duct. On the smooth walls of the duct, once again the pattern of
augmentation near the trailing side rib does not vary. As Richard-
son number increases, the secondary flow gains additional
strength as seen inFig. 3, and increases the augmentation ratio in

the region where the cross-flow impinges on the smooth wall di-
rectly above the rib. Near the leading wall, however, the second-
ary flow is weakened considerably and augmentation is weak.

Averaged Nusselt number results on the leading and trailing
faces for the three rotation numbers and for three buoyancy num-
bers~including Ri50! are compared with the experiments of Liou
et al. @16#, Parsons et al.@13#, and Wagner et al.@15# in Fig. 7.
The experimental data of Ref.@16# is at Re510 000 for e/Dh
50.136 andP/e510 and the data of@13# is obtained at Re55000
for e/Dh50.125 andP/e510. The data of Ref.@15# include the
effects of buoyancy. The experiments were conducted for a stag-
gered rib arrangement withe/Dh50.1 and P/e510 at Re
525 000. In all cases, fully developed data is extracted for com-
parison.

The augmentation ratios from Wagner et al.@15# is extracted
from their Fig. 9~a! at x/d58.5 for three inlet density ratios~Dr/
r50.07, 0.13, and 0.23!. To make meaningful comparisons, the
correspondinglocal Buoyancy numbers atx/d512 are obtained
from their Fig. 10. Hence each symbol plotted inFig. 7 from
Wagner’s data has a different local buoyancy number associated
with it. The buoyancy number associated with each data point is
tabulated inFig. 7. At Ro50.125, the local buoyancy numbers
range from 0.04 to 0.112, at Ro50.25, from 0.16 to 0.43, and at
Ro50.35, from 0.34 to 0.78. Since the augmentation ratios are
obtained atx/D58.5, the actual local buoyancy numbers will be
slightly higher than these values.

Fig. 3 Contours of mean velocity at xÄ0.5 at the midrotation number with increasing Rich-
ardson number. Illustrated is the strong impingement of flow onto the smooth sidewall which is
enhanced by centrifugal buoyancy forces. The left and right sides of the figures show averaged
vertical and lateral velocities, respectively. A positive lateral velocity implies impingement on
the side wall.
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At Ro50.18, there is good agreement with the results of Par-
sons et al.@13# and Liou et al.@16# for the case of Ri50. In
general there is excellent agreement with the data of Wagner et al.
At the leading side of the duct, the experimental data does not
show a strong dependence on the buoyancy number at Ro50.12
and 0.25. At Ro50.35, the experimental augmentation ratio shows
an initial decrease at Bo50.34, and then subsequent increases at
Bo50.57 and 0.78. The calculations which have equivalent buoy-
ancy numbers of 0.12 and 0.3 still show a decrease in augmenta-
tion ratio with buoyancy consistent with the experiments at low
buoyancy numbers. The quantitative agreement is also quite good.
At the trailing side of the duct, at low rotation, Ro50.125, buoy-
ancy has very little effect on the experimental augmentation ratio.
As rotation increases to 0.35, the augmentation ratio increases
with an increase in buoyancy number from 0.26 to 0.43. These
same trends are illustrated by the computations at Ro50.18 when

the buoyancy number increases from 0.12 to 0.3. With further
increase in rotation to Ro50.35, the augmentation ratios on the
trailing side exhibit a higher sensitivity to the buoyancy number.
Both experiments and computations clearly illustrate this effect.
The experimental augmentations increase from 3.6 at Bo50.34 to
4.6 at Bo50.78, whereas the computational augmentation ratios
increase from 3.6 at Bo50 to 4.4 at Bo50.3. At the highest rota-
tion number computed Ro50.7, there is no heat transfer data in
the literature to the best of our knowledge. Current results show
that heat transfer augmentation continues to drop on the leading
side but is not significantly affected by buoyancy forces. On the
trailing side, buoyancy does increase the augmentation ratio, but it
is not significantly different than that at the lower rotation number
of Ro50.35.

The overall heat transfer augmentation for the ribbed duct pro-
vided by centrifugal buoyancy over and above the action of Co-

Fig. 4 Turbulent kinetic energy at the center of the duct and midway between ribs „xÄ0, zÄ0.5…. „a… Effect of Coriolis
forces at different rotation numbers; distribution is symmetric about yÄ0.5 for Ro Ä0. „b… Effect of centrifugal buoyancy
at RoÄ0.18. „c… Effect of buoyancy at Ro Ä0.68. Generally, tke is increased near the trailing side „bottom … and decreases
near the leading side „top …. The effect of centrifugal buoyancy on tke is similar to that of Coriolis forces.
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riolis forces is found to be less than 10%. Friction on the other
hand is augmented 15% to 20% at the highest buoyancy number
studied.

5 Conclusions
Results from LES of 90 deg ribbed duct flow are presented for

three nominal rotation numbers, Ro50.18, 0.35, and 0.67, and
three Richardson numbers Ri50, 12, 29 ~Bo50,0.12,0.3! at a
nominal Re520 000 using the dynamic Smagorinsky model. The
combined effects of Coriolis and centrifugal buoyancy forces on
mean flow and turbulent quantities, together with heat transfer and
friction augmentation data are presented.

Rotational Coriolis forces in the absence of centrifugal buoy-
ancy increase the peak in turbulent kinetic energy by a factor of
two over a nonrotating duct in the trailing wall boundary layer up
to Ro50.18, after which it increases slightly or even decreases
with a further increase in rotation number. The heat transfer aug-
mentation ratio on the trailing surface follows a somewhat similar
pattern. The augmentation ratio asymptotes to a value of about

3.7%65% and does not show any increasing trend as the rotation
number increases beyond 0.18. On the other hand, augmentation
ratios on the leading side keep decreasing with an increase in
rotation number ranging from 1.7 at Ro50.18 to 1.2 at Ro50.67.

Fig. 5 Turbulent shear stress at the center of the duct „xÄ0,
zÄ0.5… for two different rotation numbers and for varying Rich-
ardson numbers. There is a large increase in turbulent shear
stress on the trailing side „bottom … due to centrifugal buoyancy
forces.

Fig. 6 Contours of surface averaged Nusselt numbers for Ro
Ä0.39 and RiÄ29.7. Sidewall impingement on the trailing side
of the smooth wall dominates heat transfer augmentation
in that section. The reattachment region on the trailing side
shows heat transfer augmentation of 6, which is a local
maximum.
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Smooth wall coefficients are increased by 20% to 30% over a
stationary duct. The increase is primarily caused by the large
cross-stream velocities in the vicinity of the wall by the cross-
sectional secondary flow.

For the conditions simulated, centrifugal buoyancy forces
complement the effect of Coriolis forces. They significantly affect
the mean flow at the leading side of the duct by progressively
increasing the reattachment length until finally at high rotation
and high buoyancy, the separated shear layer extends all the way
to the next rib. Conversely, buoyancy has little or no effect on the
recirculating region at the trailing side over that of Coriolis forces
alone. In the duct cross section, buoyancy strengthens the second-
ary flow cells and merges the two-cell structure observed with
Coriolis forces alone into a single coherent cell in one half of the
duct cross section. This leads to a further increase of 10% to 15%
in heat transfer augmentation at the smooth walls.

Buoyancy accentuates the augmentation of turbulence near the
trailing wall of the duct over and above the action of Coriolis
forces alone. At the highest buoyancy~Ri530, Bo50.3!, the sepa-
rated shear layer at the trailing wall rib assumes a highly energetic
state with large turbulence intensities. Turbulent shear stresses as
high as 10% and turbulent kinetic energies at 28% are observed in
the shear layer midway between the ribs.

Inclusion of centrifugal buoyancy does not have a large effect
on leading side augmentation ratios for all rotation numbers. Only
at the lowest rotation number of 0.18, does buoyancy reduce the
leading side augmentation ratio by more than 10%. At the higher
rotation numbers, the reduction is less than 10%. Conversely at

the trailing side, buoyancy has a larger effect on heat transfer
augmentation. At Ro50.18, the increase is 10% for the large
buoyancy number, which increases to 20% and 15% at Ro50.35
and Ro50.67, respectively. The overall effect of buoyancy on heat
transfer augmentation for the ribbed duct is found to be less than
10% over the effect of Coriolis forces alone. Friction on the other
hand is augmented 15% to 20% at the highest buoyancy number
studied. Comparisons with available experiments show excellent
agreement.
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Nomenclature

Bo 5 buoyancy parameter (5Dr/r3r /Dh3Ro2)
Dh 5 hydraulic diameter

e 5 rib height
eW x 5 unit vector inx direction

f 5 Fanning friction factor
k 5 thermal conductivity~W/mK!

Lx 5 length of domain inx direction
nW 5 surface normal vector

Nu 5 local Nusselt number
^Nu& 5 spatially averaged Nusselt number

Nu 5 time-averaged Nusselt number
P 5 total pressure OR rib pitch
p 5 fluctuating, modified or homogenized pressure

Pr 5 Prandtl number (mCp /k)
Qx 5 flow in x direction
q9 5 constant heat flux boundary condition on duct walls

and rib
r 5 outward radial distance from axis of rotation

Re 5 Reynolds number based on bulk velocity (ūbDh /n)
Ret 5 Reynolds number based on friction velocity

(utDh /n)
Ri 5 Richardson number based on bulk velocity

(bq9rD h
2vz

2/kūb
2)

Rit 5 Richardson number based on friction velocity
(bq9rD h

2vz
2/kut

2)
Rot 5 rotation number based on friction velocity

(5vzDh /ut)
Rot 5 rotation number based on bulk velocity (5vzDh /ūb)

t 5 temperature
tke 5 turbulent kinetic energy

uW 5 Cartesian velocity vector
ūb 5 mean bulk flow velocity
ut 5 friction velocity
xW 5 physical coordinates
b 5 mean pressure gradient, also volumetric thermal ex-

pansion coefficient
d i j 5 Kronecker delta

g 5 mean temperature gradient
u 5 fluctuating, modified or homogenized temperature
r 5 density
V 5 total heat transfer surface area

vz 5 angular velocity of rotation~rad/s! aboutz-axis.

jW 5 computational coordinates

Fig. 7 Comparison of average Nusselt number augmentation
ratios at the leading and trailing sides with experiments. Liou
et al. †16‡: ReÄ10 000, eÕDhÄ0.136 and PÕeÄ10; Parsons et al.
†13‡: ReÄ5000, eÕDhÄ0.125. PÕeÄ10; Wagner et al. †15‡ Re
Ä25 000, eÕDhÄ0.1, PÕeÄ10, buoyancy information in table
above.
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Subscripts

s 5 surface
b 5 bulk
0 5 smooth duct

rms 5 root mean square
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Thermoacoustic Stability of
Quasi-One-Dimensional
Flows–Part I: Analytical and
Numerical Formulation
A numerical method is developed for transient linear analysis of quasi-one-dimensional
thermoacoustic systems, with emphasis on stability properties. This approach incorpo-
rates the effects of mean flow variation as well as self-excited sources such as the un-
steady heat release across a flame. Working in the frequency domain, the perturbation
field is represented as a superposition of local wave modes, which enables the linearized
equations to be integrated in space. The problem formulation is completed by specifying
appropriate boundary conditions. Here, we consider impedance boundary conditions as
well as those relevant to choked and shocked flows. For choked flows, the boundary
condition follows from the requirement that perturbations remain regular at the sonic
point, while the boundary conditions applicable at a normal shock are obtained
from the shock jump conditions. The numerical implementation of the proposed formula-
tion is described for the system eigenvalue problem, where the natural modes are
sought. The scheme is validated by comparison with analytical and numerical
solutions.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1791288#

Introduction
The unsteady flows that are invariably present in fluid machin-

ery frequently lead to the generation of performance-limiting in-
stabilities. In gas turbine flows, the evolution of these instabilities
can be influenced by the acoustic properties of the underlying
system as in the case of flutter, surge, and rotating stall in com-
pressors. Another example is that of combustion instability,
wherein the transient interaction between pressure and heat re-
lease can give rise to violent oscillations, resulting in structural or
thermal failure. Industrial gas turbines that employ lean premixed
prevaporized combustors are susceptible to this type of instability
as are aircraft engine afterburners. In the latter case, the instability
is referred to as screech or rumble, depending on the type of
acoustic mode involved.

Several approaches have been developed to predict the onset of
combustion instabilities. These include Galerkin projection tech-
niques@1#, time-domain simulations@2,3#, and linearized methods
@4–8#, which are usually formulated in the frequency domain. In
developing the latter models, the background flow is often taken
to be piecewise uniform so that small perturbations can be repre-
sented as a superposition of independent entropic and acoustic
modes. With this simplification, analytical transmission~or trans-
fer! matrices can be constructed, permitting the governing equa-
tions to be integrated spatially. Using this approach, mean flow
variations with length scales much smaller than those of the un-
steady flow are treated as flow discontinuities, across which
matching conditions that follow from the conservation laws must
be applied. This approach enables the development of reduced-
order models which can be used to rapidly explore the design
space. For perturbations with length scales comparable to that of
the mean flow, it is possible in principle to discretize the flow path
into several uniform segments connected by jump discontinuities.
However, since this procedure is spatially only first-order accu-

rate, it may be necessary to employ a large number of segments in
order to arrive at a good estimate for the eigenvalue.

In the present investigation, we seek to incorporate in a more
direct fashion the effects of mean flow variation on the perturba-
tions. We shall be concerned with systems in which the spatial
variation of the background flow occurs primarily along the
streamwise direction; further, diffusive effects are assumed to be
negligible so that the system can be described using the one-
dimensional Euler equations. The effect of variations in the mean
flow is to alter the local wave propagation speeds. More impor-
tantly, the modal disturbances are no longer independent and the
standard transmission matrix approach cannot be used. One
method of accounting for mean flow variations is to discretize the
linearized frequency-domain equations using one of many differ-
ent spatial differencing techniques. When appropriate inlet and
exit boundary conditions are imposed, a matrix eigenvalue prob-
lem is obtained, which can be solved numerically. However, the
true system eigenvalues are interspersed among a large number of
nonphysical eigenvalues and algorithms for the detection of the
former are not always reliable.

In the present study, we develop a general framework to exam-
ine the transient behavior of nonuniform one-dimensional ther-
moacoustic systems. This approach is well-suited for the study of
both the system eigenproblem and its forced response. Here, we
focus on the former type of problem, taking into account the pres-
ence of spatially and temporally lagged self-excited sources such
as the unsteady heat release across a flame. The perturbations are
represented in the frequency domain as a superposition of local
wave modes that are modulated in the streamwise direction. This
enables the linearized equations to be integrated efficiently to
second-order spatial accuracy.

Upon applying the relevant boundary conditions at the flow
inlet and exit, a global eigenvalue problem is derived. In this
study, we describe the application of impedance-type boundary
conditions and those corresponding to choked flows and flows
with shocks. In the case of choked flows, the boundary condition
follows from the requirement that perturbations remain well-
behaved at the sonic point. The boundary conditions applicable at
a normal shock are obtained by linearizing the Rankine–Hugoniot
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conditions. The eigenproblem solution procedure consists of a
grid-search algorithm coupled with Newton–Raphson iteration,
which circumvents the difficulties associated with identifying spu-
rious eigenvalues. The method is validated by comparison with
analytical and numerical solutions. We also discuss briefly the
manner in which the present analysis can be modified to deter-
mine the forced response of a system.

Problem Formulation
We assume a one-dimensional compressible unsteady inviscid

flow of a perfect gas with constant specific heat ratiog through a
device with cross-sectional areaA5A(x), wherex represents the
streamwise coordinate. Denoting the density, velocity, and pres-
sure byr, u, andp respectively, the governing equations of mass,
momentum, and energy conservation may be written as

]r

]t
1u

]r

]x
1

r

A

]

]x
~uA!5m, (1)

]u

]t
1u

]u

]x
1

1

r

]p

]x
5 f , (2)

]p

]t
1u

]p

]x
1

gp

A

]

]x
~uA!5~g21!q1mc2, (3)

where m5m(x,t) and q5q(x,t) are volumetric mass and heat
sources,f 5 f (x,t) represents an external body force per unit mass
and c5(gp/r)1/2 is the sonic speed. The state vectorQ
5@r u p#T is now written as the sum of a mean and time-
harmonic perturbation

Q5Q̄~x!1Q̃~x;v!eivt. (4)

Similarly, the quantities comprising the source terms on the right-
hand sides of Eqs.~1!–~3! are written as

~m, f ,q!5~m̄, f̄ ,q̄!1~m̃, f̃ ,q̃!eivt.

Assuming further that the perturbations are small,uQ̃u!uQ̄u, we
find that Q̄ is a solution of the steady versions of Eqs.~1!–~3!,
while the perturbations are governed by the linearized frequency-
domain Euler equations

B
dQ̃

dx
1~ ivI 1G!Q̃5S̃, (5)

where

B5F ū r̄ 0

0 ū
1

r̄

0 g p̄ ū

G , (6)

andG, which represents the effect of mean flow gradients is de-
fined by

G5F 1

A

d

dx
~ ūA!

1

A

d

dx
~ r̄A! 0

ū
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dū

dx

dū

dx
0

0
dp̄

dx
1

g p̄

A

dA

dx

g

A

d

dx
~ ūA!

G . (7)

The vectorS̃ on the right-hand side of Eq.~5! represents the
effects of mean source-perturbation interactions as well as tran-
sient sources and can be written as

S̃5TQ̃1F̃, (8)

where we have defined

T5F 0 0 0

f̄

r̄
0 0

2
m̄c̄2

r̄
0

m̄c̄2

p̄

G ; F̃5F m̃

f̃
~g21!q̃1 c̄2m̃

G .

The termsm̃, f̃ ,q̃ in the expression forF̃ occur as a consequence
of either external or self-excited forcing. This issue is discussed in
more detail later.

Local Wave Decomposition. Introducing now a matrix
M 21 which remains to be defined, we obtain from Eqs.~5!
and ~8!

M d

dx
~M 21Q̃!1FdM

dx
2CMG~M 21Q̃!5B21F̃, (9)

where

C52B21~ ivI 1G2T!. (10)

We selectM to be the solution of the eigenproblem

dM
dx

1ML2CM50, (11)

where the matrix of eigenvaluesL is diagonal and the columns of
M are the eigenvectors. This choice ofM diagonalizes Eq.~9!,
which assumes the form

d

dx
~M 21Q̃!2L~M 21Q̃!5M 21B21F̃. (12)

When background flow is uniform,M becomes independent ofx
and the solutions of Eq.~12! can be determined analytically: the
eigenvectors consist of two isentropic pressure~acoustic! modes
and one entropic mode that carries no pressure. The eigenvalues
corresponding to these modes are given, respectively, by
2 iv/(ū6 c̄) and 2 iv/ū, indicating that the acoustic modes
propagate at speedsū6 c̄, while the entropic mode is of convected
type and propagates at speedū. When the mean flow is nonuni-
form, pure acoustic or entropic modes cease to exist. Moreover, in
view of the fact that the wave speeds are dependent on the mean
quantities, it is evident that local modes are refracted by the non-
uniform flow.

We now assume that a mean flow, determined, for example, by
numerical solution of the steady Euler equations, has been speci-
fied on a gridxj , j 51, . . . ,N. Assuming further that the steady
and time-dependent flow quantities are spatially smooth, we may
represent the matricesC,M, andL by series expansions in the
neighborhood ofxj

F5F (0)1F (1)~x2xj !1F (2)~x2xj !
21 . . . , (13)

whereF stands for one ofC, L, or M. Inserting these expansions
into Eq. ~11! yields at lowest order in (x2xj )

M (1)1M (0)L (0)2C(0)M (0)50. (14)

If M (0) and L (0) are taken to be solutions of the local zeroth-
order eigenproblem

M (0)L (0)2C(0)M (0)50, (15)

it follows from Eqs.~13! and ~14! that

M5M (0)1O~x2xj !
2, (16)

indicating a locally second-order accurate representation of the
eigenvector matrixM. In what follows, the superscript~0! is
dropped and the solution of Eq.~15! at thej -th node is denoted by
Mj ,L j .

Considering now the control volume contained between the
grid nodes atj and j 11, we definexj 11/25(xj1xj 11)1/2. The
preceding discussion shows that, to second-order indxj5xj 11
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2xj , we may setM5Mj and M5Mj 11 in the regionsxj,x
,xj 11/2 and xj 11/2,x,xj 11 respectively. Integrating Eq.~12!
from xj to a pointx lying betweenxj andxj 11/2, we obtain

Q̃5MEFM j
21Q̃j1E

xj

x

~E 21M 21B21F̃!dxG , (17)

where

E5expE
xj

x

L~x8!dx5exp@L j~x2xj !#1O~x2xj !
2; (18)

the second equality in Eq.~18! is obtained by making use of the
expansion in Eq.~13! for L. Making use of Eqs.~16!–~18!, it is
shown in the Appendix that the perturbation quantities atj 11/2
are given by

Q̃j 1 1/25@MjEj , jM j
21#S Q̃j1

1

2
dxjBj

21F̃j D , (19)

with Ej , j5exp@Ljdxj/2#. Following a similar procedure, integra-
tion of Eq. ~12! betweenxj 11 andxj 11/2 yields

Q̃j 1 1/25@Mj 11Ej 11,j
21 Mj 11

21 #S Q̃j 112
1

2
dxjBj 11

21 F̃j 11D ,

(20)

with Ej 11,j5exp@Lj11dxj/2#. Equating the right-hand sides of Eqs.
~19! and ~20!, we have the relation

Q̃j 115Aj 11,jQ̃j1
1

2
dxj~Bj 11

21 F̃j 111Aj 11,jBj
21F̃j !, (21)

where

Aj 11,j5@Mj 11Ej 11,jMj 11
21 #@MjEj , jM j

21#.

We note that in the case of a uniform flow without forcing, the
above expression forAj 11,j reduces to the standard acoustic trans-
mission matrix.

Self-Excited Forcing. Although F̃ incorporates the effects of
both external and self-excited sources, the latter are usually of the
greatest interest. Indeed, the unsteady heat releaseq̃ plays a cen-
tral role in the occurrence of combustion instabilities. In this con-
text, the connection between the self-excited source and perturba-
tion field is generally rather complex and, with the exception of
simple configurations, not readily derived from first principles.
Instead, semiempirical models are usually employed. For ex-
ample, the unsteady heat release in the case of the ducted pre-
mixed flame studied by Bloxsidge et al.@4# was shown to be
given by

q̃

q̄
5

ũf

ūf
exp~2 ivt!F~v!H~x2xf !, (22)

whereF is a function of the frequency and geometric parameters,
H is the Heaviside step function,xf denotes the coordinate of the
flame anchor, andt5(x2xf)/ūf represents a time delay. In what
follows, we assume that external forcing does not occur. Further-
more, it is assumed that a single source exists at some interior
point x5xf and that its effects may be written as a generalization
of Eq. ~22! in the form

F̃5W~x;xf ,v!Q̃~xf !. (23)

The definition ofC in Eq. ~10! must then be altered to read

C5H 2B21~ ivI 1G2T! ~xÞxf !,

2B21~ ivI 1G2T1W! ~x5xf !.
(24)

Upon substituting Eq.~23! into Eq. ~21! and definingD j 11,j

5(Bj 11
21 Wj 111Aj 11,jBj

21Wj )dxj /2, we obtain

Q̃j 115Aj 11,jQ̃j1D j 11,jQ̃j f
(25)

wherej f denotes the index of the point with coordinatexf . Equa-
tion ~25! relates disturbance values at a given indexj to its suc-
cessor j 11 and therefore provides a means of integrating the
perturbation equations over the flow domain. Applying Eq.~25!
recursively betweenj 51 and an intermediate pointj 5n, it is
found that

Q̃n5PnQ̃11FnQ̃j f
, (26)

where we have defined

Pn5An,n21An21,n22 . . . A2,1

andFn is given by

Fn5H Dn,n211(
j 52

n21

PnPj
21D j , j 21 ~n.2!,

Dn,n21 ~n52!.

(27)

Next, upon settingj 5 j f in Eq. ~26!, we obtain

Q̃j f
5@ I 2Fj f

#21Pj f
Q̃1 . (28)

Finally, making use of Eqs.~28! and ~26! with j 5N gives

Q̃N5RQ̃1 , (29)

where the matrixR, which is given by

R5PN1FN@ I 2Fj f
#21Pj f

,

is analogous to a transmission matrix across the entire flow do-
main. The problem specification is completed by setting appropri-
ate boundary conditions at the inlet and exit, an issue that we take
up next. It should be noted that although we have assumed a
single source atx5xf , the present formulation can be generalized
to account for multiple sources at different spatial locations.
Moreover, self-excited sources that are not spatially lagged but
related to local values of the perturbation quantities can also be
included by appropriately defining the matrixT in Eq. ~8!.

Boundary Conditions
The definition of an eigenproblem for the natural modes is only

possible over regions where the flow is entirely subsonic. The
spatial variations of the background flow and perturbations are
then smooth so that the Taylor expansions in Eq.~13! hold. As we
have observed previously, the perturbations are of acoustic or en-
tropic type for a uniform subsonic background flow. This makes it
necessary to specify the amplitudes of the downstream-
propagating acoustic mode and entropic mode at the inflow
boundary and that of the upstream-propagating acoustic mode at
the outflow boundary. Hence, it follows that two conditions must
be prescribed at the inlet (j 51) and one at the exit (j 5N). In
general, these conditions may be written in the form

LQ̃150, (30)

XQ̃N50, (31)

whereL andX are frequency-dependent matrices of size 233 and
133, respectively.

Combining Eq.~29! with the boundary conditions in Eqs.~30!
and ~31!, we obtain

ZQ̃150, (32)

where

Z5F L11 L12 L13

L21 L22 L23

~XR!1 ~XR!2 ~XR!3

G .

In order for Eq. ~32! to possess nontrivial solutions, we must
demand that
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det~Z!50,

the solution of which yields the values ofv corresponding to the
natural modes of the system. The mode shapes can then be deter-
mined using these known values ofv, together with Eq.~21! and
the boundary conditions. We now examine specific boundary con-
ditions that are required in applying the preceding method to com-
mon thermoacoustic systems.

Acoustic Impedance Conditions. In ordinary acoustics, the
reflection and transmission properties of devices such as flow re-
strictors are characterized by their impedancez, which relates the
frequency-domain pressure and velocity perturbations according
to the relation

p̃5 r̄ c̄z ũ"n̂,

where n̂ is the outward-pointing unit normal vector andz is, in
general, frequency-dependent. In conjunction with the assumption
of isentropic flow for purely acoustic disturbances, the matricesL
andX in Eqs.~30! and ~31! therefore take the form

L5F 0 r̄ c̄z 1

c̄2 0 21G
in

; X5@0 r̄ c̄z 21#ex,

where the subscripts ‘‘in’’ and ‘‘ex’’ denote values at the inlet and
exit respectively. A flow boundary that is acoustically ‘‘open’’
( p̃50) corresponds toz50, while acoustically ‘‘closed’’ (ũ50)
inlet and exit conditions, for whichz→`, are given by

L5F 0 1 0

c̄in
2 0 21G ; X5@0 1 0#.

Choked Flow. We turn now to the case of a subsonic flow
that is accelerated through the sonic transition to a supersonic
state. In a study of isentropic background flows of this kind,
Marble and Candel@9# derived a compatibility relation between
the perturbation quantities, which applies in the limit of a compact
nozzle. The behavior of unsteady disturbances in a finite-length
nozzle with a linear variation of the mean velocity was also ex-
amined. However, it becomes necessary to derive more general
conditions to accommodate the arbitrary mean flows considered
here.

From the definition ofB in Eq. ~6!, we obtain

B215F 1

ū

2g p̄

c̄4b

1

ūc̄4b

0
M

c̄b

21

g p̄b

0
2g p̄

c̄2b

M

c̄b

G , (33)

whereM5ū/ c̄ is the Mach number andb5M221. At the sonic
location,x5x* , we haveM51 so thatb50. It is then evident
from Eqs. ~33! and ~10! that B and C become singular at this
point. However, the perturbation variablesQ̃ must remain finite
and this requirement leads to a boundary condition atx5x* .

Assuming thatT and F̃ are well-behaved throughout the do-
main and observing that, in addition toQ̃, the matricesB andG
are also regular at the sonic point, we may expand all quantities as
Taylor series in the neighborhood ofx5x*

Y5Y* 1Y
*
8 ~x2x* !1 . . . ,

where Y stands for any flow variable andY* 5Y(x* ), Y
*
8

5Y8(x* ). Inserting these expansions into Eq.~5!, we find that

B* Q̃
*
8 1~ ivI 1G* 2T* !Q̃* 5F̃* , (34)

which can be diagonalized by introducing the eigensystem

B* N5NK,

whereN is the matrix of eigenvectors given by

N5F r̄ r̄ 1

2 c̄ c̄ 0

g p̄ g p̄ 0
G ,

andK is the corresponding~diagonal! matrix of eigenvalues, the
elements of which areK115ū2 c̄, K225ū1 c̄, K335ū. Inserting
the expression into Eq.~23! for F̃ into Eq.~34! and making use of
Eqs.~28! and ~29!, we obtain

KN 21Q̃
*
8 1HQ̃* 50, (35)

where the matrixH, defined by

H5N 21~ ivI 1G* 2T* 2W* @ I 2Fj f
#21Pj f

R21!

is well-behaved at the sonic point. SinceK1150 at x5x* , it
follows from Eq.~29! that

H11r̃1H12ũ1H13p̃50; ~x5x* !. (36)

Equation ~36! is the analog of the compatibility condition of
Marble and Candel@9#, who point out that a condition of this type,
being applicable on both sides of the sonic point, represents an
exit ~inlet! boundary condition for the subsonic~supersonic! re-
gions. Therefore, the subsonic region is decoupled from the su-
personic part of the flow field. From the viewpoint of the system
eigenproblem, this implies that the subsonic zone can be consid-
ered in isolation, with the exit boundary condition matrixX in Eq.
~31! given byX5@H11 H12 H13#.

Shock Jump Conditions. We now consider flows with
shocks, which in the present context of quasi-one-dimensional
flow, are normal. Consequently, the background flow decelerates
from a supersonic (M.1) to a subsonic (M,1) state across the
shock. The response of a normal shock in a one-dimensional flow
to acoustic excitations has been studied by Culick and Rogers
@10#, who considered isentropic steady flows on both sides of the
shock. In the present investigation, we adapt their approach to
examine mean flows and perturbations that are more general.

The shock location is time-dependent in an unsteady flow. In
analogy with the frequency-domain representation for the state
vector given by Eq.~4!, we write the shock positionxSh as

xSh~ t !5 x̄Sh1 x̃She
ivt, (37)

wherex̄Sh is the mean shock location andx̃Sh represents the am-
plitude of its oscillation, which we assume to be small. The steady
flow states on either side of the shock are related by the Rankine–
Hugoniot conditions@11#. Since the volume enclosed by the shock
is infinitesimal, the unsteady flow across it is quasi-steady so that
the flow relations for small disturbances are obtained by lineariz-
ing the steady shock jump conditions. The Rankine–Hugoniot
conditions are most conveniently written in a frame in which the
shock is stationary. We therefore adopt the following definitions:
the unsteady states upstream and downstream of the shock in the
reference frame fixed to it are denoted by the subscripts ‘‘Sh,u’’
and ‘‘Sh,d,’’ respectively, while the corresponding states in the
frame of the flow device are denoted by the subscripts ‘‘u’’ and
‘‘d.’’

Observing that the supersonic flow upstream of the shock pre-
cludes transmission of upstream-propagating disturbances across
it, we obtain upon making use of Eq.~37!

ũSh,u5Fdūu

dx U
x̄Sh

2 ivG x̃Sh. (38)

That is, the upstream velocity perturbation in the shock frame is a
result of two distinct effects: the first is due to the motion of the
shock through a nonuniform flow field and may be regarded as a
convective phenomenon, while the second is a consequence of the
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Galilean coordinate transformation corresponding to a translating
reference frame. By similar reasoning, the downstream velocity
perturbation is determined by the expression

ũSh,d5ũd1Fdūd

dx U
x̄Sh

2 ivG x̃Sh. (39)

The disturbances in density and pressure at the shock upstream
and downstream locations are caused only by the movement of the
shock through the corresponding~nonuniform! mean fields so that
we have

r̃Sh,u5
dr̄u

dx U
x̄Sh

x̃Sh; r̃Sh,d5 r̃d1
dr̄u

dx U
x̄Sh

x̃Sh, (40)

p̃Sh,u5
dp̄u

dx U
x̄Sh

x̃Sh; p̃Sh,d5 p̃d1
dp̄u

dx U
x̄Sh

x̃Sh, (41)

The jump ~Rankine–Hugoniot! conditions for the steady flow
are given by

r̄d

r̄u
5

ūu

ūd
5

~g11!Mu
2

21~g21!Mu
2 ;

p̄d

p̄u
5

2gMu
22~g21!

g11
.

Upon linearizing these conditions and making use of Eqs.~38!–
~41!, we obtain, after some algebra

S r̃d

r̄d
,
ũd

ūd
,
p̃d

p̄d
D5~R,U,P!x̃Sh, (42)

where the functionsR, U, andP are given by

R5F 1

r̄u

dr̄u

dx
2

1

r̄d

dr̄d

dx
1

1

Mu
3

r̄d

r̄u
S 4

g11D S dMu

dx
2

iv

c̄u
D G

x̄Sh

,

U5F 1

ūu

dūu

dx
2

1

ūd

dūd

dx
1

1

Mu
3

ūu

ūd
S 4

g11D
3H dMu

dx
2

iv

2c̄u
~Mu

211!J G
x̄Sh

,

P5F 1

p̄u

dp̄u

dx
2

1

p̄d

dūd

dx
1Mu

p̄u

p̄d
S 4

g11D S dMu

dx
2

iv

c̄u
D G

x̄Sh

.

The unsteady shock jump conditions are obtained by eliminat-
ing x̃Sh from any two of Eq.~42!. Thus, the matrixL in Eq. ~29!
takes the form

L5F Uūd 2Rr̄d 0

Pp̄d 0 2Rr̄d
G .

Numerical Method
We now focus attention on the numerical implementation of the

procedure described in the preceding sections. For a given mean
flow Q̄, the matricesB, G, T, and W are first computed. The
gradients that appear inG are calculated using centered second-
order finite differences in shock-free regions, while one-sided
second-order differences are employed in the neighborhood of a
shock.

With v set to any complex value, the local eigenproblem of Eq.
~15! is solved at every station. Since the characteristic equation is
cubic, its solutions can be determined analytically. Consequently,
the matrixR in Eq. ~29!, which relates the inlet and exit pertur-
bation states can be computed. Next, the boundary condition ma-
tricesL andX are calculated, enabling the construction ofZ in Eq.
~32! and the evaluation of its determinant.

The system eigenvalues, defined to be those values ofv5v r
1 iv i for which D(v)5D r1 iD i5det(Z) vanishes, are determined
using a grid-search method@12,13#. In this procedure,D(v) is

evaluated on a grid constructed using discrete values ofv r and
v i . RegardingD r andD i as surfaces in thev r2v i space, a stan-
dard contouring algorithm is employed to determine the curves
corresponding toD r50 andD i50. The points that lie at the in-
tersection of these two families of curves are the system eigenval-
ues. In practice, a coarse grid-search is employed to yield approxi-
mate eigenvalues, which are then used to initialize a Newton–
Raphson iteration to obtain more accurate estimates by drivingD
to zero.

The present technique of determining the eigenvalues is to be
contrasted with the more conventional procedure of discretizing
the governing equations using finite difference, finite element, or
spectral methods and solving the resulting 3N33N nonsparse
matrix eigenproblem. This procedure yields 3N modes and eigen-
values, not all of which are physical. While algorithms have been
developed to identify the spurious eigenvalues, they are not al-
ways reliable. This difficulty does arise in the present method
since all roots found within the specified search window satisfy
the conditionD50.

Once an eigenvalue has been determined, the mode shape cor-
responding to it is determined as follows. The value of one of the
unsteady variables is set to an arbitrary value at the inlet. For
example, if the inlet is ‘‘open,’’ one may setũ51. The remaining
unsteady inlet variables are then determined by solving Eq.~32!
for the specified~complex! value ofv. Next, these values of inlet
variables are used in conjunction with Eq.~21! to obtain the sys-
tem mode shape at the node locations. We note that since the local
eigenvalues and eigenmodes can be taken as constant~to second-
order accuracy! between grid nodes, the mode shape can also be
determined at intermediate points. In addition to the system mode
shapes corresponding tor̃, ũ, and p̃, the shape of the entropy
content of the mode is often of interest. The unsteady entropy
s̃(x) is constructed using the relation

s̃

cv
5

p̃

p̄
2g

r̃

r̄
,

wherecv is specific heat at constant volume.

Validation of Procedure
We will now demonstrate that the present method of determin-

ing the system modes and eigenvalues yields results in agreement
with those obtained by other means. We begin by considering the
unsteady flow through a duct with area variation

A~x!5A0S x01x

l D 2

; 0<x< l ,

whereA050.1 m2, x051 m, andl 51 m. The solution for a con-
figuration of this type in the absence of a mean flow for ‘‘open’’
isentropic boundaries can be determined following the procedure
described by Munjal@14#, and yields the eigenvalues

vn5
npc

l
; n51,2,3, . . . , (43)

which are identical to those for flow in a uniform channel. How-
ever, the mode shapes differ from those of a constant-area con-
figuration; specifically, the structure of the pressure modesp̃n ,
n51,2,3. . . , is given by

Table 1 Comparison of numerical and analytical eigenfre-
quencies for low Mach number flow through a channel with
quadratic area variation

n Numerical~Hz! Analytical ~Hz!

1 170.184 170.131
2 340.337 340.263
3 510.466 510.394
4 680.578 680.525
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p̃n~x!5
1

x1x0
expS inp

x0

l D sinFnp
~x2x0!

l G . (44)

Since the present formulation becomes singular forM50, the
effect of a stationary medium is simulated by setting the inlet
Mach number to 531024. Using a grid comprised ofN521
points, the first four eigenfrequenciesf n5vh/2p as determined
by the present numerical method are compared with those ob-
tained from Eq.~43! in Table 1 and found to be in very good
agreement. As is evident from Eq.~44!, the area divergence at-
tenuates the pressure mode from inlet to exit. This behavior is
correctly predicted by the present method and both the magnitude
and phase of the third pressure modep̃3(x), shown inFig. 1, are
seen to be in excellent agreement with the analytical result. The
numerical mode shapes inFig. 1 are determined at two equally
spaced points between the grid nodes, in addition to the grid nodes
themselves.

Next, we examine a configuration studied recently by Lin@16#,
which represents a simplified model of an industrial gas turbine
combustor and consists of a flame tube of inlet area 1.267
31022 m2, terminated by a converging-diverging nozzle. The
overall length of the device is 1.543 m. Air at a total pressure of
2026.9 kPa and total temperature of 683.9 K enters the flame tube
at a Mach number of 0.136. A flame, located atx/ l 50.18, raises
the total temperature by 712.4 K. The area distribution for the
configuration is depicted inFig. 2„a…; also shown are the mean
flow parameters determined by numerical solution of the steady
Euler equations using 194 nonuniformly spaced grid points. The
inlet boundary conditions are set asp̃5 s̃50, while the condition
in Eq. ~36! for choked flow is applied at the exit.

Assuming that there are no self-excited sources, the complex
frequencies for the first four modes are shown in Table 2. We
observe that the second mode is unstable, while the remaining
modes are damped. The real parts of the eigenvalues predicted by
the present approach are generally in very good agreement with
those obtained by Lin@16#. The growth rate of the unstable mode
is also well predicted. However, the damping rates of the three
stable modes obtained by the present method are observed to be
slightly lower than those of Lin@16#. The shapes of the pressure
and entropy modes corresponding tov2 are illustrated in

Fig. 1 Numerical „•… and analytical „ … magnitude „top
panel … and phase „bottom panel … of the pressure mode corre-
sponding to the third eigenvalue in Table 1

Fig. 2 „a… Mean flow for the configuration of Lin †16‡. „b…,„c…,„d… Pressure and entropy mode shapes corresponding to v2 in Table
2 †16‡: the present results „ … are compared with those of Lin †16‡ „ …

Table 2 Comparison of eigenfrequencies for a model combus-
tor determined using the present analysis with the results of
Lin †16‡

n

Re(vn) Im(vn)

Present Lin@16# Present Lin@16#

1 253.2 254.2 32.5 34.8
2 622.2 621.0 264.0 264.1
3 996.0 994.8 61.6 64.4
4 1502.0 1502.2 103.0 105.4
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Figs. 2„b…,„c…,„d… and the agreement is observed to be good in
general. There are some differences evident near the sonic point in
the nozzle, but these appear to be small and locally confined. It is
interesting to observe that, owing to the inlet boundary condition,
the amplitude of the entropy mode is zero upstream of the flame
and that the interaction between the flame and the unsteady pres-
sure results in entropy generation downstream. In fact, the un-
steady pressure and entropy are coupled at the choked exit as
shown in @9#. The acceleration of hot spots through the choked
nozzle generates acoustic disturbances which in turn cause en-
tropy perturbations, resulting in instability@5,6,16#.

Conclusion
A formulation has been developed for the stability analysis of

spatially nonuniform thermoacoustic systems, accounting for self-
excited sources. In this frequency-domain method, the unsteady
disturbances are represented as a superposition of local wave
modes, which are modulated in the flow direction. This enables
the linearized Euler equations to be integrated across the flow
domain with second-order spatial accuracy. The general develop-
ment presented here is applicable both to forced problems and
those in which the natural modes of the system are sought. The
emphasis here is on the latter class of problems, where appropriate
inlet and exit conditions are required to complete the problem
specification. The formulation of impedance-type boundary con-
ditions as well as those corresponding to shocks and choked flows
was described. The global eigenproblem is solved using a grid-
search algorithm in conjunction with Newton iteration. The
scheme was validated by comparison with analytical and numeri-
cal solutions.

Although the focus in this study has been on the determination
of the natural modes and frequencies of a thermoacoustic system,
the calculation of the forced response readily follows from the
general formulation. Specifically, repeated application of Eq.~21!
between the nodes atj 51 and j 5N21 yields an expression of
the form

Q̃N5PNQ̃11(
j 51

N

Cj F̃j ,

whereCj , j 51, . . . ,N are 333 matrices which depend only on
the mean flow. Applying the boundary conditions in Eqs.~30! and
~31!, we find that

ZQ̃15F0 0 2X(
j 51

N

Cj F̃j GT

. (45)

Equation ~45! can be inverted to determineQ̃1 provided Z is
nonsingular. This latter condition requires that the forcing not oc-
cur at a natural frequency of the system. OnceQ̃1 is determined,
the response at other points in the flow domain can be computed
by marching using Eq.~21!.

It is worth pointing out that the assumption of quasi-one-
dimensional flow ignores an effect that can be significant when
rapid area changes are present in the flow path. Under these con-
ditions, a local three-dimensional distortion of the acoustic field
will occur. This can affect the system eigenvalues in much the
same manner as the end correction alters the natural frequency of
a Helmholtz resonator. In addition, flow separation can occur at
the the abrupt area change, which has a dissipative effect on the
perturbation field.
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Appendix
Here we illustrate the derivation of Eq.~19! which relates the

perturbation vector at a pointj 11/2 between the grid nodes atj
and j 11 to the flow quantities at the nodej . In accordance with
the approximation described in the main body of the paper, we set
M5Mj ,L5L j in the regionxj,x,xj 11/2. Evaluating Eq.~17!
at x5xj 11/2 yields

Q̃j 1 1/25MjEj , jFM j
21Q̃j1E

xj

xj 1 1/2

~E 21M j
21B21F̃!dxG ,

(A1)

whereEj , j5exp@Ljdxj/2#. The first term on the right-hand side of
Eq. ~A1! is readily determined in terms ofQ̃j and it then remains
to evaluate the integral

J5E
0

dxj /2

exp@2L jj#Pdj, (A2)

where we have definedj5x2xj and

P5M j
21B21F̃. (A3)

SinceB is a nonsingular smooth function ofx, we may expandP
as a Taylor series inj5x2xj :

P5P01P08j1O~j2!,

whereP05P(xj ), P085P8(xj ). Substituting Eq.~A3! into Eq.~A2!
and integrating by parts yields, to second order indxj

J52L j
21@e2L jdxj /22I #P02L j

21F S 1

2
dxj I 1L j

21D
3e2L jdxj /22L j

21GP08 . (A4)

Using the Taylor expansion of the exponential function in Eq.
~A4! and retaining only terms of orderdxj gives the result

J5
1

2
dxjP01O~dxj

2!. (A5)

Combination of Eqs.~A3!, ~A4!, and~A5! then shows that

Q̃j 1 1/25MjEj , jM j
21F Q̃j1

1

2
dxjBj

21F̃j G .
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Thermoacoustic Stability of
Quasi-One-Dimensional
Flows—Part II: Application to
Basic Flows
In this paper, applications of a previously developed numerical formulation (Prasad, D.,
and Feng, J., 2004, ‘‘Thermoacoustic Stability of Quasi-One-Dimensional Flows—Part I:
Analytical and Numerical Formulation,’’ J. Turbomach.,126, pp. 636–643. for the sta-
bility analysis of spatially varying one-dimensional flows are investigated. The results are
interpreted with the aid of a generalized acoustic energy equation, which shows that the
stability of a flow system depends not only on the nature of the unsteady heat, mass and
momentum sources but also on the mean flow gradients and on the inlet and exit boundary
conditions. Specifically, it is found that subsonic diffusing flows with strongly reflecting
boundary conditions are unstable, whereas flows with a favorable pressure gradient are
not. Transonic flows are also investigated, including those that feature acceleration
through the sonic condition and those in which a normal shock is present. In both cases,
it is found that the natural modes are stable. Finally, we study a simplified ducted flame
configuration. It is found that the length scale of the mean heat addition affects system
stability so that the thin-flame model commonly used in studies of combustion stability
may not always be applicable.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1791289#

Introduction
The stability of thermoacoustic systems plays a significant role

in the development and operation of gas turbine power plants and
other fluid machinery. In particular, the deleterious effects of com-
pression and combustion system instabilities on the performance
and operability of aircraft engines and industrial power generation
units are well known. The ability to predict these instabilities dur-
ing the development process is therefore of crucial importance
since it enables the designer to adopt measures that minimize or
eliminate their occurrence.

A class of methods for analyzing the stability of thermoacoustic
systems that has found widespread acceptance is based on the
frequency–domain linearized equations of motion, assuming that
the background flow is piecewise uniform. A method applicable to
one-dimensional flows with arbitrary spatial variations was re-
cently developed by Prasad and Feng@1#. In this method, the
unsteady flow is represented as a superposition of local wave
modes, which enables the governing equations to be integrated
across the domain. Together with the appropriate boundary condi-
tions, a global eigenvalue problem can then be derived, which is
solved numerically. While a large variety of flows can be studied
using this method, we consider here several relatively simple con-
figurations. Specifically, subsonic and transonic flows with ad-
verse and favorable pressure gradients and a ducted flame with
distributed heat release are examined. These configurations repre-
sent elements found in many thermoacoustic systems of engineer-
ing interest. Moreover, the study of these components in isolation,
as is done here, leads to an improved understanding of their im-
pact on the stability properties of the complex systems within
which they are embedded.

In order to better interpret the stability aspects of the flow, we

employ the acoustic energy equation of Dowling@2#, which re-
veals the roles played by the mean flow and boundary conditions.
We then examine subsonic diffusing flows with strongly reflecting
boundary conditions such as that due to a pressure release and
show that they are unstable. On the other hand, even with strongly
reflecting boundary conditions, subsonic flows with favorable
pressure gradients are found to only possess stable natural modes.

We also examine the stability of two types of transonic flows.
In the first type, the flow accelerates from a subsonic state to a
supersonic state through a converging–diverging nozzle while in
the second, deceleration from supersonic to subsonic flow occurs
across a normal shock. Both instances of transonic flow are found
to be stable. For the accelerating case, it is found that the damping
rate depends on the length scale of the area variation while that for
the diffuser is controlled by the shock strength.

Finally, we examine a simplified model of a flame in a constant-
area duct with a distributed heat release intended to simulate re-
alistic combustor flows. The unsteady heat release across the
flame is modeled using a time-lag model. The dependence of the
system eigenvalues on the flame temperature is studied. When the
distributed heat release is replaced with a concentrated one, the
system eigenvalues and mode shapes are found to behave differ-
ently. These results suggest that the compact flame model com-
monly employed in reduced order models of thermoacoustic sys-
tems may not always be applicable.

Generalized Acoustic Energy Equation
In interpreting the stability behavior of thermoacoustic systems,

the use of an energy balance equation often provides insight into
the mechanisms involved. An early instance is the celebrated Ray-
leigh @4# criterion for thermoacoustic stability in the absence of a
mean flow, which has been examined in more mathematical terms
by Chu@5#. More recently, Dowling@2# has derived a generalized
acoustic energy equation which incorporates the effect of a mean
flow as well as the generation of acoustic energy from vortical and
entropic perturbations. Following the procedure in@2#, a one-
dimensional variant of this equation may be developed, taking
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into account mass sources and body forces, in addition to heat
sources. Adopting the nomenclature of@1# and denoting perturba-
tion quantities by primes@e.g., u85ū(x)2u(x,t)], the acoustic
energy« and intensityI are defined according to

«5
1

2
r̄u821

1

r̄ c̄2 S 1

2
p821 r̄ūp8u8D , (1)

I5S u81
ū

r̄ c̄2 p8D ~p81 r̄ūu8!, (2)

The acoustic energy equation then takes the form
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whereS is given by
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It then follows from Eq.~3! that

d

dt E0

l

^«&Adx5^I &Aux502^I &Aux5 l1E
0

l

^S &Adx, (5)

where the notation̂•& denotes the average over one temporal
cycle. Equation~5! shows that the rate of growth of the system
acoustic energy is determined by the flux of the intensity through
the flow boundaries and the volumetric ‘‘sources’’ that comprise
S. In the case of self-excited oscillations, the contributions due to
the intensity fluxes are determined by the nature of the conditions
imposed at the inlet and exit boundaries. Specifically, strongly
reflecting conditions such as those corresponding to ‘‘open’’ or
‘‘closed’’ boundaries, which cause energy to become trapped
within the device can lead to instability.

Turning now to the termS, we observe from the right-hand side
of Eq. ~4! that the first component is associated with heat sources;
in fact, as shown in@2#, it reduces to the Rayleigh source term,
(g21)p8q8/g p̄ for a constant-area configuration without mean
flow. The second and third terms on the right-hand side of Eq.~4!
illustrate the fact that mass sources and body forces, in addition to
heat sources, have an impact on system stability. The effect of
area changes and mean flow variations are incorporated in the last
three terms; in particular, the fifth and sixth terms represent ex-
plicitly the effects of coupling between the perturbations and
mean flow gradients.

The preceding discussion illustrates that the nature of instability
even in one-dimensional flow systems can be quite complicated.
The eventual fate of a disturbance is determined by several differ-
ent, possibly competing mechanisms and, unlike the case exam-
ined by Rayleigh@4#, it is difficult to arrive at a general criterion
for stability. In what follows, we consider disturbances of the form

~r8,u8,p8!5~ r̃~x!,ũ~x!,p̃~x!!eivt,

and numerically solve an eigenproblem as described in@1# to de-
termine the complex natural frequenciesvn and system eigen-
modes (r̃n ,ũn ,p̃n) for mode ordersn51,2,3, . . . .

Subsonic Flows
We focus attention now on flows in which the Mach number

remains subsonic throughout the domain. It is assumed that there

are no heat or mass sources and that no external forces act on the
fluid. Flows with both adverse and favorable pressure gradients
through ducts of lengthl 50.5 m are considered. The inlet area is
0.1 m2, while the inlet total pressure and total temperature are set
to 101.3 kPa and 300 K, respectively. Then, assuming that the
flow is isentropic, the mean quantities can be determined by en-
forcing conservation of mass and the stagnation quantities.

Diffusing Flows. We examine first a diffusing flow in which
the Mach number decreases linearly from 0.5 to 0.1. The area and
pressure distributions~normalized by their exit values! and Mach
number are shown inFig. 1(a). In this calculation, the diffuser is
discretized using a grid consisting of 101 equally-spaced points.
The boundary conditions are taken asp̃5 s̃50 at the inlet (x
50) andp̃50 at x5 l , wheres represents the entropy.

The spectrum is shown inFig. 2, with the eigenvalues normal-
ized by ūin / l , where the subscript ‘‘in’’ denotes inlet conditions.
The most prominent feature of the eigenvalues is that Im(v),0,
indicating that the natural modes are unstable. The shapes of the
pressure modesp̃n(x), n51,2,3 are illustrated inFigs. 1(b) and
1(c). The local peaks ofu p̃1u andu p̃3u decrease in the direction of
increasing area and their nodes are not evenly spaced. This lack of
symmetry is a consequence of the fact that the local wave modes
are refracted by the mean flow, as discussed in@1#.

Fig. 1 „a… Mach number „ …, normalized area †A ÕA „ l …,
‡ and normalized pressure †p̄ Õp̄ „ l …, — " — "‡ distributions

for diffusing subsonic flow. „b… Magnitude and „c… phase of the
first three pressure modes p̃ n„x …: nÄ1 „— " — "…, nÄ2 „ …

and nÄ3 „ ….
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We now examine the unstable nature of the system modes, a
feature that has received only limited attention in the past. For the
flow considered here, Eq.~5! reduces to

d

dt E0

l

^«&Adx5^I &Aux502^I &Aux5 l1E
0

l

^I &
dA

dx
dx. (6)

It therefore appears that the overall growth or damping of a dis-
turbance for this flow field is determined by the nature of the inlet
and exit conditions and the mean flow and area distributions. In
order to verify the first of these conjectures, we carry out an
eigenanalysis for a flow with the same mean properties but with
the ‘‘open’’ downstream boundary replaced with an acoustic im-
pedancezex511 i. The spectrum obtained using this boundary
condition, illustrated inFig. 2, is observed to consist of damped
modes. This is to be expected, for the downstream impedance
with Re(zex).0 represents a dissipative element so that energy is
no longer trapped within the device. We also note that the effect of
the nonzero reactance@ Im(zex)Þ0# is to cause a shift in the fre-
quencies of the resonant modes relative to the ‘‘open’’ case.

We now address the second conjecture, viz., the effect of the
mean flow and area variations on system stability by considering a
less diffusive mean flow, in which the Mach number decreases
linearly from 0.5 to 0.3; the inlet and exit boundaries are taken to
be ‘‘open’’ ( p̃50). The resulting spectrum is shown inFig. 2; it is
evident that the effect of the reduced diffusion is to move the
eigenvalues in the direction of neutral stability. In the limiting
case of no diffusion~uniform flow!, the natural modes become
neutrally stable so that the eigenvalues lie along the real axis.

Although the instability of diffuser flows has been studied pre-
viously, the focus has been restricted to low-speed configurations.
Specifically, Kline@6# first demonstrated the existence of a ‘‘tran-
sitory stall’’ regime for diffusers with moderately large area diver-
gence, where the flow is highly unsteady. Early attempts to col-
lapse the oscillation frequency proved unsuccessful@7–9#. Recent
experiments by Kwong and Dowling@10# have however revealed
that in this regime, the unsteadiness is caused by oscillations in
the upstream edge of the stall cell across the entire section of the
diffuser, suggesting that the inception of the instability can be
described using a one-dimensional analysis. An analysis of this
type was carried out in@10# for a configuration consisting of a
diffuser connected to a downstream plenum, assuming incom-
pressible flow in the diffuser and treating the plenum as a Helm-
holtz resonator. Using a ‘‘steady stall’’ model, wherein the flow

within the stall cell was taken to be incompressible, good agree-
ment of the unstable frequency with experiment was obtained al-
though the theoretical eigenvalue was damped.

Kwong and Dowling@10# have emphasized the necessity for an
unsteady flow model of the diffuser to incorporate the acoustics of
the duct~or plenum! to which the diffuser is connected. In their
case, the compressibility of the plenum is decoupled from the
inertia of the fluid in the diffuser. This separation of the compli-
ance and inertia does not occur in the examples we have consid-
ered since the flow is compressible. As a consequence, a multitude
of unstable modes is obtained, whereas the analysis of@10# pre-
dicts a single unstable frequency. This occurs because the assump-
tion of incompressible flow in the diffuser precludes acoustic
wave propagation there so that the only mode of oscillation results
from a balance between the compliance of the plenum and the
inertia of the fluid in the diffuser.

Accelerating Flows. Pursuing the previous line of reasoning
further, it is natural to inquire whether the system modes are
damped for an accelerating background flow. Thus we consider in
Fig. 3(a) a subsonic flow with converging area such that the
Mach number rises linearly from 0.5 at the inlet to 0.9 at the exit.
Assuming p̃50 at the inlet and exit boundaries and isentropic
flow at the inlet, the spectrum obtained for this flow is illustrated
in Fig. 4. We observe that the eigenvalues correspond to damped

Fig. 2 Spectra for subsonic diffuser flow with MinÄ0.5 and
‘‘open’’ inlet condition: results are shown for MexÄ0.1 with
‘‘open’’ exit condition „h…, MexÄ0.1 with zexÄ1¿ i „n… and Mex
Ä0.3 with ‘‘open’’ exit condition „s…

Fig. 3 „a… Mach number „ …, normalized area †A ÕA „ l …,
‡ and normalized pressure †p̄ Õp̄ „ l …, — " —"‡ distributions

for accelerating subsonic flow. „b… Magnitude and „c… phase of
the first three pressure modes p̃ n„x …: nÄ1 „— " — "…, nÄ2
„ … and nÄ3 „ ….
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natural modes. The shapes of the pressure modes corresponding to
the first three eigenvalues are shown inFigs.3(b) and 3(c). As in
the case of the diffuser flow, we observe a marked lack of sym-
metry in the amplitudes; here, the refractive effect of the back-
ground flow variations on the local wavelength is even more pro-
nounced, owing to the proximity of the Mach number to unity
near the nozzle exit.

Next, we investigate the effect of the downstream boundary
condition on system stability. In analogy with the approach
adopted for the diffuser flow, we set the exit impedance to a value
zex5211 i; this implies a negative acoustic resistance so that the
energy is fed into the system atx5 l . The effect of this impedance
condition is to move the eigenvalues closer to the real axis, as
shown inFig. 4. However, the modes remain stable, illustrating
the fact that the nature of the boundary conditions does not solely
determine the stability of the system. Rather, the mean flow and
area distributions also play an important role in this regard, in
accord with Eq.~5!.

Transonic Flows
We now turn to flows in which the Mach number exceeds unity.

However, since only inlet boundary conditions can be specified
for a purely supersonic flow, it is evident that such a configuration
does not possess eigensolutions. Thus, for natural modes to exist,
the flow must be subsonic at one of the boundaries. We consider
both possibilities here, the first configuration being a transonic
nozzle in which the incoming flow is subsonic and undergoes
isentropic acceleration to a supersonic state. The second configu-
ration is a transonic diffuser, where a supersonic flow decelerates
to subsonic speed across a normal shock.

Transonic Nozzle. A transonic nozzle of lengthl 51 m, and
inlet total pressure and total temperature of 101.3 kPa and 300 K,
respectively, is considered. The nozzle is designed for a Mach
number variation given by

M ~x!50.210.8@11tanh 10~x20.8!#,

shown in Fig. 5(a). Setting the throat area to 0.1 m2, the area
distribution and mean flow parameters are determined by impos-
ing conservation of mass and the total quantities. Here, we have
employed a grid consisting of 101 equally-spaced points. The area
and pressure, normalized by their inlet values, are shown inFig. 5
(a). The flow variables are nearly constant over 0,x/ l ,0.6;
beyond x/ l'0.6 the flow accelerates rapidly and achieves the
sonic state atx/ l 50.8. The inlet boundary atx50 is assumed to
be ‘‘open’’ and isentropic (p̃5 s̃50) while the boundary condi-
tion derived in@1# for choked flow is applied at the sonic point.

Fig. 4 Spectra for subsonic nozzle flow with MinÄ0.5, Mex
Ä0.9 and ‘‘open’’ inlet condition: results are shown for the
‘‘open’’ exit condition „h… and for zexÄÀ1¿ i „n…

Fig. 5 „a… Mach number „ …, normalized area †A ÕA „0…,
‡ and normalized pressure †p̄ Õp̄ „0…, " " " ‡ distribu-

tions for small length-scale transonic flow. „b… Magnitude and
„c… phase of p̃ 1„x … and p̃ 3„x … determined using the exact „ …

and compact-nozzle „ … boundary conditions.

Fig. 6 Spectrum for transonic flow through the nozzle of Fig. 5
„a…. Eigenvalues determined using the exact „h… and compact-
nozzle „n… boundary conditions are shown.
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The spectrum is shown inFig. 6 and is seen to consist of
damped natural modes. While the damping rate of the first (n
51) mode is small, it increases rapidly with the mode ordern. In
Figs. 5(b) and 5(c), we illustrate the structure of then51 and
n53 pressure modes. Neither the slope nor the value ofu p̃u is
zero at the throat, indicating that its acoustic impedance is finite
and nonzero.

In the limit of a compact nozzle, where the length scale of the
nozzle is much larger than that of the perturbations, Marble and
Candel@3# have shown that the matching condition between the
subsonic and supersonic regions is given by

r̃

r̄
1

2ũ

ū
2

p̃

p̄
50. (7)

For isentropic flow, it follows from Eq.~7! that the acoustic im-
pedance at the throat is given by

z5
2

g21
,

illustrating that the compact choked nozzle represents a purely
resistive element with positive damping. The simplicity of the
analytical expression in Eq.~7! makes it attractive for use in
reduced-order models for combustion instability. It is therefore of
interest to investigate its applicability to the present flow. To this
end, the spectrum obtained using the boundary condition in Eq.
~7! is shown inFig. 6. For modes withn<4, the eigenvalues are
seen to be in good agreement with those of the exact analysis. At
larger values ofn, increasingly large differences are observed in
the damping rate although the frequency obtained using the
asymptotic condition in Eq.~7! appears to be in reasonably good
agreement with the exact boundary condition value. The shapes of
the pressure modesp̃n(x) for n51,3 obtained using the boundary
condition of Eq.~17! are depicted inFigs. 5(b) and 5(c). The
magnitude and phase ofp̃1(x) are in excellent agreement with
those of the exact analysis with small differences evident near the
sonic point. In the case the third mode, we observe that the mag-
nitude differs noticeably from the solution corresponding to the
exact boundary condition although the phase variation is well cap-
tured.

Next, we consider a quite different transonic nozzle flow with
the same end states. Thus the inlet quantities, nozzle length and
sonic location are the same as in the previous case but the Mach
number varies linearly, as shown inFig. 7(a); the corresponding
area and pressure distributions~normalized by their inlet values!
are also shown. In contrast with the nozzle examined previously,
the area contraction occurs over an extended length scale. The
spectrum of eigenvalues for this flow configuration, discretized on
a grid comprised of 101 equally-spaced points, is depicted inFig.
8. Since the nozzles inFigs. 5(a) and 7(a) possess the same
length and inlet velocities, it is appropriate to compare the spectra
of Figs. 8 and 6. The frequencies of the natural modes inFig. 8
are observed to be smaller than those inFig. 6; they are also more
heavily damped, particularly at the lower mode orders.

The shapes of the pressure modesp̃n(x) for n51,3 are shown
in Figs. 7(b) and 7(c). In contrast with the previous case, the
refractive effect of the mean flow is much stronger and both
modes are seen to exhibit significant changes in the local wave-
length between the inlet and sonic point. Observing, in particular,
that even the lowest order mode features variations on the length
scale of the area variation, it is evident that the asymptotic bound-
ary condition of Eq.~7! cannot be expected to apply. Nevertheless,
for completeness we examine its effect on the spectrum and mode
shapes inFigs. 8 and 7(b) and 7(c), respectively. Although the
frequencies are estimated to good approximation, the compact
nozzle condition is seen to severely underpredict the damping
rates. Similarly, we observe that the mode shapes differ signifi-
cantly from those obtained using the more precise analysis.

Fig. 7 „a… Mach number „ …, normalized area †A ÕA „0…,
‡ and normalized pressure †p̄ Õp̄ „0…, — " — "‡ distributions

for large length-scale transonic flow. „b… Magnitude and „c…
phase of p̃ 1 and p̃ 3 as determined using the exact „ … and
compact-nozzle „ … boundary conditions.

Fig. 8 Spectrum for transonic flow through the nozzle of Fig. 7
„a…. Eigenvalues determined using the exact „h… and compact-
nozzle „n… boundary conditions are shown
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Transonic Diffuser. We now consider flow through a tran-
sonic diffuser. Air at a total pressure of 101.3 kPa, a total tem-
perature of 300 K and a Mach number of 1.1 enters a diffuser of
length l 51 m with an area variation given by

A50.110.03 tanh 2~x20.8!,

which is shown inFig. 9(a). Assuming that a shock exists at
x/ l 50.2, the mean flow is determined as follows. The flow quan-
tities between the inlet and shock are determined by enforcing
conservation of mass and the stagnation quantities. The Rankine–
Hugoniot conditions applied across the shock are then used to
compute the stagnation quantities downstream of the shock. Ap-
plying conservation of mass and these stagnation quantities be-
tween the shock and the flow exit, the mean flow variables in the
downstream region are determined. In the present case, we use
101 points to discretize the mean flow. The boundary conditions
derived in @1# are applied at the shock location while the exit
boundary is assumed to be ‘‘open.’’

The spectrum for this flow, illustrated inFig. 10, is observed to
consist of stable natural modes with a nearly constant damping
rate. We examine inFigs. 9(b) and 9(c) the shape of the third
mode in terms of its unsteady pressure, velocity and entropy com-
ponents. The magnitude of the normalized unsteady pressure and
velocity are largest at the shock location and decrease downstream
of it. The phase behavior shows that the pressure and velocity are

almost completely out of phase at the shock and that this phase
difference persists throughout the flow domain. An interesting fea-
ture of the present flow field is that although the mean flows
upstream and downstream of the shock are isentropic, the pertur-
bations that exist downstream are not. Thus we observe fromFig.
9(b) that unsteady entropy is generated at the shock front, the
magnitude of which grows downstream. This is in accord with the
analysis of Stow et al.@11#, who have shown that the previously
employed boundary condition of zero mass flow perturbation at
the shock neglects this entropy wave and is therefore erroneous.
Returning toFig. 9(c), we also note that although the entropic
field is approximately in phase with the pressure perturbation at
the shock, the phases of the two quantities differ significantly
downstream.

We now suppose that the shock is located atx/ l 50.4, the in-
flow conditions being the same as before. The mean flow is de-
termined using the same procedure as before. The shock is stron-
ger than when it lies atx/ l 50.2, as evidenced by the Mach
number distribution shown inFig. 9(a). The spectrum obtained
for this flow is shown inFig. 10. In comparison with the case
where the shock is located atx/ l 50.2, the eigenvalues occur at
higher frequencies and are seen to be somewhat more damped.
The stable nature of the system modes predicted by the present
analysis is entirely consistent with results obtained by Culick and
Rogers@12# for the acoustic admittance of a normal shock in a
diverging channel. In particular, it was shown in@12# that the
shock acts to dissipate incident acoustic energy when the flow on
both sides of it is isentropic, as is the case here.

Stability of a Ducted Flame
The flow configurations examined thus far have not included

sources of mass, momentum or energy. In this section, we exam-
ine a simple ducted flame model, which takes into account the
effects of a transient heat release. We consider flow through a duct
of constant areaA and lengthl containing a flame. The flame is
modeled by specifying the axial mean temperature distribution,
T̄5T̄(x). Assuming that mass addition in the form of fuel is neg-
ligible, the mean density field is given by

r̄5
m̄

ūA
, (8)

wherem̄ is the mean mass flow rate. Making use of Eq.~8! and
the ideal gas law, the momentum equation yields, after some ma-
nipulation

Fig. 9 „a… Transonic diffuser flow, showing the normalized
area †A ÕA „0…, ‡ distribution and Mach number variations
for a shock located at x Õ lÄ0.2 „ … and at x Õ lÄ0.4 „— " — "….
„b… Magnitude and „c… phase of p̃ 3 „ …, ũ 3 „ … and s̃ 3
„— " — "….

Fig. 10 Spectrum for the transonic diffuser flow of Fig. 9 „a…
with a shock located at x Õ lÄ0.2 „s… and x Õ lÄ0.4 „h…
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dū
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S T̄

ū
D , (9)

whereR is the gas constant. Integrating Eq.~9!, we obtain

ū21RT̄2Cū50, (10)

where the constantC is given by

C5F ū1
RT̄

ū
G

in

,

the subscript ‘‘in’’ denoting evaluation at the inlet. Solving Eq.
~10! then yields the velocity distribution

ū5
1

2 @C2~C224RT̄!1/2# . (11)

It is evident that specification of the inlet mass flow and velocity,
in addition to the temperature distributionT̄(x), is sufficient to
define the entire flow field. Specifically, the velocity distribution is
obtained from Eq.~11!, while the density and pressure distribu-
tions are determined using Eq.~8! and the ideal gas law. The mean
heat release is obtained using

q̄5
m̄cp

A

dT̄t

dx
, (12)

wherecp is the specific heat at constant pressure andT̄t is the total
temperature.

In addition to the mean temperature distribution, it is also nec-
essary to specify the manner in which the flame responds to flow
perturbations. As was pointed out in@1#, the flame response func-
tion cannot generally be derived from first principles. Conse-
quently, many different models have been proposed, which de-
pend, among other things, on the nature of the flame-holding
mechanism. In the present study, we make use of the results of a
pioneering study of a ducted premixed flame by Bloxsidge et al.
@13#, who determined that the unsteady heat release downstream
of the flame holder, located atxf , was given by

q̃

q̄
5

ũf

ūf
exp~2 ivt!F~v!H~x2xf !, (13)

whereH is the Heaviside step function andt5(x2xf)/ūf repre-
sents a time delay. Here, we modify the definition of the time
delay to account for mean flow spatial variations by setting

t5E
xf

x

ū21dx.

The functionF is, in general, dependent on the frequency and
flow configuration. In the present model, which is intended to be
more illustrative than comprehensive, we assume thatF is con-
stant. It should nevertheless be noted that this is in accord with the
kinematic lean premixed flame model of Dowling and Hubbard
@14#, where it is shown thatF'3 at high frequencies for methane
fuel at an equivalence ratio of 0.6.

We now define the mean temperature distribution as

T̄~x!5T̄in1dT̄@ tanhb~x2xc!1tanhb~xc2xf !#

3@ tanhb~ l 2xc!1tanhb~xc2xf !#
21H~x2xf !,

(14)

wheredT̄ is the temperature rise across the flame and the param-
etersxc andb control the flame location and width. The inlet total
pressure, total temperature and Mach number are taken as 200
kPa, 500 K and 0.18, respectively. The duct lengthl is 1 m and the
flame anchor is assumed to be located atxf50.1 m. The boundary
conditions for the perturbations arep̃5 s̃50 at x50 andp̃50 at
x5 l . Following Dowling and Hubbard@14#, we setF53 in Eq.
~13!.

We consider first a flame with spatially extended heat release by
settingb510 m21 and xc50.3 m in Eq.~14!. The temperature
distribution ~normalized by the inlet total temperatureT̄t, in) is
illustrated in Fig. 11(a) for dT̄/T̄t, in53. The length scale of the
flame is observed to be about 30% of the duct length. The spec-
trum of natural modes for this flow field is determined numeri-
cally using the unsteady heat release model of Eq.~13! and the
procedure described in@1#. The behavior of the first three eigen-
values as the normalized flame temperature risedT̄/T̄t, in varies
between 1 and 4 is investigated in Fig. 12. At the lowest value of
dT̄/T̄t, in , the first mode is weakly unstable and the second and
third modes are damped. AsdT̄/T̄t, in rises, the eigenvalue corre-
sponding to the first mode becomes increasingly unstable. The

Fig. 11 „a… Normalized static temperature distribution for a
ducted flame with concentrated „ … and distributed heat
„ … release and dT̄ÕT̄ t ,inÄ3. „b… Magnitude and „c… phase of
the corresponding first and second pressure modes. Also
shown in „b… is the magnitude of the first entropic mode, s̃ 1
„— " — "… for the distributed heat release.
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second and third modes remain stable over the range ofdT̄/T̄t, in
considered. In general, the resonant frequencies of all three modes
increase withdT̄/T̄t, in .

The amplitude and phase of the first and second pressure modes
for dT̄/T̄t, in53 are illustrated inFigs. 11(b) and 11(c). The spa-
tial structure of the mode amplitudes suggests that that they are
acoustic in origin rather than entropic@14#. The magnitude of the
first entropic mode is shown in Fig. 11(b). As a consequence of
the isentropic inlet boundary condition, the magnitude is zero be-
tween the inlet and flame holder station but increases rapidly
through the flame. The generation of unsteady entropy here is
caused by the interaction of the unsteady pressure and mean tem-
perature fields.

We consider next the effect of treating the flame as a compact
element by settingb5100 m21 in Eq. ~14!, with xc50.3 m. The
flame is then centered at the same location, as is evident from the
normalized static temperature distribution fordT̄/T̄t, in53 in Fig.
11(a). Observing that the mean flow quantities are all functions
only of T̄(x) and making use of the result

E
0

l

q̄~x!dx5
m̄cp

A
@ T̄t~ l !2T̄t~0!#,

obtained from Eq.~12!, it follows that the total mean heat added
by the two flames in Fig. 11(a) is the same. The loci of the first
three eigenvalues as flame temperature rises is varied are illus-
trated in Fig. 12. The behavior of the first eigenvalue is qualita-
tively similar to that of the distributed flame case and remains
unstable over the range ofdT̄/T̄t, in considered. The frequency and
growth rate are however different from the distibuted case. The
differences in the second and third eigenvalues obtained for the
compact and distributed flames are more pronounced. Specifically,
whereas the distributed model yields a strongly damped second
mode, the corresponding compact flame mode approaches neutral
stability for largedT̄/T̄t, in . Similarly, the third mode for the com-
pact flame is highly damped for largedT̄/T̄t, in but becomes un-
stable for dT̄/T̄t, in,1.3, unlike that for the distributed flame,
which remains stable.

The shapes of the first and second pressure modes for the com-
pact flame model are compared with their distributed flame coun-
terparts inFigs.11(b) and 11(c). Although the amplitudes appear
to be reasonably well approximated by the compact model, the

phases are seen to differ quite significantly, especially downstream
of the flame. The steep mean flow gradients of the compact flame
cause the rapid variations in the magnitude and phase close to the
flame front. In the limit where the flame is assumed to be be
infinitesimally thin, these spatial changes become discontinuous.
This is the case when piecewise-continuous models for the mean
flow are employed as in the study of Stow and Dowling@15#, for
example. While these models are appropriate when the wave-
length of the disturbance far exceeds the length scale of the mean
flow, the present, admittedly idealized study suggests that the in-
stability behavior may be incorrectly predicted when the heat re-
lease occurs over even modestly large length scales. This issue
assumes significance, however, in view of the fact that combustor
flow fields can feature precisely this type of extended heat release
distribution. Indeed, the measurements of Bloxsidge et al.@13# in
a model combustor demonstrate that the temperature continues to
rise far downstream of the flame initiation front. Similarly, recent
numerical simulations by Kim et al.@16# of an afterburner-like
flow configuration indicate that combustion occurs over a length
scale between 3 and 8 times the transverse dimension of the
flameholder, depending on the equivalence ratio.

Summary
In the present investigation, we have applied a previously de-

veloped formulation@1# to analyze the stability of several quasi-
one-dimensional flows. These configurations, while simple, form
parts of many thermoacoustic systems. Their study here also
serves to develop a better understanding of the stability behavior
of more complex systems.

A one-dimensional version of the generalized acoustic energy
equation of Dowling@2# was used to bring out the influence of the
boundary conditions and mean flow gradients on system stability.
An examination of the natural modes in subsonic diffusing flows
shows that they are unstable when the inlet and exit conditions are
strongly reflecting. In contrast, the natural modes of subsonic flow
with favorable pressure gradients are found to be stable.

The stability behavior of transonic flows was studied next, in-
cluding nozzle-like configurations where the flow accelerates
through the sonic state and diffuser-like configurations, in which
the flow decelerates across a normal shock. Both types of flows
are found to be stable. In the case of the accelerating flow, the
damping rate depends on the length scale of the area variation,
while in the case of the diffuser, it is controlled by the shock
strength.

As a final application of the formulation in@1#, the stability
properties of a ducted flame were studied using an unsteady heat
release function based on the models of Bloxsidge et al.@13# and
Dowling and Hubbard@14#. Mean flow temperature distributions
representing both distributed and concentrated flames were con-
sidered. It was found that for a flame with even a moderate spatial
length scale, the spectra and mode shapes differ from the concen-
trated case. This suggests that the approximation of the flame as a
compact element, frequently employed in many reduced-order
models, may not always be valid.
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Method for Direct Parametric
Analysis of Nonlinear Forced
Response of Bladed Disks With
Friction Contact Interfaces
An effective method for direct parametric analysis of periodic nonlinear forced response
of bladed disks with friction contact interfaces has been developed. The method allows,
forced response levels to be calculated directly as a function of contact interface param-
eters such as the friction coefficient, contact surface stiffness (normal and tangential
coefficients), clearances, interferences, and the normal stresses at the contact interfaces.
The method is based on exact expressions for sensitivities of the multiharmonic interac-
tion forces with respect to variation of all parameters of the friction contact interfaces.
These novel expressions are derived in the paper for a friction contact model, accounting
for the normal load variation and the possibility of separation-contact transitions. Nu-
merical analysis of effects of the contact parameters on forced response levels has been
performed using large-scale finite element models of a practical bladed turbine disk with
underplatform dampers and with shroud contacts.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1776588#

Introduction

Bladed disk assemblies and blisks commonly contain friction
and impact contact interfaces. Such contact interfaces are located
at blade root-disk joints, at contact surfaces of friction dampers, at
contact surfaces of blade shrouds, etc. Friction and other contact
forces at these contact interfaces are usually dependent on dis-
placements nonlinearly. Nonlinear forces significantly affect the
properties of the forced response, making it necessary to develop
special methods for analysis.

Analysis of the forced response of bladed disks with friction
contact interfaces is usually performed in the frequency domain
owing to the high computational efficiency of this approach.
Transformation of the formulation of the problem into the fre-
quency domain can be carried out by representing each steady-
state displacement as a sum of harmonic components, or even as
one harmonic only. After that, forced response is calculated cus-
tomarily as a function of excitation frequency. The general
scheme for solution of a nonlinear problem, using the multihar-
monic balance method, is described in@1#. Some examples of the
analysis of monoharmonic vibrations with friction damping in
blade forced response analysis, can be found in papers@2–6#, and
multiharmonic vibrations are studied in papers@7–14#. In these
papers, and in many others on the topic~see, e.g., survey in@15#!,
the dependency of forced response on excitation frequency is
calculated.

In design practice there is usually a need to choose sets of
contact interface parameters that provide minimum forced re-
sponse or satisfy other design requirements. In order to do this, it
is necessary to understand how forced response levels are depen-
dent on the choice of contact interface parameter values and how
the forced response is dependent on their variation, occurring, for
example, when service conditions of a gas turbine engine changes,
together with the rotor speed/excitation frequency variation. A

simple calculation of a frequency-dependent forced response char-
acteristics for a single set of contact parameters cannot provide
such understanding.

The customary approach to date, which was applied in papers
on forced response analysis of structures with friction interfaces,
including the papers referenced above, has been generally this: to
choose several sets of the contact parameters and to calculate the
forced response as a function of the excitation frequency, in some
frequency range, for each set. Yet, such multivariant calculations
of the forced response calculated for discrete, a priori selected sets
of the contact parameters values, require significant computation
expense and still such calculations in many cases do not give all
necessary information.

Forced response of bladed disks with friction contact interfaces
is essentially nonlinear and is highly sensitive to contact param-
eter variation. Hence, when dependency of the forced response on
a friction contact parameter is required for some fixed excitation
frequency, this often cannot be calculated by seemingly apparent
approach—simply by the multivariant calculations performed for
this frequency. Such calculation cannot be performed due to a
frequent inability to find a converged solution of the nonlinear
problem when contact parameters are alternate from one discrete
value to another.

Moreover, in all practical bladed disk problems the contact pa-
rameters are subjected to variation due to service condition
change. For example, values of the normal stresses in underplat-
form dampers are proportional to the square of the rotation speed,
clearances and interferences between blade shrouds or at blade-
disk joints are dependent on rotation speed and temperature, fric-
tion coefficients and contact stiffness are dependent on tempera-
ture and wear, etc. Forced response characteristics of essentially
nonlinear systems, which bladed disks with friction contact inter-
faces certainly are, can be significantly dependent on history and
on the rates of these variations. Because of this, simple multivari-
ant calculations may give significant errors in the forced response
prediction, even for a specified set of parameters when simulta-
neous variation of the contact parameters under service conditions
variation is not accounted for.

In this paper, for the first time, an effective method is developed
for calculation of the forced response level directly as a function
of contact interface parameters including the friction coefficient,

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute~IGTI! of THE AMERICAN
SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERSfor publication in the ASME JOURNAL OF
TURBOMACHINERY. Paper presented at the International Gas Turbine and
Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Vienna, Austria, June 13–17, 2004, Paper No.
2004-GT-53894. Manuscript received by IGTI, October 1, 2003; final revision,
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normal and tangential contact surface stiffness coefficients, clear-
ances, interferences, and normal stresses at the contact interfaces.
The problem of tracing of solutions of the nonlinear equations of
motion is formulated. The equations of motion are obtained in the
frequency domain using the multiharmonic balance method, al-
lowing the forced response to be represented by as many har-
monic components as required. Exact expressions for sensitivities
of the multiharmonic interaction forces with respect to variation
of all parameters of the friction contact interfaces are derived.
These novel expressions are obtained for a friction model ac-
counting for normal load variation and separation-contact transi-
tions. The robustness and outstanding efficiency of the method is
based essentially on this analytical derivation of the sensitivity
coefficients. Application areas for the new capabilities, provided
by this method of prediction of forced response levels, are dis-
cussed. Then, a numerical investigation of effects of contact pa-
rameters of underplatform dampers and shroud contact interfaces
on forced response levels of a practical high-pressure turbine
blade disk is performed using its detailed large-scale finite ele-
ment model.

Formulation of the Problem

Multiharmonic Balance Equation of Motion. A structure
containing nonlinear contact interfaces between its different com-
ponents and/or interfaces at boundaries of the structure is sub-
jected to action of internal, linear and nonlinear forces and exter-
nal, excitation forces. The linear forces usually comprise inertia
forces, elastic deformation forces, and viscous damping or mate-
rial damping forces. Nonlinear forces considered here are forces
of nonlinear interaction at the contact interfaces. The linear forces
are expressed in the finite element method linearly through dis-
placements using corresponding matrices~e.g., mass, stiffness, or
damping matrices!. These matrices are constant and are indepen-
dent of the displacements, for a linear system. Nonlinear forces in
general cannot be represented in this form and are usually de-
scribed by nonlinear equations depending on the displacements
and on design parameters of the contact interfaces. The equation
for motion for a structure with nonlinear interfaces can be written
in the following form:

Kq ~ t !1Cq̇~ t !1Mq̈ ~ t !1f~q~ t !,q̇~ t !,b~l!!2p~ t,l!50 (1)

whereq(t) (NS31) is a vector comprising all degrees-of-freedom
~DOFs! of the structure considered;NS is the total number of
DOFs, K , C, and M are stiffness, viscous damping and mass
matrices used for description of linear forces. For a bladed disk,
which is usually analyzed in a non-inertial coordinate system
fixed to the rotor, rotating with speedv, the stiffness matrix can
comprise not only conventional elastic stiffness matrixKe , but
can also include terms accounting for the rotations effects, i.e.,
K5Ke1Kg(v)2v2Mv , whereKg is a so-called geometric stiff-
ness matrix reflecting stiffening effects of the centrifugal forces;
Mv is a spin-softening-matrix describing stiffness softening due to
the changing direction of the centrifugal forces under vibration.
f(q(t),q̇(t),b(l)) is a vector of non-linear interface forces, which
is dependent on displacements and velocities of DOFs at interface
nodes and also on a vector of parameters of the contact interfaces,
b~l!. p(t,l) is a vector of external excitation forces, which can
also be dependent, together with the principal frequency of the
excitation forces,v~l!, on some parameter,l.

This service condition parameter,l, introduced here, reflects
possible dependencies of the parameters of the contact interfaces
on service conditions, for example their dependency on rotor ro-
tation speed,v, ~for this casel5v!, on temperature at the contact
surfaces,to, ~for this casel5to), and on time although with a
rate of variation much slower than the motion process, (l5«t,
where«!1!. Variation of the service conditions can change pa-
rameters of the contact interfaces,b~l!, excitation forces,p(t,l),
rotation speed,v~l!, etc. The parameterl can also describe the

summarized action of several condition parameters, i.e.,v~l!,
t0(l), and other factors on the contact parameters, as appropriate
in practice. For this case the parameter,l, is simply a tracing
parameter which is used to describe simultaneous variation of all
variable service condition parameters. Hence, it does not neces-
sarily have to have a physical meaning, but allows interdepen-
dence of all the service parameters and contact interface param-
eters to be described. For each value of the tracing parameter, all
service and contact interface parameters are easily calculated, as
prescribed functions of the tracing parameter.

For a search of the periodic vibration response, the displace-
ments’ variation in time can be represented as a restricted Fourier
series, which can contain whichever harmonic components are
necessary to approximate the sought solution, i.e.,

q~ t !5Q01(
j 51

n

~Qj
~c! cosmjvt1Qj

~s! sinmjvt ! (2)

whereQj
(c) and Qj

(s) ( j 51 . . .n) are vectors of cosine and sine
harmonic coefficients for system DOFs, marked by superscripts
(c) and (s) accordingly;Q0 is a vector of constant components of
the displacements;mj ( j 51 . . .n) are specific numbers of har-
monics that are kept in the displacement expansion in addition to
the constant component. The expansion from Eq.~2! is substituted
into the equation of motion~1!, which is then sequentially multi-
plied by (cosmjvt) and (sinmjvt) for all harmonics from 1 ton of
the expansion and integrals over the vibration period,T52p/v,
are calculated.

As a result, the following multiharmonic balance equation of
motion which is nonlinear with respect to a vector of harmonic
coefficients of displacements is obtained:

R~Q,l!5Z~v~l!!Q1F~Q,b~l!!2P~l!50 (3)

whereQ5$Q0 ,Q1
(c) ,Q1

(s) , . . . ,Qn
(s)%T is the vector of harmonic

coefficients of displacements comprising allN5n3NS harmonic
coefficients for displacements;P5$P0 ,P1

(c) ,P1
(s) , . . . ,Pn

(s)%T is
the vector of harmonic components of the excitation forces;
F(Q,b(l))5$F0 ,F1

(c) ,F1
(s) , . . .Fn

(s)%T is the vector of harmonic
components of nonlinear forces andZ~v! is the dynamic stiffness
matrix of the linear part of the system, constructed for all har-
monic components, i.e.,

Z5diag@Z0 ,Z1 , . . . ,Zn# (4)

Z05K ; and Z j5F K2~mjv!2M mjvC1hKe

2mjvC2hKe K2~mjv!2M G (5)

whereh is the material damping loss factor.

Tracing of the Solution Under Parameter Variation. It is
evident that different choice of the parameters for the contact
interfaces,b~l!, provides different solutions for Eq.~3!. There is a
wide range of practical design problems where there is a need to
choose values for these parameters to satisfy special criteria such
as, for example, to minimize level of amplitude for a bladed disc
by increasing friction damping.

The predictor-corrector technique~see its major variants in pa-
pers @16–18#! allows solutions for a nonlinear equation to be
traced when parameters of the nonlinear structure are varied. At
the predictor stage of this technique, for a found solution,Q, a
prediction for the solution is calculated which corresponds to new
parameter values. In order to make such a prediction, a vector,t
5$s,sl%T, tangent to the trajectory of solutions, is calculated. The
tangent direction can be determined from solution of the follow-
ing equation:

F ]R~Q,l!

]Q
N3N

]R~Q,l!

]l
N31

G H s
N31

sl

J 50. (6)
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A good approximation for the next solution, located on the same
trajectory of solutions can then be determined as

Q* 5Q1,s; l* 5l1,sl ; (7)

where, is a coefficient which determines the size of the predictor
step.

It should be noted that Eq.~6! has a rank-deficient matrix and
its solution vector is determined with accuracy of some arbitrary
chosen scaling coefficient. A value of the step size coefficient,,,
can be chosen in Eq.~7! to provide:~i! a small enough increment
in order to give an approximation which is close enough to the
trajectory of solutions~since too large a step can cause a jump to
another trajectory of solution or loss of convergence of the itera-
tive solution of the nonlinear equations!, and ~ii ! a large enough
increment to progress along the trajectory with sufficient rate~i.e.,
to avoid too small steps!. A simple approach for the choice of the
length for the predictor step,$,s,,sl%T, is to determine it by the
number of iterations required at the corrector stage in order to find
the solution with a required accuracy from the prediction given by
Eq. ~7!. Moreover, direction of the predictor step should advance
the tracing process along the trajectory of solutions without spu-
rious turns back. This requirement can be satisfied, for example,
by the following condition imposed over all predictor steps:
sign(,sl det@]R/]Q#)5const.

At the corrector stage a new solution is calculated using the
iterative Newton-Raphson algorithm with the approximation de-
termined at the predictor stage. In order to be able to trace the
complex trajectories of solutions that are inherent for nonlinear
systems, the tracing parameter,l, is treated as an unknown and
determined together with the vector of multiharmonic amplitudes,
Q. An additional equation is added to make the number of equa-
tions equal to the number of unknowns. In accordance with paper
@18#, Eq. ~3! is supplemented by the condition that the solution
should be orthogonal, at each iteration, to the tangent to the field
of the solutions. The iterative solution process can then be per-
formed using the following recurrence equation:

F ]R~k!

]Q

]R~k!

]l

~s~k!!T sl
~k!

G H Q~k11!2Q~k!

l~k11!2l~k! J 52 HR~Q~k!,l~k!!

0 J (8)

where superscriptk indicates the number of the previous iteration;
and $s(k),sl

(k)%T is the tangent direction corresponding to the ap-
proximated solution,Q(k) and l (k). For each iteration Eq.~8! is
solved to findQ(k11) and l (k11); and for the first iteration the
prediction from Eq.~7!, i.e.,Q(0)5Q* andl (0)5l* is used. The
iterations are stopped when a prescribed accuracy,d, is achieved,
i.e., wheniR~Q,l!i,d.

One can see that, for effective tracing of the solution under
parameter variation, there is a need for efficient calculation of
derivatives of the residual function,R~Q,b~l!! with respect to the
vector of multiharmonic amplitudes,Q, and with respect to the
service condition parameter,l. Taking the derivatives of Eq.~3!
we can obtain

]R~Q,l!

]Q
5Z~v~l!!1

]F~Q,b~l!!

]Q
(9)

]R~Q,l!

]l
5

]Z~v!

]v

]v

]l
Q2

]P

]l
1

]F~Q,b~l!!

]b

]b

]l
. (10)

Equation ~9! contains the matrix of derivatives,K ~Q,b~l!!
5]F~Q,b~l!!/] Q, of the nonlinear forces,F, with respect to the
multiharmonic displacement vector,Q. This matrix is called the
tangent stiffness matrix of the contact interfaces. It is usually non-
linearly dependent on displacements,Q, and characterizes the
stiffness properties of the contact interface corresponding to the
solution found. Friction contact interface elements are developed
in paper@13#, which provides a very fast and accurate calculation

of the tangent stiffness matrix for each contact node, and hence
for the whole structure. The total tangent matrix for a whole struc-
ture, K ~Q,b~l!!, is formed by summing the tangent matrices for
all contact elements.

The vector of derivatives of the residual function with respect
to the tracing parameter,]R~Q,l!/]l, defined by Eq.~10! com-
prises three major summands:

1. a vector of derivatives of the linear forced response with
respect to the tracing parameter:~]Z~v!/]v!~]v/]l!Q. The matrix
of derivatives,]Z~v!/]v, of the dynamic stiffness matrix with
respect to the principal excitation frequency can be obtained by
differentiating Eq.~5! with respect tov, to give the expression

]Z/]v5diag@]Z0 /]v,]Z1 /]v, . . . ,]Zn /]v# (11)

]Z0

]v
5

]K

]v
;

]Z j

]v
5F ]K

]v
22mj

2vM mjC

2mjC
]K

]v
22mj

2vM
G .

(12)

2. a vector of derivatives of the excitation forces with respect
to the tracing parameter:]P/]l. Since excitation loads are usually
prescribed, calculation of such derivatives does not represent a
difficulty. If the excitation loads are independent of the tracing
parameter, as for example for the case of excitation with constant
amplitudes of the multi or monoharmonic excitation, then]P/]l
50.

3. a vector of derivatives of the nonlinear forces with respect to
the tracing parameter:]F~Q,b~l!!/]b. To calculate this vector it is
necessary to be able to determine a matrix of the derivatives of the
nonlinear forces with respect to parameters of the friction contact
interfaces]F~Q,b~l!!/]b and to have a rate of variation of the
contact interface parameter vector,b, with respect to the tracing
parameter, i.e.,]b/]l. The latter vector is normally given to a
designer or there are some dependenciesb~l! allowing its calcu-
lation. This parameter sensitivity matrix,]F~Q,b~l!!/]b, has never
been determined before, for friction contact interfaces. Because of
this, no direct parametric analysis for structures containing the
friction contact interfaces has been available to date. In order to
make such analysis feasible, exact expressions for these deriva-
tives are derived for friction contact and gap interfaces as reported
in the following section.

It should be noted that formulation of the multiharmonic non-
linear equations of motion can be performed not only using finite
element matrices directly as shown in Eqs.~5! and ~12! but also
applying FRF matrices of structures. Such formulations for struc-
tures with cyclically symmetric properties are developed in paper
@14#. A formulation which takes into account scatters of blade and
friction interface characteristics resulting in mistuning is devel-
oped in paper@19#.

Sensitivity Coefficients With Respect to Contact Param-
eters for Nonlinear Forces

Friction Contact Interface Elements. Friction interface ele-
ments including the effects of normal load variation on the friction
forces, have been developed in paper@13#. In accordance with the
friction model developed a friction contact interface has the fol-
lowing parameters:

1. friction coefficient,m
2. static normal load due to prior deformation,N0
3. normal contact stiffness coefficient,kn
4. tangential contact stiffness coefficient,kt .

Expressions for the multiharmonic force vectors of the contact
interaction are obtained in paper@13# together with tangent stiff-
ness matrix. In this section exact expressions for the sensitivity
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coefficients for these forces with respect to these parameters,
needed for the direct parametric analysis, are derived. The friction
model used here describes macroslip friction forces at each con-
tact point. Multitude of the friction elements applied over a con-
tact surface takes into account for microslip friction interaction,
variation of the contact patch over the vibration period and possi-
bility of slip over all contact nodes of the contacting interfaces.

Forces occurring at the friction contact interface can be ex-
pressed in terms of the relative displacement along a direction
tangential to the contact surface,x(t), and a normal relative dis-
placement,y(t). There are several major possible states of the
contact interaction and expressions for tangential and normal
components of the interaction force are shown for each of these in
Table 1.

Herex0 and f y
0 are values of the tangential displacement and of

the normal component of the contact interaction force at the be-
ginning of the current stick state. Equations that are used to de-
termine time instants when contact state changes are:

• stick-to-slip transition:

f x~t!56m f y~t! (13)

• slip-to-stick transition:

jkxẋ~t!5mkyẏ~t! (14)

• contact-separation transitions

N01kyy~t!50 (15)

wheret5vt is nondimensional time, andj561 is a sign func-
tion. Details of the friction model can be found in a paper@13#.

Multiharmonic relative displacements at the contact node can
be expressed in the form

x~t!5H2
T ~t!X; y~t!5H2

T ~t!Y (16)

where H2(t)5$1,cosm1t,sinm1t, . . . ,cosmnt,sinmnt%T; X and
Y are vectors of harmonic coefficients of relative motion in the
tangential and normal directions, respectively, which are selected
from vector,Q, of harmonic coefficients for the whole system.

Expanding the interaction forces given inTable 1 in Fourier
series and using Eq.~16! one can obtain vectors of multiharmonic
components for tangential,Fx , and normal,Fy , forces in the form

H Fx

Fy
J 5

1

p (
j 51

nt E
t j

t j 11H H1~t! f x

H1~t! f y
J dt5(

j 51

nt H Jx
~ j !

Jy
~ j !J (17)

whereH1(t)5$1/2,cosm1t,sinm1t, . . . ,cosmnt,sinmnt%T, t j are
instants when contact state changes, andnt is the total number of
these contact state changes over the period of vibrations. These
instants are determined by Eqs.~13!–~15!. Introduced here are
vectors of integralsJx

( j ) andJy
( j ) , which are expressed in the fol-

lowing form for each interval of stick, slip or separation:

Jx
~ j !5H ktW jX1cjwj stick

jm~N0wj1knW jY! slip

0 separation

(18)

Jy
~ j !5H N0wj1knW jY contact

0 separation
(19)

where

W j
~n3n!

5
1

p E
t j

t j 11

H1~t!H2
T ~t!dt; wj

~n31!

5
1

p E
t j

t j 11

H1~t!dt

(20)

cj52jm~N01kny~t j !!2ktx~t j !. (21)

Integrals in Eq.~20! are products of sine and cosine functions
of different orders and can therefore be easily calculated analyti-
cally. The analytical derivation provides an exact and very fast
calculation for the vectors of multiharmonic coefficients of the
interface forces.

The analytical derivation allows efficient determination of the
sensitivity coefficients for the vector of multiharmonic coeffi-
cients of the interface forces, with respect to all parameters of the
contact interfaces. These sensitivity coefficients are calculated by
differentiation of Eq.~17!. When all these parameters can be var-
ied by variation of the tracing parameter,l, the sensitivities of the
multiharmonic forces are expressed in the form

]

]l H Fx

Fy
J 5 (

g5m,N0 ,kt ,kn

]

]g H Fx

Fy
J ]g

]l
(22)

where]g/]l are the rates of variation of the parameters of contact
interfaces as a function of the tracing parameter,l, and expres-
sions for the sensitivities with respect to each of the of parameters,
can be obtained from Eq.~17! in the form

]

]g H Fx

Fy
J 5(

j 51

nt ]

]g H Jx
~ j !

Jy
~ j !J for g5m,N0 ,kt ,kn . (23)

Exact expressions for all summands in Eq.~23! and for each of
the four contact parameters considered are analytically derived in
the following section.

Sensitivity With Respect to Friction Coefficient.Sensitivity
coefficients with respect to the friction coefficient are obtained by
differentiating Eqs.~18! and ~19! with respect tom, which gives
us the following expression:

]Jx
~ j !

]m
5H ]cj

]m
wj stick

j~N0wj1knW jY! slip

;
]Jy

~ j !

]m
50. (24)

The interaction forces in the separation interval are always equal
to zero, together with their derivatives with respect to the contact
parameters, and these trivial expressions are omitted here and fur-
ther. The derivative,]cj /]m, introduced here, is determined by
differentiating Eq.~21!

]cj

]m
52j~N01kny!2jmknẏ

]t j

]m
2ktẋ

]t j

]m

52~jmknẏ1ktẋ!
]t j

]m
2j~N01kny!. (25)

The above expression contains a derivative,]t j /]m of the time
instant when stick begins with respect to the friction coefficient.
This derivative is calculated by differentiating Eq.~14!, which
defines the time at which stick starts:

jktẍ~t j !
]t j

]m
5knẏ~t!1mktÿ~t!

]t j

]m
(26)

and hence

]t j

]m
5

knẏ~t!

jktẍ~t j !2mknÿ~t!
. (27)

For a case when there are separation-contact transitions, and if
stick starts immediately after separation-contact transition the de-
rivative for the time when stick starts with respect to the friction
coefficient is obtained by differentiating Eq.~15!, which results in
the following expression:

Table 1 Forces of the friction contact interaction

Status Tangential Force,f x Normal Force, f y

Contact Stick: kt(x2x0)2jm f y
0 N01kny

Slip: jm f y
Separation 0 0
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]t j /]m50. (28)

Sensitivity With Respect to Normal Load.Sensitivity coeffi-
cients with respect to the normal load,N0 , take the following
form:

]Jx
~ j !

]N0
5H ]cj

]N0
wj stick

jmwj slip

;
]Jy

~ j !

]N0
5wj (29)

where

]cj

]N0
52jmS 11knẏ

]t j

]N0
D2ktẋ

]t j

]N0

52~jmknẏ1ktẋ!
]t j

]N0
2jm (30)

and the derivative for the stick start time is determined from Eq.
~14!

jktẍ~t j !
]t j

]N0
5mknÿ~t j !

]t j

]N0
(31)

which results in the following value for this derivative:

]t j /]N050. (32)

For a case when stick starts immediately after a separation-contact
transition the derivative]t j /]N0 is obtained by differentiating
Eq. ~15! with respect to the normal load, which gives the
expression:

]t j /]N0521/knẏ (33)

Sensitivity With Respect to the Contact Stiffnesses.Sensitivi-
ties of the vector of the multiharmonic friction contact forces with
respect to the other contact parameters of the contact surface: the
stiffness coefficients along normal,kn , and tangential direction,
kt , are readily obtained analogously to the cases of the friction
coefficient,m, and the normal load,N0 , derived above.

Gap Interface Elements. The gap interface element models
unilateral interaction forces acting along a direction normal to the
contact surface. The interaction force is expressed in the form

f y5H kn~y2g! for y.g ~contact!

0 for y<g ~separation!
(34)

whereg is a gap value. Expansion of this force in Fourier series
gives an expression for the vector of multiharmonic components

Fy5
1

p (
j 51

nt E
t j

t j 11

H1~t! f ydt5(
j 51

nt

Jy
~ j ! (35)

where integrals taken analytically have the form

Jy
~ j !5H knW jY2kngwj contact

0 separation.
(36)

There are two parameters for this interface element:

1. the normal stiffness coefficient,kn ,
2. and the gap value,g.

When both these parameters vary with the tracing parameter,l,
sensitivities of the multiharmonic forces are expressed in the form

]

]l
Fy5

]Fy

]kn

]kn

]l
1

]Fy

]g

]g

]l
. (37)

Sensitivity With Respect to Normal Stiffness.Sensitivity coef-
ficients with respect to the normal stiffness coefficient of the con-
tact surface, referenced in Eq.~37!, are determined by differenti-
ating Eq.~36! with respect tokn :

]Jy
~ j !

]kn
5H W jY2gwj contact

0 separation.
(38)

Sensitivity With Respect to Gap Value.Analogously by differ-
entiating Eq.~36! with respect tog we obtain

]Jy
~ j !

]g
5H 2knwj contact

0 separation.
(39)

Modes of Application of the Direct Parametric Analysis
to Bladed Disks

The method developed allows the vector of multiharmonic am-
plitudes,Q, obtained as a result of solution Eq.~3! to be calcu-
lated as a function of many parameters, not only of excitation
frequency as has been customary in the past. The dependencies of
the vibration amplitudes can be calculated for each parameter of
friction contact interface for a single contact node or for any
group of contact nodes.

Moreover, in most previous investigations all parameters, of the
structure were supposed to be constant, e.g.,b~v!5const, while
rotation or excitation frequency was varied within some frequency
range. The new approach allows us to take into account variation
in all friction contact properties accompanying variation in rota-
tion speed.

The new capabilities developed for direct parametric analysis
can be used in analysis of nonlinear vibrations of bladed disks in
different modes. Among these are the following:

1. determination of vibration amplitudes over some rotation
speed range taking into account variation of all contact param-
eters, for example due to change of centrifugal forces, tempera-
ture, wear of the contact interfaces, etc. For this case the rotation
speed,v, can be chosen as the tracing parameter, i.e.,l5v, and
variation of all contact parameters for the whole bladed disk as-
sembly included into a vector,b, described in terms of rotation
speed:b5b~v!.

2. analysis of the influence of one chosen parameter on forced
response. For this case the tracing parameter,l is the contact
parameter analyzed, i.e.,l5bj . Force response amplitudes are
calculated when thisjth contact parameter varied within a range of
interest.

3. analysis of influence of a set of chosen parameters, depen-
dent on service condition, on forced response. For this case, a set
of all components of a vector of parameters,b, are considered as
some prescribed functions of the tracing parameter,l, i.e.,
b5b~l!. The range of the contact parameter variation can be set
as@b2,b1#. The tracing parameter is used here simply to describe
parametrically the variation of many parameters when they are
simultaneously varied. For example the range of variation can be
selected forl, as@0,1#, then bound values for the parameters are
defined asb(0)5b2 andb(1)5b1.

Numerical Results

A Model of a High-Pressure Turbine Bladed Disk. As an
example of a practical application of the method developed a
tuned turbine high-pressure bladed disk with 92 shrouded blades
is studied. A sector of the bladed disk is shown inFig. 1„a….
Natural frequencies of the bladed disc, normalized with respect to
the first blade-alone frequency, are shown inFig. 1„b… for all
possible nodal diameter numbers from 0 to 46. These frequencies
were calculated for the case of a linear system where no contact
interface elements were applied. Aerodynamic excitation forces
are distributed uniformly over nodes located at the blade airfoil. A
case of excitation by a forward travelling wave of 8th engine
order is considered for the results reported here. Three harmonics
are used in the multiharmonic expansion: 8, 24, and 40, which are
correspond to 8th engine order multiplied by first three odd num-
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bers and which are dominant in the solution. The damping loss
factor for the material of the blades and disc is assumed to be
0.003.

A full finite element model of the bladed disc comprises about
15 million DOFs and the finite element model for one sector con-
tains 162,708 DOFs. In order to make nonlinear forced response
calculations feasible, a method developed in paper@14# is applied.
The method takes cyclic symmetry properties of the bladed disc
into account for nonlinear vibrations and allows a nonlinear model
for a whole bladed disk to be reduced to a single sector model
without any loss of its accuracy.

The method developed here provides capability to analyze de-
pendencies of displacement levels on parameter variation for each
DOF. In the following figures the displacement levels are plotted
for a representative node located at the blade tip, which is marked
by letter ‘‘A’’ in Fig. 2„a…. The node was chosen to as having the
maximum ~compared with other nodes! displacement levels for
the frequency ranges analyzed.

The forced response analyzed is multiharmonic and forced re-
sponse level is determined by contribution of all harmonics in-
cluded. To quantify the forced response level a maximum dis-
placement reflecting contribution of all multiharmonic
components is calculated for each excitation frequency. The maxi-

mum displacement,dmax, is defined as the maximum displace-
ment over the period of vibration, i.e., dmax5

maxtP@0.2p#Ax2(t)1y2(t)1z2(t).
Effects of two major sources of the nonlinear interaction forces

on forced response levels are analyzed separately:~i! effects of
blade underplatform dampers~UPD! producing friction damping
forces when the dampers are slipping and~ii ! effects of friction
impacts of shrouds. Contact nodes at which the friction contact
interface element are applied to model the nonlinear interaction
are shown inFig. 2„b,c… where they are marked by letters ‘‘B’’
~for underplatform dampers! and ‘‘C’’ ~for friction contacts of
shrouds!.

Effects of Parameters of the Underplatform Dampers. The
underplatform dampers are pressed by centrifugal forces to the
contact surfaces and friction forces produced, when the dampers
are slipping due to blade vibrations, dissipate the vibration energy.
The normal load applied at the UPD is proportional to square of
the rotor rotation speed, to distance from the rotation axis,RUPD,
and to mass of the damper, i.e.,N05cUPDv2mUPDRUPD, where a
coefficientcUPD is mostly determined by shape of the damper. The
method developed allows effective tracing of the solution with
accounting for variation of the normal load due to speed variation.
In Fig. 3 results of calculation of the forced response with exact
allowance for this variation is compared with the forced response
determined with the forced response calculated with a normal load
value fixed at the middle of the frequency range analyzed.

Fig. 1 Bladed disk analyzed: „a… a sector of the bladed disk;
„b… natural frequencies in the frequency range analyzed

Fig. 2 Finite element model: „a… a blade; „b… a blade damper
contact node; „c… shroud contact nodes

Fig. 3 Forced response for the bladed disc with underplatform
dampers: „a… in vicinity of 1st resonance „with 1F mode …; „b… in
vicinity of 2nd resonance „with 1E mode …
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The fixed value for the normal load isN05250 N and the two
other parameters of the friction damper are:m50.3 and kt

54* 104 N/mm. Frequency ranges containing two first resonance
frequencies are displayed. For comparison purposes, forced re-
sponse is also plotted for two cases of linear vibration:~i! a bladed
disk without the underplatform dampers;~ii ! a bladed disk with

underplatform dampers that are always stuck~e.g., as a result of a
large normal loads!. Significant effects of the normal load varia-
tion on the forced response are observed. The method can, equally
efficiently, find a solution when not only excitation frequency but
also the normal load are varied as a function of the rotation speed.

In many cases there is a need to choose parameters of the UPD
to optimize its damping capabilities. Variation of size of the UPD
changes its mass and consequently the normal load and the stiff-
ness of the damper. The friction coefficient value is affected by
quality of finish and polishing of the contact surface, and by the
temperature conditions. The new method provides powerful capa-
bilities to calculate directly forced response levels as a function of
the parameters of the underplatform dampers, which facilitates

Fig. 4 Forced response as a function of the normal load at
UPD: „a… in vicinity of 1st resonance „with 1F mode …; „b… in
vicinity of 2nd resonance „with 1E mode …

Fig. 5 Forced response as a function of the UPD’s friction co-
efficient in vicinity of 1st resonance „with 1F mode …

Fig. 6 Forced response as a function of the stiffness of the
UPD in vicinity of 1st resonance „with 1F mode …

Fig. 7 Forced response for shroud contacts: „a… a case with
clearances; „b… a case with interferences
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choice of the optimum set of the parameters for underplatform
dampers. The maximum forced response was calculated as a func-
tion of the normal load for both resonance modes considered in
Fig. 3.

This maximum forced response is plotted in vicinity of the first
flap-wise resonance~Fig. 4„a!! and of the first edge-wise reso-
nance~Fig. 4„b!! for several values of the excitation frequency.
Curves without marks plotted in black were calculated for the
assembly with UPDs but at resonance frequencies determined for
two cases of linear vibration:~i! for a case when dampers are
always stuck~a solid line!, and for a case without underplatform
dampers~a dashed line!. The curves marked by circles, triangles,
and squares in these figures correspond to frequency values be-
tween these two limiting resonance frequencies. One can see that
a normal force of 120 N can provide the minimum forced re-
sponse for the 1 F resonance mode, and a normal force of 480 N
provides the minimum forced response for the 1 E resonance
mode.

Dependencies of the forced response levels, for the 1 F mode
resonance frequency range on the friction coefficient and on the
stiffness of the UPD are shown inFigs. 5 and 6, respectively. One
can see that the friction coefficient of 0.25 provides the minimum
forced response level when all other parameters are fixed. Change
of stiffness of the UPD affects the resonance frequency. InFig. 6
resonance level of amplitude corresponds to the peak value of the
function of the response level with respect to the stiffness coeffi-
cient which can be achieved by its variation. A stiffness coefficient
of 3.6* 104 for the UPD provides the minimum forced response
while keeping the resonance frequency in the range between reso-
nances for the two limiting linear cases, i.e., without dampers
~dashed line! and with stuck dampers~solid line! without marks.

Effects of Parameters of Shroud Contacts. For the bladed
disk with shroud contacts a set of friction contact interface ele-
ments was distributed over the shroud contact surfaces at the

nodes shown inFig. 2„c!. The contact interface elements describe
friction forces occurring during time intervals when shrouds of the
neighboring blades come into contact. Unilateral action of forces
normal to the contact surface is allowed for also. They allow for
the normal load variation and they also allow determination of all
stick-slip and contact-separation transitions that occur during the
vibrations.

Examples for two cases of shroud contact conditions are ex-
plored here:~i! a case when there are clearances between shrouds,
and ~ii ! a case with interferences between shrouds. Examples of
the forced responses calculated for a frequency range containing
first resonance peak are shown inFigs. 7„a! and 7„b! for a clear-
ance of 1022 mm and for an interference of 1025 mm, respec-
tively. Abrupt change of stiffness properties of the system when
the gap is closed is reflected in the shape of forced response char-
acteristics, which is especially prominent inFig. 7„a!. For com-
parison the forced responses of corresponding linear systems are
plotted in these figures by dashed lines. These corresponding lin-
ear systems are:~i! a bladed disk with shrouds that never
contact—for a case of shroud clearances;~ii ! a bladed disk
with shrouds that are always in contact—for a case of shroud
interferences.

Dependencies of the resonance amplitudes on parameters of the
shroud contact interfaces were calculated directly as functions of
these parameters. Examples of such dependencies as a function of
clearance and interference values are shown inFig. 8. One can see
that, for both cases, increase of these values increases amplitude
levels up to the maximum value of the forced response level of the
corresponding linear system. These levels are reached when clear-
ance and interference values become large enough to guarantee
contact absence~for a case of clearances! or full contact ~for a
case of interferences!.

Dependencies of the response levels calculated as a function of
friction coefficient at the shroud contact surface are plotted inFig.
9. The plots indicate that, for the example of shrouds with clear-
ances shown inFig. 9„a!, variation of the friction coefficient does

Fig. 8 Forced response as a function of clearances „a… and
interferences „b…

Fig. 9 Forced response as a function of friction coefficient, m,
for shrouds with clearances „a… and interferences „b…
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not change forced response levels significantly, which is explained
by the predominant effects of shroud impacts rather than friction
forces. Yet, for the case of shrouds with interferences, effect of
friction forces becomes significant which is reflected in significant
influence of the friction coefficient on the forced response level,
as seen fromFig. 9„b!.

Efficiency of the Direct Parameter Analysis. It should be
noted that the new method developed for direct parametric analy-
sis not only provides new capabilities for analysis of the forced
response with respect to parameter variation, but it also provides
very high speed of calculations for such analysis. The computa-
tional expense for solution tracing as a function of contact inter-
face parameters, for the examples considered, was less by several
orders of magnitudes than that required to calculate the forced
response as a function of frequency for a single set of the contact
parameters. Examples of computation time required to perform
the parametric analysis of the bladed disk with UPD on a conven-
tional PC are shown inTable 2 together with the ranges of pa-
rameter variation that were analyzed.

Conclusions
An effective method for direct parametric analysis of periodic,

nonlinear forced response of bladed discs, with friction contact
interfaces has been developed.

The method allows, for the first time, forced response levels to
be calculated directly as a function of contact interface parameters
such as friction coefficient, normal and tangential contact surface
stiffness coefficients, clearances, interferences, and normal
stresses at the contact interfaces.

Transformation of the equations of motion to the frequency
domain is performed using the multiharmonic balance method.
Contact interaction is described by specially-derived multihar-
monic friction interface elements modelling contact forces and
contact stiffness.

The method is based on exact expressions for sensitivities of
the multiharmonic interaction forces with respect to variation of
all parameters of the friction contact interfaces derived in the pa-
per. These novel expressions are obtained for a friction model
including normal load variation and separation-contact transitions.

Modes of application of the new capabilities in practical design
are examined. Numerical analysis of effects of design parameters
on forced response levels has been performed for large-scale finite
element models of a practical bladed turbine disk with underplat-

form dampers and with shroud contacts between neighboring
blades in the bladed disk. The direct parametric analysis allows
optimum design parameters providing minimum forced response
levels to be efficiently determined.
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Experimental Study of the Effect
of Periodic Unsteady Wake Flow
on Boundary Layer Development,
Separation, and Reattachment
Along the Surface of a Low
Pressure Turbine Blade
The paper experimentally studies the effects of periodic unsteady wake flow on boundary
layer development, separation and reattachment along the suction surface of a low pres-
sure turbine blade. The experimental investigations were performed on a large scale,
subsonic unsteady turbine cascade research facility at the Turbomachinery Performance
and Flow Research Laboratory (TPFL), Texas A&M University. The experiments were
carried out at a Reynolds number of 110,000 (based on suction surface length and exit
velocity) with a free-stream turbulence intensity of 1.9%. One steady and two different
unsteady inlet flow conditions with the corresponding passing frequencies, wake veloci-
ties, and turbulence intensities were investigated. The reduced frequencies cover the entire
operating range of LP turbines. In addition to the unsteady boundary layer measurements,
blade surface measurements were performed at the same Reynolds number. The surface
pressure measurements were also carried out at one steady and two periodic unsteady
inlet flow conditions. The results presented in ensemble-averaged, and the contour plot
forms help to understand the physics of the separation phenomenon under periodic un-
steady wake flow. It was found that the suction surface displayed a strong separation
bubble for these three different reduced frequencies. For each condition, the locations and
the heights defining the separation bubble were determined by carefully analyzing and
examining the pressure and the mean velocity profile data. The location of boundary layer
separation was independent of the reduced frequency level. However, the extent of the
separation was strongly dependent on the reduced frequency level. Once the unsteady
wake started to penetrate into the separation bubble, the turbulent spot produced in the
wake paths caused a reduction of the separation bubble height.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1791646#

Introduction
In recent years, gas turbine engine aerodynamicists have fo-

cused their attention on improving the efficiency and performance
of the low pressure turbine~LPT! component. Research works
from industry, research centers, and academia have shown that a
reduction of the blade number can be achieved without substan-
tially sacrificing the efficiency of the LPT blading. This reduction
contributes to an increase in thrust/weight ratio, thus reducing the
fuel consumption. Contrary to the high pressure turbine~HPT!
stage group that operates in a relatively high Reynolds number
environment, based on the operating conditions, the LPT experi-
ences an adverse change in Reynolds number ranging from 50,000
to 250,000. Since the major portion of the boundary layer, particu-
larly along the suction surface is laminar, the low Reynolds num-
ber in conjunction with the local adverse pressure gradient makes
it susceptible to flow separation, thus increasing the complexity of
the LPT boundary layer aerodynamics. The periodic unsteady na-
ture of the incoming flow associated with wakes that originate
from upstream blades substantially influences the boundary layer

development including the onset of the laminar separation, the
extent of the separation bubble, and its turbulent reattachment. Of
particular relevance in the context of LPT aerodynamics is the
interaction of the wake flow with the suction surface separation
bubble. While the phenomenon of the unsteady boundary layer
development and transition in the absence of the separation
bubbles has been the subject of intensive research, that has led to
better understanding the transition phenomenon, comprehending
the multiple effects of mutually interacting parameters on the LPT
boundary layer separation and their physics still requires more
research.

The significance of the unsteady flow effect on efficiency and
performance of compressor and turbine stages was recognized in
the early seventies by several researchers. Fundamental studies by
Pfeil and Herbst@1#, Pfeil et al. @2#, and Orth @3# studied and
quantified the effect of unsteady wake flow on the boundary layer
transition along flat plates. Schobeiri and his co-workers@4–7#
experimentally investigated the effects of the periodic unsteady
wake flow and pressure gradient on the boundary layer transition
and heat transfer along the concave surface of a constant curvature
plate. The measurements were systematically performed under
different pressure gradients and unsteady wake frequencies using
a squirrel cage type wake generator positioned upstream of the
curved plate. Liu and Rodi@8# carried out the boundary layer and
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heat transfer measurements on a turbine cascade, which was in-
stalled downstream of a squirrel cage type wake generator men-
tioned previously.

Analyzing the velocity and the turbulence structure of the im-
pinging wakes and their interaction with the boundary layer,
Chakka and Schobeiri@7# developed an intermittency based un-
steady boundary layer transition model. The analysis revealed a
universal pattern for the relative intermittency function for all the
frequencies and pressure gradients investigated. However, the
above investigations were not sufficient to draw any conclusion
with regard to an eventual universal character of the relative in-
termittency function. Further detailed investigations of the un-
steady boundary layer on a high Reynolds number turbine cascade
by Schobeiri et al.@9,10# and its subsequent analysis@11# and@12#
verified the universal character of the relative intermittency func-
tion. For this purpose, Schobeiri et al.@9# utilized a conceptually
different type wake generator, which is also used for the investi-
gation presented in this paper. Fottner and his coworkers@13,14#
and Schulte and Hodson@15# used the same wake generating con-
cept for the investigations on the influence of the unsteady wake
flow on the LPT-boundary layer. Kaszeta, Simon, and Ashpis@16#
experimentally investigated the laminar-turbulent transition aspect
within a channel with the side walls resembling the suction and
pressure surfaces of a LPT blade. Lou and Hourmouziadis@17#
investigated the mechanism of separation, transition, and reattach-
ment, and the effect of oscillating inlet flow conditions on laminar
boundary layer separation along a flat plate under a strong nega-
tive pressure gradient which was similar to the LPT pressure gra-
dient. This was simulated by contouring the top wall. They stud-
ied the Reynolds number effect on the transition region. Their
results showed that the higher Reynolds numbers cause an earlier
transition and reduction of the transition length, while the separa-
tion point does not change its location. Using the top wall con-
touring, Volino and Hultgren@18# performed an experimental
study and measured the detailed velocity along a flat plate which
was subjected to a similar pressure gradient as the suction side of
a low pressure turbine blade. They also stated that the location of
the boundary layer separation does not strongly depend on the
Reynolds number or free-stream turbulence level, as long as the
boundary layer remains nonturbulent before separation occurs.
Furthermore, they showed that the extent of the transition is
strongly dependent on the Reynolds number and turbulence inten-
sity.

Using the surface mounted hot film measurement technique,
Fottner and his coworkers@13# and @14#, Schröder @19#, and
Haueisen, Hennecke, and Schro¨der @20# documented strong inter-
action between the wakes and the suction surface separation
bubble on the LPT blades, both in the wind tunnel cascade tests
and in a turbine rig. Furthermore, they investigated the boundary
layer transition under the influence of the periodic wakes along
the LPT surface and found that the interaction of the wake with
the boundary layer greatly affects the loss generation. Shyne et al.
@21# performed an experimental study on a simulated low pressure
turbine. The experiments were carried out at Reynolds numbers of
100,000 and 250,000 with three levels of free-stream turbulence.
They indicated that the transition onset and the length are strongly
dependent on the free-stream turbulence. As the free-stream tur-
bulence increases, the onset location and the length of the transi-
tion are decreased. Treuren et al.@22# performed an experimental
study along a LPT surface at the very low Reynolds number of
25,000 and 50,000 with different free-stream turbulence levels.
They showed that a massive separation at the very low Reynolds
number of 25,000 is persistent, in spite of an elevated free stream
turbulence intensity. However, at the higher Reynolds number of
50,000, there was a strong separation on the suction side for the
low free-stream turbulence level. The separation bubble was
eliminated for the higher free-stream turbulence level of 8–9%.
The investigations by Halstead et al.@23# on a large scale LP
turbine uses surface mounted hot films to acquire detailed infor-

mation about the quasishear stress directly on the blade surface.
Investigations by Cardamone et al.@14# and Schro¨der @19# indi-
cate that the benefit of the wake-boundary layer interaction can be
used for the design procedure of modern gas turbine engines with
a reduced LPT blade number without altering the stage efficiency.

Most of the studies mentioned above on LP turbine cascade
aerodynamics have largely concentrated on the measurement of
the signals stemming from hot films mounted on the suction and
pressure surfaces of the blades under investigation. Although this
technique is qualitatively reflecting the interaction of the unsteady
wake with the boundary layer, because of the lack of an appropri-
ate calibration method, it is not capable of quantifying the surface
properties such as the wall shear stress. The few boundary layer
measurements are not comprehensive enough to provide any con-
clusive evidence for interpretation of the boundary layer transition
and separation processes and their direct impact on profile loss,
which is a critical parameter for blade design. Furthermore, the
numerical simulation of the unsteady LPT blade aerodynamics
using conventional turbulence and transition models fails if it is
applied to low Reynolds number cases. Recent work presented by
Cardamone et al.@14# shows that in the steady state case at Re
560,000, the separation is captured, however, for the unsteady
case, the separation bubble is not reproduced.

A recent experimental study by Schobeiri and O¨ ztürk @24# in-
vestigated the physics of the inception, onset and extent of the
separation bubble along a low pressure turbine blade which was
the first part of a series of investigations carried out at TPFL. A
detailed experimental study on the behavior of the separation
bubble on the suction surface of a highly loaded LPT blade under
a periodic unsteady wake flow was presented in Ref.@24#. Surface
pressure measurements were performed at Re550,000, 75,000,
100,000, 125,000. Increasing the Reynolds number has resulted in
no major changes to the surface pressure distribution. They con-
cluded that the unsteady wake flow with its highly turbulent vor-
tical core over the separation region caused a periodic contraction
and expansion of the separation bubble. It was proposed that, in
conjunction with the pressure gradient and periodic wakes, the
temporal gradient of the turbulence fluctuation, or more precisely
the fluctuation acceleration]n rms /]t provides a higher momen-
tum and energy transfer into the boundary layer, energizing the
separation bubble and causing it to partially or entirely disappear.
They found that for]n rms /]t.0, the separation bubble starts to
contract, whereas for]n rms /]t,0, it gradually assumes the shape
before the contraction. They argued that not only the existence of
higher turbulence fluctuations expressed in terms of higher turbu-
lence intensity influences the flow separation, but also its gradient
is of crucial importance in suppressing or preventing the onset and
the extent of the separation bubble. They stated that the fluctuation
gradient is an inherent feature of the incoming periodic wake flow
and does not exist in a statistically steady flow that might have a
high turbulence intensity.

The objective of the present study dealing with the specific
issues of the LPT boundary layer aerodynamics is to provide de-
tailed unsteady boundary flow information to understand the un-
derlying physics of the inception, onset, and extension of the sepa-
ration bubble. Furthermore, the unsteady boundary layer data
from the present and planned experimental investigations will
serve to extend the intermittency unsteady boundary layer transi-
tion model developed by Schobeiri and his coworkers@7,11,12# to
the LPT cases, where a massive separation occurs on the suction
surface at a low Reynolds number at the design and off-design
incidence. Furthermore, the experimental results are intended to
serve as benchmark data for a comparison with numerical compu-
tation using DNS or RANS-codes.

It is well known that the boundary layer measurement is one of
the most time consuming aerodynamic measurements. Any at-
tempt to increase the number of parameters to be studied would
inevitably result in substantial increase of the measurement time.
Considering this fact, the research facility described in Refs.@9#
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and @10# with state-of-the-art instrumentation has been substan-
tially modified to study systematically and efficiently the influence
of the periodic unsteady and highly turbulent flow on the LPT
cascade aerodynamics at the design and off-design incidence
angles, where the Reynolds number, wake impingement fre-
quency, free-stream turbulence, and the blade solidity can be var-
ied independently.

Experimental Research Facility
To investigate the effect of unsteady wake flow on turbine and

compressor cascade aerodynamics, particularly on unsteady
boundary layer transition, a multipurpose large-scale, subsonic re-
search facility was designed and has been taken into operation
since 1993. Since the facility in its original configuration is de-
scribed in Refs.@9#, @10# and @24# only a brief description of the
modifications and the main components is given below. The re-
search facility consists of a large centrifugal compressor, a dif-
fuser, a settling chamber, a nozzle, an unsteady wake generator,
and a turbine cascade test section as shown in Fig. 1. The com-
pressor with a volumetric flow rate of 15 m3/s is capable of gen-
erating a maximum mean velocity of 100 m/s at the test section
inlet. The settling chamber consists of five screens and one hon-
eycomb flow straightener to control the uniformity of the flow.

Two-dimensional periodic unsteady inlet flow is simulated by
the translational motion of a wake generator~see Fig. 1!, with a
series of cylindrical rods attached to two parallel operating timing
belts driven by an electric motor. To simulate the wake width and
spacing that stem from the trailing edge of rotor blades, the diam-
eter and number of rods can be varied. The rod diameter, its dis-
tance from the LPT blade leading edge, the wake width and the
corresponding drag coefficient are chosen according to the criteria
outlined by Schobeiri et al.@25#. The belt-pulley system is driven
by an electric motor and a frequency controller. The wake-passing
frequency is monitored by a fiber optic sensor. The sensor also
serves as the triggering mechanism for data transfer and its ini-
tialization, which is required for ensemble-averaging. This type of
wake generator produces clean 2-dimensional wakes, whose tur-
bulence structure, decay and development are, to a great extent,

predictable@25#. The unsteady boundary layer transition and heat
transfer investigations@9–12# performed on this facility serve as
the benchmark data for validation of turbulence models, transition
models, and general code assessments.

To account for a high flow deflection of the LPT cascade, the
entire wake generator and test section unit including the traversing
system was modified to allow a precise angle adjustment of the
cascade relative to the incoming flow. This is done by a hydraulic
platform, which simultaneously lifts and rotates the wake genera-
tor and test section unit. The unit is then attached to the tunnel exit
nozzle with an angular accuracy less than 0.05 deg, which is mea-
sured electronically.

The special design of the facility and the length of the belts
(Lbelt55,000 mm) enables a considerable reduction of the mea-
surement time. For the present investigation, two clusters of rods
with constant diameter of 2 mm are attached to the belts as shown
in Fig. 1. The two clusters with spacings SR5160 mm and SR
580 are separated by a distance which does not have any rods,
thus simulating the steady state case (SR5`). Thus, it is possible
to measure sequentially the effect of three different spacings at a
single boundary layer point. To clearly define the influence do-
main of each individual cluster with the other one, the clusters are
arranged with a certain distance between each other. Using the
triggering system mentioned above and a continuous data acqui-
sition, the buffer zones between the data clusters are clearly vis-
ible.

The data analysis program cuts the buffer zones and evaluates
the data pertaining to each cluster. Comprehensive preliminary
measurements were carried out to make sure that the data were
exactly identical to those, when the entire belt length was attached
with rods of constant spacing, which corresponded to each indi-
vidual cluster spacing. The cascade test section shown in Fig. 1,
located downstream of the wake generator, includes 5 LPT blades
with a height of 200.0 mm and the chord of 203.44 mm, Fig. 2.
For boundary layer investigations, five identical ‘‘Pak B’’ airfoils
designed by Pratt & Whitney were implemented whose cascade
geometry is given in Table 1. The blade geometry resembles the
essential feature such as the laminar boundary layer separation

Fig. 1 Turbine cascade research facility with the components and the adjustable test section
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that is inherent to typical LPT blades. The blade geometry was
made available to NASA researchers and academia to study the
specific problems of LPT flow separation, its passive and active
control and its prevention. As shown in Ref.@9#, this blade num-
ber is necessary and sufficient to secure a spatial periodicity for
the cascade flow. The periodicity is demonstrated by the pressure
distributions of the blade numbers 2 and 4, shown in Fig. 1 as part
1~a! and 1~b!. These blades were specially manufactured for mea-
surement of pressure and showed identical pressure distributions.
A computer controlled traversing system is used to measure the
inlet velocities and turbulence intensities, as well as the boundary
layers on suction and pressure surfaces. The traversing system is
vertically mounted on the Plexiglas side wall. It consists of a
slider and a lead screw that is connected to a DC-stepper motor
with an encoder and decoder. The optical encoder provides a con-
tinuous feedback to the stepper motor for accurate positioning of
the probes. The system is capable of traversing in small steps up
to 2.5 mm, which is specifically required for boundary layer in-
vestigations where the measurement of the laminar sublayer is of
particular interest.

Instrumentation, Data Acquisition, and Data Reduction
The data acquisition system is controlled by a personal com-

puter that includes a 16 channel, 12-bit analog-digital~A/D!
board. Time dependent velocity signals are obtained by using a
commercial 3-channel~TSI!, constant temperature hot-wire an-
emometer system that has a signal conditioner with a variable low
pass filter and adjustable gain. A Prandtl probe, placed upstream
of the diffuser, monitors the reference velocity at a fixed location.
The pneumatic probes are connected to high precision differential
pressure transducers for digital readout. Several calibrated ther-
mocouples are placed downstream of the test section to constantly
monitor the flow temperature. The wake generator speed and the
passing frequency signals of the rods are transmitted by a fiber-
optic trigger sensor. The passage signals of the rods are detected
by the sensor using a silver-coated reflective paint on one of the
belts. This sensor gives an accurate readout of the speed of the
wake generator and the passing frequency of the rods. The signals
of the pressure transducers, thermocouples, and trigger sensors are
transmitted to the A/D board and are sampled by the computer. To

Fig. 2 Wake Generator

Table 1 Parameters of turbine cascade test section

Parameters Values Parameters Values

Inlet velocity Vin54 m/s Inlet turbulence intensity Tuin51.9%
Rod translational speed U55.0 m/s Blade Re-number Re5110,000
Nozzle width W5200.0 mm Blade height hB5200 mm
Blade chord c5203.44 mm Cascade solidity s51.248
Blade axial chord cax5182.85 mm Zweifel coefficient cA51.254
Blade suction surface length LSS5270.32 mm Cascade angle w555°
Cascade flow coefficient F50.80 Cascade spacing SB5163 mm
Inlet air angle to the cascade a150° Exit air angle from the cascade a2590°
Rod diameter DR52.0 mm Rod distance to leading edge LR5122 mm
Cluster 1~no rod, steady! SR5` mm V—parameter steady case V50.0
Cluster 2 rod spacing SR5160.0 mm V—parameter for cluster 1 V51.59
Cluster 3 rod spacing SR580.0 mm V—parameter for cluster 2 V53.18
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ensure the cascade periodicity, the second and fourth blades are
instrumented each with 48 static pressure taps. Two adjacent
blades are used for boundary layer measurement. The taps are
connected to a scanivalve, which sequentially transferred the pres-
sure signals to one of the transducers that was connected to the
A/D board. Using the newest version of Labview, the data acqui-
sition system including the computer and the A/D board was up-
graded.

The unsteady data are taken by calibrated, custom designed
miniature, single hot wire probes. At each boundary layer posi-
tion, samples were taken at a rate of 20 kHz for each of 100
revolutions of the wake generator. The data were ensemble-
averaged with respect to the rotational period of the wake genera-
tor. Before final data were taken, the number of samples per revo-
lution and the total number of revolutions were varied to
determine the optimum settings for convergence of the ensemble-
average.

For the steady state case, the instantaneous velocity compo-
nents are calculated from the temperature compensated instanta-
neous voltages by using the calibration coefficients. The instanta-
neous velocity can be represented in the following form:

V5V̄1v (1)

whereV̄ is the mean~time-averaged! velocity and v is the turbu-
lent fluctuation component. The mean velocity, also known as the
time-average, is given by:
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where M is the total number of samples at one boundary layer
location. The root mean square value of the turbulent velocity
fluctuation is:
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and the local turbulence intensity is defined as:
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For unsteady cases, the ensemble-averaged velocity, fluctuation
velocity, and the turbulence intensity were calculated from the
instantaneous velocity samples by:
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where N5100 is the total number of wake generator periods and
M the number of samples taken per period.^Vi~ti)& is the refer-
ence ensemble averaged velocity for the particular boundary layer
traverse. The ensemble-averaged boundary layer parameters such
as displacement thickness^d1&, momentum thicknesŝd2&, and
shape factor̂H12& are calculated as follows:
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In the above equations the signs^ & refer to ensemble averaged
quantities. Since we are dealing with ensemble averaged data, for
the sake of consistency, we will drop^ & in the following discus-
sions. Precise calculation ofd1 , d2 , and H12 requires accurate
determination of the boundary layer thicknessd as given in Ref.
@26#.

Experimental Results and Discussion
To investigate the influence of the unsteady wake flow on the

boundary layer development along the suction and pressure sur-
faces of the LPT blade and, particularly, its impact on the incep-
tion and onset of the separation bubble, the detailed surface pres-
sure and boundary layer measurements were performed at a
Reynolds number of 110,000. This Reynolds number, which per-
tains to a typical cruise operation, exhibits a representative value
within LPT operating range between 75,000 and 400,000 as dis-
cussed by Hourmouziadis@27#. Furthermore, it produces separa-
tion bubbles that can be accurately measured by miniature hot
wire probes. For this Reynolds number, three different reduced
frequencies were examined. For generation of the unsteady wakes,
cylindrical rods with the diameter dR52 mm were chosen to ful-
fill the similar criterion that requires the generation of a drag
coefficient CD that is approximately equal to the CD of the turbine
blade with the chord and spacing given in Table 1~for details we
refer to the studies in@25# and @28#!.

To accurately account for the unsteadiness caused by the fre-
quency of the individual wakes and their spacings, the flow ve-
locity, and the cascade parameters, we define a reduced frequency
V that includes the cascade soliditys, the flow coefficientw, the
blade spacing SB, and the rod spacing SR. Many researchers have
used the Strouhal number as the unsteady flow parameter, which
only includes the speed of the wake generator and the inlet veloc-
ity. However, the reduced frequencyV is an extension of the
Strouhal number in the sense that it incorporates the rod spacing
SR and the blade spacing SB in addition to the inlet velocity and
wake generator speed. For the surface pressure measurement, rods
with uniform spacings as specified in Table 1 were attached over
the entire belt length. For boundary layer measurement, however,
the clusters of rods were attached, as mentioned previously.

Surface Pressure Distributions. Detailed pressure measure-
ments were taken by a 48-port scanivalve at the Re-number of
110,000. Three different reduced frequencies ofV50, 1.59, 3.18
were applied. These reduced frequencies correspond to the rod

Fig. 3 Static pressure distributions at Re Ä110,00 and reduced
frequencies VÄ0, 1.59, 3.18 „SRÄ:, SRÄ160 mm, 80 mm …
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spacings of SR5`, 160 mm, and 80 mm respectively. The pres-
sure distributions in Fig. 3 show the results of one steady and two
unsteady cases. The pressure signals inherently signify the time-
averaged pressure because of the internal pneumatic damping ef-
fect of the connecting pipes to the transducer. The noticeable dif-
ferences in pressure distributions between steady and unsteady
cases, especially on the suction surface, are due to the drag forces
caused by moving rods. The drag forces cause a momentum defi-
ciency that leads to a reduction of total and static pressure.

The time-averaged pressure coefficients along the pressure and
suction surfaces are plotted in Fig. 3. The suction surface~upper
portion!, exhibits a strong negative pressure gradient. The flow
accelerates at a relatively steep rate and reaches its maximum
surface velocity that corresponds to the minimum Cp524.0 at
s/s050.42. Passing through the minimum pressure, the fluid par-
ticles within the boundary layer encounter a positive pressure gra-
dient that causes a sharp deceleration to s/s050.55 to be reached.
This point signifies the beginning of the laminar boundary layer
separation and the onset of a separation bubble. As seen in the
subsequent boundary layer discussion, the separation bubble char-
acterized by a constant Cp-plateau extends up to s/s050.746, thus
occupying more than 19% of the suction surface and constituting
a massive separation. Passing the plateau, the flow first experi-
ences a second sharp deceleration indicative of a process of reat-
tachment followed by a further deceleration at a moderate rate. On
the pressure surface, the flow accelerates at a very slow rate,
reaches a minimum pressure coefficient at s/s050.42 and contin-
ues to accelerate until the trailing edge has been reached. Unlike
the suction surface, the pressure surface boundary layer does not
encounter any adverse positive pressure gradient that triggers
separation. However, close to the leading edge, a small plateau
extending from s/s050.08 to 0.16 indicates the existence of a
small size separation bubble that might be attributed to a minor
inlet flow incident angle.

Considering the unsteady case with the reduced frequency

V51.59 corresponding to a rod spacing of SR5160 mm, Fig. 3
exhibits a slight difference in the pressure distribution between the
steady and unsteady cases. As mentioned above, this deviation is
attributed to the momentum deficiency that leads to a reduction of
the total and static pressure. Increasing the reduced frequency to
V53.18 by reducing the rod spacing to SR580 mm causes a
slight shift of the Cp-distribution compared with theV51.59 case.
One should bear in mind that pneumatically measured surface
pressure distribution represents a time integral of the pressure
events only. Detailed information regarding the structure of the
separation bubble is delivered by means of a detailed unsteady
boundary layer or surface pressure measurement by fast response
probes, as will be discussed in the subsequent sections.

Time Averaged Velocity Distributions. Consistent with the
surface pressure distribution which is discussed above, the effect
of the wake frequency on the time-averaged velocity profiles and
turbulence intensity distribution is presented for the corresponding
rod spacings of SR580 mm, and 160 mm at different longitudinal
locations in Figs. 4–7. In the upstream region of the separation
bubble, the flow is attached. Upstream of the separation bubble at
s/s050.52 and also at its immediate proximity s/s050.588, the
velocity distributions inside the boundary layer experience a slight
decrease with increasing the reduced frequency. Inside the sepa-
ration bubble at s/s050.705, a substantial influence of the wake
frequency is observed. The higher wake frequency introduces a
fluctuation kinetic energy into the boundary layer trying to reverse
the separation tendency. As can be seen from the velocity distri-
bution profiles, the onset and the length of the separation bubble
are not changed. However, there is a slight change of the bubble
height. This shows that the flow does not have the capability to
suppress the separation bubble. It only reduces the separation
bubble height. In the downstream of the separation bubble, where
the flow is fully reattached, s/s050.951, the impact of the wake on

Fig. 4 Time-averaged velocity profiles along the suction surface of the blade at VÄ1.59 „SRÄ160 mm …, Re
Ä110,000 „the numbers represent local s Õs0…
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the boundary layer is reduced. This effect is clearly shown in the
velocity distribution at s/s050.951. According to the previous in-
vestigations by Schobeiri et al.@10# on a HP-turbine cascade, an
increased wake frequency causes turbulence fluctuations to rise
inside and outside the boundary layer. However, in the LPT case
with the boundary layer separation once the boundary layer is
reattached and the velocity distribution assumes a fully turbulent
profile, no major changes are observed neither in the velocity nor
in the turbulence intensity distribution.

Change of Separation Bubble Under Unsteady Wake Flow.
The shape of the bubble configuration can be identified from the
time-averaged velocity distributions. The dividing streamline and
the line of the inflection points are found by taking the second
derivative of the velocity profiles and equating them to zero. A
similar bubble formation is found for three different frequencies
as shown in Fig. 8. The separation points, where the separation
starts and ends, remain the same for the three different frequen-
cies. The separation bubble height decreases with the increase of
the reduced frequency. The separation bubble is exposed to a
wake external flow being under the influence of relatively a lower
turbulence followed by a periodic sequence of the wake impinge-
ments. When the wake passes over the blade introducing a high
turbulence kinetic energy into the boundary layer, the boundary
layer is energized causing the separation bubble to be partially
reduced. Thus, this flow does not have the capability to com-
pletely suppress the separation bubble. The main parameters de-
scribing the separation bubble for the three test frequencies are the
starting point of the separation bubble ss, the location of the maxi-
mum separation bubble height smd, reattachment of the separation
bubble sr, and the maximum separation bubble height hm. These
parameters are shown in dimensionless form in Table 2.

Behavior of Separation Bubble Under Wake Flow. The ef-
fect of the periodic unsteady wakes on the onset and extent of the

separation bubble is shown in Figs. 9 and 10 for two different
frequencies, namelyV51.59 andV53.18. These figures display
the full extent of the separation bubble and its behavior under a
periodic wake flow impingement at different t/t. The wake propa-
gation forV51.59 andV53.18 is analyzed, and the value of t/t
corresponds to the point in the cycle at which the data acquisition
system is triggered. During a rod passing period, the wake flow
and the separation bubble undergo a sequence of flow states which
are not noticeably different when the unsteady data are time-
averaged. To compare the temporal changes of the spatial position
of the separation bubble, the time-averaged separation bubble is
marked red. Starting with a reduced frequency ofV51.59 at t/t
50.25, the separation bubble is under a full influence of the wake.
The wake passing over the blade introduces a high turbulence
kinetic energy into the boundary layer. The energized boundary
layer bubble is partially reduced or disappeared compared to the
time-averaged separation bubble size shown red in Fig. 9~a!. As
the wake passes, t/t50.50, the height of the separation bubble
reaches its maximum size at s/s050.705. The contraction starts
again that reduces the size of the separation bubble at t/t50.75. At
s/s050.705 the core region has slightly moved towards to the
leading edge. At t/t51, the full effect of the wake on the boundary
layer can be seen before another wake appears and the bubble
moves back to the original position. Once the wake starts to pen-
etrate into the separation bubble, the turbulent spot produced in
the wake paths causes a total suppression at some streamwise
positions. Similar results are observed when operating at a re-
duced frequency ofV53.18. The wake frequency exerts no influ-
ence on the position of the separation bubble. However, doubling
the reduced frequency is associated with the higher turbulence
intensity that leads to stronger suppression of the separation
bubble as shown in Fig. 10.

Fig. 5 Time-averaged velocity profiles along the suction surface of the blade at VÄ3.18 „SRÄ80 mm …, Re
Ä110,000 „the numbers represent local s Õs0…
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Ensemble-Averaged Fluctuation RMS Velocity Distribution.
The temporal-spatial contours of the ensemble-averaged fluctua-
tion rms velocity at three different lateral positions for two re-
duced frequencies are presented in Fig. 11. As shown in Fig. 11,
the wakes periodically disturb the boundary layer with the high
turbulence intensity cores. As is seen in Fig. 11~a!, three wake
passes are visible forV51.59 at a normal distance from the wall
of y51.065 mm. At s/s050.52, the visibility of the wake vanishes
due to the separation bubble. As explained earlier, the separation
bubble starts at s/s050.5 and extends up to s/s050.746, thus oc-
cupying more than 24% of the suction surface and forming a
massive separation. It perfectly matches the results obtained from
the static pressure measurements~Fig. 3!. At s/s050.746, the fluc-
tuation rms velocity field in Fig. 11~a! shows the stagnant fluid
region and the area of the rms maximum, which indicates the
development of a transition and reattachment. IncreasingV to
3.18 causes an earlier mixing of the impinging wakes, which leads
to a complete degeneration of the deterministic periodic flow into
a stochastic turbulent flow. As can be seen from Fig. 11~b!, in-
creasing the reduced frequency has not brought any major
changes, regarding the structure of the separation bubble.

Boundary Layer Time-Averaged Integral Quantities. The
time-averaged distribution of the boundary layer thickness, dis-
placement thickness, momentum thickness and the shape factor
for the suction surface are shown in Fig. 12. The momentum
thickness value for three different reduced frequencies remains the
same along the blade and does not demonstrate any unusual be-
havior within the separation bubble between the separation start
point ss and the reattachment sr as shown in Fig. 12~c!. The initial
growth of the boundary layer displacement thickness and the
shape factor is comparatively small up to the maximum displace-
ment location. As is seen from the Figs. 12~b! and 12~d!, both the
boundary layer displacement thickness and the shape factor were

decreased in the separation bubble and after the reattachment, as
the reduced wake frequency was increased. These results clearly
show the impact of the unsteady wake flow on the boundary layer
parameters and hence on the profile loss coefficient and efficiency.
The unsteady wake flow causes a reduction of the losses due to
the suppressed or reduced separation bubble.

Boundary Layer Ensemble Averaged Integral Quantities.
The integral parameters, such as the momentum thickness and
shape factor, are of particular interest to a turbine designer, since
they provide an accurate first estimation of the quality of the de-
signed blade. The ensemble-averaged distributions of the momen-
tum thickness and shape factor for the suction surface are shown
in Figs. 13~a!–13~d! for V51.59 andV53.18 values discussed
earlier. The momentum thickness values are nondimensionalized
with respect to the value corresponding to the steady case with
V50. The periodt represents the wake-passing period that is
specific to the individual wake generating cluster, which is char-
acterized by theV—value under investigation. The periodic be-
havior of the ensemble-averaged momentum thickness over the
entire suction surface as a result of the embedded periodic wake
flow is clearly visible from Fig. 13. It represents the momentum
thickness behavior at different s/s0 locations upstream, within and
outside the separation bubble. The relative momentum thickness
distribution upstream of the separation bubble in Fig. 13~a! inte-
grally exhibits a slight increase, whereas inside the zone shown in
Fig. 13~a!, a substantial decrease is apparent. At the immediate
vicinity of the separation bubble trailing edge, s/s050.705 close to
reattachment, Fig. 13~b!, the momentum thickness experiences a
noticeable increase, which by convecting downstream decreases
again and approaches the integral values that are close to the
steady state case.

The ensemble averaged relative shape factor H12-distributions
on the suction surface at the same streamwise locations are plotted

Fig. 6 Time-averaged turbulent intensity profiles along the suction surface of the blade at VÄ1.59 „SR
Ä160 mm …, ReÄ110,000 „the numbers represent local s Õs0…
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in Figs. 14~a!–14~d!. Upstream of the separation bubble, Fig.
14~a! they experience a similar periodic change with an average
slightly close to the steady case. Moving into the separation
bubble, Fig. 14~b!, each streamwise location presents its own
shape factor that is specific to the velocity distribution we dis-
cussed. Similar results are observed when operating at a reduced
frequency ofV53.18 which is shown in Figs. 13, and 14~c! and
14~d!.

The ensemble averaged integral parameters discussed above are
essential to calculate the ensemble averaged and time averaged

profile loss coefficients at each streamwise position. Furthermore,
the integration of the time averaged loss coefficient distribution
over the entire blade surface provides the global profile loss coef-
ficient. A simple procedure given in Ref.@26# describes how the
loss coefficient can be calculated using the integral parameters.

Conclusions
A detailed experimental study on the behavior of the separation

bubble on the suction surface of a highly loaded LPT blade under
periodic unsteady wake flow was investigated. The measurements
were carried out utilizing a custom designed hot-wire probe. One
steady and two different unsteady inlet wake flow conditions with
the corresponding passing frequencies, the wake velocity and the
turbulence intensities, were investigated by utilizing a large-scale,
subsonic research facility. Translational motion of the timing belt
created the unsteady wake flow. It is found that the turbulent spots
generated by the unsteady wake flow were effective in suppress-
ing or reducing the size of the separation bubble. The results of
the unsteady boundary layer measurements were presented in the
ensemble-averaged and contour plot forms. Surface pressure mea-
surements were performed at Re5110,000. Slight changes of the
pressure distribution occurred, while operating at the unsteady
flow conditions. Detailed unsteady boundary layer measurement

Fig. 7 Time-averaged turbulent intensity profiles along the suction surface of the blade at VÄ3.18 „SR
Ä80 mm …, ReÄ110,000 „the numbers represent local s Õs0…

Fig. 8 Change of separation bubble height under the influence
of different reduced frequencies of VÄ0, 1.59, 3.18 „SRÄ`,
SRÄ160 mm, 80 mm …

Table 2 Parameters describing separation bubble for three
different reduced frequencies

Parameters V50.0 V51.59 V53.18

ss /s0 0.5 0.5 0.5
smd /s0 0.705 0.705 0.705
sr /s0 0.746 0.746 0.746
hm ~mm) 6.123 5.818 5.358
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Fig. 9 Ensemble-averaged velocity contours along the suction surface for different s Õs0 with time t Õt as parameter for
VÄ1.59 „SRÄ160 mm …, ReÄ110,000 „time-averaged separation bubble for VÄ1.59 marked red …

Fig. 10 Ensemble-averaged velocity contours along the suction surface for different s Õs0 with time t Õt as parameter for
VÄ3.18 „SRÄ80 mm …, ReÄ110,000 „time-averaged separation bubble for VÄ3.18 marked red …
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Fig. 11 Ensemble-averaged rms fluctuation velocity in the temporal-spatial domain at different y positions for VÄ1.59
„SRÄ160 mm …, and VÄ3.18 „SRÄ80 mm …
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Fig. 12 Time averaged „a… boundary layer thickness, „b… displacement thickness, „c… momentum
deficiency thickness and „d… shape factor for three different reduced frequency of VÄ0, 1.59, 3.18
„SRÄ`, SRÄ160 mm, 80 mm …, ReÄ110,000, ssÄstarting point of separation zone, s mdÄlocation of
maximum separation bubble height

Fig. 13 Ensemble-averaged relative momentum thickness distribution along the suction surface for different streamwise
positions for „a… and „b… at VÄ1.59 „SRÄ160 mm …, „c… and „d… at VÄ3.18 „SRÄ80 mm …
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identified the onset and extension of the separation bubble as well
as its behavior under the unsteady wake flow. Passing the wake
flow with its highly turbulent vortical core over the separation
region caused a periodic contraction and expansion of the separa-
tion bubble and a reduction of the separation bubble height. In-
creasing the passing frequency associated with higher turbulence
intensity further reduced the separation bubble height. The time
averaged integral quantities showed the impact of the unsteady
wake flow on the boundary layer parameters and, hence, on the
profile loss coefficient and efficiency. Unsteady wake flow caused
a reduction of the losses due to the suppressed or reduced separa-
tion boundary layer.

Future processing of the data, including different Reynolds
numbers, different free-stream turbulence intensity level with dif-
ferent reduced frequencies will provide further insight into the
nature of the separation bubble behavior in these cases.

Uncertainty Analysis
The Kline and McClintock@29# uncertainty analysis method

was used to determine the uncertainty in the velocity after cali-
bration and data reduction for the single-wire probe. In addition,
the uncertainty in the heat transfer measurements was also deter-
mined. The Kline and McClintock method determines the uncer-
tainty with a 95% confidence level. The uncertainty in the velocity
for the single-wire probe after the data reduction is given in Table

3. As shown, the uncertainty in the velocity increases as the flow
velocity decreases. This is due to the pneumatic pressure trans-
ducer having a large uncertainty during calibration.
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Nomenclature

c 5 blade chord
cax 5 axial chord
Cp 5 pressure coefficient,Cp5Pi2Ps /(Pt2Ps) inl
dR 5 rod diameter

H12 5 shape factor, H125d1 /d2
hm 5 maximum separation bubble height

LSS 5 suction surface length
M 5 number of samples
N 5 number of wake cycles
pi 5 static pressure taps i51, . . . ,48

ps, pt 5 static, total pressure
ReLSS 5 Reynolds number based on suction surface length

ReLSS5LssVexit /n
SB 5 blade spacing
SR 5 rod spacing

Fig. 14 Ensemble-averaged relative shape factor distribution along the suction surface for different streamwise positions
for „a… and „b… at VÄ1.59 „SRÄ160 mm …, „c… and „d… at VÄ3.18 „SRÄ80 mm …

Table 3 Uncertainty in velocity measurement for hot-wire
probe

Ū ~m/s! 3 5 12

vŪ/Ū(%)red
5.78 2.41 1.40
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s 5 streamwise distance from the leading edge of the
blade

s0 5 streamwise distance from the leading edge to the
trailing edge of the blade

smd 5 maximum separation bubble height at a streamwise
distance from blade leading edge

sr 5 re-attachment point of the separation bubble at a
streamwise distance from blade leading edge

ss 5 starting point of the separation bubble at a stream-
wise distance from blade leading edge

t 5 time
Tu 5 turbulence intensity
U 5 belt translational velocity

Vax 5 axial velocity
Vexit 5 exit velocity

V 5 velocity
v 5 fluctuation velocity
g 5 blade stagger angle
d 5 boundary layer thickness

d1 5 boundary layer displacement thickness
d2 5 boundary layer momentum deficiency thickness
d3 5 boundary layer energy deficiency thickness
n 5 kinematic viscosity
s 5 cascade solidity,s5c/SB
t 5 one wake-passing period
w 5 flow coefficient,w5Vax/U

cA 5 Zweifel coefficientcA52 sin2 a2(cota22cota1)sB /cax
V 5 reduced frequencyV5(c/SR)U/Vax5(s/w)(SB /SR)
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A simple thermo-fluid-dynamic analysis is presented for the ulti-
mate steady flow in a repeating stage of an axial-flow compressor.
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1 Introduction
Many papers in the literature have been devoted to study of the

‘‘boundary layers’’ on the annulus walls of axial flow turbo-
machines. But it is now generally agreed that conventional bound-
ary layer theory is inappropriate for describing these flows, as
they are three dimensional, often with areas of separation, and full
CFD calculations of the whole flow are generally required. How-
ever the concept of the ‘‘ultimate steady flow’’~USF! in a repeat-
ing stage, first described by Howell@1# and later by Smith
@2#—that through an ‘‘embedded’’ stage in a multi-stage compres-
sor or turbine where the flow changes little between entry and
exit—has proved useful and enlightening.

Smith reported on the testing of a twelve-stage General Electric
research compressor with high-aspect-ratio blading as follows:

‘‘The flow does not actually deteriorate, but remains rea-
sonably well behaved. Of course the flow details may be
quite complex, particularly near the walls. Evidence that
losses are larger near the walls than at mid-passage is
given . . . . Theexcess total temperature near the blade ends
is seen to increase as the flow proceeds through the com-
pressor: the fluid near the walls is the receptacle of the
energy dissipated by these losses.’’

In a recent paper@3#, Horlock and Denton reported CFD calcu-
lations of the flow through a Rolls Royce research compressor,
and these were compared with experimental measurements ob-
tained by Howard et al.@4# at Cranfield University. It was indeed
shown that the axial velocity and stagnation pressure profiles re-
peated quite well from stage to stage, after the first. Further the
work input per unit radius repeated, its magnitude increasing to-
wards the walls, and Smith’s observation that the difference be-
tween the stagnation temperature near the walls and that at mid-
span increased continually through the machine was partly
confirmed.

In this Technical Brief, an attempt is made to present simply
and analytically the thermo-fluid-dynamic implications of this
phenomenon.

2 The Smith Theorem
The argument starts from a ‘‘theorem’’ originally stated by

Smith @2#:
‘‘As the flow passes through one~USF! stage all streamlines

will experience the same increase in static pressure; this must be
so because the same radial and circumferential distribution of ve-
locities exist and hence radial and circumferential pressure gradi-
ents must be the same according to the momentum equation. Fur-
thermore all streamlines experience the same increase in total
pressure, which is the same as the static pressure because the
dynamic pressure is the same at stage inlet and outlet from each
streamline.’’

3 Analysis
A statement of the Second Law in terms of radial gradients of

stagnation enthalpyH, stagnation pressureP, stagnation tempera-
ture T and entropys is

dH

dr
2T

ds

dr
5

1

r

dP

dr
. (1)

We shall consider flow of a perfect gas~of constant specific heat
cp) at low Mach number through the repeating stage of a com-
pressor; the flow then approaches one of constant densityr, so
that P may be written as

P5p11/2rc2, (2)

wherec is the velocity. From Smith’s theorem, the complete ve-
locity distribution repeats from entry~station 1! to exit ~station 3!
of the stage under study. Thus for the component velocities in the
x ~axial!, u ~tangential! and r ~radial! directions:cx1@r #5cx3@r #;
cu1@r #5cu3@r #; cr1@r #5cr3@r #; the flow angles also repeat.
@Note however that the velocity profiles change from stator exit to
rotor exit ~state 2!, i.e. cx1@r #Þcx2@r #.] It follows then from the
radial equation of motion that the static pressure gradient]p1 /]r
at stage entry is equal to]p3 /]r at stage exit~but not equal to
]p2 /]r at the rotor exit!.

Since both static pressurep and kinetic energyc2/2 repeat, the
stagnation pressureP must also repeat, i.e.,

]P3 /]r 5]P1 /]r , (3)

and

]~P32P1!/]r 5]~DP!/]r 50. (4)

Thus the stagnation pressure rise,DP5(P32P1), is constant
through the end-wall region and equal toDP in the mainstream.
DP is also equal to the~constant! static pressure riseDp. But note
again that]P2 /]rÞ]P1 /]r .

If it is now assumed that the flow is in radial equilibrium with
cr50, the partial differentials become full differentials. This as-
sumption will be valid near the annulus walls in a stage with long
blades, and indeed approximately true across the whole stream for
a compressor of high hub-tip ratio.
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As previously argued, the work transfer per unit mass flow,
Dw5DH5cpDT, repeats from stage to stage, since the velocity
triangles will be the same in each stage. It then follows from Eqs.
~1! and ~3! that

d~Dw!

dr
5

dH3

dr
2

dH1

dr
5

d~DH !

dr
5T3

ds3

dr
2T1

ds1

dr
'

dL

dr
, (5)

whereL'Tm Ds is the ‘‘loss’’ or ‘‘lost work,’’ in which Tm is a
mean temperature. To summarize this discussion of the flow in a
repeating stage, following from Smith’s theorem:

~i! there are gradients inH andP with r;

~ii ! there is a gradient in work inputw ~and therefore inDH)
with r, usually an increase toward the annulus walls;

~iii ! there is no gradient inDP, the increase of stagnation pres-
sure;

~iv! there is a gradient in ‘‘loss’’L'Tm Ds, and it is equal to
the gradient of the work input,DH.

Analytically these results may be written as

d~DH2DP!

dr
5

d~DH !

dr
'

dL

dr
. (6)

Hence if subscriptMS refers to the mainstream and subscriptEW to
a location within the end-wall region, Eq.~6! may be integrated to
give

DHEW2DHMS5LEW2LMS5X~r !,

or

DHEW5DHMS1X~r !, (7)

LEW5LMS1X~r !.

Thus the ‘‘extra’’ work inputX(r ) at any radius in the end-wall
regions is equal to the ‘‘extra’’ loss there. In the absence of any
mixing the stagnation temperature will distort progressively
through the compressor within the end-wall region, as will the
entropy; both will go on rising. But mixing will spread the in-
creases in these extensive properties into the main stream due to
secondary flow and/or turbulent diffusion, as Adkins and Smith
@5# and Gallimore and Cumpsty@6#, Wisler et al. @7# have ex-
plained. Cumpsty@8# has given an excellent account of this phe-
nomenon, together with an illustration of a calculation of the ra-
dial redistribution of the losses, without dissipation, in which the
total stage loss remained unchanged.

4 The Stage Efficiency
Smith expressed the efficiency of the whole repeating stage@h#

in terms of the mainstream efficiency~or the efficiency of the
stage running full,hMS), the end-wall displacement thicknesses
and blade force deficit thicknesses. He used the fact that the pres-
sure rise~static or stagnation! in the end-wall region was the same
as that in the mainstream. Here we initially repeat Smith’s ap-
proach and then examine it in the light of the analysis derived
above.

4.1 Smith’s Analysis. For simplicity here we assume that
near the inner casing~at r 5r HUB) there is just one thin end-wall
region~of thicknessd!, through which the blade speedU changes
little. Smith’s approach was simply to state the stage efficiency as

h5E rcx DP drY E rcx DH dr

5DPE rcx drY E FuU dr, (8)

whereFu is the local tangential force on the blade, per unit length.
The integrals refer to the total flow, but Smith restated them using
the flow displacement thickness

dx* 5E
r HUB

r HUB1d

@12~rcx!/~rcx!MS#dr (9)

and the force deficit thickness

y5~1/FuMS!E
r HUB

r HUB1d

~FuMS2Fu!dr

'~1/FuMSU !E
r HUB

r HUB1d

~FuMSU2FuU !dr. (10)

It then followed that

h5@Q DP~ l 2d* #/@FuMSU@ l 2y!#, (11)

where l is the blade length andQ is the flow for the annulus
running full, for which the stage efficiency would be

hMS5Q DP/FuMSUl . (12)

Thus the stage efficiency of the USF stage is given by

h5hMS

@12~d* / l !#

@12~y/ l !#
, (13)

which is essentially Smith’s final result. It can be elaborated to
allow for end-wall regions on separate hub and casing walls, for
lower hub-tip ratio stages, and variations in blade speed with ra-
dius. Smith gave experimental correlations of (d* /g) whereg is
the staggered spacing of the blading, and of the ratio~y/d* !; these
correlations depended on the stage geometry, including tip clear-
ance.

It is of interest that Smith’s equation~13! does not involve the
extra loss explicitly.

4.2 Alternative Analysis. Smith’s approach has the virtue
of simplicity but to some extent it hides the basic understanding of
the flow that follows from the result derived in Sec. 3—that the
‘‘extra’’ work in the end-wall region is equal to the ‘‘extra’’ loss
there. In an alternative approach, Smith’s result can be derived
using the analysis of Sec. 3, as follows.

It may be shown from Eq.~7! that

LEW,TOTAL5E
r HUB

r HUB1d

rcxX dr5~y2d* !~rcx DH !MS . (14)

The total loss in the USF stage is

LSTAGE5~rcxL !MS~ l 2d!1E
r HUB

r HUB1d

rcx~LMS1X!dr

5~rcxL !MS~ l 2d* !1E
r HUB

r HUB1d

rcxX dr. (15)

Similarly the total work input may be written as

DWSTAGE5~rcx DH !MS~ l 2d* !1E
r HUB

r HUB1d

rcxX dr, (16)

so that

h512~LSTAGE/DWSTAGE!

512
~rcxL !MS~ l 2d!1* r HUB

r HUB1d
rcxX dr

~rcx DH !MS~ l 2d* !1* r HUB

r HUB1d
rcxX dr

. (17)

Using Eq.~14! for LEW,TOTAL , and

hMS512~LMS /DHMS! (18)

it follows from Eq. ~17! that
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h512F @~12hMS!~ l 2d!#1~d* 2y!

~ l 2d* !1~d* 2y! G5hMSF12~d* / l !

12~y/ l ! G ,
(19)

which is Smith’s expression for the stage efficiency.

5 Discussion
This note has made reference to the ‘‘extra’’ loss and the ‘‘ex-

tra’’ work in the end-wall flows of repeating stages, and shown
that these extra quantities are equal@to X(r ) in the notation of this
paper#. This would imply that if the extra work could be deter-
mined then the~equal! extra loss would also be known.

Attention has already been drawn to the fact that Smith’s ex-
pression for stage efficiency does not explicitly involve the ‘‘ex-
tra’’ losses in the end-wall regions. But Eq.~14! shows that ify
andd* can each be determined~for example from Smith’s corre-
lations! then the total extra loss across the end-wall region
(LEW,TOTAL) is indeed known. Itis therefore included within the
Smith efficiency expression, if in a hidden way.

An alternative way to enter this logistical circle is suggested
from the analysis of this note. It would be to use Smith’s correla-
tion for the blockage~d* ! and to find the extra work from inviscid
secondary flow analysis. Such an attempt to calculate the ‘‘ulti-
mate’’ secondary flow in repeating stages was made earlier~Hor-
lock @9#!. The angle perturbations through the end-wall regions in
Howard’s compressor@4# were calculated from the mainstream
deflections and the observed velocity distributions. With the ef-
fects of tip clearance also included, the general trend of the ex-
perimental data was confirmed.

Thus the prediction of the USF stage efficiency would involve
the following steps:

~a! Find the displacement thicknesses~d* ! in the USF stage
~from Smith’s original results for stator exit, and from Hor-
lock @10# for rotor exit! and make estimates of the corre-
sponding velocity profiles;

~b! calculate the angle distributions and the velocity triangles in
the end-wall region;

~c! either calculate the total ‘‘extra’’ work and the total ‘‘extra’’
loss, LEW,TOTAL , and hence the force deficit thickness~y!
from Eq.~14!; or calculate the value ofy more directly from
Fu(r ).

An earlier attempt to calculatey in the latter way was made in
the preparation of Ref.@9#, but as the results did not correlate well
with Smith’s data for~y/d* ! this work was not included in the
published paper. However, even had this method proved more
successful, there would still be an inconsistency in this second
approach, as in the Smith method of Sec. 4.1, in that no direct
calculations would be made of the viscous effects.

6 Conclusion
Thus the conclusion must be drawn that the concept of the

ultimate steady flow in a repeating stage is really not more than an
experimental observation, and that the Smith efficiency expression
is therefore essentially an ingenious development of this observed
phenomenon.
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